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Dr. A. A. MacRae DANIEL COURSE Feb. 4, 1974

I'm going to begin our course with what I'm going to call Roman Numeral

I General Introduction to the Course

A. The Importance of the Book of Daniel

1. The Book in General.The Book of Daniel is perhaps one of

the best known of the OT books. I guess only Genesis is better known that the

book of Daniel. It is a book which contains many examples of heroism and

fidelity. It is one which is often udied in S.S. Lessik~
-
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0411 through the agesas.-weH-aa Jews have been stirred and thrilled with the

stories of how Daniel and his 3 companions stood true to the Lord and how

they were protected by him in very difficult times. So it is a book which

people everywhere are greatly interested in for its many interesting stories

and incidents. We are not in this class going to study these incidents in

the Book of Daniel. We will only examine them very incidentally because that

is not our purpose. We are interested in this course in the propheceis of

the Book of Daniel. tAs I understand it we are supposed to start on the hour

and run until S of. I would appreciate it if you could all be in your seats

othe hour. In Germany it is understood that classes start at 15 after,n

and nobody expects anybody to be there any earlier than that, but my under

standing is that we start on the hour, so if you would please be in your

seats I would appreciate it.±

This book then is one which it is very useful for the Christian minister

to be informed about both for illustrations that he can use for references

that people are familiar with. It is a very important book in general, but

the part of the book that we are going to deal with is far less known. About

1/5 of the part we are going to look at is often referred to, and the other

4/5 is very largely neglected in the Christian world. Now the importance of

what we are interested in is perhaps well brought out with what I shall call

point number 2 under A.

2. The s0 of Man. Now the term the Son f Man is a term which
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occurs 93 times in the book of Ezekiel, and only twice in the book of

Daniel, and one of these occurrences in the book of Daniel is exactly

identical with the occurrences in the book of the

bk. of Exek. it is regularly used as a ref. to Ezek. ksays, Son of

Man stand on your feet, I'm going to Sell you something; Son of Man do

this, Son of Man do that." It is quite obvious in the bk. of Ezek. that this

phrase "Son of Man" is a regular Hebrew usage using the word Son of to

indicate an individual of a group. 'Son of Mankind" -- an individual man.

We read in en. that Abraham ran to the flock and gt a son of the herds

which he killed and prepared for the angelic visitors in Gen. 18. That

is certainly the usage in the 93 cases in the bk. of Ezek. of the term

Son of Man. And it is the usage in one case in the bk. of Daniel where

the Lord says, Son of Man I will explain this to you" now, or something

like that, I forget the exact phraseology.

Thus we have these 94 cases including one in the bk. of Daniel where
exactly

the phrase Son of Man is used in a way exaely identical with the usage

of this word Son in other contexts like Son Ef a flock that I just

referred to. There is one case in Daniel that is quite distinctive, and

the interesting thing is that this one case of the use of this phrase in

the bk. of Daniel is a case which became so well known to the Jewish people

that in the time of the NT when this word is not used this way in the Greek,

the phrase Son of Man when used by Christ was immediately understood by

the High Priest as being used in this way in which it is used one time

in the bk. of Dan. as opposed to 93 cases in the bk. of Ezekiel.

Jesus said: Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man coming on the clouds

of heaven and the High Priest immediately rent his clothes and said. What

need have we of further testimony after this blasphemy." Now with the

whole OT before them the fact that Jesus would refer to one vs. in the bk.

of Daniel in this: way, and that the High Priest would immediately recognize
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it, shows us how great a position in people's minds and immagination this

particular phrase in the bk. of Daniel has. Not only was it known thus

t o the Jews at the time of Jesus, Jesus Himself uses the phrase Son of

Man referring to Himself 31 times in the book of Mat.; 14 times in the

bk. of Mk.; 26 times in the bk. of Lk., and even in the bk. of John 11

times. All these many times Jesus calls Himself the Son of Man, There is

a statement about this by Dean Alfor in his very excellent commentary

on John 5:26 where you have a ref. to the Son of God who gives life

and to the Son of Man judging, he says: "We have here

and1h111" bound together as the two great departments of the Son's

working; - the former, as substantiating the just uttered; the

1 atter, as leading on to the great announcement of the next verse. But

the two departments spring from two distinct sources, united in the Person

of the Incarnate Son of God. The Father hath given Him to have life

in Himself, as He is the Son of God. We have none of us life in our

selves; in Him we live and move and have our being. But He, as the Father

is, is the source of Life. Then again the Father hath given Him power to pass

judgment, because He is the Son of Man; man is to be judged by Man, - by

that Man whom God hath appointed, who is the inclusive Head of Humanity,

and to whom mankind, and man's world, pertain by right of covenant-purchase.

This ff,`I/ 7T-01 leads the thought to the great occasion when

judgment shall be executed; which accordingly is treated of in the next

verse." Thus the phrases Son of God and Son of Man are tied together in

this note by Dean Alford in John 5:26-27 and we see how our Lord Jesus

Christ used the phrase so regularly, but it is all based back upon this

one use in the bk. of Daniel, and is utterly contrary to its interpretation

in the 93 cases in the bk. of Ezek. I think that is very good evidence of

the great importance of the bk. of Daniel in the ideas and understanding of

the Jews, in Jesus' own presentation of His great power, and of His purpose
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and the particular verse where it occurs has a rather pivitol place in

the bk. of Dan. We will go into that more fully later; we are only mentioning

it now as showing Ikat the general importance of the prophecies of Daniel.

Now we have mentioned two reasons for the importance of the bk. of

Danèèl, the book in general, and this particular phrase the Son of Man

as used in the NT so very many many times and resting hack on one usage

which is in the book of flaniel as opposed to the very different sense in

w hich it is used in 93 cases in Exekiel and even one case in Daniel.

Then No. 3 The Prophecies of the Rook of Daniel are of importance

because they give us a general view of history. Now we have in NT varieas

places a very very
kalAscopic

view of history like Mat. 24 where the Lord

said that there shall he earthquakes and pestilences and wars. Nations

rising against nations and so on. We have these general statements about

future history that is to come during the long period before His return

but they don't give you any specific idea of history. The only placet I

think of in the Scripture aside from these statements where we have a

specific indication of po'itical, historical events over a long period

in the future is in the bk. of Daniel. In fact the chapter of Daniel

"chapter 11 - has a long specific account of the dealings of various

kings and events in Hellenistic history that is so detIlled that all

liberala scholars say it is a later writing giving history as it was known

t o them; and even one or two rather conservative writers say we do not

find prophecies in such detail, and so this must he a later interpolation.

Now that is not our purpose in this course to investigate the critics

of Daniel. I might say a word about this here. Prof. Robert Dick Wilson

who was my teacher and whom I assisted for a year, used to say that the

book of Daniel was the most difficult hook in the OT to support the

authenticity of, because, he said, it is the hardest book, there are more

problems, he said, in the book of Daniel from the viewpoint of background,
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of history, of linguistics, and of language; there are more problems he

said than any other. So he devoted a great part of his activity to the

study of Daniel. Now most of the problems of the bk. of Dan&él on which

so many scholars have simply said, Of course this book was

written in the time of the Maccabees, c. 160. Some of them have said

precisely 164 B. C. it was published. And they said there is no question

about it. That was the attitude c. 50 yrs. ago. Now of these arguments

that have attacked new evidence has shown satisfactory answers

to most of them, but the one argument that still remains absolutely un

answerable to the skeptic Is of course the argument from prophecy -- that

the bk. of Daniel does give specific statements about future prophecy,

future events which could not possible be known to any human being in

the time of Nebuchadnezzar. Therefore, if you don't believe in predictive

prophecy the bk. of Dan. must be a late forgery. It-w" early as the

2nd or 3rd cent. A.D. tIiak Porphyry a Creek skeptic wrote a book attacking

the bk. of Daniel in which he said the bk. of Dan. was written in the

time of the Macc. St. Jerome in the end of the 4th cent. A.D. wrote an

answer to Porphyry claiming that the bk. actually did come from Daniel.

But it is not our purpose in this course to discuss the authenticity or

dependability of the book. We are interested in this course in what the

1k. means and specifically what the predictions of the bk. mean.

Now these are 3 reasons for the importance of the bk. I want to meantion

a 4th reason of treat importance for the book which is perhaps less com-

monly thought of and that is the study of the prophecies of the book of

Daniel is very valuable for principles of interpretation. Now it is some

times said, You can prove anything by the Bible. Of course that is true.

You can prove anyt11g by the Bible or by any other book of any length

that was ever written if you are going to take isolated sentences out of

context and interpret them without relation to the context, you can prove

absolutely anything frmm it today. If you are going to interpret the
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Bible as any other book that was ever written , you have to study it

in its context and see the principles of its interpretation and this is

particularly true when you got to prophecy, Now I don't think the prin

ciples involved in the interpretation of the prophecy of the book of Dan.

have been studied is anywhere near as much as they ought to be. I think

that we will make some substantial advances over any book that I know of

dealing with the subject during this semester in bringing out principèes

that are quite clear when you study carefully the book; principles that

are important for the understanding of it Principles which also are i

portant for the studying of any prophetic section of the Bible.

Now just under this patter of ptinciples of interpretation, there is

a whole area of principles of interpretation which is often discussed and

on which we uz can expect considerable light from the bk. of Dan. and

that is the question of symbols. The question of symbolism, the question

of figures of speech. There is sometimes somebody who says, I take the

whole Bible literally, I believe literally everything it says in the Bible.

Well of course anybody who says that you wonder if they have ever read the

Bible because you simply cannot take the Bible or any other book of any

importance that ever was written absolutely literally. Every book that was

ever written anywhere has figures of speech. In fact I think you can say
nearly

that almost all of our abstract terms begin as figures of speech. I remember

reading once, somebody said the statement, I will not at this time inveigh

againstmy opponent, 4s.w+I.e It might be a very fine, elegant, dignified

statement that would be quite in place in a presidential inagural address

but when you take that word 'inveigh", you see where it's start is. It is

from the Latin which means sail into. You would not say, I will sail into.

That is rather course to tell him I will not sail into my opponent. But that

is exactly what the word inveigh means, To attack others either - their

ideas or we use the word inveigh which really means sail

into, and most of our abstract ideas have started with specific words of
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literal sense which have been used as figures of speech and then have come

to mean the things for which they are figures. Of course there are many

figures like that in Scripture which have becone literal words and are no

longer figures inScrlpture. But as in the case of any other book of any

size or importance, there are in it figures of speech. o&plewi,

I've often heard it said: () fleveltèon is a symbolic book. You can't belive

mytin? in the book because it is just a hook of symbols. Anybody can take

the symbols to mean anything they want to. Well I think that is an utterly

false way to deal with any part of Scripture. Scrirture contains symbols.

The book of Daniel contains as many symbols anywhere as any book in por

portion to its size. But symbols stand for something. Figurative language

stands for something. Figurative language may be difficult to interpret but

figurative language is not necessarily obscure. You say, He was a lion in

the fight. You don't mean that he went out and scratched the enemy with his

fingernails or he chewed him up with his tutk.teeth. It is perfectly obvious

that he fought with courage, with tenacity, with perseverance. It is a figure

of speech the meaning of which is clearer than. anything you could express

in literal language. Figures of speech don't need to he obscure, but they

may be. They have to be studied carefully to see whtt may be obscure in them.

and what is clear. Then of course a figure of speech especially if it is

a symbo,if it is soiething of any size, there has to be a certain amount
to make clear

to make evident,/the picture/ofiwbich may not necessarily have anything to,

do with the symbol and that is a problem which comes in very definitely in

the study of the parables. In th parables we may have one simple idea

presented in the course of the story. Or we may have e more elements

in the story that have a meaning. So the question of correct interp. of

symbols is a very important question in connection with any parable or with

any presentation, particularly of prophecy that includes symbols of any kind.

Now in this regard we ire in a very fortunate position in the bk. of Dan.

because in the bk. of Pan. you have a grt. deal given in symbols, but quite
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quite generally you have an interpretation of symbols. Thus in Pan. 2

you have a picture given of an image and a little description of the head

and little description of the shoulders, and of the hips and of the feet,

and toes, and then later on you have the statement: YOiIb U king, are the

head of gold. After you will cone another kingdom which is like the shoulders

and another kingdom after it like the hips and then another one corresponding

to the feet. So here is a picture, a symbol which nobody would have any

clear idea what it meant if it stood alone. But you have the interpretation

of it given right in the sane chapter. Now there i nuch in the symbol that

isn't interpreted, and people soetimes let their imagination run and get

all kings of things out of a symbol, which are highly questionable. Put at

least we have a basis for a study fr of principles of interpretation of

synbols in the fact that in cli. 2 we have a symnhol given and then in

the later part of the ch. we have the interpretation.

Now you get to ch. 7 and you get an entirely different symbol. You

have 4 anirials come up out of the sea. There is a little description of

e animals. Vhat could that stand for? It could stand for most anything.

But you have an interpretation given. And they say, These animals are 4

kingdoms, and they tell, a little about these different kingdoms. So you

have a symbol given and then you have an interpretation given. And that

gives you a basis for the interpretation of this symbol. You conpare ch.

2 and 7 together and you find that they deal to a large extent with the

sa're events under different symbols, so each of them helps you to under

stand the other, xiRtrztat*eax and in turn it helps you to understand

the principles of interpretation of Scriptural symbols. Then better than

that in cb. S you have a picture of two aniirals, a purely physical picture

of events that occurrod as one animal ccres fast in one direction and then

another Conies fast in another direction and hits it, knocks it over, destroys

it, and out of the second cores the second one has a great horn which
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divides into four hor,is, and then out of thorn comes a little horn. Well

the interpretation is given. You ar. specifically told that the first is

the king of Medo-Persia, the second is the of Greece, and that its

great leader being destroyed ther will. come four in pisce of it. You have

interpretation given more full)' of the syrnbolis In ch. 8 than you have
previous two.

in the proceeding oh. Then when you et to ch.l]. You fini some of the

sane events given again but tksm this time in straight out language, not

in symbols at all. So you take your straight off language in ch. 11, 12

YOU compare it witi the symbolisr of the previous ones, and inevitably

principles are goin to crmrgc that can he u;eful in interpreting any

y;nhoiism in the OT or in the NT.

o we see the prophecies of r)aniel. are important for what they con-

tain, treienJou1y important for what they contain, since they contain much

that is contained nowhere else in Scripture. ut they are also very i

portant for learning of principles from the'. I have found most commentaries

on the bk. very unsatisfactory because they will take up a verse and discuss

the words in the vs. and often deal very superfically with it, and they will
see

not try to get the principles that run Xr* throigh and get the interrelation

of the portions and so on. Anl that Is what we are going to try to do largely

in this class and that It-ads us to .

Capital A as the Importance of the n0oi of Daniel.

Capital B. is the Need of Objective Scientific Study. I have recently
article

written an aritcie on the question, Is Christian Knowledge Scientific? And

I looked at it from two viewpoints. rirst, Is Christian nowledge Scientific

Thcortica1ly? There is nothing more scie!tific in the world than Christian

Knowledge. If you want to learn something about the noon you will have to

take what you can se of the moon and what is brought back to you by people

who hRve been there. Well, if you want to learn about the life after death

you can't see it. You can't talk with anyo today who have ever been there.
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But most of us have not talked with any astronaut, and most of us have

not used any telescope strong enough to see much on the moon. Most of us if

we want to study about the moon are dependent on what is written by others

who have made observations or who have been there. When it comes to where

we come from, where we are going to, what is the mesnig of life, what is

the nature of God, we don't have direct access to the data, we have to

have a presentation f data by one who knows. So we have the Bible. W

have the presentation of the ie who knows about these things. We have His

presentation of what He wants us to know about it, but it is presented In

human language; it is presented in this lonc book, the Bible. The Bible

is a great collection of data about these important matters. It is the most

scientific way possible to learn about these is to pet information from one wh

who knows and to study that information.

But then secondly, Is Christian Knowledge Scientific? Unfortunately
passes for

a great part of what xsxappexeEztm scientific knowledge for Christian

knowledge is not scientific, because people £rab a vs. here and a vs. there

nd ignore the rest of the Scriptece. They ignore whole portions of Scripture.

They do not bring all the data that they can find torether in order to get

what is there in order to examine it carefully and to see exactly what it

means. The tendency is too broad in the Christian world to take a question

and say, Does the Scripture teach A or does it teach B? And somebody says

all the reasons to say it teaches A; and somebody says here are all the

reasons to say it teaches B, You weigh it and you say, A is a little

eve,- stronger than B, we'll stand on A. But actually you

could go to the Scripture with three questions about any matter. Does it

teach A? Does it teach B? or does it not give us an answerlto this question?

And you could see whether what is found is sufficient Ito establish either

one of those. It may be that here is an area in which we are not the

data sufficient to make a definite statement. T fe-l that ieologiaimake

this mistake. They go to a place in Scripture and say, Does it teach A or
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does it teach 3? eil look at the evidence and weight it carefully and let

us say 0% of wh3t I can do with this vs. inclines toward A, 40 $ toward B.

I say therefore it teaches A. Then I go to another vs. and I say, Look at

this one. Well as I look at it 60% of it is toward 13 and 40 toward A, but

we have already proven from the other verse that A Is right arid not 13. So

of course even though this vs. looks like I, it must be k. So we put it
with

together iwth it. Ve do that with three or four other verses and pretty soon

we've got a list of six or eight different passages all of which we say

prove A, when it is all resting p back on that slight preponderance in

the first vs. we looked at. Now we have got all these passages proving A

Then we find that place in Scripture that seems to sharply contradict this

and we immediately proceed to cxplin it away until It ners absolutely

nothing, or to twist the words into soethir.g that they obviously did not

.ean. I feel that theologians of every group, every type have cccasionally

made this particular mistake. I feel that a scientific approach to Christian

knowledge requires that we o to th' Script. and try to see what can we

really learn from it, and what are the cucst1cns on which we rust say we

do not k yt know. Now this maybe is net so Important for tI-c one cngaged

in active Christian service as the Ir.lr!ister or the missionary, or sore other

p l.se of direct Christian service. He can take a few great truths arid he can

present them and the Lord ray bless hii'i and use him greatly, and he may not

know much ore about what the Scripture teaches. He nay siriply take over what

has been given him by others. But the tin.t. core w!en new questions will

arise. !ew prchler will COP up. New ideas will be presented arid lie needs

to he ready then to go to the cripture an say, Yes you are riht, or to

say, No you are wrong. r to say that is a matter on which I find no clear

evidence in scripture and therefore it Is not necessary I take a position

but I will definitely say it Is not thing th.t should be stressed in

9-Christianchurch because it is not clearly taught in Scripture. So I feel

that there is tremendous need of objective study of Scripture. I feel that
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there is a tremendous art. of truth Cod has given us that has not yet been

found because so many have gone to the Scripture to find evidence for what

they have already had in their creeds or for what has been taught them in

S.S. or told them by their elders, instead of going to see what this r'eans
and
that they have ignored or overlooked a tremendous lot in the Scripture.

My great interest throughmy life has always been to try to go objectively
beyond

and see exactly what is there and not speak at all byonC the evidence.

There is a book which was published on the history of/near eastern

country, the ancient history of this near eastern country, about 40 yrs.
of

ø ago which while it contained as much about factual knowledge as any

book on the subject that had been published up to that time, was for any

one except for a specialist in the field of absolutely no value. It was

beautifully written, beautifully published. Very intercstin to read by

a man who knew the evidence tremendously, and published as a book for use

by the general public or by educated people interested in that area. I

found that the attitude of this book by this great professor was that

when he presented something of which there was clear archaeological evidence

there was no question it was true, he merely presented it in an off hand

aez manner. There is no use of arguing about tiis, this is clearly

established wixxtk x1xtaiit He would i just state it. Then when he

came to a point in which the scholarly world was sharply divided, he would

take one view of it, and he would give evidence for his view very strongly

and clearly, and you would say, that's the only possible view. Then when

he would come to some brand new idea that he had just thought of and no

lnd±y else has e yet heard of, he woL1l1 express that so positively and

so strongly that the person who was not trained in the particular field

would think those are the things that are know. These others are the things

we can he very sure of, and the things that are really known they would

hardly notice because they were mentioned alflght but just passed over in

the course of it. Now there is a danger of doing that in connection with
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any particular field, and my treat interest Is that we ço objectively and

find out what there is that is absolutely clear, and where we don't know

we say we don't know. That we don't read things Into something that are

not c'early derived fron it. o we are oin to study the bk. of Dan.

1arce1y by itself in this course. We are not nin to take prophecies in

the bk. of Dan. and try to relate these rrorhecies to what we find elsewhere

in the Scripture, and where we have something obscure here and something that

is obscure elsewhere we are not going to fit their together and get something

that is absolutely clear and explain what is nIn to happen in the world in

the next SO yrs. on the basis of this. We are going in fact to deal with

the bk. of !Jan. with hardly any reference to other parts of the Scripture.

Only when the reference is so absolutely clear that it is pretty difficult to

see how any Intelligent and honest person could question it. As for

Instance the fact that when Jesus called himself the Son of Man, it is

evident that He did not use it in any of the senses used by Ezekiel, nor

in the sense used once in the bk. of Dan. but in the sense used the other

times. That is very obvious, but I might not even refer to that if it were

not for the fact that Jesus said, Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man

coming or the clouds of heaven, and the high priest rent his clothes and

said, This is blasphemy, what need ye of further evidence. There could he be

Kxx no possible question that he was referring there to this one specific

vs. in thebk. of Pan. There is no other possible way to take it, and when

it i so perfectly obvious we may make reference e to it. But our purpose

in this course is to take Daniel and not except in very rare occasions, to

bring evidence from elsewhere in Scripture to prove some - what something

means. But to take the passar'es in Pan, by themselfos and to see what we can

derive fror them and to put our emphasis on what is clear and where there is

a possible view to note It and note the evidence in favor of it. And where

we can say that we don't know too clearly and definitely make that state

ment. If someone else wh wants to say he can prove that it is clear from
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something else in Scripture, that's a different subject. That is not a part

of the purpose of this course. Now we will refer to material outside of the

hk, of Dan. principally to matters oF history. Pecause as we mentioned Paniel

gives us more material about the history or the world in general than any

other part of the OT . A considerable portion of this deals with events that

have already occurred. Th that case we will take time to see what those

e vents have been, and just how do they fit with staterents ivcn in flaniel.

o much then for B. The Need of Objective Scientific Study.

Now we will call Capital C. The Purposes of the Course. Now there

are certain specific purposes. You might say I have already mentioned them

but I am goinc' now to briefly summarize the purposes we have looked at.

Our first purpose is a survey of the prophecies of Daniel. e are going

in the first place to try to have a definite clear idea of what are the

predictions in the bk. of Daniel. I would think, I feel that every Christian

ought to have this knowledge. Anybody can get this siriply by reading the bk.

of Pan. through two or three times. It's not a ajor purpose of course but

it is a thing that certainly should he accomplished by this course.

econdly, w are going to examine tho relevant historical facts. t

this point we will draw upon raterial which any of you who have a M.A. in

history probably know already, although you may not, because w& will look

at several different periods of history. A -Teat part of what we looked at

in this area, anybody who has taken considerable ancient history may

already know, although part of it deals with periods on which a good --'cal

is known but which are often skipped over in studies of Ancient T!istory. 50

it may net be known to you, but is very vital for the hook of Paniel. So

we will wait to get a clear idea of the relevant historical facts, and just

how nuch evidence do we have regarding their, because it is a strange thing

about history that there are some periods concerning which we have very very

full knowledge, and there are others periods concerning which we have Wery

little knowledge. And of course there are those who will make big guesses
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where there is very little knowledge. But some of these periodas people

lust skip over. The average person say who has majored in history in
the history of

colleae might have a fairly rood idea of th events of/ancient Greece and

Rome, but they might not know much about those great tremendous events

that took place earlier in Mesopotamia, in Etvpt, in Asia Minor, and in

Palestine. If they do know a fair amount about the events of

the history of Greece, say up to 300 1.C., the chances are that from 100

on they know practically nothing about the history of Greece. They ray

know a fair amount about Rome from then on up to c. 400 .D. nut from 400

to eoo A.T). most of them will know practically nothing. Actually our

evidence is slight, but there is a lonc perlol -- 400 vrs. There is very

little known about it. Very little more known about the 00 yrs. from

800 to 1100. There is long Period of history which most neople know very

little about. Then of course from then on, our difficulty hecoires just

the opposite. We have such a tremendous amount of wateril, that people

are apt to take just a very small part of it and study it extensively and

know nothing about the other.

I was talking to a nn who teaches history at two different coileves

and I told him of the very interesting bk. I read last summer about the

history of Fvrone between 40 and 800 A.T1. To my isanointment he was

not the least interested. e said, All my study is from 1800 on." There is

a tremendous amount of material from 1800 on, hit I question whether anyØ(
really

will realv understand this last two centuries if they

(lont't know sonethlnc' about those periods hack then which were In some ways

so very similar to our present situation. So we won't have much time on

that in this course, but it does have a bearing on Daniel, so we 41l

spend a little time trying to 'yet in the main facts clearly in mind. cc

that's our second purpose then: To examine the relevant historical facts.

Then e, our third is to see what is clear, and where we have some-
they said

thing on which - - - Well, I don won'tbe like/Prof. Warfield once said,

Now on this vs. there are 187 different views that have been presented.
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They are all wrong. I going now to give you the correct view.' I am not

going to try to do that. Our emphasis is to try to see what is definite

and clear in the book so that a person should know. Unfortuantely some

otmentators thought they will state these facts clearly when they deal

with that part of the book, when they get to other parts they act as if they

id notleven exist. They pay no attention to it. They are dealing with a vs.

aJ they tell what it means, but when they get to another vs. they forget all

about it seems from the way they deal with it. Well, we want to see what
know

iscclear in the book and get that and flew-that and I think that is much more

*van- important than getting the obscure things. But we are interested

also u where there are possible views to note what these are. To note the

ospible views regarding important things in the predictions of Dan., and where

the evidence is not sufficient to decide between the* to know a little bit

about the evidence pointing in each direction. Then someone may come along

with some clear proof somewhere else in Script, or something in history

that shows which of them is right. But until they do let's not be dogmatic

about them. Then we are interested very much in what I have mentioned

already but I want to mention here again, we are greatly interested in

noting the principles. Here's where I feel that all the commentaries I have

*eon are very deficient. They do not notice certain principles that are

absolutely clear in certain parts of Daniel and then in other parts where

someone applies these principêes they will simply say that ridiculous,,,

that's impossible. Well maybe it would be if you don'thave evidence for it

but let's see what the evidnece is. Let's note the principles. I feel n

some ways that's almost more important than noting the specific predictions

themselves.

Now our time is going rapidly, and I'd like to have a list of those

who are present. I'm not going to take time to call the roll. Write names

down so that everyone who is signed up for the course is present.
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hO% we will go on to Roman Numerol II. This will he

Ii A General Survey of the Look of Daniel. No the Peck of nin.

naturally divides into t:o nain divisions. TI-c first 6 chapters Is prirari1y

history, and the next chapters is pri:ar5l) prcphc-cy. New tht does not

mean that the first 6 chs. are all history becaue the best knwwD by far

of the prophetic chapters in the hi:. is the second ch. which is contined

in this first part. Put it is enledod in an historical situation very

definitely, and the other five chapters are inportant events, and the

account of these events - - Occasionally thae are snail nrtction

included in theii, hl!t the only bi prediction, the only extensive predic

in in the first 6 chapters is that which is onntained in eb. 2.

Now the last 6 cu!pters is all either prop cy or the situation in

which a prophecy is givei, a situatic ii,-)t told for itself but in order

to introduce the prophecy. So we can very properly siy that the second

half of the bk. is all prophecy. This second h,--f o the bk. Is in the

gen. Chn. weld very little known. I would say th.it the general C!ristian

World knows ch. 2 far better than any portion of these last chapters

and sore portions of their are hardly known at all, hutehthey are all

one or two little porti.os of thi&'m, are widely known aron certain

groups of Christians. rt the iThole thing is Irportant for a proper under

standing of any of it.

So these are the t:o rain divisions of ti-c bk. of n. New there is

a very stranc thing ahit the h1. of Dan. Ch. 2 e1ns by siyin that. ring

.eb. had a dreari, and his :I'd wis trubled and he cller i his wise en

and he said to his wise :,n, Tell ,e what this drea'. t"ss art ichat Its

interpretation is. It is very evident that was on to these wise en

They-- he had had drea7us before and he ht ased them Vhat ccs this dream

mean? Lust night I drearod that this atackec1 this and there was a tremendous

wind and so on, whit did this dream mean? !.nd they said, Ni that means that

a certain kingdom facing you over this way is going to have a big rising up
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kind yo-ti. attack this kingdom will utterly destroy it, and then he

found out that actually nothing of the kind happened and he decided it

was very easy for these men if he'd tell them a dream to makeup any kind

of interp. so he said, i' goi;g to prove whether they really know anything

or nt. They uust not only tell me the interpretation, but they must tell

re the drear' too. o he said, You tell me the dream, and the intepretation

of t. vs. 4 says, ihe wise men answered him -- the English says,'in

yrlac" arid then they proceeded to say this is absolutely impossible to do.

Put the :crd where they say thls is impossible" if we had more advanCd

students In this class than we have, I would ask somebody to read from

the Hehrew thoqe first S vs. of the I the second chapter of Daniel. I

have alar found it ratier amusing to do that, becasue the person reads

first four so readily, he reads right along, and then he gets to this

they answered him in Aramaic -- in lieb. rather Syriac, and then the

words look like ords they are familiar with but they don't quite fit

becasue 1\rar'aic is a lang. similar to Heb. but A about like French and

Spanish let's say, enough differont that you find yourself at sea very.

.s soon. Put the strange thing is that it doesn't ,nerelytell you what,'

the wise nn answered in ramaic but gave you what Neb. said in Heb.

it doesn't 'croly give you what they answered in Aramaic; it goes right

on in all thc rest of the chapter in Aarmaic, and so are chapters 3. 4,

5, 6 and 7. Then t the end of 7 which is Axamaic, we turn to Heb. in

chanters R - 1 are e'). So ou have the book of Dan. divided linguisticly

into ch.l:l-2:. and 3-2 Uohrew, and a section in betwean Aramaic. This

does not correspor:d with the major division of the book which s 6 chapters

of history and 6 chapters of prophecy. It's an overlaping divison, The

Araraic k+9ie of Paniel was extensively studied 50 yrs. ago and scholars

tried to prove that this Aramaic is the Aramaic of 400 yrs. later not the

Araraic of the t1m of Yeb. 1r. R.D.wilson did a great deal of study and

wrote many articles to show that the Aramaic -- the evidence is that the
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Aramaic from that time from which we don't have much Aramaic is more like

the bk. of Daniel than the Aramaic of the later period, but it is a strange

book in this way because of the division into hebrew and Ararnaic not

corresponding to the main division of the contents of the book. There

are various theories made as to why this is and I think they are highly

questionable. I merely call your attention to that fact at this point.

Now the first part of the bk. of Daniel has these 6 chapters ad each
is

of them saa distinct unit. The Archbishop did a very good job in making

his division of the first half of the bk. of Daniel because each of them

starts with a situation, completes it; and each of them starts with a

different situation than the one before. They don't run straight along.

Each chapter is a distinct account of ai event, each of these 6 chapters

of the first part of Daniel. It is an excellent ch. division. I would

like you before our next meeting next week to glance over the bk. of

Daniel, get a general idea of its contents. I would like you speitica1ly

to look at the last 6 chapters. Now I don't WUfi ask you now to read the

last 6 chapters, but glance over them. Ask yourself: If you were to

divide these 6 chapters into divisions, logical divisions like it's very

easy to divide the first six. Each situation finishes arid a new situation

starts. Whether the new situation starts the next day or starts 10 yrs.

later is not made clear. Sometimes it may be many yrs. later. There is

clear division. Now in the second: Divide these last 6 chapters into

either 4,5,6,7, divisions. I mean don't divide them into a lot of divisions

and don't just make two certainly. But make somewhere between 4 and 7 what

s eem to you to be the most logical divisions of this into sections-

ch.7-l2. I would like you to do that for next time. Just write that little

bit out. It won't take you very long, and get a general idea of the bk. and

next time we will have a general survey of the bk. of Dan. then start at

ch. 2.
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Question by student: Did you mean that you saw an acting

factor between the first 6 chapters, say like a connecting factor between

ch. one and ch.

Answer: 0 the same people are involved in them. But if I were to

tell you about an experience that I had during my second yr. in college

and then I were to say, one day I did so and so, and then describe an

experience of my first yr. in seminary, there might be iany connections;

there might be some of the same people but you would not know whether it

was the next yr. or 3 or 4 yrs. later. There is quite evidently a sharp

division right there between each ch. of the first six. Sone of the last

sixes will tell you when it happened, so you have a very definite evidence

that it happened at different times but in some cases

there isn't.

And I would like you to bring that in signed just the division that

you would make logically into not less than 4 or more than 7 chapters,

and we will meet here again next Monday.
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Nebuchadnezzar reigned from 605 to 562 B.C. Incidentally let me say

this about these dates. The year has begun at different times in different

areas in the world. For instance the Vatican even up until about 1600

started the year with Dec. 25 which in a way seems a much more logical place

for a Christian to start it than on Jan. 1. From a secular viewpoint Dec.

21 would be a still more logical place to start it because that is the time

when the sun stops moving in one direction and starts moving in another. So

it is a real turnabout in the condition of the world, and of course our year

is a cycle in our relation to the sun. Some have, the Romans started the year

on March. 1 up to the time of Julius Caes.a, and that's why we call our

ninth month Sept. which means 7th month, and we call our 10th yr. Oct. which

is Latin for 8th month, and our 11th month Nov. which is Latin for 9th mo.

and we call our 12th month Dec. which is Latin for 10th mo. because they

were named that way then. You see the result is then some people will say

that Evil Merodach began to reign in 562, some will say 563. We cannot be

sure in most cases within one year because different people start the year at

different times. So when you find a disagreement of one year in those dates

you understand why it is, and unless we have some evidance of the esact time

when it started, when something was done, if it just says'in the year' it

overlaps one of our years.

But now we see that Nebuchadnezzar reigned from 605 to 562, so his 2nd

year was either 603 or 602, depending jn just how long it was in the year.

So about sometime before 60, is the 2nd yr. of Nebuchadnezzar when Nebuchad

nezzar had the dream which Daniel explained.

Now in Ch. 7, which is in many ways parallel to ch. 2, it begins "in the

first year of Beishazzar king of Babylon, Daniel had a dream." Fifty years ago

many scholars said there never was a king named Belshadzar. We now have abso

lute evidence -- it's only a little evidence but quite sufficient to prove
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absolutely and no scholar disagrees with it that Beishazzar was King of Bab.

even though he is not listed in the ancient lists we have found of kings of

Babylon. Beishazzar was the son of Nabonidus, the 4th king after Nebuchad

nezzar, and Nabonidus associated Beishazzar with him on the throne. We

don't know when he did. We know that Beishazzar was king at the end of his

reign in 539 because ch. S ends with the his death when the edes and Persians

conquered Babylon. So we can say definitely that 3elshazzar wis king up to
before

539, and he did not becor.o king until 555 when his father became king, but we

don't know when his father made hi king ith hin. So it's at least 555, the

first year of Beishazzar, and it may be as late as say 543 for all we know.
was

which is the first year of 9elshazzar.

Now then how nany of you could tell me how much time passed between ch.2

and ch. 7. Yes? (Student - S5years plus? o, it's 45 years plus). It would be

around 45, right. Just one digit wrong but very close, an awful lot closer

than the next year has we spoke of before. Let's say, it was rany years. Now
till

when I looked up these dates this rorning I would have said at least 20 yrs.

But ou see it's at least 45 years in between. So we have, in the book of j

Daniel, a quite wide range of time covered. e have all that interval between

the dream in ch. 2 and Daniel's dream in ch. 7.

ow we ar going to refer briefly to

D. The Pr.incIl of Progressive Revelation

I believe that it is important for our understanding of the Bible and

Particularly of the OT to recognize this principle. God did not write com

plete presentation of all the facts of importance about eternal things and

give it Adam or to Noah or to Abraham or someone and say, 1ere it is, study.

There was a world in which people turned away from God, and God came to those

people to lead them into the knowledge of !11s truth and it takes time for

most people to become accustomed to a new idea. So the principle of progressive

revelation applies in the ibie as it does in the education of any of t us.
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We get a few ideas and then we get them improved and we get something added

to them. c don't learn all physics, everything that is known about physics,

and then we o on and learn everything that is known about chenestry. We learn

a little bit about each, zind then we learn a little more, and then we maybe

specialize in one of them. Progressive revelation reaiis that God revealed

gradually, little by little. It does not mean that fle reveals something and

then later shows it was wrong and so.ething else is right. That is the liberal

idea of progressive revelation. They believe that in this primitive tiie it

was all right to have priir1tiv ideas. Tall ther. is an element of truth in that

You cannot get a child to understand fully advanced ideas. But you don't need

to give them false heas. Ycu don't need to say anything that is false. And

God has revealed thincs to us gradually. gives a hint an1 then he gives

another hint, and perpss No explains a little about tot;ething, and. then he

gives a fuller explanation of certain aspects, and then later a fuller dis

cussion of other aspects but overlapping. And thus we rind through the Bible

our k oledo beii increased.

A good illustration of this is the ratter of the trinity. You open up the

Book of Genesis and you find that the name of od is in the plural, and of

course your scholars will all tell you this is a plural of majesty. Well no

body can prove it isn't, so I don't say e can prove the trinity by the fact

the Hebrew word elohj,i is plural. But I do say it is interesting that the

word used for God, for the God of the 3ihle, for the true God is in the plural.

It may give us a little hint of the fact that wille God Is one, there is some

lcat of plurality in God. It may give vs a J.1it of it. Then we find God says,

Let us ta1e an in our image, und you y right away, Let us cake r:an. Is lie

talking like an editor today, or a king using a plural of himself. Ordinarily

God uses a singular of Iirself, but in this case Fe uses the plural. 1aybo

there is a hint here of the trinity. Now we can't say this proves the trinity

not at all, but there is the beginning of a suggestion that we may later find
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evidence to prove that the suggestion is a true one. We go on and we get

various little hints of the trinity, though in the Big thing it is important

for people to know in those days was that the heathen idea that God is in

every tree, every plant, every cloud was a oompletely erroneous idea. That

God is one sovereign being who controls the universe(is right). So the ulity

0 God is a tremendously important fact. It is vital to stress, and the 01

stresses it a great deal, but in the course of it there are little suggestions

of the fact that there is also a plurality in the nature of God. When we get

to Isa. 48:16 we get a sentence which must be absolute nonsense to someone

who does not have some conception of the trinity, because we read starting

with vs. 15: I even I have spoken; year I have called him: I have brought him,

(that is Cyrus) and he shall make his way prosperous. (We have here surely

God speaking. Who else would have brought the king and made the king pros

erpus? Then lie says) Come ye near unto me, hear ye this; I have not spoken in S

secret from the beginning; from the time that it was, there am I (now that

is not the prophet tailing -"from the time it was, there am I". It's the same

one who spoke in the vs. before. It is God. And yet he goes right on and says)

And now the Lord God, and his Spirit, hath sent me. (Well there you have the

Lord God has sent me and His Spirit has sent me, and I am the one who was from

the very beginning). Well there is a mighty clear statement of the trinity

he, in Isa. 48:15-16. Any other interpretation of the passage makes nonsense

Yet it stands quite alone. There is very little on the trinity in the OT. The

trinity was not tars revealed in any clear way until Jesus Christ came and it

was made apparent that Jesus Christ is God. And we know that He is God; we

know that the H.S. is God. So we know that while God is one, and there is only

one God, we know that there are three persons in the Godhead. We can't under

stand what that means. Noone can really understand it, but we know it is a

fact; the Bible teaches it. Thus we hr,e this progressive revelation of the

trinity. Now in the book of Daniel we have one of the most interesting
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illustrations of progressive retetation to be found anywhere. It is interesting

not only because it throws further light on the understanding of these por

tions of Daniel bet it is interesting because it gives us principles and back

ground to use in studying other doctrines in the Scripture.

In ch. 2 we have a vision which we are going to look at in detail today

but I just want to say in general today at this point that ch. 2 shows there

are going to be four great empires. Pour great kingdoms as they call them. Now

in ch. 7 we again have four great kirgdoms, anc' giver, in such a way that we

siroly are justified in saying they are the same great kingdoms in ch. 2, but

they are given under an entirely different symbolism. And the destruction of
human

the/kingdoms in ch. 2, and the establishment of the kingdom of Cod, is given

again in ch. 7 under an entirely different picture than was given before. But

you put the two together and you learn a good deal more about it. Then in

ch. 8 we have a specific statement, we have first a symbol, and then we have

a specific statement that we are looking at the second and third of these

kingdoms. So ch. 8 throws light on the 2nd and 3rd kingdoms that are described

in ch. 2. In ch. 7 we had added to the figure a little idea of something at

the end of the 4th kingdom that we call the antichrist. Ch. 8 tells about

something that happens in the course of the 3rd kingdom that is historically

known as the events connected with Antiochus Epiphanes. We'll look into him

quite a bit later on. lie lived between 200 and 150 B.C. We have similarities

between these two figures in ch. 8 and ch. 7, but one's in the 3rd kingdom;

the other's in the 4th. Then we you got to ch. 11, you start in with the 2nd

kingdom and it makes it clear that's what you're talking about. It tells you

a little about that, then starts in with the 3rd kingdom and goes on to a

certain point and then suddenly jumps forward to the end of the fourth kingdom.

So you have 4 different pictures that fit together, and you have a pro

gressive revelation in which you learn a little more step by step, and you

have different figures illustrating end enlarging your understanding. Now in
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a case like this when you come to study it, you look at something and from

your impression of another to say, This must wean this, even though there is

nothing in it that says it does. Then having reached your conclusion on this

you go to the other and say, This meant that, therefore that means it. You see

wake what I mean. You can argue or reason in a circle. You can easily mislead

yourself with that sort of thing. So we would want to go as Daniel went through

thisthis. We want to watch progressive reviention, and as we see * new know

ledge added, we can look a back and see what light it throws on what was

earlier. But we don't want to throw the light on the earlier thing until

we have reached the later point where the light comes, but simply take it as

it would have been to Daniel then and see what are the possibilities before him.

So much then for D. The Principles of' eoressive Revelation.

Now let us take III

III Examination of Chapter 2.

A. hhe Situation,
jve

already referred to the situation of cb. 2: InAø
r, A

,44L second year r Nebuchadnezzar had a dream, and he called

in his wise men and he said, Tell me my dream and what it means. He evidently

was very much angered at this time. He said, If you don't make known to me this

dream you will be cut in pieces and your houses will be made a dung hill. Now

6f Veb. was the sort of man who would just all the sudden make a fool demand

on people without any background or reason for it, he never would have succeede

in establishing that great kingdon of Babylon and maintaining it in its strengt

as long as he did. Evidently there is a 1t* background to this. He must have

had experiences before when he had dreams or symbols or things and he called
gave them

in the wise men and they teee took what he did, and they made up some high

flown thing as an interpreation of it, and then it did not work out at all. An

he thought that they were pretending to know a lot when really they knew very

little. So now he reaches a point where he says, I have had this dream and

if they really have the wisdor, they claim to have they will explain to me
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what it means, and they will prove they can explain what it means by telling me

what it is. o he gave them this command. They said to him, This is impossible.

Nbdy could do such a thins. But he said (vs.15);The thing is gone from me.

This Aramaic word here translated gone, we have no evidence of it meaning

"gone" in early Aramaic. We have a few cases in the Talmud where a similar

word means for something to go out, but this is very late, and very slight

evidence. We have greater evidence o a word which would mean it is firm, it

is established. In the context tk+ it is quite clear that that is whzt it

means whatever of the two ways you take the word. Either, I have sa4 it,

it has gone out from me, it is established. Or, Here it is,* it is established.

The decree is made; this w is what you've got to do. You've got to not ere1y

make u, some idea what the 3rean means; you've got to tell me **what

dream is and then I'll have reason to think that what you are saying it

is really worth listening to.

He then tolls this and none of then can interpret it, but DAehcomes

and prays to Cod to rveo.l the secret to him, and God reveals the s.cr4t to

Daniel, Daniel and his friends having prayed about the matter and Daniel came

before Nob. and said, I have no wisdom to explain interpretations like ti1

but he said, (od has given r the inter. Ii has told me what it is. Then pan.

says (vs.31) Thou, 0 king, sawest, an behold a great image. And he tells us

now what the eream was. Then he sayd (vs.34) This is the dream and we will

tell the interpretation thereof before tLe king. he gives an interpretaiónn

and when he finishes Neb. worships flan. and commands them to offer a sacrifice

to Daniel, but Daniel said: Don't worship me. It is God k who has done it.

The king said to Daniel, Truly your God is a God of Gods and Lord of Lords.

Well now this does not moan that he became a follower of the Cod of Israel,

it does not an that at all. flut it does mean that Nob. was proud of following

all the gods of the day. He would tell everyone of them how he was his servant

and doing what he could for him. He believed in nany gods and he was ready to
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take tho god o1 the Jews as one aloag with the others. But at this point he

saw that the God of the Jews had done sotiing that no other god could do

and he put Daniel and his friends in h1h ositiori as a result of this.

Now that is th situation here. In this course we are interested in the

prophecies. ow do we interpret th propheios. So we look at

. The Dream. ow let us read the dream. rt is vs. 31-3S:(reading text)

'ijs belly and iglis of brass's - now that's a bad translation; brass was

aknon at this tjjo. It was OO yrs. after this before brass was discovered.

It should be bronze. Actually the Hebrew word is simply copper, end it is used

for any alloy of copper of which we have today two common ones, brass and

bronze. 1 think east of you think prcbably as I do of brass u soiething

rather shiny and not particularly strong. Maybe that's because when I was

a boy we had brass bedsteads everywhere, I don't know whether it may he in

some foriis much stron thin. but that's the impression at least we had in '

y childhood of iras. hcreas bronze is one Of the strengest of etls. I
J

was talking once with a ketallurist for the Anaconda Copper Co. who told

that in an ordir1ary penny -- at least a czny of that thrc - it was 60%

copper ad 4 zinc. He said ot 401 but nd lI2 because he said

you add l/ o 1% or tin, ai1 that is thc characteristic of bronze to have

tin in it, and e said, Adding 1/ of l. of tin Trade the zetal 2 and 1/2

times as stron as it was before. Well bronze, you see, has tin in it, and

though the tin is not particularly strong, with the copper it makes n very

strong metal, end bronze was very important in ancient warfare, and in

ancient life. o this does not mean socthfng that is shinny and weak by any

means, but it is a very strong and valu;hle eta1. And he says that his belly

and his thighs were of Lroze. His legs o itot; his feel part of iron and

part of clay. Thou sawest till taht a stone was cut out without hands. Now

bow would a stone be cut out without hands.? Yf you have over ra11ced much

in the mountains, you uetics hvc heard a sound ahove you, and you look up
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and you se. that the stone has becom. dislodged from the side of the mountain.

It can easily happen if you are near a cliff or a steep slope, a stone becomes

dislodged and starts to fall. It is one of the greatest hazzards in climbing

in the W Swiss Alps is falling stones. A man told me that he was one time

climbing in the Swiss Alps and he said, they heard a sound ahead of them and

they pressed themsilves up against the side of the hill just as tight as they

could, and he sod a stone that-may"..weighed'1Olbs. hit right in the middle

of his knapsack, right back of his head and went right through the knapsack

with such force. He was not injured at all, but if he not quickly gotten out

of the way you can image what would have happened to him.

Here it says, A stone was cut without hands. It was some natural force, or
human

some occurrence other than he** planning orhuman effort that caused this stone

to come. The stone was cut without hands, which smote the image on its feet

that were or iron and clay and broke them to pieces. Then was the iron, the

class, the brass, the silver and the gold broken to pieces together. Now this

is * rather difficult picture to get. You can Imagine that if something hit it

on the head, it might break up all the metals. But were it to hit it on the

feet it would make it fall over. And if it e11 over it might break into two

or three pieces, but that it all would be broken and mixed together, is a

dream. It is not something that you would ever expect to a.. in natural events.

But of course this was simply a dream. But in the dream, Nb. must have said,

That's strange isn't it. What a queer thing that was to happen, but he said,

Daniel is describing exactly what I saw. T saw that it hit on the feet and yet
which

he skid. the iron and the clay wbe4ôewere in the feet * but not only those,

the bronze and silver and gold, they all gt broken to pieces. Broken to pieces

together and became like the chaff of the summer threshing floor. They were

broken all of them up into little tiny pieces. The wind carried them away that

no place was found for them, and the stone that sonte -the image became a great

mountain and filled the whole earth. Now you could think of 100 different

possible interpretations.
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You could think of 100 different possible interpretations of such a dream.

It edetsinly in itself doesn't tell us anything. You see an Image standing

there. Then you see somethin hit it and then you see this queer thing happen

to it, it all getting broken to pieces even though it was only hit on the feet.

Then the wind carrying it away. Then the stone begins to grow and grow till it

fills up the whole earth. It's a fantasy, something that could never occur in

real life, and there's nothing to tie it to. It could mean anything. No wonder

Nab, was quite amazed by it. What on earth does this very strange dream mean?

That's what he wanted to know. That's why you could ask* any one of 100

guesses as to possible Interpretation, but he wasn't going to let these peopil

pull the wool over his eyes by giving them one of these interpretations, say4g

it is true. But when Pan, described this queer dream that he had, he said.

Weal, if he can tell me all that that I haven't told to a soul, his idea of

what it means is doubtless worth looking at. So we look at

C. The Interpretation of the Images Main Parts. y that I mean the four

main divisions of the image. There are four main divisions to it. In the

interpretation of it, reading vs. 37-44.

Vs. 57 (reading text), At this point he is making N.b. feel happy and

giving him start for it.

Vs. 38(reading text) Nob. must have thought, My isn't that wonderful.

I can tell the birds and you go and get grain and bring it to me. I can

tell the birds what they are to do. The fowls of the heavens, wherever

people live they are subject to no. Well of course, Neb. knew lie wasn't

if he'd stop to think. You remember Canuto the Danish king who ruled over

England, his followers said to him, Cm you could rule anything. You could

tell the waves to be quiet and they will be quiet. They said, You are the

great king. He said, Let's go flown to the seashore, and he put his chair

throne) down there on th seashore where the tide was out, and he said,

Let's see whether you're talking truth. He said, Tide stop there: don't
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come in any further, stay there. And the tide came and came and came until

it covered the bottom of the chair and he got up and got his Let feet wet

and he went back and he said, Now don't talk such nonsense. Well, Neb. had

some tough struggles in his life, and he didn't mind getting a little bit

of flattery now and then. This of course was rather an extreme flattery that

Daniel gave him, that the beast of the field and the fowls of the heaven

hath he given into thine hand and hath made thee ruler over them .11. And

wherever the children of men dwell -- well of course, Neb. was a pretty power

ful ruler over the people in Mesopotamia and to the lands to the west of it

as far as the Mediterranean Sea but to the East of it the empire of the Medes

was pretty strong, and also the Medes held a good deal of territy to the North

of it, and Neb. had become king by overcoming the Assyrian empire. He had the

Medes together with the Medes doing a very great part of the fighting. They

had their own territory which the Assyrians had never had and a considerable

part of the old Assyrian Empire so this statement that Dan gives at the beginn-

ing was a wise statement for a man to make to the king. It was exaggerated,
that

hyperbolic but the king knew perfectly well what it was, but it was the way

he liked to have people talk to him. He probably got plenty of the other kind

behind his back and itaveraged up more or less and as far as the interpre

tation of God's prediction to him was concerned the important think is the

last line in this verse: Thou art this head of gold. Now of course it does

not mean Neb. was made of gold, or that Nab, was a head. It means that this

head in this image represents you. Then he says, And si after thee shall

arise another kingdom inferior to thee. He doesn't say, Another kingdom is

going to conquer you,4.ven if he believed that it would not be safe to say

that. He wouldn't have gotten very far propbably. He wouldn't have gotten a

chance to tell the rest of the dream probably if he had said that. But he

said After you will arise another kingdom inferior to you, and another third

kingdom of bronze which shall hear rule over all the earth. And the fourth
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kingdom shall be strong as iron, for as much as iron breaks in pieces and

subdues all things . . Now the rest continues something about the

lower part of the image, and then about the destruction of the image. We

want to look at thes later. I won't read them right at this point because we

want to look at the interpretation of the images main parts. Here we can apes
That

dogmatically. We__can-say tht one thing is definitely proven TM is that the

image represents a temportal succession. A temporal succession is indicated.
learned

That is a 'very important thing which we have Iat*e+at this point. That in t

image a temporal succession is indicated. Now you see an image standing up

there like that. That could represent different things that all exist at once.

It could represent different parts of an area. It could represent many diff

erent things. But he say The image is you and after you there is another

kingdom, and then there is another and then another. So, this is one thing

we can speak dogmatically about. We can say that a temporal succession is

indicated.

2. We cansnydogmaticely that the head represents Nebuchadnessar.

Then he says, After thee shall arise another kingdom inferior to then and

another third kingdom of bronze which shall bear rule and the fourth

kingdom shall he strong as iron. All right, if the head is Nebuchadnezzar,

does that mean that the shoulders are Evil Merodach who was certainly in

ferior to Neb., and does it mean that the third kgdrn. that bears rule over

the earth is Neriglisser, one of Nebuchadnezzar's &nnerals who married a

daughter of Nebuchadnezzar and who was a rather powerful ruler but rather

aged by this tine, only reigned for about 7 years. And the fourth kingdom

isLavashi-Marduk who was Neriglisser's weak son, who reigned for less than

a year before he was killed, and another man took the throno - Neboiiidus.?

Are those the kingdoms that cone after you? Kell, I donts think anybody in

terprets it that way. He said, You are the head. But he doesn't merely in

clude Nebuehadneizar. He includes all of these kingd. And after you, he

does not say "will arise a king inferior to you", he says, "will arise a
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kingdom inferior to you.' So he is speaking of a different kingdom which
to be

will replace Neb.'s kingdom, even though Neb.is/succeeued by four rulers

in Babylon before this second kingdom comes. Now you see that is not obvious

in the interpretation as Daniel gives it. But it certainly is obvious when

we look at the history. And we in this course, are going to look only at things

that are definite and certain from thehistory, but I think it is right when the

there is a prediction of future history to look at what evidence we can find

from history. We don't want to look her. at what Dan. learned 4S yrs. later.

That is something that Dan. certainly didn't know now anything he learned

yrs. later. And we don't want to bring in unless it is absolutely certain

anything from the NT in this particular couwse. Now we did bring in about

the Son of Man because it is so absolutely clear the way Jesus uses the term.

And so absolutely clear that the High Priest understood as meaning the One

who should come on the clouds of heaven at the end of this age. But aside from

things that are absolutely clear on which any body would have to agree, we

are dealing just with the book of Daniel and seeing here what he says. £ut

fesm the history we can definitely say that the head of gold is not just

Nebuchadnezzar, it includes these other kings. These are includel in the head

of gold. I incline, as a strong possibility, to think that what is meant here

by the head of gold, is not merely these S kings, but is all the kings of

Babylon and Assyria. 1 incline to that, because the 1st grt. expire of which

we have evidence is the empire of Hammurabi. We have some smaller ones

earlier but about 750 B.C. a king of Babylon, named liammurabi £irstbrought
prominence

Babylon into promin.ntee, and he conquered all the regions round about h121

and established Babylonian culture all through the near east. And Babylonian

culture continues to be dominant in the near east until the end of Nabonidus'

reign. And the Babylonians were soon replace by people nother of them - - the

Assyrians -- in the control, but the Assyrians followed Babylonéin culture,

Babylonian system of writing. Babylonian language, and they even pretended
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kings

to be e.a..r.t* of Babylon rather than conquerors of Babylon

vea though they actually held abylon under their power. Time and again

Iabylon revolted free the leadership of the Assyrian kings, and finally

Nabopolassar who in 626 had been made governor of Babylon, established his

independence from the Assyrians and then in 612 he and the Modes together

destroyed the Assyrian capital in Ninev*h, and in 606 he succeeded in destroy

the reanauts of the Assyrian army and his son, Nebuchadnezzar succeeded

him when he died in 605 and became the first king of Babylon, unless you
as a

count Nabopolassar . king who served in between you ulgbt say. But it

was a continuation of this same kingdom, this same culture which was very

great and prominent in the ancient world. Now I wouldn't be dogmatic on that.
at least

I would say/the Head of gold i at+east not just Nebuchadnezzar. It at least

is what we call the Neo-tabylon1sn regeise, which includes these(pointiu

to the blackboard) kings. It's at least that, and I incline to think that

some extent at least it means the whole Assyrian - Babylonian empire

which had its lips and downs in g period of nearly 1000 years. At any rate

the head represents Nebuchadnessar. Thou 0 king art this head of gold."
fashipn

You see you cannot take in strict literal iae4.n, thou alone art this

head of gold. You are the head of lid gold ---the head of gold represents you

but it doesn't just represent you. It represents a kingdo' over which ou
regiee

reign, a r.ahse, the system of culture, the system of government, the general
by

thing of a control of one nation over any others, the first of these that

extended over a great distance of which we know anythin in history, that

extended over rnany other peoples speaking various other languages and havéng

various other cultures. So o. 2 The head represents Mebuchadr.ezzar, but

not just Nebuchadnezzar, at least the wholoNeo-&abylonian empire

which would run from 605 B.c. (or sometime during Nabopolassar's reign)

'up to 539 I.c. -- at least that, and perhaps the whole Babylonian and

Assyrian power before that during the tine when they were a grt. imperial

power
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3. The Other Part Represent Kingdoms not Kings. He says that 'after
another

*he* shall srie another kingdom, aa*er third kingdom, and a fourth king-

don lie doesn't say kings, he says kingdoms and we note that if it said
kings

would not fit at all. They are definitely kingdoms and they

core after the fourth ruler after Nebuchadnezzar, not right after him.

We had these hyperbolic phrases applied to Nebuchadnezzar shove. That* was

Daniel's way of speaking to him. I don't think we should take that too

literal. If you want to you can say that in Jar. and elsewhere we find that

God gave Israel over to Neb. for their sin. God permitted Nab. to seize this

grt. area. P.rb Perhaps you could say od permitted -lob. to establish, his

pover wherever the sans of en dwell if his power was u to it; that is God

put no bar i the way of it. ?3rajs it was a permission rather than an

actual.thing. He had a large area but there were nany very large areas

that certainly were not under his control at all.

We have these 4 kingdoms then. We raised a question then. What about

this image? e have learned that the image represents e succession. That

it is a temporal succession. Now how much of the image has a specific meaning

and how much is simply part of the picture? Look at the eyes of the image.

What do they mean? hat does its mouth mean? Does it mean that Neb. was a

better speaker than any subsequent kingdom described here? A better orator?

Does it mean the Babylonian kings had greater power of expressing their

ideas? Certainly nothing like that. They doubtless had eyes, and a mouth

and noe, but these are amply a part of the image. They are part of the

picture. They do not have a meaning ir, the interpretation. W*b What about

the fact that he is the head which contains the brain. Boos that mean that

their brains were superior to the following empires? Certainly not. Cer

tainly some of these following empires ***t want way ahead of anything that

had been established in this regard by him. b* What about the arms? lie

says that the breast and arms are of silver. Does this mean that the second
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kingdom is going to have one main PTt and two subordinate parts because it

has two arms and a trunk? Do the fingers represent something? All these are

part of the picture but they do not represent an idea unless we find evidence

in the picture or in a precise application to history that shows that they

have a meaning. What about the hands? There are 10 fingers. Do these 10

fingers represent something about the second kingdom.? We have no reason

to think they do. We have no evidence of such a thing. What about the breast?

What about the abdomen? What about the thighs? You notice that the third

kingdom is the belly and the thighs. Well this word thighs(yored?) is used

in the 0? a good many times. It represents the loins. It speaks of pro

creation. Does this have any meaning that this third kingdom has more pro

ductive powers than any of tho others? There is no reason to think so. It

is simply part of the picture. It has two legs. Do these two legs mean some

thing about the nature of the fourth kingdom? Why should they any more than

the fact there were two arms? lnless we have some evidence bearing on it

we have no reason to say that they do. T1ure are some who say that the fact

that the fourth kingdom is the legs of iron, represents the fact that the

Roman empire was divided into an eastern and western empire. Eastern RoasA

Empire and * Western Roman Empire. ut this does not correspond to history
third

at all, because the thighs are a part of the f"*tti+kin8do so when the

fourth starts you have two legs already. Actually Rome was one united

ewpire until about 500 years after it took over most of the territory of

the third kingdom. So teat that frn the beginning of the picture there

were the two legs. It was only 500 yrs. later that it was divide into two

parts -* the eastern and the western empires, and by that time the western

epiro was largely &wmagiuary. It was mostly controlled by barbarians who

had overrun Europe. The eastern empire did continue another 1000 years,

but there was no long period in which the Roman empire consisted of two

parts -- the eastern and the western empires. There was a fiction in that
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regard in the Middle Ages, but no real facts. So that the fact that it

had two logs has any spedific meaning cannot be drawn from this i!nagry.

What about the feet? 1e are told the feet are part of iron and part of clay.

So the distinction m between the feet and the legs, and we are justified

in saying k then that the fourth ki1Igdor is to be divided into two phases.

That there is a final phase which is different from the earlier phase which

is weaker(than the earlier), but the fact that there are two feet rertainly

does not in itself indicate anything. What about the toes? At this point the
more

toes are not oven mentioned, and we have no/reason at this point t' say

the toes indicate sowething specific than to say the fingers do, or the hands,

or the eyes or any-hing like that. If we find later evidence of a specific

thins we might be able to go back and say there was a suggestion here but

I think it would be rather strange to think of a suggestion of the toes

iy more than of the tff fingers. Unless you have a statement here that

suggests it specifically has meaning. So that up to this point we have an

image showing a succession of four different kingdoms.

Now there is a question I ask, Do the various metals have specific mean

ings? "The fourth kingdom shall e strong as iron, forasmuch as iron breaks

in pieces and subdues all things . . . ." And those nations that were con

quered by the Roman empire and saw its iron fit* fist certainly must have

thought that iron was a very godd figure for the Roman empire, even though

in the time of Nero a Roman writer said, the Parthian empire to the east is

the strong; that represents strength. They said Rome is wealth and gold. That

was the way it loked to the Romans, but to the people whom Rome conquered

I's sure that figtve of iron was a very apt one. It was strong because iron

represents great strenght, and the Roman empire was a stronger empire than

any of the three that proceeded. But there is no evidence in the interpretation

that the gold, silver, and bronze ttehave any meaning in themselves except

that they are different metals. There is a difference. There are different
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kingdoms, different types of kingdoms. Of course it is true that those are

not differences simply such s between having Neruglissa.r reign and having

after his son was killed havi this ether au Xabonidus reigi They are not

differences like that. They are coDplete differences of culture and of out

lock and of tape of life. Thrc arc great cLauges between these four great

kingdoms. o that these four diff. metals ropresent 4 duff, types o things,

snc! the fourth represents great strength, lout it doesn't =an the other three

were not very strong htit not as strong as the fourth, but it does not say a

thing iLot their valzc, nothing at all. They are simply different metals.

It is r;asy to let your igth2tior run and to say gold would (It well with

this ,ne t.d sliver vould fit woll with this one and hrvnzc with this one,

but you could twist te around in any order and make an equally good argu

ment for them I believe.

Another uestion Is there any corparrison of t kindois involved?

Iieditely someone says Yes. Alter these shall arise another kingdom in
could

ferior to thee, and l sure eb. says, C yes No kingdom would be as great

as vine. He says, Ccrtai1y it will be inferior to me.. ut the Aramaic word

used here, so far as present ktowledge goes, is never used to mean inferior

in any other case. I lnvtstiatet this ate I xeto to Professor of Aramaic

at the t. of Chicago ant I ed if this word ever aut titferior. lie said

"There is no evidence thrt it evtr saøt inferior ecvpt in this passage. Cf

cou,se it is perfectly apparent frew the context that in this passage that is

what it rust eean.' &e1l row that is not the way to determine what a word
from

tears. y saying it is perfectly apparent for* the context-0--. If it is

re1iy perfectly apparent, yes it is, but anyone has just as good a right to

MILVe s judgnt on that as any authority on Aramaic does. If he can show soe

where else where it means inferior fine. Then you have evidence. Otherwise

you have merely £ guess or his part. Actually the word used here is a very

common word. Now we don't have muc' Aramaic from this period. only iavc
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six chapters of Daniel and a few chapters of Ezra, and one verse in Jeresiah.

of Aramaic from this period. We have much Aramaic from other periods. W+ We
of

have about 13 different dialects in Aramaic of which we have of which we have
many of thf

some material. but Aramaic is very close to heb. In Biblical Aramaic V*t*e$$

words are very similar to various Heb. words. In this case this word is iden

tical to a very common !tab. word - - the flab. word erris which means earth.

In this case the final consonant is changed from a tsadb to an ayin, a rather

common change between heb. and Aramaic. Literally it means "and after thee

shall arise another kingdom es*t toward the earth from thee. Toward the

earth could mean inferior, of course. But it could just as well mean lower

down on the image; lower down nearer the earth on the image. You look at the

image and see the head, and down toward the earth from the head, lower down
use

on the image. Well you could 7 the word inferior to mean lower down on

ax ii age, but when we say inferior it suggests we mean of less value, of

less quality. You will find books that will make * big argument of ho

superior 1ob. was to the empire of Cyrus. Actually Cyrus' empire was neaml

twice as large as Neb.'s empire. 1ob. was a great conqueror; Cyrus was a

far greater one. ieb.s empire lasted 50 years, and Cyrus' lasted 200 yrs.

If you compare the two. rhey are so different you can't really compare them.

But if you are going to compare them Cyrus was a * far greater figure e**

and his empire a far greater empire than that of Nebuchadnezzar. But I tiink

that all Daniel said was that it is lower down on the image, toward the earth,

literally. I know of no other case in or in Aramaic where it is used to

near of less value. It &eans lower down.

e did not get as far as I had hoped today but we opened up a few

questions. . . Look on in c. 2 carefully, and see what we can definitely get

£ro ch. 2 and what there is that maybe a possibility, and what there is we

can definitely rule out. Then readch. 7 and see the parallels with cii. 2.

:ote th differences also, and have that in mind for next week.
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Daniel Course 3/4/74 Lecture 1 4 1

It is two weeks since we met. The snow interferred with us last week

so I don't know whether you have forgotten everything that we had looked

at in that length of time or not. Very briefly to summarize we began

Section IT Examination of Daniel 2 . Under that we looked at

A. The Situation. Then we looked at
B. The Dream in which we noted exactly what was stated in the dream

that Daniel told Nebuchadnezzar he had had. As we noted this dream simply

by itself could represent almost anything. That is to say there would be
to

many things it couldn't represent, but you get from it what the interpre

tation was I don't think any of us ever would have if we hadn't heard.

That is one thing about symbols. Symbols generally can stand for anyone

of a great number of different things. I've known people who have gotten

very excited about seeing a figure or symbol somewhere because they act
the same

as though the symbol always has a certain meaning. Actually figures and

symbols are used in various regards. For instance the lion. He's a lion

in the fight. Means he is brave, courageous, effective. Somebody is afraid

there is a lion in the street - - there is something that is terrifying,

something that is dangerous. Quite a different idea. The yellow can stand

for cowardice; it can stand for gold, glory. Red can stand for blood and

Calvary, or it can stand for bravery. Almost any symbol can have a variety
as described

of meanings. When you have a complicated symbol like this, a/statue made

up of different elements, the question is do the fingers have a meaning,

do the ears have a meaning, do the hips have a meaning, do the toes have

a meaning? How many parts of it have different meanings? Or does the whole

things as a whole just have a fairly simple meaning. Well, we have to have

an interpretation as a basis on which to know what this symbol is going to

mean. So we looked at

C. The Interpretation. But we did not make C the interpretation of

the whole dream. The dream actually has three parts to it, and under C

we looked at the first of those parts.
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1. The Interpretation of the Image's Main parts. We noticed there

that it is very clearly stated, snething that would not be at all obvious,

that it represents a temporal success. That it represents various events

or situations that come one after the other and these do not start at

the bottom and go up. They start at the top and come down. Now that could

be either way, but it is clearly stated in this case that that is the way

it goes. It represents a specifice temporal success.

2. The Head Represents Nebuchadnezzar. I saw a letter from a very

fine missionary a few years ago in which he said that now he knew what

Daniel's image meant. He said these four kingdoms here represented are

something that is still future. They represent a situation that is yet
Well

to occur, and has not yet occurred in the world. So if it was not for

this definite statement in the Scripture that would be a possible inter
as we will see later

pretation, because there are grave difficulties/with interpreting it as

being a picture of the time of Nebuchadnezzar right up to the return of

Christ. There are certaingrave difficulties which we have to meet, and

see what is the proper answer to. And he found to and answer to those

difficulties by saying, It is all future; the whole four kingdoms

are yet to come. But that overlooks the definite statement that is made

here in Daniel's interp. of it where he says, Thou art this head of gold.

(vs.30). There is a definite clear statement in the Scripture that it

starts in Daniel's time. Neb. is the head of gold. We noticehowever, that

this may not mean simply Neb. the man, because the next three are kingdoms.

It may not mean Neb. the king, because there were a number of rulers be

tween him and the next kingdom. It may mean all of the realm over which

Neb. reigned, and his successors until there was a forciable overthrow.

And I think there is strong reason to think that it does not simply mean

the Neo-Babylonian kingdom, that is the kingdom of Neb. and his successors,
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but that it includes the whole Assyro-Babylonian regime which -- with

your power sometimes in Assyria, sometimes in labylon, has been the first

great empire in the world's history.

Now the Egyptian empire was every bit as old as the Babylonian empire

and it was a very powerful regime, but I think that there is a valid
(it)

reason for ignoring in the picture of those events for the reason that

the Egyptian empire, so called, was primarily Egypt itself, wit its great

wealth, its great prosperity, and its power reaching slightly outside of

Egypt, but not a great deal. The Egyptians made incursions somethat to

the south, a little bit to the west, and occasionally up here into this

region, but you can see it was mostly confined to Egypt while the Baby

lonian empire, the Assyrian empire-- not perhaps including any more

territory than the Egyptians, but a more settled territory because the

Egyptian is mostly right along the Nile and aside from that it is mostly

desert. While the Assyttan included *hat. a great many what had been in

dependent kingdoms, kingdoms that had had their own history, kingdoms

with a unified language, with a unifield culture were conquered by the

Assyrians and reduced to their control, so that it was a great hetrogeneous

control by a ruler which had existed off and on over a period of many

centuries. Well now whether you include the Assyrian and the early Baby

lonian in it or not it certainly includes not just Heb. but the whole

period of the Neo-Babylonian empire. It started with Neb.'s father, but

which ft barely gained complete freedom from Assyria when Neb. was a young

man, just before he became actually king, that is m.* before his father's
of whom

death, and which continued in the reign of his successors all/together

did not rule as long as Neb. did. So the total time of the Neo-Babylonian

kingdom is about 65 yrs. And that gives us a fixed point for these prophecies.

It starts there. Now we notice that the two vs. just before this: Thou 0

King art a king of kings, for the king of heaven hath given thee a kingdom,

power and strength, and glory, and wheresoever the children of men dwell
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the beasts of the field and the fowls of the heaven bath he given into

thine hand and hath made thee ruler over them all. Thou art this head of

gold." Well, "thou art this head of gold" ties it up and shows us where

the prophecy begins. The previous statement is flattery to Nebuchadnezzar.

You can say that God gave Nob. permissionto rule over the world as far as

he was able to conquer, but actually when you look at the whole world where

ever the sons of men dwell, and think of the thousands that were in China

and were in India in that period, there are millions I guess there probably,
through

There were thousands scattered here and there including the American continent

even though it was sparcely settled, and then think of this little area

which Nob. controlled which was just about as big as 10 fingers would cover

on this map, why the statement "Wheresoever the children of men dwell, and

the beast of the field and fowls of the heaven hath he given into thine

hand and make thee ruler over them all" is simply flatterly to Nob. He

had a tremendous power in an area which was quite an empire, ues, but cer

tainly not wherever the sons of men dwell. Certainly the boasts of the

field and fowls of the heaven did not obey Nob. He would say "Let all the

owls go to North America! Let all the ravens go to India? Why they wobid

pay no attention whatever They certainly were not under his jurisdiction,

or under his control.

The Neo-Babylonian empire though was a very strong empire for a brief

time. Neb. had many different people under his control during this period.

"Thou art this head of gold" is not an exaggerated metaphor for us at all

but it certianly does not mean that it was a far greater empire than any of

those that succeeded."After thee shall arise another kingdom inferior to

thee." We noticed that this word never is translated "inferior" except in

this one case. "Inferior? is a correct interpretation, if you use inferior

in its original sense of meaning lower. The Heb. word is simply "toward the

earth." "After thee shall arise another kingdom toward the earth."
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In other words "lower down on the statue." Just as the shoulders are bigger

than the head, the next empire was much bigger than his empire. I think you

can get an édea on this sap here. (Pointing to map) Here we have Babylon

with Neb. headquarters, and he held Syria, Palestine. For a very very

brief time he conquered Egypt, but did not hold it very long. He

did not hold anything in this direction. Whereas Cyrus conquered an empire

which included all of Asia Minor, and which took over all of Nebuchadnezzar's

empire, and which eventually took over Egypt and held it for 100 yrs., and

which reached this far-- as far as India; included a part of India. So

you can see that as far as area is concerned it was 10 times as big as

Nebuchadnezzar's empire; as far as population, perhaps 4 times as big.

I don't know. Three or four times as many different peoples and cultures

within it. The Persian empire was a very tremendous empire which lasted

for 200 yrs. as against the 65 of Neb.

Sometimes there are those who try to take every word in a certain

passage of Scripture with extreme literalness. You cannot do that with

the Scripture as a whole. That is perfectly obvious. But when you restrict

your attention to a small portions of Scripture in which you are particu

larly interested there is a tendency to try to find exacti literal ful

fillment in every word, and when you try to do that this **rid word

"inferior" is sometimes taken to mean "less in quality." Which it does

not mean at alt; it means toward the earth, lower on the statue. Butif

you take it tst that way it is occasionally said that this means the

Persians were inferior tothe ae**4 Babylonlins because Nebuchadnezzar's

power was more absolute t and the Persian king was limited by the laws of

the Persians. Now any such statement is simply contrary to fact. Because

in Bebylonia 1000 yrs. before Neb., King Hammurabi put up a big Iponument

in the center of town, which showed the picture of the sun-god handing him

a large writing and it said that the sun-god was giving Hamaurabi the laws
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for his land in order that the people should "-- that righteousness and

justice should be throughout the land, and it's a very detailed code of

law. The Babylonains and very full and detailed laws. The kings were not

a bit more absolute than the Persian kings, perhaps less absolute than the

Persian. Now Neb. himself may have been more absolute than most other

rulers because after all he was a great conqueror, and a great conqueror

is ass*i+ usually able to override a certain number of laws, but Neb.

was certklnly no freer from legal control, than Cyrus the great Persian

conqueror at the beginning of the Persian empire, and he was probably

every bit as much limited by laws as any succeeding ruler. There is no

way in which, I believe, the Persian empire was inferior to the Babylonian.

In fact, it is one of the strange things of history, that the Persian

empire is usually not regarded as anything like as great as it is. An

interesting thing about historyl A thing I think it is valuable for 'tis

all to be/aware of, is how little human glory lasts. I remember when I'
Harriman

was in college reading about E. H. H"r4m+f* who had been 10 years
//

before'had been president of Union Pacific Railroad, and Souther Pacific',

RAiload, and five or six other railroads including some steamship lines,
/ Roosevelt was

an the newspapers used to have picture when Theodore/President f+I*ttf4

of Herrin -- of the Board of Union Pacific Railroad meeting, and they
Harriman

would have 8 people around the table and every one of them would be M.,s4mp

trying to show how absolute Herrin's authority was. Theodore Roosevelt

waid he was an undesirable citizen, and would not allow him in the White

House because his power was greater than that of the President of the U.S

at that time. Ten years later I mentioned this to a young man and he said

I don't believe a word of it. He said, If there had ever been a man that

powerful in the country I would have heard about it 10 years later. Today

most of you have probably heard of his son, Averril Harriman who was governor
probably

of N.Y. for a time, but very few of you have heard+ea?tf** anything about
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E. H. Harriman, who just SO yrs. ago was so very, very powerful. Polk

was probably the most effective President the U.S. ever had in carrying
added

out his desires. He ad.California and Texas to the 1$. U.S. and accom
attempted to

pushed the things he intoned to ?? when he went in. Most people know

absolutely nothing about it. John Quincy Adams founded the lsftk+*"afa*

Smithsonian Institute, and made the Monroe Doctrine,naaed after Monroe

because he was President, but Adams was Secretary of State and really

did it. He is the only president in our history who actually man= who

after being president continued to be a powerful force for 30 yrs. as

he was as a simple member of the House of Representatives where he had

tremendous power, and finally died on the floor of the House. Yet very

few people today have ever heard of it or know anything about it. It just

shows how things dissappear. And the P.r*4*a Persian empire for 200 yrs.

was one of the great forces in the world's history. It was a very wall

organized, and on the whole a very well run empire. Today very few people

know anything about it at all. But it is the next kingdom.

Then the Persians were takes over by the forces of Alexander the

Great who wanted to be considered a Greek. So we speak of it as the

Greek period, or the Greek empire which was another about 200 years. Then
These

came the Romans. So there is no coaparrison of the first three kingdoms

involved. It simply is a succession. But then we notices now something

I had not mentioned before

4. (Where is No.3?) The Interpretation Gives Meaning to the Iron, v.40.

Here is the gold kingdom, the silver kingdom, the bronze kingdom. You

could arrange them -. those metals in any order you want. There * is

nothing any more gold about the Babylonian, than about the Persian;

nothing any more silver about the Persian than the Greek. They are simply

different metals. But the fourth one, there is a meaning given. Vs.40

says: The fourth kingdom shall be strong as iorn, for asmuch as iron breaks
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in pieces and subdues all things and as iron that breaks all these, shall

it break into pieces and bruise." So the interpretation tells as that the

iron has meaning: it means strength; it means power to destroy. Now the

Roman empire had many good features. If it were not that God prepared the

Roman empire to make it possible that the early apostles could go without

much danger and without interference by borderlines and passports and so

on from all that territory across from Asia Minor way across Europe and

Into Egypt also. The Roman empire has much to be said in its favor. But

to the people whom it conquered it certainly seemed like a crushing,

terrible force. It put down all opposition with a mighty hand. So the iron

has meaning. It means strength and destructive power. Now we'll wove on to

D. I mentioned that there are 3 real parts to the dream of Nob. The

first of these is that there are four different kingdoms. The second is

that about the fourth kingdom there are two phases, so I'll call that D

The Two Phases of the Fourth Kingdom.

In ch. 2 we are told very little about the first, second, or third

kingdom. Particularly very little about the second or third. Later we have

a whole chapter devoted to them. But here we barely told of their ex

istence. But of the fourth kingdom we are told: But whereas thou sawest

the feet and toes, part of patters's clay and part of iron" -- and you

remember that the fourbh one was its legs of iron, its feet part of iron

and part of clay, vs.33. Now vs. 41 says, Whereas thou sawest the feet

and toes part of potters clay and part of teen, the kingdom shall be divided

but there shall be in it of the strongth of the iron, forasmuch as thou

sawest the iron mixed with airey clay. And the toes of the feet were part

of iron and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and

pav4kI partly broken, and whereas tho sawest the iron mingled with mirey

clay, they shhll mingle themselves with the seed of men, but they shall not

but they shall not cleave to one another even as iron is not mixed with clay.
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Here then we have 3 vs. about the 3rd " about the last phase of the

fourth kingdom we hive 3 verses, whereas we have only 2 of the 4 vs.

about the whole of the first three kingdoms and the first phase of the

fourth. So you wee how much stress is given here to the last phase of

the fourth kingdom, all this description. A description with many words

but not a great deal of sense for readers today. Exactly what was said

in these three verses I just read to you? --vs.41-43? If I should ask

anyone of you now to stand right up and explain very clearly and fully

what all these words meant, a I doubt if you could give more than half

as many words to explain what these words mean. Because it is not a very

clear picture. But it is a picture that is repeated in these 3 verses, so

that there is considerable stress on the repetition of the fact that

this powerful strong iron that is inthe legs is going in the feet to be

mixed with clay. Now the feet are a very small part, if it starts in the

upper part of the leg, or if it only started in the knee, the feet cer

tainly not a third maybe not a fifth of them. The feet are a small part

but they are the second phase of the fourth kingdom; and this second

paha. the iron is mixed with the clay. Now that certainly would reduce

its strength tremendously wouldn't it? If I had a big crowbar here of

iron it would be a powerful weapon, and I could lift a big automobile with

a crowbar. But if you were in that crowbar to have an inch of iron followed

by an inch of clay, and then an inch of iron and than an inch of clay and

I tried to lift the automobile, it would brea/&, immediately. It is a tre

m.nduous dimunition of strength. But just what causes this dimunution of

strength? How is it mixed together in this way? They don't adhere to one

another. It is partly strong and partly broken. They are mingled together here.

in a paculiar way. Now exactly what does this mean? We know that it means

a great decrease in strength. Perhaps it means broken up in parts. Egypt

- -
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which would have considerable strength if iron is broken up into parts

with the clay in between. It might mean that. They don't cling to one

another

Just what is the full moaning of it isn't dlear. But this much is

clear about it that there is a very weak time at the end of the 4th

kingdom. Now there was a very weak time at the end of each of the other

kingdoms. It's natural when any organization exists for a certain length

of time, weakness begins to creep in. The fact that the weakness does

creep in is usually what makes it possible for another organization to take

its place, and perhaps destroy it. Weakness creeps in. Weakness creeps in

here. But we are not told much about it here. Now we will have quite a

bit more about it later on in the parallel in ch. 7 so we will not say

a great deal about it here. We'll go on now to

E. The Third part of the Division. Now the first two parts of the

vision in the vision are static(??) They represent events but they are

static. They remain standing. The fourth is dynamic; it is an event, and

the event is described in the dream where Dan. said to him (vs.34):Thou

sawest until a stone was cut out without hands which smote the i*+ image

upon its feet that were of iron and clay and break them to pieces. Then

were the iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold broken to

piecees together, and became like the chaffof the summer threshing floor,

and the wind carried them away that no place was found for them, and the

stone that smote the image became a great mountain and filled the whole

earth." Then in the interpretation of it: "In the days of these kings t

shall the God of heaven set up akingdom which shall never be destroyed

and the kingdom shall not be left to other people but it shall break in

pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever. For

asmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of the mountain without

hands, and that it broke in pieces the iron, the bronze, the silver and
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the gold, the great God hath made known to the king what shall come to pass

hereafter, and the dream is certain and the interp. thereof sure. Let's

just call E. The Climactic Destruction.

Now what do we find about this destruction? A stone cut without hands

from the mountain hits the image on its feet and is broken to pieces and

all the parts of it mix up with the winds and is carried away and then the

stone becomes a great mountain. Of course this is not something that would

naturally happen. It is a dream. In the dream this stone just swells and

becomes tremendous and fills the whole earth. It is -" The stress is not

laid here so much on the stone becoaóng the whole earth, as the destruction

of the image before it. Whatever this image stands for, it completely des-

troys it. All parts of it are mixed together,reduced to nothing,
replaced

the wind carries them away. It is all gone, and it is entirely ..psle.4

by something else. Now what is that picture going to represent? There

are various interpretations that have been given. As a possible suggestion

I am going to mention something today that may strike you as ludicrous

but isn't, but the reason it may is that probably no one has ever suggested

it before. I don't think it is the correct interpretation, but I do think

it would be a very natural interpretation when we look at t)1. history.

We look at history and we see what happened. We see that the first kingdom of

Babylonia, was conquered by the Persians. Now he doesn't say here it is

going to be conquered. He says that after thee shall arise another kingdom.

You notice. He doesn't say something here that would mark him out as a

traitor, one who was looking for the destruction of Nebuchadnezzar's

kingdom. He just says, After thee shall arise another kingdom. What happened

actually was that King Cyrus took his army and conquered all the territory

north of Babylon here, all of Asia Minor, a tremendous area here, and then

he sttttt,d. Babylon and conquered it and incorporated the neo-Babylonian
just

empire into his empire. You don't know/when he made his great attacks to
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the east but he did conquer as far as India including a portion of India.
that there

And his son Cambyses conquered Egypt and held it for 100 yrs. So here

was the establishment of this great Persian empire while lasted with

great strength and on the whole a very fine administration. I think it's
now

fair/say that that probably one of the best governments in the world's
has been

history is the Persian government. Generally people's attitude toward it

has been colored by the stories of the Greeks who were attacked by the

Persians and drove them back. Of course we honor the bravery of these Greeks

who prevented the Persians from conquering them, but when you think of

it with the Persians having thetr headquarters over here coming way over

here to attack Greece, bringing an army all that distance and attacking

Greece, and then of the Greeks being able to defeat them with the help

of+*+*teat+stt.e+(in two or three cases) of a great storm, and two or

three bad tactical judgments on the part of the Persians leaders, and

alithat distance from the Persian headquarters, it was a wonderful thing

for little Greece to hold back the Persian empire. But for the next 200

years the Persian empire remained in tact holding all of Asia Minor in

its hand and constantly interferring in Greek politics. When Athens be

came the greatest power in Greece, and had quite an empire ** in Greece

and surrounding areas and Sparta opposed that, it was the Persian help

to Sparta that enable Sparta to overcome Athenian colonies. Then when

Sparta tried to become supreme, it was Persian help to those who resisted

Sparta that prevented Sparta from becoming supreme. Sparta(??)--Persia

was constantly interferring these 200 yrs. with Greek politics to keep

the Greeks separated and keep them from uniting and becoming a force that

would lead thousands of Greeks in Asia Minor to revolt against the Persian

empire. But the Persian empire was a great force during this time holding

all this great area, and with no air phèn planes, with no trains, with

no bses"*+ buses, with no good roads to exercise authority over such a
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wide area was a very great undertaking, and the Persians suceeded in it

for 200 years. Then when Alexander the Great tried to get control of

Greece and his father, Philip of Macedon tried to get control of the Greek

cities and they didn't want him, they didn't consider him a creek though

he wanted to be considered a Greek. They opposed his, and Demosthenes did

his great oration against Philip of Macedon, Philip found a clever way of

getting the Greeks to submit to him by offering to lead them in freeing

the Greeks in Asia Minor from the Persians. They had been subject to them

for 200 yrs. And Philip of Macedon develcped a tremendous army; many great

generals; He was a very great conqueror, very great soldier, and then was

succeeded by a genius.When he was assassinated his son was only 20 yrs

of age, Alexander the Vreat who had been educated by Aristotle, one of

the greatest philosophers in the world's history has been his private tutor

for a number of years. Alexander the Grout took the great army Philip had

trained and the great Generals he had in it and asked the Greeks to join

with him in attacking the Persian empire But instead of doing that the

Greek cities said, No, Philip of Macedon is dead; we are going to be free

now and have nothing to do with it. So he marched his army into Greece,

attacked one of its great cities , T , and utterly destroyed the

city. But he left the home of the poet Pindar in tact without destroying

it because of his great reverence for Greek poetry and Greek baring. And

of course the other Greek cities many of which hated te+stf*t"tte Thebes

anyway though Alexander isn't so bad if he spares the house of Pindar.

They saw they could not resist Alexander and they rather half-heartedly

united with him and he collected a great many soldiers from them to add

to his fine army and he led an army out here. First he conquered all the

territory a little ways nother, and then he marched through Asia Minor

t attacked the Persian empire, and up here in the North of Asia Minor

we have a great battle in which defeated. the Persian army, and then the

Persian King who was utterly defeated in that great battle sent word to
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Alexander and said: Let's make the Euphrates River the dividing line; you

can have all the territory on that sidd of the Euphrates and let us live

in peace and harmony." And Alexander said, No I want all of your empire.

But he did not start immediately to attack the rest of the empire. He

marched down here and spent two or three years conquering Tyre which was

a great center for the Persian fleet and then marched down and conquered
only

Egypt which had *"t now been for/10 years under the Persians and was glad

to be free from them and welcomed Alexander as a deliverer. Then he took

his army and met the Persians in another great battle and he defeated them,

he being a remarkable stratigist and a very able leader and having an army

highly trained daring the previous 40 years. He defeated them. The Persian

king fled and was assassinated. The remarkable thing was that when Alexander

took over the empire for the next 40 yrs. Alexander's Generals fought among

themselves as to who would control. But there was no uprising in the empire

They simply changed leaders. That's a remarkable thing. It shows the stability
within

and the general satisfaction of the people with the Persian empire . But

Alexander defeated the Persian expire and he marched with his army clear over

to India and then he wanted to go over to China but the army mutynied, so

he gave that up and marched down here to the sea, and then came back along

the sea to the desert and had a terrible time doing this, but came on and

got back to Babylon and there had a great feast. There after 10 yrs. of
conquest

great conflict, the young man at 30 yrs. of age caught a fever and in a

few days died. But the Persian empire was dead. But one thing Alexander did

after his conquest of the Persian empire was to say, We're not going to be

Greeks controlling Persia' we're going to unite with you. So he married the

daughter of the Persian emperor. He had a great marriage ceremony at which

600 oths of his leaders also married Persian wives, all in one big ceremony

before his death. And He was going to unite the Persians and the Greeks into
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one great big empire. Now is that what it means here when it says, They

shall mingle themselves with the seed of men? Does that mean the Greeks

and Persians are going to bet mixed together? That occurs here in the lower

part of the image. Does it mean that here? Well think about that and give

me a yes or no answer sometime. But he was going to amalgamate into one

great empire. He died and that ended that. After 200 yrs. of great power

and effectiveness the Persian empire came to an end.

Now when Alexander died his generals did not know what to do. So they

had a meeting and appointed one of them to be the leader. This one was the

real leader and the rest promised to work with him. There was another of

his generals whom he left in Macedonia to have control. The minute people
Macedon jans

in Greece heard Alexander was dead they all revolted against Macddonia.

So the general in Macedonia marched into Greece, overcame the cities of

Greece one by one, but then instead of treating them as conquered nations

he followed Philip's idea and made them into confederacies with Macedonia

as a head. They continued that way, because the Greeks were absolutely fm

possible to conquer and to hold as subjects, but they could be made as

associates with him the head. That's what Philip did)?) And that's

what this gmneral did here in Macedonia. Having done that, having gotten

control of Greece he might think that he was in control of the whole empire

but the general over here thought he should be in control of the whole

empire, and there was another general who had a better idea than either one

of them. His name was Ptolemy. He said: Here is Egypt which Alexander has

conquered. It is a region of tremendous wealth, great prosperty, wonderful

power, isolated by the desert on three sides and by the sea on the north.

He said, If I could seize this I could hold it as my own power and nobody

can bother me. So Ptolemy rushed to Egypt and got control there. He tells

them he is Alexander's representative; he takes control and his successors

rule for 300 years in Egypt.
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But the other generals for 40 yrs. fought among themselves, and

that is one of the great evidences of the excellence of the Persian

organization. That during 40 yrs. when the Greek generals, or Macedonian

generals probably most of them were Macedonian generals, some were Greeks,

while they fought against each other, and one after another would assume

supreme power and the others would fight against him and he would be

destroyed and then another would try to conquer, and when they could not

agree they asked Ptolemy to take complete control he said, No, I've got

Egypt, that is all I can handle. He refused to do it very wisely. Finally

Ptolemy said, Why claim to be subject to you people,when I'm actually

independent. I'm going to call myself king. Then four of the others also

took the tifle of king then. But the struggle went on 40 yrs. and at the

end of 40 yrs. you had three great divisions of the empire and several

small divisions. Why do we say there was a third empire, if Alexander

held it for 10 yrs. and then it disappeared? and was broken into sections,

why say there was a third empire?

I think there is a very good reason. This is it. Alexander was not

interested merely in establishing his own power. Philip of Macedon and
In

Alexander were great admirers of the Greek culture. ** Greece - say 500

years before - Nomer had written his great work, which the Greeks to the
Iliad

very end of their history thought were absolutely unparrelled - the f4+4*d

and the Odd.ssy, and which in modern times have "**e exerted a great in

fluence. Then after the Persian efforts of conquest had failed, during

that next 200 years the Greeks developed leaders in science, in philosophy,

in literature that have never bean equaled since. As a complete unit they

have never been equaled by any country and very few individuals have

equaled. thete great Greek writers of these 200 years. And Philip of

Macedon and Alexander wanted to be considered Greeks because they so

admired the Greek culture and Greek leadership, while the Greeks rather
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looked down on them and thought they were sort of semi-barbaric. But

Alexander trained by Aristotle, one of the great philosophers of world

history a man of as near universal knowledge as anybody who ever lived,

Alexander was interested in spreading Greek culture. So wherever Alexander

went he founded new cities on the line of Greekcities, and Greek cities
borders

were established way over here in Bactria near the "d.rs of India there

he established Greek cities. He established them all along. These Greek

cities were organized like the Cities of Greece, They had that type of

government. The language of them was Greek even though the surrounding

area had other languages, and these Greek cities that be established were
were

areas where places whore large numbers of Greeks or Macedonians lived.

And which established Greek culture as supreme through this whole area.

So your third is not a unified empire, it is three different kingdoms

and a few small ones. But your third one there is unified in the sense that

it has one main language, one main culture that is distributed through it

all. It il a unified establishment. So Alexander's empire really oicon-

tinuod 10 years, but Alexander's culture and the Greek system and all that
of

continued for a period/from 200 to 300 years; it continues for a long

period until the Roman empirecomes and takes in these sections one by one.

Asit took them in one by one and assimilated them, but reduced their people
Romans

practically to slavery, as the ".**. did that they would certainly seem

like the picture Daniel gave where he said: As iron+ breaks and crushes

everything so is this third(?) (fourth) empire. Well your Roman empire

then which becomes a real empire c. 200 3.C. which takes over a large

part of what had been the western part of the Persian empire by 100 B.C.

and which at 26 B.C. conquered Egypt and it never did conquer the whole

eastern half of the Persian empire, but )i this whole western half and then

most of Europe too at least of Southern Europe, the Roman empire is hard
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to say when it starts. They say at 200 B.C. it becomes really an empire.

At 100 B.C. it conquers a large part of the Persian empire. By 26 L.C. it

has conquered all the western part of the Persian empire. This Roman empire

remains in tremendous strength up to 400 A.D. with ups and downs. But

the Roman empire lasts as long as the previous two empires put together.

In fact almost as long as the previous three put together. Then *sa when

the Roman empire has lasted this long, we then find after 1 400 A.D. the

Roman empire beings to go to pieces, and Germanic peoples filter into the

Roman empire. The Roman empire divided c. 400 A.D. into two parts. Some

people will say that on the images; the fact that there are two legs of

the image shows that two parts of the Roman empire. That is quite un

founded. Because the Roman empire does not start until we get to the two

legs, and the Roman empire was on. unified empire for 500 yrs. It was not

divided into two until it was just about ready to disintergaiSe. It was
when

not actually till c. 396 (I forget the exact date) that Theodotius died

died that he divided it between his two ions. There had been bt*ff brief
divisions
4v4ds4.as before but there had been no real divisions until practically

say 400 A.D. Then it was divided between his two sons and itnever was

united again except under Justinius for a very brief period. So you had

your Roman empire, c. 400 A.D., divided into two parts and of these parts,

the western part which includes most of Europe - - this Western part of

the Roman Empire by very shortly alter 400 A.D. was so infiltrated by

Germanic troops that it was no longer Roman at all. And by 500 A.D. the

Roman empire in the west was merely a name, nothing at all. In the East

the Roman empire continued with great power for two centuries, with its

headquarters at Constantinople. But then you have a situation lets

say in 600 A.D. with your Roman empire in the west divided up like the

iron and the clay, divided up for a century with Germanic peoples who have

taken over t* the different sections and made thier separate kingoas
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even though all nominally under the empire, but completely independent.

Then Justinius, the emperor in Constantinople, tried to conquer the set

west again and after 30 yrs. of fighting completely overcame the Germans

in Italy only to have another group of ;Germans come in and take it all

away from him. So his reestablishment amounted to practically nothing, but

still at 600 A.D. it looked as if the Roman empire was very strong. In

600 AD. you had the headquarters in Constantimople controlling all of

Greece and all of the area around Constantinople, Asia Minor, Syria,

Palestine, Egypt, Iran, the big area over here controlled by the Roman

empire with its headquarters in Constantinopêi. In the west you have no

body who was considered a Roman emperor in the West. People said, We are

under the Roman emperor in Constantinople but if they got any orders from

him they completely disregarded theme It was all divided up into lots of

petty little kingdoms held by the Goths and Vandals and Burgundians and

a dozen other groups of Germanic peoples mixed with the Roman people. The

clay and iron had mixed, they had mingled themselves with the seed of men.

It perfectly fits with the Scripture's description in these verses. Then

suddenly something happened nobody ever dreamed. Suddenly then down here

in Arabia there was a man down there who read some of the Scripture or

had not read them, because we don't know whether Mohammed could read or

not - traditions vary, but at least he knew a good bit aboutthe Old and

New Testaments. And Mohammed decided that the Arabs with their beliefs

in many different gods were completely wrong, and for a number of years

at Mecca he preached there is one God and that we should obey this one

God, and people ridiculed him and scoffed at him and threw rocks at him

and tried to kill him, and it got so bad he decided that his life was in

terrible danger. So shortly after 600 A.D. Mohammed with a very few con

verts which he had succeeded in winning during his ten yrs. or more or

preaching there, fled from Mecca to another town called Yachorin(?) later
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changed to Medina which simply means the city, and there at Medina the
teach1.n g

people were attracted by him, liked his speech and under his leadership

they made an aucet-pa attack on a caravan from Mecca and captured the

people in it, and Mohammed completely changed his teaching. He ". Instead

of saying as he did before that there is one God. You know the word for God

is Flohiin in Hebrew, Allah in Arabic. Instead of saying there is one God
Mohammed

and we should obey, he said, There is one Cod and AHek is his proplet and

everybody must be subject to Mohammed as Cod's prophet. Here at 600 A.D.
was
with the great Roman empire with its power in Constantinople, ruling over

ruling
Syria, Palestine, all this area here, and nominally telling over Europe,

in
although/Europe wes the iron was all mixed with clay, and in 600 that

was the situation. And by 670 this little group down here in Arabia had

conquered all of Arabia and had led the Arabian troops out and conquered

ilmof Fgypt, and conquered the great Persian empire that -- power, con

quered most of Asia Minor, and gone clear across North Africe and had come

to the gates of Constantinople and to would have conquered Constantinople

if it had not been for the invention of Greek fire(?) which drove them
Constantinople cm

away from the gates of Constantinople. And the Roman empire around/600

in the flower of its power, by 700 was reduced to a tiny area around Constan

tinople, and this new force had come, starting in Arabia there and spread

ing all the way across N. Africa and taking all of Spain, and it looked

as if it was going to take in all of Europe and that could be perfectly

symbolized by a stone cut without hands from the mountain suddenly falling

and striking the image and destroying it. So the suggestion that the next

empire was the Mohammedan empire which conquered all of this area and held

it for nearly 1000 yrs., that is a suggestion which I have never heard made

regarding the book of Daniel, but which has many many points at which it

fits remarkably well. A stone cut without hands. What does it mean? Well

some say it means the virgin birth. Well that could be , but I think that's
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reading a bit into the pa-sage. I think we can say it is something that is

not what you would expect from a human viewpoint to occur. It is something

that is only the power of God. Certainly to the Mohammedan, this man Mohammed

despised by his friends and relatives in this town of Mecca suddenly be

cowing so powerful and his followers conquering all of this area in a com

paratively few years and estRblishin a great empire that lasted longer that

all the four previous ones put together, well certainly that is one way,

I don't thiik it is the correct way of interpreting this picture of the

stone cut from the rountain without hands, breaking "- striking the image

and completely destroying it. Now of course it did not destroy it because

they were not able to take Constantinople until 1453 A.D., it was another
it many times

800 yrs. Though they attacked/maa7+t4aga they did not conquer it till 1453.

During those years though Constantinople was the greatest city in Europe.

Cairo was probably a greater city, and the Mohammedan power was a greater
Byzantius

power than the power of the emperor at Byzantium and 30 times greater
that

than any power in Europe during the period of 800 yrs. Europe was eke

reduced to almost barbarism after the end of the Roman empire and continued

so for many centuries gradually getting strength again and gradually .tt4ni

civilization became established again in Europe. But it does not fulfill

the picture here you see because this is an empire which shall never be

destroyed that God sets up, and the Mohammedan empire great as it was for

so many centuries was gradually reduced in power until it became a com

paratively amall force in the world. It is not the last empire described

here in Daniel. It is not that. The conquest was sudden like the conquest

described here. It was one that was seemed to be cut without hands. It
explained

came all of a sudden with a power that could hardly be eaa4:ae+on a

natural human basis, and it had a Egypt had been a great center of

civilization under the Pomans, and it continued so under the Mohammedans

but an entirely different civilizatéon. North Africa which was a great
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center under the Romans was reduced to almost barbarism under the Vandals

and continued almost so under the Mohammedans. The last part of the picture

does not work out with the Mohammedans.

How then are we going to interpret? What did happen at the end of the

Roman empire, that can fit this? Or heo how can you fit it in? Well please

read, get chapter 2 well in mind. Glance over it g again. Then read ch.7

Which is a parslleJ. to ch. 2, a striking parallel with tremendously differ

ent imagry, very very different and yet very parallel. Read the two. Ch.2

is well along(?) Ch. 7 comparatively slightly but the

two are remarkable parallels fitting together in some places, going away

(7) from each other in very interesting ways. We will look into ch. 7 next

tine. Tt is hard to know how slow or how fast to go on this because a lot

of this history iay be old stuff to most of you and may be very unknown to
is

some of us. So it .4 very hard to know how fast to go. Please have ch.2

and 7 well in mind for next time.

And think about that stone. What is it? Is it the Mohammedan empire?

Is it the Roman Catholic church? Is it the slow progress of the Gospel? Or

is it something else?
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I hope that all of you looked over chs. 2 7 pretty thoroughly be-

cause I want to cover quite a bit of material. We had to lose an hour on

this course and had to take a little longer the last couple of hours than

I had expected, and there are some very important suggestions so I want to

move a little faster on this and yet from the viewpoint of noticing important

principles this section we are going to look at today is very important.

ce have been looking at III which I called Examination of Daniel 2.

Under that C. was the Interpretation of the Image's Main Parts. We noticed

there that there is no interpretation given to the three first metals -

the gold, silver, and bronze. There is A6t## no reason to think that they

indicate anything intrinsic. They are is simply a difference between

these tarts, but when you come to the fourth, the iron, it is explicitly

said in vs.40 that the iron indicates the strength, the iron crushes and

as iron is strong and destroys so does this fourth kingdom. Then we looked

at P. The Two Phases of the Fourth Kingdom. These two phases of the fourth

kingdom are described - - that is the second phase showing there are two

phases is described in the dream that Neb. had in vs.33 where he says: its

legs of iron, his feet part of iron and part of clay. But there is no further

description of that at this point. Then in vs.41-43 there is a rather ex
and toes

tensive interp. of this. "Whereas thou sawest the feet/part of potters clay

and part of iron the kingdom shall he divided, for in it there shall he

the strength of the iron, foras much as thou sawest the iron mixed with mirey

clay. And as the toes of the feet were part of iron and part of clay so the

kgdm. shall be partly strong and partly broken. And whereas thou sawest iron

mixed with mirey clay, it shall mingle themselves with the seed of men but

they shall not cling one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay.

There is then quite a sharp distinction between the first part of the fourth

phase of the image - - that is to say the kegs that are of iron and the feet

that are part iron and part clay. 'h..y..r uj-*gn
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They are strong but not nearly so strong. But just where the weakness comes

or why it is, in all these words in these three verses there is not a very

clear understanding given. Now it might be that at the very time that it

happens it would be easy to see how it fits. I believe for instance that

someone living in W. Europe in the 5th or 6th cent. A.D. would have no

difficult/in saying this is exactly what is described here. Because the

Roman Empire in W. Europe had become merely a name at that time, and

Germanic tribes which had come in had destroyed almost entirely the Roman

civilization but kept some of its terminology. These tribes were strong.

They were constantly fighting with one another and they would write letters

to the Emperor in Constantinople calling themselves the (his) obedient

servants, but it meant about as much as a letter I *1 once saw written by

a General in the Confederate Army to a General in the Northern Army during

the civil war in which he said, Your men have broken the rules of war; you

have done such and such a tfing contrary to all the rules of civilized war;

you have done this that is utterly wrong; you have done this and so on. And

then he ended up, Your Obedient Servant. Well, it was just a type. And

certainly in their case it was just a flattering word that meant absolutely

nothing, and eventually when the emperor in Constaatinople tried to ex
opposed it

tend his power over Europe, they revolted strongly and refused to pay any

attention to what he said.

So that anyone living then would say that here we have exactly what

is described here. The so called Dark Ages. The Sth,6th,and 7th centuries

in Europe. I don't know if you would feel quite that way if you were in

Palestine because at this time over there the E. branch of the Roman

empire was maintaining a strong control and there was peace and civilization

at about, let's say at about 4fl+ 400 A.D. or 350 in W. Europe, I imagine
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at least 19 out of 20 people could write and read, and 100 yrs. later I

doubt if there was one in 200 who could read and write. A complete drop

in civilization is difficult to imagine, but it occurred. But it did not

occur in the East in that way at that time, not until the Mohammedan con

quest which came a little after 600 A.D. But this is D. The Two Phases of

The Fourth Kingdom.

Now somebody living at that time might have been able to say, Look at

these 3 vs., some of these phrases here which to us today don't mean a great

deal. They would say, They exactly fit with some event. It may be that it is

referring instead of that to something yet to come. If so it may be a situation

that will arise in which people will say, Look at how exactly these vs. fit

with this situation! I don't see myself much relevance in them to situations

in the world today. If any of you should think there is I'd be interested

if you would write out your reasons. I'd love to look them over and see them,

whether you could present something that seems to apply them very specificity

to today's situation. Now maybe they do, but I don't just see how.

But we want to get on to E. The Destruction of the Image. That is des

cribed in vs. 34-35: (Reading text of Dan.2:34-3S) "That no place was found

for them" --that's pretty strong language. The wind carried them away that

no place was found for them. And the stone that smote the image became a

great mountain and filled the whole earth. This picture here in vs.35,one

could not tell a great deal about what it represented if you just had it

by itself. The image is destroyed; it is replaced by something else. We

couldn't go much beyond that if we just had these two verses. But we have

an interp. of it in vs. 44-45 where he says:(Reading text of Dan.2:44-45)

Now here is the statement and the interp. and we notice in this four elements.

So under E. we will say, I Elements. There are four clear elements in this

account of the destruction of the+fa,i image.
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al. The Divine Origin of what occurs. The stone is cut without hands.

Surely that indicates its Divine origin. This is not a human thing. This is

nothing that can be explained on the basis of human activity. It is a stone

cut without hands.

b.t. The Apparent Suddennness. Now you notice I put in the word 1'apparnnt"

We are trying at this point to interpret ch. 2 only by itself. We are not

wanting to bring in anything from other sources, although we will make cois

parrisons with history where can. But we will look at other sources later

and then look back. cBlt now we are intorsted in seeking just what can be

learned from this chapter by itself. Certainly as you look at this statement

by itself it Immediately seems that -- gives the impression that it happened

rapidly. "A stone was cut without hands which smote the image on its feet.

Perhaps that is reading into it. Perhaps you can imagine that the stone

was cut without hands out of the side of the mountain and began to fly along

through the air, it did that for two or three thousand years, and then landed

on the feet of the image. It might not be absolutely necessary to say that

the whole thing here is sudden and very rapid. But certainly the climactic

part of it is hard to imagine from this picture as anything but very rapid.

It smote the iage on its feet and broke theL to pieces, and then the iron,

the clay, the bronze, the silver an the gold were broken to pieces together

and became like the chaff of the summer threshing flood and the wind carried

them away. It is rather hard to imagine that happened in slow motion ex

tending over a period of sore centuries. It seems to be a catyclismic event

that happens very rapidly. That certainly is the impression you get. So I

say "apparent suddenness."

c Complete Destruction of the Human Kingdoms. There is great emphasis

here both in the dream and in the interpretation on the complete destruction

of these kingdoms. The All these parts of them became like the ch4f of

the summer threshing floor and the wind carried them away so that no place
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was found for them. They certainly are completely gone; there is no slow

developirent here, no gradual change. There is no taking the iron and the

bronze and making them into a different form. There seems to be a picture of

a corplete destruction and erridication of that which is represented by the

various parts of the iIagc.

d. Establishment of a Repel* Regime that Cannot Be Destroyed. This note

"that cannot be destroyed" is nct brought out in the dream. It simply says

there it became a great iountain and it filled the whole earth. But it

is brought out in the interpretation, where he says: This is a kingdom

which shall never be destroyed, and the kingdoi shall not be left to other

people, but it shall break into pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and

it !:.hall stand forever.' Certainly the stress here is that it cannot be

destroyed. Now that was #1 Note the Elements.

2. Note Possible Interpretations. I am going to make two separate

heads. Cne to note pcssihle interpretations; and two, to examine them.

At this point I will merely mention the four possible interpretations.

There right be one or two who had not heard what we said last week at the

end of the hour, so a little more ztaybe.

a. Islamic Rule. Now th.t is the most natural ir&terp.of it, at least

would have been to anyone living in the time of the 7th cent. A.D. Because

here was your 4th kingdom, the Roman Empire which x covered about half of

the arcs of the Persian empire, but then added a great deal... amount of

additional terriroty in Europe. This Roman Empire was a very great and

strong thing from a pericd of from 4 to 5 centuries in length. Then you

suddenly out of the desert 1'd this Islamic movement coring, with the

armies rushing out of the desert; people who had been thought of simply as

wandering nomads for centuries, arn3 no great attention being paid to them.

Now they come rushing out of the desert and they attack the easterr.(cnd)cf

the Roman Empire and the Persian empire, that is it was the new Persian
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empire which had come up on the eastern half of the old Persian Empire.

They conquered that and seemed very, very strong. They seemed just as strong

as the Eastern Roman Empire in 600 A.D. By 640 A.D. it had completely

/1 been taken over by the They took over the Persian empire
territory

completely. They took over 3/4 of the tertfret of the Byzantine empire

All that remained of the Roman empire actually with its headquarters in

Constantinople, They took over Egypt, and Palestine, and Syria. Most of

Asia Minor. They reached right to the gate of Constantinople and were only

stopped there because of the new invention of Greek fire which drove them

back, and then they went in the next century across N. Africa and took over

Spain as well. It certainly looked like a complete overwhelming destruction

coming against the Roman empire right after the period that would be des

cribed by the second phase of the 4th kingdom. So that is a. Islamic Rule.

b. The Papacy. I am sure there were those who would say that--- were

those who sayf in the 13th cent. A.D. would have said the pictuee here was

fulfilled in the power of the Bishop of Rome. They would say, This is the

**' power that was established through Christ, the Divine One who came.

Some would go so far as to say the Virgin Birth was represented by the
could be

stone being cut without hands. That certa4a'+*e?+. a part of it but

certainly does not have to be the primary thing indicated. Certainly the

coming of Christ was just as Divine as the stone being cut without hands,

and they would say that I1 established this power in the Bishop of Rome
monarchs

and in the l3kh cent, the Bishop of Rome deposed ***are* - - as happened

for two or three centuries before. They deposed certain monarchs. They

would give laws which would be bowed to by nations all over Europe. Now

their power did not extend to Palestine. It did not then extend to any

part of Asia. But in W. Europe it was very, very strong. This idea had been

strengthened by
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strengthened by a writing by a man who I don't think had any such idea

in mind, but his writing did contribute greatly to this idea. That was St.

Augustine who in his book the City of God tried to an3wer the plea of the
powerful regime 700 years

pagans that Rome had been a great power for and then

Christianity had come in and weakened it with the result that in the 5th

century A.fl. a 'ermanic army was able to talce th city an to spend seven

*?* days gust seizing and looting whatever the soldiers felt inclined to

take. And another one came up from Africa 20 yrs. later with a far worse

destruction and nothing like this had happened in Rome ft* for many many

centuries. St. Augustine wrote his book, The City of God to say here was

this human city which had great power, wLich made a situation of peace

throughout this tremendous area reaching from Mesopotamia clear to Spain

so that Paul and the others could travel back and forth without much danger

from banditry or much trouble about er*a4s crossing borders or that sort

of thing that you have to fuss about today to travel through most of these

regions. But there was this great civilization the Romans had established

and if it is disappearing, well, we don't need to feel too bady about it
than

because after all City of Cod is far greater and more important am the city

of man, and that surely is true. St. Augustine never said the City of God

was the power of the Bishop of Rome l He was *wt always gèad when he had

a point th$t he stood strongly on, if he heard the Péshop of Rome agreed

with him, he would say, Look the Bishop of Rome agrees with this. You see

what this great man in Rome says, how he says it fits with what I said. But

then one time when he said that within a month later a bone(77??T arrived

telling that there was a new Bishop of Rome who completely reversed what

his predecessor said, opposed what Augustine said, and Augustine said, The

Bishop of Rome is completely wrong in this. H!s word has no authority.' Well
has

his first sate+ statement had been quoted and re-quoted through the centuries
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and has been quoted in the form: Rome has spoken, the issue is settled.

Of course what he meant was, !e've all gone into this; we've had all the

arguments; we've presented all the arguments, all the different people have

spoken, the Issue is settle. But you tkke the thing alone: Rome has spoken

the issue is settled. That's been repeated over and over, but the other

statement iade very soon after it that the Bishop of Rome was entirely wrong

has is just s true that Augustine said it, but has not been given the

safle publicity. But l' sure that in the 12th or 13th century with the great

power of the papacy sotie uld say, I have no doubt many many did say, This

is the Fifth Monarch; this is the Divine rule thtat+ that is represented by

the destruction of the Image. That theory, I don't know whether many Roman

Catholics who would hold it today or not, but certainly no Protestants would

hold that b view today. But ti-re is a third

c. which i held by many today. This is that the stone cut without hands

and what It does to the Image is iii spreading throughout the world in this

way represents the rule of Christ in this age. That Christ was born in

Bethlehem and His power began to go out and spread, and His teachings

reached people and they were won to the Lord, and the church grew and ex

tended and this is what is represented by the stone destroying all the human

wicked anti-God forces and gradually gaining over control of the whole world.

That is a view which would have been p expressed specifically in discussions

of Daniel by many writers say 50 yrs. ago. Today I don't find recent writers

expressing it very clearly. ut I do find It entwined to w suite an extent

in some recent writings on Daniel. That Is they will take a verse which fits

into this and make ft+s+ a strong argument upon it, but they don't carry it

out to quite the extent it was done SO yrs. ago. Now the only other possible

interDretation I can think of we'll call

1. This Is a Still Future Catastrophic Event - - i.e. something that

has not yet occurred represented bythe destruction of the great image by

the stone cut without hands.
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3. Examination of Each Possibility. Let us look at each of these four

in relation to the four elements in the picture given here in the account

of the destruction of the image. As to the first, Islamic Rule.

Examine that as to Divine origin: cut without hands. I'm sure that to

all of the people of Islam it must have appeared have exactly to have ful

filled this picture. Here was Mohammed who claimed that god spoke to him

and grave him messages and after Mohammed had preached maybe 10 yrs. and

been attacked and critisized and attempts made to kill k him, that when he
in

fled to Edena and the people there rallied round him and attacked Mecca

from which he had come, and then the people of Mecca joined with them and

his followers took over all of Arabia and all of those other districts

around, it certainl?would have been said by any follower of Islam, This

is indeed what is predicted in Daniel. Now whether many of them read much

or do read much in Daniel, I don't know. But theoretically at least Mohammed

anism recognizes the Old and New Testaments as being God's Word. But they

say the Jews and the Christians have altered them in many places. The

result being that they do not take them as something that can be taken

as authoritative today because anything they don't like why it has been

altered by the Jews and the Christians. Mohammedans are taught that the

Koran is really the Bible of Islam but it is just filled with references

to Old and New Testament. There has been a big argument where Mohammed

could read and write. There is no b proof. But if he didn't read the Old

and New Testaments he certainly heard a great many parts of it read or

discussed because there are great numbers of allusions. Mohammed claimed

that the god he was representing was the god who is desctibed in the OT

and he claimed that this one God in opposition to the many Gods of the

Arabs before his day, that this God had sent Abraham as a great prophet
father

and they considered themselves the followers of Abraham, the great followers

of the faithful as they considered him. They took various men from the IT
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as being in the line fe of great prophets and they held they hold today

that Jesus was the greatest of all the prophets up to his tire. He was the

paragon ef+iis he carried on the succession, and that Mohammed was still

greater because he carried it on the next one in the line and some Mohammedan

teachers would say that Jesus is coming back again and he will then be

greater than Mohammed because he will be later in succession. I don't know

how many would hold that view. At least as of the present they would hold

Mohammed was the greatest, but they would hold that this was established of

God, of Divine origin. So they could on that point make a big argument that

this picture in Daniel is fulfilled in Islam.

Now the second point: Occurred suddently. Here Islam fits exactly, be

cause it must have appeared almost impossible to realize to people in that

day how rapidly the Islamic movement arose. Here -- First they heard here

were these wandering tribes of Arabia constantly fighting one against the

other and having little force or influence outside of Arabia and it seemed

almost immediately there gathered together, they joined in this and the

great Persian m empire of that day they defeat and completely conquer,

bring it to complete end, bring it under their force. They come down and

take Egypt. They take Syria and Palestine.So much of the E. Roman empire.

They take all of Spain even, and it just must have seemed like such a

sudden thing. It just looks like the stone falling and hitting the image

and destroying it and bringing all into its control and beconing a great

mountain and filling the whole earth. So it certainly seems to fit with

the second f**trst.feature.

But now the third feature: Complete destruction of the human kingdom.

Now they did take over this tremendous territory, an area that had been

great cters of civilization and great centers of Christianity came com

pletely under their control. But it was not complete. Here we find the image
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completely destroyed so there .s no place left for it for these different

parts of the image. But they were driven back from Constantinople; they

failed to take it. and Corstantinop1e remained one of the great cities of

the world perhaps the greatest city in the world for a period of several

centuries. Now during these centuries, the !ohammedan power whether at

Bsgdad or at Cairo, was a very great power. These were the two treat powers

in the Mediterranean area, and there was much trade between thei, much

relationship between them although on several occasions the Moharnrnodans made
succeeded

another great effort to conquer Constantinople. Eventually they *.re+d.e+

ft*t*4but not until 1453 seven dr hundred years later. But during this

time there remained a very considerable power with its headqü arters at

Constantinoñe, even
thought

only small comprred with wiiat it had been

before the rise of the Arabs.

And then of course they took in practically all of Spain and caie

onup into Prance but were met by Charles 4artel the grandfather of

Char1eagne and defeated in the battle there and driven back ultinately

into Spain. They never took over . urope. In E. Europe they were stopped

by the power of Constantinople until C. 1400 A.P. when they came with

new force - - it was the Turfs then - - taking Constantinople and extending

their powers clear up through all of Hungary and even to the very

gates of Vienna, hut there they ere stopped. They did not et beyond that

o we cannot say it uten complete destruction of the hunan kingdu. Ls
this

a ratter of fact, it speaks of the bronze and of the iron and all these

+ disappearing so therefis nothing left of their; the 1chanLredans took

over a considerable p.rt of the knowledge ef the ancient Creek civilizat&nn

which the Romans had ohtninecl, end the Pennissance in Lurepe in the 15th

Century came to quite an extent thougb the knowledge of the old reck

advances in civilization keing brought tip to Spain, and taken from ther
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into Europe which the Mohammedans have had and have been a great factor

in their civilization during many centuries. So there+wer was certainly not

a complete destruction of the human kingdoms though there --- it looked

like it for quite a while, and it did destroy a great many.

d. The Establishment of a Regime that cannot be destroyed. It was the

Mohammedan power that was very great and very strong, for a long time.

You get up to say 1550 and you find their am armies at the very gates of

Vienna and it looks, and it ***k looks as if all the world is going to be

taken over by them, but sincd that time they have been gradually pushed

back and during the last century Turkey was spoken as the sick man of

Europe over and over by the powers that had developed in Europe. Now in

this century the power of the M. at least in a physical way has been

comparatively slight. So we certainly must say NO to the last two factors

here. But the first two elements they seem to fit with it.

B. Roman Catholicism - the Papacy. Here as to a. -Divine Origin, cut

without hands., they can make a big argument. They cannot brush the argument

aside, at least we should not. I had a very fine chap about 20 yrs., a

very very fine chap from a wonderful Christian family who went to seminary

and did excellent work and
thelke

wanted to do graduate work and study

the claims of Roman Catholicism, the claims of the papacy. We had a large

number of students at that time and were very busy. He wanted to know

whether he could have considerable direction in this work. I had not the

time at that time, and I asked a man who was also working in that field

and he thought he could give him a good bit of time but was not sure he

could give him enough. So he instead of coming to do graduate work with

us he went to another school, I believe was with good friends of ours, I

sawhe man there toward the end of the year and he said to me: I do not

know what to do about so and so. I said, Why? He said, Well he's taken

the claims of Roman Catholicism and of the Papacy as the subject for his
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Master's Thesis and he's coming out with the conclusion they are correct.

And he said, I don't quite see how we can give a degree on that. Well, I

was glad it was he rather than we who had the problem, but it certainly
fact

brought home the problem that their *r*s*ii*t arguments for Divine Origin

can be made to look very strong. I think they can be full answered. I

believe that they are not consonant with Christian teaching. But we cannot

just brush them aside lightly. Many many have felt that on this matter of

Divine Origin that they could make a strong claim.

But now as to the second: Apparent Suddenness. Here you certainly do

not have an affirmative answer for the basis. Because Christ died in

c.30 i.D. and after that the Bishop of Rome is t** hardly heard from for

another century or two after that. We know very very little about this.

The idea of the papal power seems to have developed rather slowly over a

rather long period of time, and it was not until a good many centuries

after that the popes were able to exert a wide p.*tt power. So it does not

fit for 'apparent suddenness."

c. Complete destruction of the Human Kingdom. The tF+++++ Roman Catholics

have made much of the fact that in 1076 A.D. when the Emperor of Germany

denied the papal power in Germany, the Pope laid an - excommunicated him

and most of his supporters turned against him, and he made --- went to get

the Pope to revoke the excommunication and he walked barefooted as a

punishment (suffering) down through Germany into Switzerland, and Pope

Hildebrand *a4+r.*t (Gregory VII) came up to meet him and he was in the
Pope

castle at Kimmosa and there the Emperor of Germany whom the Pe had
asked to appear before the Pope

depréved of his power as Emperor/and the Pope and the Pope made him

stay barefooted out in the cold for 3 days before he admitted him to his

presence. Then he brought him in and forgave him and told him to be a

faithful, loyal supporter of the pope after that. A recently as toward
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the end of the last century when Bismai in Germany wanted to show that

he was there was a limit to the things he was tilling to grant to the

Papacy he said I will not go to Kinnosa. That meant -- that became a

figure for the power of the pope's claims and this was a dramatic thing'

then an Empevor of Germany meekly bowed before Gregory VII. That has been

much talked about but less has been said that after the Pope gave him

full forgiveness and told him to be a loyal follower and supporter, he

went back to Germany and gathered up his power slowly and gradually built it

up and then turned completely against the Pope again. That has not been

e*tth**+ mentioned so much. There have been cases where the Pope has been

able to dethrone a king. Now King John of England submitted to the Pope

and turned over England to the Pope as a fief C?) to be governed for the

Pope, but the rest of the English did not recognize that and 200 yrs. later

the Opt Popes were ea*+ demanding tribute from England because John had
to

given it , the Popes but Edward III and his successors refused t absolutely
destruction

to recognize them. So that complete Eestr.et. of human kingdoms is far

from fulfilled by the papacy. In this last century the papal power has been

much less, at least in any outward visible way than it was before. Of course

today there is great financial power in the Papacy. I understand that some

of the most important buildings in Washinszton, D.C. (I mean private buildings,

rental properties, and that sort of thing) are owned by the Vatican. But

this can also be said of Islam. The Arabs now with their billings in oil

revenues * that has been coining to them in recent years are said to have

purchased some of the greatest buildings in New York and they are getting

large ownership in American corporations. So both both for the Arabs and for

the Papacy there is considerable there is considerable financial power today

but certainly far from complete destruction of the human kingdoms. Then

d. Establishment of a Regime that cannot he destroyed. Certainly we
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cannot say that of the papacy today. It looks in many ways * very weak

situation today an the Roman Catholic church is torn with venous view

points and approaches and attitudes extending fror the tot extreme ultra

stand by what the papacy claimed through the years to the most extreme

modernist, anti-Christian stand held by men *ho are recognized as leaders

within the organization. So that establishment of a regime that cannot be

destroyed cannot be said to be fulfilled by the Papacy. Now as to c. The

idea that it as the Power of Christ through His Charch, that that is what

is represented in this age by this as to

a. The Divine origin. Certainly in the coming of Christ, everything

connected with it, is of definite divine origin. No question about it.
that within

lj. Now as to apparrnt suddenness. It was a tremendous thing when

in three ce:aturics the "Roman 'Empire was taken over by the Christians. Yet

it does ate quite fit the apparent suddenness of the picture in Dan. 2.

There is a question whether It was rapid enough, in takin; over the Roman

Empire to fulfill that.

c. As to compelte desturctio,. of the human kingdoms, it is certainly

very far from that today. The great powers of today, most of them, pay

very little attention to the claims of Christianity.

d. As to the establishment of a regime that cannot be destroyed, well

the postmills of a century ago ay have felt that with the great spread of

missions, with great spread of Christian knowledge and of Christian ideals

that the world was being gradually taken over and the stone was on the

way to becorne a mountain to 1111 the whole earth, but today it is very very

far from. The Student Volunteer Movement of SC yrs. ago had as its great

slogan The Conversion of the World within this Generatioz. There are cer-

tainly many more people in the world today who have never heard of Christ

than there were then. Of course there is a far greater total population,

but certthtty in the U.S. the no. of the proportion of professing Christains
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today in the U.S is far smaller in proportion to the total population than

it was SO yrs. ago. Now of course these things can go up and down. But it is

pretty hard to make an argument that the picture of the stone striking the

image is really fulfilled in the spreading of the knowledge of Christ in
position deny

this age. Yet at this point we are not in a *tt* to knock this as a

possibility. (I mean this point we are taking in ch. 2 by itself, only.

We want to look at it later in connection with other things. but I am very

anxious to avoid a very common error of looking at a passage and saying,

0 yes, but this is proven by that. And then we go to the other passage and

say, That is proven by this. Thus we can take a view and read it into two

pa-sages. I want to take one absolutely by itself and see what 4 we find,

what culd be done with it, and what the possibilities are with the others

end then how they may fit together.)

Now the fourth possibility that it is a still future catastrophic

event - - no one can say what can occur in the future. So at this point one

could certainly t say that +. if no one of these three possibilities we

have looked at is fulfilled by the stone striking the image, that it would

have to be a future catastrophic event. But there is one problem about it

What about the relation to the fourth kingdom? Here is your Roman Empire

in its great tremendous power, reaching its greatest extent in the time of

NaH+ Hadrian, say in about 120 A.D. and then never extending further beyond
but

that. Holding what it had for another 2 and 1/2 centuries, and b then being

gradually pushed back and then you have the situation which corresponds very

well to the description of thlay and the iron in the feet. We bite have

that situation and then you have other new regimes taking over quite com

pletely, and it is pretty hard to say that the Roman Expire lasted later

than 500 A.!). in the western areas, and the Byzantine empire after 640 say

was pretty small, and in -- after +444 1453 even Constantinople its captor

was conquered. So that if this happened in the days of some leaders of the
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Roman Empire it should have happened 1500 yrs. ago. so it is a problem

At that point we go on to IV - Examination of Daniel 7

A. The time and Situation. We must recognize that Dan. 7 is 45 yrs.

later, at least 45 yrs. after the time when Neb. had his dream, that Dan. had

the dream described in Dan. 7. We must not then assume that Dan. 7 was

known to Daniel or to Neb. when Dan. 2 was given. For instance in vs.44 of

ch. 2 Daniel says, "In the days of these kings shall the God of Heaven set

up a kingdom." There are many writers today who say, "The days of these

kind" means the days of the kings represented by the toes of the image.

Now there is no statement anywhere in ch. 2 that the toes of the image

represnet kings. There is no such statement here. So to imagine that Neb.

would think tha when Daniel said that in the days of these kings shall

the God of heaven set up a ++ kingdom, that he meant the kings represented

by the toes of the image rather than the kings represented by the image as

a whole, is rather difficult. In answer to that I find some commentaries like

Dr. Young;s commentary on Daniel - He repeatedly says, It nowhere says there

are ten toes. Well I think that is a rather silly argument. If there were

toes at all it would stand to reason that there were ten, unless there was
given us

some mention " in it that this was an unusual statue that had an unusual

number. It would seem reasonable that it had ten. But unless you find later

evidence somewhere to show that the 10 has a specific meaning we have no

right at this point to read into it any knowledge of-different kings as

being represented by the toes. I would say that we must remember there

are 45 yrs. between and interpret Dan. 2 in the light of itself, and in
èmage

that view these kings must be represented by the four parts of the iaae+.

That is, while this image is still in operation. Of course if later on we

found evidence it refers specifically to kings who are 10 in number and that

would be similar to the toes, then we can add that to our knowledge, but we

cannot derive thaapter 2, or interpret this phrase that way. So it is
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ch. 2, or interpret this phrase that way. So it is 45 yrs. later when

od gives Daniel a vision.

. The Dream. We notice the dream is given in ch. 7. Daniel had a

dream and four animals came up, evidently one after the other. Ye* Then
fourth animal

there were certain things that happened i relation to the four animals

and then there was a great change that took place. So there is quite a'

marked parallel.

1. The main parts of this dream. The main parts have a corres

pondence with the main parts of the image because

a. The four beasts (vs.2-7) They are described.

b. A second phase of the fourth beast is described in vs.8

I consi----- at the end of vs.7: It was diverse from all the beasts before

it and it had 10 horns. I considered the horns, and behold there came up

among them another little horn, v.8, before which there were plucked up

three of the first horns by the roots. Here is a change that takes place.

Certainly a parallel to the second chapter. A second phase of the fourth

beast.




c. Destruction of the beasts (vs.9-14)

2. Comparrlson to ch. 2 and to the history. Under this

a. The first beast and its downfall. The first beast here if

this is parallel to the image in ch. 2 and it would certainly seem reasonable

when there are this many similarities to think that it is; the first beast

is like a lion and has eagles wing.. And the lion and the eagle were both

used a great deal in the emblems of the Babylonian kings. They were figures

they often used to show their royalty and supremacy. fhat fits with the

idea that this is Babylon. The fitness of the imagry for Babylon. But then

the image used for the downfall is very strange. 'I beheld until its wings

were plucked and it was lifted up from the earth, and made stand upon the

feet as a man and a man's heart was given to it." This is a very peculiar
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sentence here. When we recognize that this is the first year of Beishazzar

King of Rabylon,and the king of Babylon was pretty strong at this time and

a few years after that until the Persians conquered the Kingdom, but Cyrus

was already active round about there and becom$ing a menace to the Babylonian

kingdom, it might be very dangerous to write something that would sound

like treason against the Babylonian leader. We notice t*t the effusive

language used about Nebuchadnezzar **t+* when Daniel was speaking with

Neb. Now it might be here that it might be rise not to say And this first

beast which anyone might easily was Babylon, this beast was destroyed.

Language like this - - I beheld until its wings were plucked and it was

lifted up from the earth and made to stand upon the feet as a man, and

a man's heart was given it. That can sound like the increase of humanitarian

ism, the humanizing of the t.*f** regime, its standing on its feet like

a man. It is quite evident as you go on that there is another beast, and

the next beast is to devour much flesh. It doesn't say, To devour the first

one, but it says Devour much flesh. It is rather evident that there is a

change in the But this is a very peculiar description of the

change. Now I mentioned to it to certain Bible teachers and have said,

What does this mean? Oh they say, It is perfectly obvious. It describes

Nebuchadnezzar experience. Daniel told Neb. that he would be driven from

men and would live among the animals, andhe said in 4:16 Let his heart be

change from man's and let a beast's heart be given unto him and let seven

times a pass over him. And this is described here, they say. Well the

description, while it sounds somewhat the same is pretty much different.

There I his heart is changed f" from a man's. lie is given a beast's heart.

Ana that is God's judgment upon him. Then when he is released fi from the

judgment, he i+ again begins to be like a man instead of like a beast and

recognized God's power. Now here it does not say, Let a beast's heart be
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given to him, it says, Let a man's heart be given to him. So it is the

opposite of what is given there. It is what happened to Heb. at the end of

him rather than at the beginning. So it does not fit. It seems that the

language is somewhat similar, but you have to look closely into it, that

it doesn't represent at all what happened to Neb. but that it would repre

sent when you examine it carefully the end of the reef*.regime. There was

Neb. who had a man's heart and he is given a beast's heart. There jade

clension. But here we have a beast pictured which is a conquering powerful

thing, and it is given a man's heart meaning it has man's frailty, m*n's

weakness. It's very different (?) difficult(?) The whole figure there.

But it says his wings were plucked. He no longer can fly like a bad.
is made

He becomes like a mere man. He comes to stand on his feet like a man,

as in Neb.'s case instead of growling -"- groveling around on the ground

fisk like a beast but as this beast here with eagle's wings instead of

b+ flying, it just stands like as a man and is made human. So the similBrty

to Neb.'s case is rather superficial, and it may be that there is some

correspondence to precise events which if we had been there at that day we",

would have seen, but which we don't know about. But simply taken by itself

it is a rather cryptic statement. At least here is the first beast which is

doubtless Babylon, and then which disappears --- well it doesn't say it

disappears but there certainly are changes, its wings are plucked, a man's

heart is given to it, and Behold a second beast. Now he says in vs. 3, Pour

great beasts came up from the sea. It doesn't say whether they came up one

after the other or whetIer they all came up at the same time. That's not

stated in the dream. But the second beast is a bear and the bear merely

represent. strength. A powerful, strong thing came which might not have

beett able to overcome the lion with eagle's wings, but after the wings were

plucked became weak like a man with merely a man's heart you can assume

it would be fairly easy for the bear to destroy it. The fLigure of the
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bear then is just a different kind of a beast. It is a question of whether

we would be entitled to try to find similarities in some way between the

Persian regime (the bears) any more than between them and silk(?). Certainly

gold is ?*t every bit as representative of the Persian kingdom as it is

of the Babylonian kingdom, and I think the lion a* with eagles wings

could come just as well to represent the Persian ** as the Babylonian. But

it is another animal.

And so this second one comes - another animal and also a very strong

animal. But then it is described as having three ribs in its mouth be

tween its teeth and they said Devour much flesh. And here comes the question

Are these three ribs to be taken simply as showing very destruc
considerable

tiveness he is very destructive (?) and has taken over!

or are we to try to find a precise to represent them? When

rwou read about ('yrus' many e* conquests it is easy to pick out three

great ones among t'.eTn. knd the strange thing is that when you could easily

pick many great ones among them, to find it stated by some "This +* is a

possible reference to the threefold dominion of the second empire Media,

Persia, Babylonia. Well, that would be the empire itself -- Media and Persia.

Why would it itself be represented by ribs in its mouth? That hardly seems

reasonab1. If you are going to pick something, pick something "sts*d out

side of the conquered. Like the Lydia, or Egypt, or India, or

lfganistan or these great areas they took over. It is highly questionable

whether the number 3 Is to he taken as specific. It is a general thing that

this is one that conquered much. He says, Devour much flesh.

The Third Beast. The third beast is translated in the KJV as a

leopard; sore translate it as a panther. I don't know of any way we can

a moving picture of exactly what Daniel saw in his dream or that we

can get a picture that will show us exactly what the Aramaic word was at

that time, what the precise animal was they meant by that word.
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Because such words change their neaning over a period of time, especially

when per. people are in area where a certain aninal or plant is not there.

It becomes difficult to prove exactly what the word is. The st*t***t state

ment about the high priest's breastplate names 12 different jewels on it

and there have been many many interpretations of exactly what those jewels

were because they were not common, many of them, and people a have forgotten

what that word meant at that time. So whether it would be a leopard or a

panther in either case you immediately t'inlc perhaps of speed. Are you

justified in saying this is more speedy tk*t* than the previous one? Well

you might get that impression from ch. 8. In fact I think it was a bit

more speedy, but Cyrus' conquest were tremendously rapid. Alexander's may

be a little more so. But they troth were very rapid. The idea of speed is

certainly to be suggested by the fact that it had on its back four wings

of a fowl, and the beast also had four heads and dominion was given to it.

We might ask does this four have any significance? I think we are justified

in saying it does because of a fuller statement in the next chapter. But

I don't think at this point we can be justified in saying that. But it says

dominion was given to it. It does*t not say anyt&ing about the second one

as being overcome, but it says dominion was given to the third *.* one.

iThen we have the fourth beast. It is here represented as being

a dreadful, terrible strong beast and is not comparred to any particular

beast. The Roman empire when it came seemed much stronger than any of these

others did, at least as you look back on them. The Roman Empire did continue

to be a great conquering force until -- for 2 to 3 centuries, while the

precious ones did their conquests quickly and did no more after that. It
They just held what they had.
i11t1t&11t1flhl1UI1hU11%e So you had a longer period in which people

thought of Rome as a great destructive force that devoured, broke in pieces

and stamped the residue with its feet and was diverse from all the other
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beasts before it. Then

e, The Second Phase. Here " There we had the feet and toes that

were divided, partly iron and partly clay in the image. Here he says it had

ton horns. "I considered the ten horns and behofl there came up among them

another little horn, before which there was three of the first horns plucked

up by the roots . . . ." Pretty hard to find any parallel between this and

the ton image. We have the parallel that there are the three main parts,

that are similar. The four beasts and then the second phase of the fourth

beast. But as to feet just what this second phase it, it is described in

very different figures. Ten horns. The number 10 might be similar to the

ten toes, but that is the only similarity, -" their number. Because it

says that among these there came up an eleventh one before which the three

of them were destroyed. That is pretty hard to find a* precise analogies

in history of any point I know of although there has been so much turmoil

through the years I suppose on. could find it if one looked for it there

are many things that might fit with that. But there is a second phase. We

will look at it later when we look at the interpretation.

f. The Destruction. The destruction described is very different from

the picture of destruction before, unless you just take vs.l1-l2.

Oh my it is past 5 of . . . . . We must get to the next class on time.

I canniot take repponsibility for anyone being late. So please look over ch.

7 very thoroughly and ch. 8 also.
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As you have noticed in this class we are not so interested in learning
tv

all the details
A
about the future as we are in trying to get s.o.ae methods

of interpretation; trying to see what we can see of what is definite in

the Scripture, and where the points are where we must reserve judgment

and occasionally noticing where interpretations that others have drawn are
tL(. 4 e.1.t .a.

either out of their immagination or o.r,contary to what we find in the

Scripture. Somebody suggested that since this is about the middle of

the semester that we really ought to have a mid-semester test. Well I

think with a on. hour course perhaps it is not neccesary. Especially f

we had it, today would be the day. would not want to have it the first

day after the vacation anyway. !e have noticed that in ch. 2 and 7 there are

3 main parts in each of them. And these three n'ain parts are the four

beasts in general, the second phase of the fourth beast, and the great

destruction of the beasts or parts of the image, or whatever you want to

call it. These - It would have been wise if I had ksked you, perhaps

you have done it, to make a list in your own use, ,What verses in ü.

each of the ek*ter chapters 2,7,and 8 go under each of these three head

ings. That way you can compare them and see how they fit together. I think

in fact you better do that anyway because it is really necessary as a back

ground to ch. 8. Suppose you do that and get then' in to me by next Thurs

day sometime. The list is three subjects which are discussed. First the

four beasts in general,or the four parts of the image, or the four kingdoms

whatever you want to call it. What vs. are there in ch. 2 that deal with it?

You know in cli. 2 first he gives the dream and then he gives the interpre

tation. So both of them deal with it. Then in ch. 7 what vs. deal with it?

Well in ch. 7 it's more complicated than in ch. 2 because in the interpre

tation he switches back and forth. But what is there in cli. 2 under this

head; what in ch. 7? what in ch. !? Then the sec2d head is the last

phase, the second phase of the fourth beast. That is a little different
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from the rest as we noticed in ch. 2, also in ch. 7 . Do you have a parallel
cataclysm

to it in ch. 8? Then the third, The destruction, the ettI,it whatever

you want to call it that comes at the end when the image is completely

destroyed and replaced by something else. What do you have on this in ch.2?

What do you have in ch. 7? Do you have something on it in cli. 8?

Justhaving the precise verses in front of you, I have found is a great

help'\s you have a question in connection with the one and you switch to

the other to see what it says about it.

Now at our last meeting together, when we finished we were looking

at section B. wiich was the Dream, the Yf*ftf** Vision itself, the Vision

IkIzi that Daniel had. You remember his vision in ch. 7. It begins with

the four winds fighting against each other, a very vivid picture of the

situation out of which these kings came, a situation of confusion and

turmoil upon the earth which always results when there is not a settled

government. Of course in early days every family was a law to itself, and

then perhaps a family gets control over a certain district and there is

safety and peace within this area
11
but,,there are constantly causes for

friction with the next one. Constantly there was constant strife and tur

moil until large empires became established. Large empires can be looked

at in two ways: On the one *+ hand they have been a great blessing to

manking because mankind in his strife and turmoil has had areas in which

he coild travel
freely

and in safety, and areas in which there were settled

methods of procedure taking care of disagreements without having to

fight physically in order to settle it. So the establishment of kingdoms,

the establishment of empires was a graat blessing to fallen man. But it

also was a great curse to fallen man, because when you have fallen men in

any position in any kind of government you are going to have corruption,

you a-c going to have wickedness, you are going to have oppression of

others. In Daniel it is looked at largely from the latter viewpoint.
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So we have the coming of the erpire with the strife of the winds from

four directions with all the upheaval, and then the first beast, the first

establishment over a wide area with people of different languages and

different cultures, of their being united together under one federal coit

trol was the Assyro-Babylonian empire at which Daniel looked specifically

at its last stage that under tebuchadnezar and his successors. Then we

have the next three, and we had at the end of the hour spoken very briefly

about the fact that the second phase, there is a second phase in the fourth

kingdom here, but it is not a bit like the picture in ch. 2 of the second

phase. You'd never think it was the same thing except they come at the same

spot and have a such a great siiiiilarity between the first - in the first

four kingdoms in general. Then we mentioned at the end of the hnnr P.

The Destruction. Here again this is very similar to ch. 2, in that there

is a complete destruction, In ch. 2 the image is coipletely destroyed,

pulvarized, nothing left of it, blown away, it all disappears. In this one

the fourth beast is utterly destroyed and its body burned and end is put

to him. The other three also come to an end so that you have the t very
these

definite parallel between the parts of the two, but the account of the.

destruction here is altogether different from anything that you find in
Complete

. 2. You have simply the fact of/destructóon, of complete end of all

force (T) here, which is exactly like the kingdom of

God but how does it happen to have a great; /'

deal of details in ch. 7 which is not even hinted at in ch. 2? We

see yet how they fit together, they have so many things in common.

Now that was then the vision he had. Then the Lord gave him an in
I'm going to narrow that

terpretation. I'll call that C. No,/I'm going to call C. The Interpretation

of the Four Beasts. The interpretation in ch. 7 is so extensive.that I'm

going to subdivide it into into the three parts all of which we looked at

together under Capital B. Daniel's Vision.
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So Capital C. under is The Interpretation of the Four Beasts. We

notice in vs.17, the first part of the introduction, he says: These great

beasts, which are four, are four 1:igs, who shell arise out of the earth."

Now in ch. 2, the last 3 of them were called kingdoiis. So it is very evident

is using the word hing in tha s sense there he was using the word

ktigdoms. Thcre is not a precision hero in the use of words. It is very

important that we understand wirit e mean by plenary inspiratiun or by

verbal inspiration, by inerrancy of the Scriptures. Some people have the

idea that the inerrancy of the Scriptures neans the Bible is like a map

or picture that could he rade by a satelito far above the earth, having on
which

it a camera far better than any camera that has yet boon invented *+e

would take a ;icture in precise ietil ev of everything underneath. Now

you will take that picture ani loot. at it and If the picture were not very

lvrge you would net see a great desl of detail. But heinz nade with such

a very excellent camera you could enlarge it and then you could get much

more detail. And when you enlarge the picture so that instead of being the

size of a paze it was the size of this room, you would have a very con

siderable amount of detail, but then you coulJ take a very strong glass and

look in detail at each section of it. Thej do say that sore of the pianos have

taken pictures which are taken very high up which are se good that you

can see individual automohilc on the e ground. !cc have very excellent

pictures like this which you car look at enlarged in detail. Put this goes

far beyond that so that every word in the Scripture can be squeezed to(et)

the last bit of possible inforraticn from it. Now that is not what we mean

by inerrancy. Py inerrancy we tean that the Scripture prelbtl properly in

terpreted does not teach sowething that is erroneous, in error, means

no error. We don't mean that nobody can get an error out of the Scripture.

Anybody can. You take one vs. by itself, you can get all kinds of error
any

out of the Scripture as you can out of/other things. Put what we mean that
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properly interpreted in the light of context, in the light of comparrison

f passages, in the light o cleterminatior of tFe meaning of the word,
an

you do not get/error froii it. Like, for instance if it said that Jesus on

the way to Enwaus met two women, and he walked with them and tall:ed with

them, that would prove specifically thre were * two romen with whom

he came hack and with whorn he talked. But it does not say, lie net two

wonen. Tt does not say he met two rnen. Now if it said He met two men,

the word man jf+ is often used in Scripture in a generic sense ineanin

human being. So the word men in many cases could include worien. But it

says, two disciples which very definitely does not tell whether they were

men of women. It has enerallv been ass'zmed they were t two men, but

there are those who suggest it was a man and a woman. It is just as possible.

It was two disciples. Inerrancy does not mean you can take this verse and

yon can determine which it was. It means that from this verse you know

ie. two disciples, and so one of them was not an ene1y of his. It was

not somebody who had never heard of Him. They were two disciles, but it

says othin' about their *4+ gender whatever. o here we find that in

these two chapters, here we have two things s thit are absolutely parallel

and one is cal'ed a kinrIo' and one is called a and it shows that

in Dan. in this vision we are not really told whether we are thinking of

the man who rules or of the realm over which he rules. As a matter of

fact the Roman empire in the time of Its power never had a king. It says

here they are four kins, and in the sense of kins, the Romans had fired

their last king at least 3O) yrs. before the beginning of the Roman empire

and they never had another man in control of ome whom they called kin'.

So that there is an accuracy, there is a truth, but there is not a great

precision. It is a power, whether you think to some extent of the man, to

some extent of the realm. And as a matter of fact we know from the fact

that the first kingdom, the k head of gold, covered not only Nebuchadnezzar

but four successors.+Wik We know that these are realms. They are types
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of culture. They are rules of many peoplesAunfèr one head, under one con

rolling cultural attitude. That is what these mean as we can determine

from it, but we can't take a word and press it to the very extreme. We

have to compare how the words are used and what the Scripture means.

So here he say's these are four king. That's the first thing we notice

as to the interpretation of the four beasts. They are four kings.

Now a second thing we notice is four kings *+t+*+kt which shall

arise out of the * earth, he says. No. 1 there are four kings. No. 2

we notice about these four kings the nature of the fer beasts. We are

not told anything about the first three beasts. We only have from this

ch. such information about the nature of the first three beasts as you can

get from the figure of the description of the beast. It is very question

ablek how much you have a right to gather detail from the picture of the

first three beasts. How much is of it is simply there are three different

beasts or what is there in it you can e say this corresponds to something

in it, or is it? Certa.inly you can think of many things in it - in them
A

17j
which do not correspond. AT

four legs do not correspond to anything in

connection with the first kingdom for instance. There are many things that

don't correspond. They are simply pictures of four animals, but some of

the details do have particular correspondences to particular historical

situations. Wehave to "slow and careful though in attributing much to

it because there is no interpretation given of the first three except that
they
there are three beasts, three kings which shall arise out of the earth. Now

the ourth beast we are told more about in the interpretation. 19 we

read: Then I would know the truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse

from all the others, exceedingly, whose teeth were of iron, and its nails

of bronze, which devoured, broke in pieces, and stamped the residue with

its feet." Vs. 19 a question about the 4th beast in general. Vs. 20 asks
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a question about the second phase of the fourth beast. Vs. 19 asks a

question and it is answered in vs. 23: The fourth beast shall be the fourth

kingdom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and shall

ceióur the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces.'

That doesn't tell us much that we have not known about the previous ones.

Again the word "the whole earth" we must not press to its ultimate because

the Roman empire did not conquer America, it did not conquer Chins, it

did not conquer Africa south of Egypt south of N. Africa. It did not con

quer N. Europe, but it did hold a greater part of the then known civilized

world. It conquered a tremendous area, much larger than the previous one
ones

had held although some parts of the previous one were not included in the

Roman Expire. We learn from this,the fourth kingdom is different from the

others, and it certainly was different. The first kingdom, Neb. and his

successors, ruled by terror, ruled by completely by force, by taking
peoples
pesles+away from one aróa and moving them to another where they would boA

'

subject to their power. The second one, the Persians, ** dealt with people

in a very diff. way, giving the people a great amount of freedom, not in

terfering much with their local customs and local manners. Cyrus claimed

to be a representative of the gods of all these different areas, and

allowed the " people and encouraged them in fefls**+t+ following their

own customs, their own habits, their own religions, and enforced general

peace throughout the whole region and subservience in certain ways to
the of

the Persians giving to them/Persians soldiers and giving them certain

amount of taxes, but was very different from the Persians(f) (the Baby

lonains). And then the third was different from either of the first two

in that Alexander and his successees had a great idea of the superiority

of Greek culture to the culture of either the first a or the second and

was anxious to extent it through their domans. They did not do it the way

the Babylonians tried to - by force and terror -though they did use terrible
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terror against individuals who fought against them or resisted them, or

rebelled against them, but they tried to exert it through establishing

colonies, building new cities which iou3.d be
4the Creek cities, and

cities
making these/the dominant peal and cultural influences within

these te areas. And way over in what is now Afganistan and the regions

south of Afganistan. Glance at the map here, as we see Babylon in

here and way over in this region here next to India. In this region of

Afganistan and little regions around it there was a section over there

which was called Bactrai. in ancient times. That section in that section

the /reek governor who was put in established Greek towns in didferent

places, and after the empire broke up there their control by Seleucus

was very very slight, but they maintained the Greek culture, the Greek

attitude, the use of the Greek D*se+f language for centuries after

ward even when their connections with the west were largely broken off.

There was a great area of Greek e influence way over there in what is

now Afganisan, nearly twice as far from. Palestine as Greece itself was.

So this spread of Greek culture through all these areas f* intentionally

worked out by Alexander and his successors was a distinctive feature

altogether different from the first three.

So we have the three different. Then the fourth, the Roman empire.

Rome made everything subject to Rome, but did not interfere a a great deal
with their

with their local customs in most cases/ Their local customs, local habits,

local religions simply insisting that they introduce the Roman

Emperor into their among their gods as one of their leading gods and

that is where they came into trouble f*-with the Jews because the Jews said

Our Cod is the supreme God. There can be no others. Whereas the other people

said, We believe in this god and this god and this god, now if you also want

us to worship !'ero as god we will add him to the other gods and we will even

'* when you are around say he is the leading god. But the Romans did not
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interfere a great deal with individual life of a nation. Either the Greek

culture continued to be dominant under the Roman empire. Rome was never
kingdom quite the sense

a ki*.g in the same sence the others were. Way up until almost the end of

the Roman empire the emperor simply claimed to be the leading citizen of

Rome and theoretically went all through the for$ of republican government

even though everybody knew that what the emperor said was to be done and

would be done. It was pretty dangerous not to be done. But the Roman was

4if very different. So it was diverse from he are the others, and it was

more powerful than the others and the regime lasted as long as any two

"f+a+**+a*sof the others put together. Perhaps as long as the three others
++++ breaking it
put together. Its stamping the residue with its feet, devouring it/to pieces

is good description of the way Rome treated the Jews and treated the other

"pe people... and treated any other people that were rebelling agiinst

them, but it is not true of most of the people that Rome conquered. If

they were subservient they were individuals who got tramped under foot but
peace

as a whole they had an area of general fser and opportunity of travelling

through territory and carrying on their lives with no great interfereuce

except for the taxation which at times was very heavy. So/the nature of the

fourth beast as described here in No. 2 vs. 19-23.

Now we will go on to Section 1). The second phase of the fourth kingdom.

We noticed that there really is no similarity in the picture of the sete*

second phase of the fourth kingdom in the image and here. In the image it
there is

is simply that/mirey clay mixed in with the iron, that there is - it is

not a unified, not strong. That's all it !Y there. Now what it says here
coming

is not the least bit like that. But/on the same place in a vision so similar

we figure that it is a picture of another side, another view of that same

general period. Under D. we notice first

1 The Ten Horns, !i!ø 7:7 mentioned that the t had ten horns. Now

from that picture you would imagine the beast coming and you look at it and

you see
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you see ten horns on it. That is very strange thing. I never heard of a

besest beast that had ten horns. So when you get something that is ordinary

-- a beast that has toe nails, a beast with legs, a beast that has

perhaps fur on it, things like this are just part of the natural picture.

But when you get ten horns, there is something unusual, something strange

about it. We don't need to stress the fact that there were ten toes on the

image. That is an interesting similarity but here we have it explicitly

stated there are ten horns. Now Young"s book on Daniel three or four times

stresses the fact it is never said that there are ten toes. It seems to me

rather a waste of space, because after all how many toes did it have? It is

mentioned it had toes, and I don't think it makes much difference what it
I'

means. Here we have this specific -- it has ten horns. But are these ten

horns all on it when itcomes? Well, you certainly would get that impression

from ch. 7. You get that impression except that you notice that after he

describes it -- "a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly

and had great iron teeth and it devoured and broke in pieces, and stamped

the residue with its feet; and it was diverse from all the beasts that were

before it AND IT HAD TEN HORNS. You kind of wonder, why did he not say:

He saw a beast come up and it had ten horns? Why does he not put it at the

beginning? Well, youcould not draw from that alone, but that is an in

teresting fact and suggests although does not prove that the ten horns are

late in the history of this beast. But then it is referred to in vs. 20

where it says: And of the ten horns thhv- that were in its head, and of the

other which came upbefore whom three fell" --- that is he inquired that

again tells us nothing about it. But in vs. 24 he says, "And the ten horns

out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise; and another shall rise

after them and shall be diverse from the first." Well, a these ten horns

all there when the beast starts: We have not been told that they are not.

Except it says here "they shall arise." The fact that they arise suggests
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here "they shall arise". The fact that they arise suggests that they were

not there at the beginning, but I's not sure just how much you can draw from

that. They shall arise, and another shall arise after them and shall be

diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings. Except for the

mention of the other "after them" you would not know for sure whether these

ten kings came up one after the other. They are ten kings that shall a arise,

or that whether the ten arise more or less at the tfi same time. You are

not told. But when it says this latter one, this one that rises after them
subdue

-- it could be just the eleventh one, "but he shall sull*e three kings"

Well that suggests that probably the three kings were still in existence

when he saw(?) three, and it suggests that all ten were in existence

simultaneously rather than one after the other. It does not prove it. but

it seems the most natural way to interpret it in view of this little horn

subduing three of them this way. So we have the question, Are they successive

or are they contemporaneous? And we have good evidence to suggest though

not enough* to prove up to this point that they represent ten contempor

aneous kings that come near the end of t the history of the beast rather

than being characteristic of it all through.

Now of course if you want to characterize Rome, the natural way to

characterize Rome is by the number seven, because Rome was always spoken

of as the city on the seven hills. The seven hills of Rome are very famous

and are referred to in the book of Revelation. But here all we are told

about it is that there are ten kings. So there is a strong suggestion here

that this is a second phase andhee here perhaps we can add to our strength

of feeling that this is correct the fact that we have the two phases in ch.

2 of the fourth kingdom suggests that there are two phases here, and that

this is the latter phase.

2. The Little Horn. What are we told about the Little Horn? In the

dream we saw(v.8) that: "I considered the horns" and that suggests coming
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right after vs7 that he does not say anything about whether the horns were

on the beast when it first came up; he did not even notice them. They might

have been there and they might not
have,been

as far as he knew. But now

after seeing it destroying everything,1he notice! then. o it does rot prove

at this point whether the
te4oriis

were fron' the beginning, but it does show

that after the great destruction he rotices it had ten horns. Then he says:

I considered the horns, and behold there care up nong then another little

horn, before which there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots

- - this suggests certainly the three were in existence at the tine when the

eleventh came up, not that they were f/f//I cestroyed f//I one after the other.

- - that would be possible but wou1 seem far 1es likely, and would

suggest that all ten were th*re at that tire. "Ho 1ueked up three of them,

and behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of man) and a iouth speaking

great things. The eyes of a man and a mouth eakthc great things. What do

we find than from this, and from thu later mention about this little horn?

a. (under 2) His Victory. Tiat is one thing that is clear. He overcomes

three of the others. His victory is definitely ',entioned.

b. His Arrogance. He was speaking great things. 'That does this mean?

Great philosophers and great scholars speak great things. But ordinarily we

d on't use it in quite that sense. It is more the sense of how great he

thinks he is. See what tremendous clams he makes. That's more the impression

we get from it. We certainly got the impression of arrogance. Look at vs.1l

where he says: I beheld then because of the voice of the great words which

the horn spake; I beheld even till the beast was slaim, an its body des-
the

troyed, and given to the burning flame. 'o tbat/speakin of the little horn

is before the end of the great beast. Then in vs. ZO -- he wanted to know

the truth about the ten horns that were in its head, adA !Wqhich c

came up, before whom three fell; oven of that horn that had eyes, and a

mouth that spoke very great thing3, whose look was more stout than its

fellows.
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Well that sounds like arrogancy. His looks were more stout. It does not

say he looked more stout t** he was a little horn. But his looks were

more stout than his fellow. So we certainly have arrogancy expressed.

Then when you get to verse 25 you find: And he shall speak great words against

the Most High, and hail wear out the saints of the Most High. Here you get

a new though. You don't get so much the arrogance U in vs2S as you do in

the previous verses. In vs. 25 you get

His Opposition to God 7:25. And he shall speak words against the

Most High. You notice KJV has great words, but the great is in italics.

Whether they simply inserted it from the other passages, or whether there

is sornething in the context that suggests it, I did not think to check in

the Aramaic. But I shall do so. He spoke words against the Most High.

They have "great" inserted in italics. They may have reason for it. One

thing about italics in the KJV, everyone should be well aware who uses

KJV that italics e do not stand for emphasis. Like the case where it tells

in 1 Kings 13 of the prophet who said to his son, Saddle me the ass. And

they saddled him and the hip is in italics; it was not he that was the one-

saddled, but that t 44 just says they saddled, and in English KJV inserts
simply

the word him. Here but it does not always mean?that there is smp an

insertion of what was not there; it may be something that is carried

from the context, that it rely is there. That they saddled the ass. t

There is --- It is required in English. I don't think "great" was required

in English. But there may be something in the context that suggests it.

(Student question: You had said that the Little Horn conquered three

kings, and that was a picture of the ten kings co-existing???) No, No.
two

I said there are three ways you might think of these te+orns. They may

represent here a king who reigns. Here's another who reigns. Here's another

who reigns. Here's another who reigns. Or it may suggest ten kings all
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reigning at once. Which do they suggest. Well, the fact that he conquered

three suggests that the ten did not rein all one after the others. It

suggests that the three were reigning at once. Now I said if the three

were reigning at once, it is a rather natural supposition that at least
as

the last three are not to be taken as successive but/at the same time and

if the last three are at the same time it seems a likely thing that all

ten were at the same time. You see what I mean? It does not prove it, but

it suggests very strongly that when h destroy. three the other seven are

still there.

(Student question: Could we jest as likely assume that seven kings

had reigned in succession and that the last three were at that time

(indistinct -- unable to get the rest of the question )

That would not be impossible. I would say it would be very unlikely.

Because I would think that if that is what he s* saw that he would have

said, I saw seven kings reigning and then they disappeared and then I saw

three and then the little horn destroyed the threo.1 would think that very

unlikely but I don't think we can rule it **P+ out. One thing about future

prophecy It is not given to satisfy curiousity. It is given to show that

wher the things come to pass, the people of God can see that God spoke

truly. So there are many many things in all future prophecy until the time

of its fulfillment (?) The NT has quotation after quotation from the

OT that it "- 1.. fulfilled in the life of Christ. And you can look at

Christ and say, Look its exactly like the OT said, but I don't think any

body could have taken those things out of the OT and gutsd them just

how they were going to happen. When they happened you see what it says.

So we want to see how much we can take out. And if we can take up

Now we can talk about these kingdoms which existed and then disappeared

Now can we find in ancient history something that exactly corresponds to

this and therefore say, This is a picture say of what happendn in 300 A.D.
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and is fulfilled the way it says? If we can't/we say, This is a picture

of something yet to come? See what the possibilities are. .$ee what we

can see clearly but not be dogmatic where we can't see --- be sure from

what we see. I appreciate that w question and it is hard to know just

how fast and how slow to go on with this so a*ytkf+ any time any of you

has a question I'd appreciate anytime your raising it about anything you
you think

think is not clear or anything/is not proven from the context, is not

a fair presentation of what is given, please raise the question. If you

you have a point where you feel quite definitely that some other in

terpretation is better than what I have given I would appreciate it greatly

if you would write it out and give it to me, and I will look into it and

discuss it with you at the next hour. Because we have a lot of ground

to cover and I don't want to take time going into other - -into things

which contradict the view I'm presenting, but to insure it is clear what

is said here in the class. Something that anyone feels contradicts it, or

I might misspeak myself, -- I might say Rome when I meant Greece or some

thing like that and if I do I wish you'd speak up, but any place where you

think another interpretation (would be better), I wish you would write it

out. I would appreciated it greatly, and I will look ft into it, and

discuss it the next time.

Now we were speaking of his opposition to God. This is only brought

out in this one statement in vs. 25. He will speak woris against the Most

High and shall wear out the saints of the Most High. That is definitely
going to

opposition to God. I am not/make opposition to the saints a separate

statement. I'll consider the two here as in the same: opposition to God.

s His changing times and laws. "And think to change times and laws'

in vs. 25. How very crips the phrase. Back in 1941-42 or was ft-4-5?

Franklin Roosevelt decided that Thanksgiving instead of being the fourth

Thursday in Nov. should be the third Thusday in Nov. so as to have a
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longer time between it and Christmas instead of having the two so close

together and he issued a Thanksgiving proclamation a week earlier than it

had ever been issued before. And there was great opposition aroused for

that departure from the old traditions of America to the third Thursday

instead of the fourth. Tremendous opposition, and there were many people

who said he is the little horn who shall think to change times and laws.

There were many who said that about PDR at that time. I have not met any
recently

body roeat+who said this was a picture of F. Roosevelt. But the strange

thing is that within these last two or three years they have changed --
_P'.-i they

they have not touched Thank'1sgiving e4, INV still keep it the fourth

Thursday but they have t- changed Washington's '3irthday, they have changed

Veteran's Day, they have changed a lot of days, and I have not hoard any

body say that our present leaders are the Little Horn, though they have

gone much further in this direction than FDR. Just what does it mean:

He shall think to change times and laws? We don't know. At the time of

the French Revolution laws in France were completely changed. There were

all sorts of changes, some of which have survived, and most of which were

completely errkdècated within the next 20 yrs. But at that time the French

the Revolutionary Government said we are going to have a ten day week

and the ten day week will have a day of rest the tenth day. No that was a

very definite change of times and laws. But it did not last. It was found

that God had made man such that he needed one day in seven for rest, and
which

He has given us the Sabbath *hike fits with the needs of man as od has

made man, and they found that a ten day week just does not work and they

gave it up. That you could say is what is described here, but I don't think

it is the event described here. But it may be similar to this. Yu could

find various times in history when there is somebody that did something

that to some extent would fit into this. Just what it fully means is rather

hard to say. Then it says, They shall be given into his hands. What shall
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be given into his hands? The three kingdoms that he has conquered? The

whole ten kingdoms? Or the saints ? Well the nearest subject
a'

to it is the saints, or no maybe the times and laws. Is it the times

and laws will he given into his hands? Is e is the saints? Is it the

kingdoms be has conquered? It does not say. They shall he given into his
ft

hands until *+ a time and times and the dividing of time. In other words

three and a half times. Well what is a time? Is it a minute, an hour, a

day, a year, a century? What is it? It does not say. It is three and a half

times.ttBut the judgment shall sit and they shall take away his dominion to

consume and to destroy it unto the end." So

e. His Limited Continuance is three and a half)onths(??) years7 is

time is limited, but how long it is is not expressly said. It x is three

and a half of something. Then

f. His Downfall. That's very clear in vs. 2" The judgment shall sit
destroy

and they shall take away his dominion, to consume and to fttlttf it unto

the end." His definite downfall, but it does not say bow It is going to

take place. It does not say what is going to bring it about. So this

is all we can draw from ch. 7 about this second ?h-..t.e

(Student question About this use of the word times ?

(Indistinct: unable to hear It)

I doubt it. I think it is like you might say periods. Seven amounts

of time. I doubt if this is easily understood. Now it we have no

evidence outside of the Book of Daniel, and as we go on in Daniel, we

find things that may throw evidence on it. It may be that takin whit comes
4- tk"

later in Daniel one could look back and give an interpretation and if so

we will look at that later, but we are going through trying to relate

Daniel to his trying to see what we can find clearly from it.
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Not looking at ethers parts of the Bible except where the relation is abso

lutely clear so that no one can disagree. And not loc.kinp at later parts of

Daniel, but looking at each section as we come to it an&then when we
a.-4.1 '& /T

cone to a 1aterion going buck and" as to draw any

thing from the ten toes in ch. 2 would certainly be going without warrant

to ch. 7. ow in oh. 7 we find ten horns and there was a tention of it

so you may say there was a suggestion of

its being explained later but you would not he sure unless you care

to it later. I would say at this point all we can say is three end half

periods of some length or other. Now as we get on we find that

I don't want to look ahead. I want to look only

back.




Your question of course is an altogether valid one; there is often a

possibility in a book of the ible, particularly when it. is dealing with

a culture that of &y1on here is so different from what you find in

most of the OT, there is a possibility that there is something that we

don't understand that would be perfectly clear to the people of that time.

That is a possibility. It is possib1 that something will he discovered

that will throw light upon It. I bm not nearly as far as I want to go at

this time, but I do think this is an iitportant enough point that I am

just going to draw an interesting illustration. If you look at the look

of Nahum, you will find a f very peculiar 3tateert in vs. 12 of ch. 1

Now the Bookof Nahuin is an attack against th Assyrian empire which was

dqstroyed in the early dysf Neb..( indistinct )
? cf,tdays.6f

speaking h1y of the burden of Ninevah; he is speaking about

the Assyrians, and he says in Nah. 1:12: Thus saith the Lord: Though they he

quiet, and likewise many, yet thus shall they be cut down, when he shall
Though

pass through. That makes absolutely no sense for us today. '"se they

be quite and likewise many.' Now the word there translated "quiet' Is
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similar to the Hebrew word for "peaceful" which would not make certainly

any sense at all. It is the three consonants shin, lamedth, mem. It

really does not make any sense. And the translators of the Revised Version

of 1901 translated it "though they be perfect and likewise many' because

"peaceful" - the word sometimes has the idea of perfection - though they
also

be perfect and also likewise many, but that/does not de+s*t does not con

vey a lot of meaning, ht is ret' pretty 42992891M questionable to draw

that meaning from the word. "Though they be peaceful and likewise many' would

be a more qccurate rendering than "though they be quiet and likewise many'.

But it really does not make much sense. But now within the last 100 yrs.

there has been discovered in Assyria and in Babylon thousands, yes hundreds

of thousands of clay tablets some of which are historical accounts and

that sort of thing. But many of them are simply contracts made by in

dividuals and a great many of these have never been read. They have been

glanced at and there have not been enough b people trained in cuneiform

to read them all. And most of them, we are not gteatly interested in the

fact that Teckitilla in a certian little town in Assyria bought a piece

of land and paid a certain amount of for. So we can glance

at most of them. A number of theses have been written in which a certain

groqp of them has been carefuly studied. ut you can find by - just by

1=4 over them youcan find certain big features and one is that in
44 La-La-

the Assyiian those around Ninevah there, there is a phrase that

occurs over and over, and this phrase does not occur in the Babylonian

e tablets. This phrase we prnounce as shaniucain(V?) and in the Heb. here

the letters just correspond to this phrase though they be shamucainu.

The kenu is here translated likewise in the English text, and then the

word many follows. Though they be shainuchainu many, yet shall they be cut
L)

down. Now in t4¬ Assyrian contracts of which I have read a considerable,

this phrase occurs repeatedly and the context makes very clear what it
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means. Five people borrowed a sum of money from a money lender, and they
borrowing

say that they we will be shalmuchainu in buying this, and the context
rtLL , 1 JtI ( lb'

makes it perfectly clear
thatAweiwi11 be --- what we say in modern

technical language -- is jointly and severally responsible. In other words,
(tthis sum which we have borrowed, each of us is responsible to r his

share, but if any one of us does not do it and falls, the others have to

make up the difference. If op1y one of us is l ft and the est are all
71 4-It /&. tY1' 4.

killed or out of the way, that one is respons{ble,to pay it Wack. We are

shalmuchainu as a group responsible for this obligaton. So here Nahum says

of the Assyrians, the Lord said-- says even though you severally and jointly

every one of you take the responsibility and take it all together, never
"Though

theless he says you will be cut down and He will pass through. ZTE I have

afflicted thee --- then He turns He will not afflict Israel any more but he

is going to destroy Assyria. And Assyria was definitely and utterly destroyed.

So here is a phrase which meant absolutely nothing. "Likewise many"

what sense does that make? It makes none. As though you will be shalmuchainu

many yet the Jg.rd will overcome. Even if none of you run off the Canada

to get away fromAyout part in defending your nation, you all together *

stand in defending your nation against it, yet wf God will cause you to be
et 1A dl-

overcome and destroyedIT is veyy clear what it means in the

light of the customs of the area which have been discovered lately and were

unknown for 2000 years, completely forgotten. Well now there are little

things like that in the Stripture which don't affect the general thought of

the Scripture -- they don't affect the doctrines at all, but they are things

that cannot be understand without the light of the cultural situation at the
to show the

time and the Lord has p put them in there as little evidences o:E the

accuracy and truth of it. So it may be that God will bring to AA-something
/1 //

that will show that this vws '( time as used there in Babylonia

has t$'specific a-- had a specific technical meaning. But no such thing
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I hope those who are here remember what we were talking about last

time. We were discussing, you remember, Daniel 2 and 7, and we had ---we

were dealing with in the outline, No. 4 Roman Numeral IV which was on

chapter 7. In Roman Numberal IV we called Capital D, The Second Phase of

the Fourth Kingdom. And under that just at the end of the hour we were

looking at the Little Horn, and we had E. His Limited Continuance (3 and

1/2 times), and F. His Downfall. And there are no details given about his

downfall just that he ended. Right .at that point somebody asked about the

meaning of "times" and we spent a bit of time discussing that and also

discussing the quotation from Nahum.which really isn't connected with this

course, but was interesting in showing how we don't just always understand

everything in the Sckipture yet is with new light that comes it way become

clear. Also there are matters in the Skriptures which are of great importance

in certain situations, and 'if we are not in those situations those passages

may be difficult for us to understand. God has written His Scriptures for

all periods, and He knew that when He made that reference to the Assyrian

phrase, it would be completely, forgotten what it meant for a period of

nearly 2000 years, and people would try to interpret it and could make

no sense out of it - "they shall be quiet and likewise many" - What sense

is that? It just did not mean anything, and now we have discovered tnat

it is a little seal or a little emblem of the truth of Scripture, of its

accuracy, of its dependability. Now/we have this evidence from Assyian.

So we don't need to think that we are going to understand everything in the

Bible. The worst thinga we can txxtaxI. is to try to force things into a

mould, and try to make them fit what we have gathered from other passages.

I used to be quite disgusted when I was in Seminary, particularly in the

class in Systematic Theology, because a verse would be quoted so often

as proof of something, and I would say, Well that doesn't prove it;
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That is given s an ofrjectior., it is not stating something. It says, But

thou wilt then say - 'Rut he would say, Hut then yes but it sumaries the

passac. Maybe it sriea the asssges, but if it's introduced with the

words, "thou wilt then $: 3t is given as sri objection. You have no right

to tko it as ,uirn'srtztng the p*arze anymore than if you quote something

from some other place. Passaqes were so often taken out of context.

I re'ber the one the that disgusted me particularly, and yet I think

I was less justified in being disgusted at it than on any other occasion,

was when the professor said that when it says in the Apistles Creed that

when !'e descended into hell it means &e went to heaven. Now that seemed to

me at first sight to be making o*ethinmean the exact opposite, yet when

you look at it closely it isn't because the fact of the matter is that we

don't noi?at is 'zoing to happen after death. We don't know. And the Flab.

word that is often tran?lsted m.ir' may..siply mean the condition after

death, and is used of Rood peoplo as well as of evil people although it is

used more in connection with evil penpiet. And the word that is translated

"heaven" is used far more often for the sky than it is for our condition

after death. We know tht. if we believe in Christ that we will be with !im

and that is wonderful beyond anything we, can conceive, but when we try to

put out into copartments just what conditions will be after death, we

are apt to he using our immagtnation. The Scripture tells us very little

stout It. We know that there is misery ahead for those that are lost; we

know that there is wonderful joy ahead for those that believe in Christ. So

I was terribly disgusted at the Professor's use of that, but actually it

was not the Bible K he was twistin, It was the Apostle's Creed. So I've

completely forgiven him for that end also I's not sure he was twisting it.

But I do think there is a tremendous danger of our thinking that everything

in scripture has to be understood. I used to find that the professor gave
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a great truth, and somebody would bring up a verse that seemed to him to

contradict it, and often he would ox?laln the verse in such a way that it

meant nothing. t may as. well not be in the Bible. Now I think everything

in the Bible is there for $ purpose. should try to understand what it

means but we should not fe?al 'that. we hive to wderstani. There are thin

tst+ in the Bible that we will understand when we are in the situation

to which they apply. And that may he a'situation in our lives; it ray be

a situation in the history of the wor.d. We can't tell how it will be.

Instead of taking a verse era little passage and saying, We've know

exactly what this aoans: let's take the Scripture as a whole and get every

thing we can of what it-.means. And then we go through it further in the

light of what we've already ot aM we j p more, and the next tiie we

go through we undorstand still."oro but we. nevr expect to understand it

all. I thin1 this is very very important in our attitude of interpreting
6

Scripture; but I also think it is roueberod that God did not send

us out necessarily to teach everybody ti interpret $T1ri7ture I think it

is good to teach people to interpret Scripture, hut our primary purpose

is to present the Scripture's great truths. And Poole tend to go to two

extremes. On to one etreen they present overyt as if they knew it

all, and they have the answer to everything, and9O of the people (thin")

i wonderful, but 1/11th of the people of or less will find

that there is something he's said that just does net hold up an then they
everything

will turn against everyting you say. rut the other extreme is to go out and

to treat the general public to whom we present th Word of Cod as if

they were a group approaching it as we arc now, an,,' say I'm not sure what

this means, and here there are these possibilities, and pretty soon they

decide you don't know * anything about it. So I think we have to keep

separate to distinct activities. (ne is e detorn1rn what the Word of

God means; the other is taking the truths of th Word of od nnd makinj
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them clear and strong for those who listen without going beyond what we

are sure is clear in the Word of Cod. That is not easy to do; it's easy to

errs in one direction or the other. But if we have the dangers in mind we

are more apt to strike the balance that the Lord wants us to.
as

Now in this case we were speaking of the Little horn **&+Capital D.

And we go on now to Capital E, The Destruction and Replacement. There is

not great emphasis here in ch. 7 on the destruction of the Little Hoan. But

the emphasis is on the destruction of the beast. The destruction of this

fourth beast. And he simply says in vs. 8 that he saw the little horn

before which there were three of the first horns plucked up by the roots; and

behold in this horn were eyes like the eyes of man, and a mouth speaking

great things." Then when he gives the interpretation in vs.20-21 he says:

And of the ten horns thtt were in his hea1, end of the other which came

up, and before whom three fell; even of that horn that had eyes, and a mouth

that spake very great things, whose look was more stout thRn his fellows.

I beheld and the same horn made war *g with the saints, and prevailed against

them; until the Ancient of days came, and judgment was t+ given to the

saints of the most High;" See there is very little given in this chapter

of the destruction of the Little Horn, but there is a great deal said about

the destruction of the fourth beast. In fact the destruction of all the

beasts. It says further down, it speaks of it again: (v.15) He shall speak

great words against the most High, and shall wear out the saints

Vs.25-6: But the s judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his

dominion, to consume and to destroy it unto the end." So we don't know
horn

much about the destruction of the little "kev here but we have repeatedly

stressed the destrcction of all the animals which represent human anti

god government. So this Capital ! then, The Destruction and Replacement

refers to the destruction of all these systems of human control, and par

ticularly of course to the first beast.
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Now Under Capital E we will lookat No. 1, A Comparrison with

Chapter 2. We won't take time now to read the verses here about the des

truction and the replacement. You have noticed that they are much more

extensive than the account of the fall of the image. In eh, 2 we read that

the stone strikes the image on its feet and the ' is

crushed and utterly destruyed, and the wind carries it away, there is no

place loft for it, and the stone becomes a great mountain and fills the

whole earth. We do not find any great dimilarity between this and the

account of the destruction and replacement in chapter 7. We would hesitate

about saying they describe the same thing except that in each having four
fouvtI

beasts , and a second phase of the feet- beasts and then a destruction

and replacement, we have such a parallel that I think there is no question

that we can say that this is the same thing, at least the same period,

the sane general series of events as is described in that figurative way

in cli. 2, but what is said is: I beheld till thrones were, the 1JV says,

cast down, which is a mistranslation at that piece unfortunately. The

Aramaic word is used for casting down the foundation of something;for

placing that which is to stand solidly. When you say, Thrones were cast

down it sounds as if thrones were eradicated or destroyed, but that is

not what the Aramaic means, and that has been changed in the NSR to say:

I bekU beheld till the thrones were placed. Then in the margin it says:

LJY cast down. I believe you will find that all recent translations give
because

something like"P1aced' for it for there is no question but that is what

the Aramaic means even though in the Old English "to cast down" means

to lay the foundation of something. That after all is the great reason
replaced

why I believe it is tremendously important that tbe VV be r*Mte before

too long by something in modern EngliSh. it is not the fact that the JV

has statements like 'I'do you to wit of the.grace of Cad" or."be prevented

the dawning of the morning' with é prayers and other cases where the
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English word has so ccpletoly changed its canin that it's perfectly

obvious in the light of- context that it raean sonethln: entirely different

from what the words sound like or that the uord is quite nwaningless to us

-- those cases are fairly easily recognized, and don't do any great harp.

But it is cases like this.-- 'cast cow- - where through the course of the

years thero has cone a rather slight change or ,erhaps a rather great

change in the neaniug of a word and e don't recognize it " and we. can et

an erroneous ilpmssioA1 not. because of any ?rrortn the KJV+*c but because

the English language ha clanged. 1 think it is safe to say that at least

one-fourth of our words in £igUsh. today have suite a different meanir

from what they hand in King Jame' tirne.

Now in king James time if you saythat is a very nice fellow, you

aean he is a fallow who is alaysarguiI3g about little minor pouts and

is very obstreperous aadnoious, an today if yu say, he's a nice

fallow you mean he's a pleasant an kindly. The meaning is utterly

different but fortunately t1 word nice never occurs in the K.JV so we

don't get confused by it.-But there are of course dozens of other words

which have changed. eanins slightly ad can thus i'lslead us in a trans-
441 4, or-e i4*_J

lation made 308 years ago. M excllenttr3nsiationAfcr its own day. ut

here he beheld until thrones were cast do, that is they were laid as a

solid foundation. They were placed i a brief ay to do it, but it gives

us soething of the idea, while cast down today gives us an ideal very

different from what it mans. It does not mean tat the thrones of the kings

were errkdicated; it means that the thrones of God and is followers were

established. And the Ancient of nays sat and His garments was white a

snow; the huir of his head was lik pure wool, and a fiery strear issued

frorn Lira. The beast was slain and its body destroyed ann given to the
burning
bsrs+fLaae. Vs.12: As for the rest of th beasts thy hd their dordnion

taken away, yet their lives were prolongued for a season nn times. Does
this
tfe+san the fourth beast was killed and the other three were allowed to
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continue to live? I think in the context it Is quite obvious that's not

what it means. In the context I think it is quite obvious that vs. 12 is

a pluperfect, "As for the rest of the beasts their dominion had been taken

away, yet their lives had been prolonged for a season and time." And what

it means of course is that these beasts had one after the other had re

aced the previous ones, but that there had not been a complete demolition

as the Communists have endeavored to make in China where they are trying

to make people forget everything about everything that existed before

them and to do away completely with the previous culture. That was not done

in the case of any of these four. The Babylonian empire was conquered by

the Persian, and the Persian retained a great bit of Babylonian culture,

Babylonian outlook, Babylonian attitudes though most of this gradually

disappeared during the 200 yrs. of Persian power. And then the Persian

empire was conquered by Alexander the Great but the system of government

established by the Persian empire was mainly retained. Many of the Persian
t44c_

officials were retained until replaced by Greeks but e gradual replace

ment of Persian culture by Gr.' even though there was an irimediate and

complete change of government at the top. Then when the Greek was over

come by the Romans, the Romans took over the Greek culture and Rome was

tremendously influenced by Greek culture. So this describes something that

had happened when each of these was replaced by the others. It does not -

this one vs. 12 is quite i obviously if you consider the beasts as success

ive, and in view of the parallel with ch. 2 I don't see how we can take

them any other way, it is quite obvious that after telling the terrible

destruction of the fourth beasts, then he says the rest of the beasts had

lost tiieir dominion but their lives had been prolongued for a season. It

does not mean that after the kingdom of the saints was established that

situation in which ch. 2 tells us that the whole image had been annihilate,

and the wind carried its parts away and there was nothing left of ther
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that then the three first ones were prolongued a while, but it neans that
been

each of them had/prolongued its life into the time of the rule of the next

one, even though their dominion had been taken away. That is I think a

gd illustration of the fact that Scriptural statements don't always ;o

forward in chronological order, but that often there is an insertion of

something dealing with a logical point rather than a chronological, and
p

unless the Scripture definitely says this ha ened after that we have no

right to assume that it necessarily does. In the Gospels we have the order

of the temptations of Christ given in a different order; b.t we have the

same,preaon-tfrt4.o, but we have them given in two different orders, and

the result is that some who try to press Scriptural meaning beyond what

human words will take have said, It must be that Jesus was tempted on two

or three different occasions with t*$+ the same temptations but t given in

different order. That is utterly unnecessary to believe. I don't believe
his
the temptations occurred more than once, this demptation described in the

Gospels. But in describing it the particular phases of the temptation may
says

be mentioned in a different order for different reason. Unless it is said

specifically it is a chronological order, we have no right to assume

that it necessarily is. I may say that I have spoken on this subject in

Brazil, and in Germany, and in Switzerland and in Canada, and that does

not moan necessarily that I spoke in that order in those different countries.

I may simply be going logically a certain direction around the world, I

may just as well have got** gone in the .r opposite direction. There may

be a poticular logical reason for the order, unless I say I spoke in this

one and later on in that one. It's all too easy to read into things sorie

thing that is not there, in the nature of languages. I think we have a very

good warning against it in the use of this particular verse.

When you compare this with cn. 2, this account o the destruction and
though

replacement, you find that the account is very very different s it is

quite obvious from the parallel that the same thing is being described.
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Now we noticed in ch. 2 that the elements of the destruction of the image

were that which destroyed it, or the destruction itself was of divine

origin. The stone was cut without hands. We notice second the apparent

suddenness of it. We notice, as I cal'ed it C then, the Complete destruction
Regime

of the Pumen Kingdov's. 'e noticed as fl, the Establishment of a Ut that

Cannot he Destroyed. And we looked at possible interpretations, and we saw
established

that the Islamic rule in the eyes of those of .atatiihmaz it had a divine

origin. They c1 to be following Cod in making this great overturning

and destruction of the Roman Empire. We noted that it came remarkably

suddenly, the way the Arabic tribes that had never had much influence out

side of Arabia suddenly errupted out of the desert and attacked and destroyed

two very great empire We noticed that the Islamic rule fulfilled these

two very excellently, but that they failed to make a complete destruction.

And that as far a the establishment of a regime that cannot he destroyed
regime

though their ret4. was very great and very powerful, and lasted far longer

than the Roman empire had lasted that it pretty well declined, and largely

disappeared and today is a very minor factor in. the world today. So that

the Islamic is not a fulfillment of ch. 2.

We noticed second, that the Papacy, while the claim is made of divin*:

origin by its supporters, 19 we believe we can see human et as fully

explaining it. We noticed that it was not suddenthat the Pope was not

recognized for many centuries after a44er there was a Bishop of Rome was

not recognized by other parts of Christendom, and he never was recognized

by the eastern section of Christendom at all as having a supremacy. We

noticed that there was no destruction of human governments, but that while

the rope was sometimes able to mould k them to his will more often he

had to mould some by getting others to stand with him, and in recent years

his power over various human governments has been comparatively small and

it certainly is not the establishment of anything that fulfills the picture

in
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replacement, and I said under No. 1, comparrison to ch. 2, small(a )

The Divine action is Stressed Par More. In ch. 2 the stone is cut

without hands, and God will establish a kingdom tbt cannot be destroyed.

That's about all that's said about divine action in ch. 2. But here thrones

are placed, the Ancient of Days sits, a firey stream issues from Him, and

One like the Son of Man comes with the clouds of heaven and brought to the

Ancient of Days and is given dominion, glory, and a kingdom that all

peoples, mations, and languages should serve him. There is far greater stress

on the divine action here than in ch. 2, but certainly an agreement is in

both.

Then (b) The Suddenness of the Picture of the Stone Coming and

hitting the image and destroying it, that is neither affirmed nor denied

here. The suddennes is neither affirmed nor denied except for the inference

we can take from vs. 13, It is a question how much we can draw from vs,13

if we did not have thoAuotation of it in the NT. The picture here: I

beheld till the thrones were placed, a fiery stream came from Him, the

beast was slain, its body destroyed - it perhaps fits a little better

with the idea of something that is done rather quickly than something that

is spread over a long period, but it's not strongly affirmed. f It's

certainly not denied though,

(c) The Completeness of the Destruction. This is greatly stressed

here. Greatly stressed in vs. 11 and in vs. 14. The complete destruction

of the beast. It is equally strongly stressed in cli. 2, and its pretty

hard to say it has been fulfilled with the spread of the spiritual know

ledge of Christ, that came after His first coming.

(d) The New Kingdoms Indestructibility, vs.14,27.(reading verses of

text). Some interpreters have tried to parallel this vs.27 with vs. 14

to say that since vs. 14 says one like the Son of Man comes and he's given

dominion, glory and a kingdom, vs. 27 says
that the kingdom and dominion
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shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High, that there

fore the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven, is simply a figurative

picture for the saints of the Most High to whom the kingdom is given. Some

have suggested that as an interpretation. I don't think that most really

Christian interpreters will take it that way. I don't see how any can in

view of tot quotation in the Gospels where Jesus specifically refers the
where

term to Himself, and applies it to his second coming and/the High Priest

very evidently understood it also in that way. So that we have t- same

or we examined these same qualities and found three of them very definitely

here. One of them neither affirms nor denies.

Now in this destruction and replacement, No. 1 was Comparrison with

Chapter 2. No. 2, Combination of the Symbolic and Literal. In ch. 2 we

had a symbol given - the image. Then we had the interp. given: God will

destroy those kingdoms and set up His own kingdom. There was first the
combination

symbolic and then the literal. Here we have a strange t*at* of

symbolic and literal. Vs.9(reading text . . . ) Is this entirely

figurative? Certainly the term the"Ancient of Days sat"is a term for God

displaying His power but is this purely a figurative statement or

will there actually be some thrones? It's part of the picture he sees of

the vision, andit seems to contain various literal elements - some at

least but just how much we can't say. In vs. 10(1 reading text ) Surely

there is a strong literal element in this though it is part of the vision

that he saw, a vision which is a figurative vision with beasts and horns

that don't stand for anything in the animal kingdom but stand for human

governments and human ruling. And then in vs. l3(reading text) This is

still part of his vision and yet in the NT Jesus Christ takes it very

specifically as a literal thing that the Son of an comes with the clouds

of heaven and comes to the Ancient of Days, and they bring him near before

Him. Now if you are going to take vs. 13 as rather literal as the NT does,
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and answered nothing. Then the last half of the verse is particularly er-

maine. Again ts1 !igh Priest asked him, and said to him, Art thou the Christ

the Son of the tlessed? And Jesus said, I am, and ye shall see the -Son of

Man sitting on the right hand of power and cemin in thec]ouds of heaven.

Then the high Priest tore his clothes and said, What further need have we
claim

of any £ witnesses? o the High priest recognized that this was a t*

to be the Christ the Son of the Blessed, to b tFe Cod, the divinely

appointed one who should cone to this earth on the clouds o eaven and

set up the permanent kingdom described in Danie. Thus the High Priest

recognized that Jesus meant that He was deity, and also the 'PIP reckgnized

that this was an event that had not yet occurred, but sonething that would

happen sonetine in the future. So we have these two elements brought our

quite clearly in this plctue here in 111.k. and smiliarly in Mat.

well that was fifi 4 e. No, 3 The Son of Man. 4t+4 N'. 4, Let's

examine the suggested fulfillment in relation to ch. 2. We noticed

how the establishment of the Arabic empire, the Islamic empire, could

fulfill certain features of the picture in ch. 2, but it certainly does

not at all fulfill the picture in cb. 7. Then we noticed how some claim

that the papacy fulfills certaint of the elements in ch. 2, but it certlinly

does not fulfill the picture in cli. 7. Then the third, that it is the

spiritual kingdom, the rule of Christ in the hearts of Ns people which

began at the time of His first coming, there is so ruch t* that is

figurative in ch. 7 that it weuld be very difficult dogmatically and

immediately to say No, that could not he it, that is to say it would be

about t in cli. you look at it closely it does not fit. But to

absolutely dogmatic might be very difficult if it were not for Jesus'

quotation from it to the PP. But this quotation in Mt. and in Mk. makes it

clear that he was lookig to sovothing that began with the Son of Man coming

with the clouds f of the heaven. And I believe that most evangelical
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interpreters, unless they adopt the critical view of the Book of Daniel,

(which very few evangelical interpreters do,though most non-evangelical

interpreters do) -- most evangelical interpreters say v.13 is looking

forward to the second coming of Christ, and so the strange thing is to see

how some of these interpreters try hard in ch. 2 to say that the stone cut
which

without hands/becomes a great mountain, is a picture of the gradual spread

of the spiritual belief in Christ to completely overcome human governments
tend to

and cover the whole world, and yet when they core to ch. 7 they/say this

is a picture of Anticht*st, the Little Horn, and of the things that are

going to occur at the return of Christ. When they do that they of course

abandon recognition of the parallel between the two. If ch. 7 is a picture

of the return of Christ as Mt. and Mk. certainly present Christ as saying

that it is, if it is it certainly seems reasonable to take ch. 2 in the

same way, except that we come to a great problem which I'm going to call

No. 5, The Problem of Continuity. We think of the image now. The picture

of the image in ch.2, and laying aside the three interpretations of the

destruction of the image and its replacement, laying aside those and taking

it that it is a picture of the return of Christ, we then have the problem

that the head of gold represents the reign of Neb. and his successoram say

a period of 65 years, and then that the shoulders and breasts of silver

represent the reign of the Persians, c. 200 yrs,, and then we have the

thighs representing " the belly and thighs, representing the reign of

Alexander and his successors, again a period of about 200 yrs., and then

we have the Roman empire which if the feet, the stone hitting the feet is

the return of Christ, must be thought of as having already existed I 2000

yrs. -- in other words 3 times as long as the other 3 put together. Well

now if you have an image whose legs are 3 times as long as tke+a all the

upper body it's a bit disproportion.d. To have legs quite that long you

would think Daniel would notice what a peculiar image it was, if the legs

were 3 times as long. But the difficulty is even greater than that.
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Because the Roman expire actually lasted about 4 centuries or a little

more. And so the legs represent a period of about 4 centuries, and then

the Roman empire largely disintergrated, and if you are going to say as

some interpreters do that the period of the second phase of the fourth

kingdom lasts from the of the Roman empire, after its dis

intergration until the return of Christ, then you've got the legs about

400 yrs. which is quite parallel to the upper part being about 500 maybe,

quite parallel. But then you have the feet going on for 1500 yrs. h which

would be a pretty funny looking image, with the feet twice as big -

representing twice as long a period as all the rest of the image put to

gether, is a very peculiar thing, very strange. Then in addition to that

we noticed that the condition* at the end of the Roman empire, while it

fits very nicely with the situation that is represented with the feet and

toes being made up of iorn mixed with clay and they are not united to

gether, it is a very good description of conditions in Europe between 400

and 800 A.D., a very good description of that. But it certainly is not

something that,continuel' to such an extent that we can say the Roman

empire is continuin through all this period.

Now I was reading a commentary last night which does say that the 10

horns in ch. 7 come out of the Roman empire and so we must have three

kingdoms which represent a continuation of the Roman empire at the time

of Antichrist and the return of Christ. Well to think that that condition

which is described so briefly in 2 and in ch. 7 actually continues

two, or three, or four times as long as all the other beasts put together

is a rather peculiar thing, very difficult to hold and a strong argument
a very strong argument against it

against our fourth viewj unless you can introduce the possibility that in

the picture of the future which the prophet sees, he is somewhat like a

man who looks at a group of mountain rangets, and he sees these mountains

here and he sees another range-betas behind them, and another range behind.
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And he cannot tell how much space there is between the two. In other words

there is an interim which is not mentioned in the view of the prophet, and

which the prophet may have been aware of and not mentioned, or may not

have been aware of at all. But that the picture gives us certkin things

which are true but not necessarily continuous, and that there is a break

somewhere. And that between the legs and the feet of the image there might be

a period of a few hundred or even a few thousand years which the prophet

would not see, w!ich would not be tcturoLl. in the imüce. And so a break

there, an interim in between. Now that may seem like a strange idea, but

unless we adopt such an idea it is pretty hard to take the fourth

view that this represents the return of Christ in view of what has happened,

historically. And the same would be true in ch. 7 though the 10 horns grow

out of the fourth beast there might be a period in hretween which the prophet

did not see and then a situation developed which would have some similarities

with the condition of the fourth beast, b perhaps not a great deal of

similarity, but there would be this break in between this interim.

Now a-i point in our examination of Daniel, we are not in a position

to say whether there could actually be such a thing or not. I think we

get to ch. 11 before we are able to speak positively on the matter, but we
have*

present thu as one of the difficulties with this fourth int.rpre
destruction

tetion.of ch. 2 and cli. 7 which makes the d**tt*eftea of the image and

the establishmmnt of the kingdom be not until the return of Christ in view

of the fact that historically such a long interval has come inbetween the

end of the Roman empire and the return of Christ. We know that this in

terval is at least 1900 yeaTs between the first e coming of Christ and

His second coming. We dont know how long it will be. I'm inn St. Augustine

in 400 A.D. thought it must come within the next very few years. If any

body had told him there will be five times as long a period before H. comes

he would have been abso1ut1y aghast. Just as he would be just as much upset
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as anybody would be today if he were to suggest the possibility that there

might be three times as long yet before the Lord returns as there has been

yet, but the Scripture does *t not say. There are many reasons. The Lord

tells us that we are to be ready for His coming. We are to look as if He

might come today, but we have no right to say that we know that there can

not be another 2000 years before He comes back. We have absolutely no right

to say that. We have a right to say that He commanded us always to be ready

.that Me may come right now. We must be ready. That is stressed over and

over in the Scriptures, and that is very much in the minds of tie early

apostles and He wants us to have it in mind. But they were wrong if they

thought He would going to come in the first century A.D. or second or

thiyd or fourth, and O course th more time go'e's''the nearer it is, and

I have no hesitation in saying tba the return of Christ is a ,whole week

closer today than when we last met. In fact I'll even say it is two weeks

e*e"t closer than when we last met, and it might come today. I believe

the Scripture clearly teaches that it might come today. But when somebody

says it is going to come within the next 100 yrs. they are simply going

beyond the Scriptures. We do not know. There have been many situations

which have looked very much like what the last days will be. And we may

be in it and we should be ready, but we have no right to say with certainty

that we are in 4ttt it.

Well this problem of continuity is a real important question. We

cannot interpret Daniel with any certainty until we make up our minds

whether there is a possibility of such intervals occuring.

Now ch. 8. In ch. 8 I asked you to give me a paper, last week, in

which you place next to each "t. other what is said about eachk kingdom.

Most of you put ch. 8as opposite the second kingdom and the third king

dom, and I think that is clear duen we look at it. That ch. 8 is entirely

speaking about the 2nd kingdoand the;. 3rdkjngdom. There were two or three
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phase
papers which said that the latter part of ch. $ dealt with the second pekoe

of the fourth kingdom. That I believe, whoever wrote that were a bit harried,

and did not read the ch. carefully because frf you read the ch. it makes it

absolutely clear that there are tC two kingdoms spoken of. The first is
Media

v.20' The ram which thou sawest having two horns are the kings of M4s4a and

Persia' - thats the second beast, "and the rough goat is the king of Greece

-- that's the third beast. And v.23 says "in the latter time of their

kingdom when transgressors are core to the full, a king of fierce coun

tenance and understanding dark sentences shall stand up." Now maybe I'm

wrong, maybe it was not those who said this was the last part of the fourth

kingdom who did not read this as carefully They might. Maybe they read it
assumed that

more carefully than the rest, and it +e+trs+tet between vs. 22 and 23

there is a break of a couple of thousand it* years or more and that v.22
v.23

tells about the third kingdom and then that 23 jumps to the second phase

of the fourth kingdom. I don't know any commentary I've seen that does it I I

The critical view considers that this is the fourth kingdom, the kingdom of

Greece. It considers it is the fourth kingdom. Well they put it all

in the fourth kingdom But we do not follow that of course

the critical question is not within this particular course. But(in)evangel

ical interpreters consider that v. 23 is dealing with the same kingdom as

is spoken of in v. 22, and therefore that this is describing a historical

figure which occurs in the latter part of the third kingdom, and that the

fourth kingdom and the final destruction are not mentioned at all in this

chapter. Now we will look at the chapter under ch. 8 which will be our

Roman Numeral V, Capital A will.be)The Vision. We noticed in v. 1 the time

of the vision - in the third yr. of the reign of k. Beisheasar, the vision
specifically

appeared unto me. I mentioned very se+*f+*e++' that ch. 2 and ch. 7 have

45 yrs. at least in between them, and consequently we can't say that ch. 7

is in mind when he has ch. 2
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We cannot say that. And oven that ch. 2 was much in mind when ch. 7 was

given we can't be dogmatic on because that's a long period in between. But

ch. 2 is given in the first yr. of the reign of Beishazzar and this in the

third. So ch. 7 and 8 are closely related. There is not question of that

that cli. 7 would be very much in Daniel's mind when he saw cli. 8. Then

we also noted under this, The P1acc of the Vision. The place of the vision

is given in v. 2 (reading text .....) Now had Daniel ever been tiiere(at

Shusham ....in plain) that was not a part of Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom. This

was the capitol later of tho kingdom of Persia, and it was an iniportant+

place in the rising Meciian )Ower, 1edian and Persian power, at the time of

l3elshazzar. And he says he say in a vision I was there. So most interpre

ters take it lie does not moan he was there when ho had the vision, but that

in his vision he was over there. And the only reason for that ''is to

tie it up with the fact that this beast he saw represented the kings of

Media and Persia.

Now Capital i - The First Aninal. The first animal is described in vs.

3-4. "Then I lifted u mine eyes, and saw, and behold (reading text). Now

this is not just a picture of the animals. We are not justified in saying,

here's a ram: what does its hair indicate; what do its horns indicate; what

would its feet indicate; what does its tail indicate? It doubtless had all

these things but that's just part of the picture, not necessarily having a

meaning. But this is an unusual thing. The two horns, one being higher than

the other. There is nothing unusual a. about having two horns, but they

were high horns, and one was higher than the other, and the higher came up
in

last. And we are iciniediately reminded of cli. 7 of th bear tht had one

side higher thar the otr. And I'm not sure in ch. 7 that we can jus\ify
Medo-

by itself in interpreting that as describing the/Persian kingdom, with

the Persian coming up to he higher than the other. But here it certainly is

possible. He would he justified two years later in carrying this back t the

picture of the bear, and saying t1t represents the same thing.
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Of course what actually occurred happened just a few years later. Well

I guess our time f is up and we'' have to continue there next time.

Please look into ch. 8 very carefully, and then jump to cli. 11. I
have

want to take up cli. 9 after we/examine cli. 11 and 12. So please examine

ch. 8 very carefully for next time. Ch. 11 please run over rapidly and

see if you can get a general idea of the main things in ch. 11. There is

a tremendous amount of detail there, and I'm not asking you to look at

the detail for the next meeting, but to get the general idea of what you

can of ch. 11.
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4/8/74 DANIEL COURSE Lecture 8

We had begun last time to look at ch. 8, and I called that Roman

Numeral V, and on that we gaveapital A. The Vision. We noticed that

this was two years after the previous vision, and that in the vision

Daniel was over in the kingdom of Cyrus; he was over in the Province of

Elan. Then we called B. The First Animal, and we noticed that the first

animal is described in vs. 3-4: A ran which had two horns; and the two horns

were high, but one was higher than the other, and. the higher came up ]ast."

Now as we mentioned, if it said the ran had 4 legs, we would not think that

necessarily meant anything. If he saidithad ahead, it-had a tail, it

would not necessarily mean anything. If it had two horns it would not\

necessarily mean anything. But when it says the horns were high, and Are

particularly when it says, one was higher than the other, and still morek

particularly when it says the higher came up last, we have features here,,,

which are not common to the picture. Therefore whew you have a vision, in 00

which something is, singled out, and something that. is unusual that is not

what you would think -- normally expect in a vision, in a picture of a

ran or of a statue or whatever it is, you have reason to think that it
indicates

probably injLI-i--ed something in the meaning. If it is simply an ordinary

part of the figure, you can have a-meaning but you want to be very slow

and careful about being dogmaticthat it does have.a meaning in it.
4

So we noticed that it does correspond with the idea of the king

don of the ?4sdes and Persains in which there were the two horns, the zing

dons of the Modes and the Persians but the second horn cue up lest. The

Persians were subordinate and then became supreme and took over the ing

don. We were right at that point at the end of the last hour. We wer

ready to take up No. 3 under B. The First Animal.

As you know in this course we are not interested in trying to

find out everything we can about spiritual lessons for today from Dani.l\

This is a very valuable book for that purpose, but that is not what we are
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-" that is not our purpose in this course. We are not interested in

Daniel in seeing what we can possibly conjecture as to the political

developments of our day or as to what may come in the near future. That

is an interesting thing to do but that is nt our purpose in this course.

It is not even our purpose in this course tfit Daniel into the rest of

the Bible and to see what God's plan is for the ages. In this particular

course we are interested most of all in getting methods of Biblical in

terpretation, karticularly of prophetic interpretation. We are interested

in this course in. se.ng.just what can we say with absolute 'certainty that

Daniel said, and what are the points on which we nuit. say there are various

possibilities. What are the points on which we must say, This we simply can

not draw from it, thLs is. an erroneous interpretat1n. .So:we come now to

a rather interesting point int1st direction..

No. S. The Rapid.Coque;t.in Three Directions. We find that

brought out, in vs..4:. I saw the. raw pus.hing(reading text) .,, . Now we have

it stated in vs. 20: The ran which thou sawest, having tV6horns, are these

the kings of Media and Persia.' Su e cn say with bsolute certainty, This
5 :............................ .............., conquest

is the picture of the Persian conquest.Tbis is. a picture of Cyrus og.

Now it says, Cyrus pushed westward and northward and southward, and this is

--- part of it at least is what Da!del night have seen with his own physical

eyes at the time when this vision was given. At that time he was in the

kingdom of Babylon.,. hut,. Cyrus had obtained control over the empire of the

Medes making it an empire of the Medes and the Persians, and then he had
Babylonias

pushed westward and conquered the territory north of the Babylva.fan and

pushed northward from there up into Asia Minor and had conquered Asia Minor

and all the region of tydia, King Croessus the most wealthy man of antiquity

a man whose very name is a symbol " a synonym for wealth.He had conquered

practically all of Asia Minor with its great Greek cities and its high

civilizatènn, and then ke was about to turn, when this vision was given,
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hq was about to turn and push southward. You notice over here on the map

over here you have Babylon; in here, and you have Persia over here. He had

conquered this territory north of Mesopotamia, then all of Asia Minor here

and now he was starting to turn and push back and conquer Babylonia. So

this is a picture of what had happened when Daniel had his vision or what

was about to happen soon thereafter when he conquered all of Babylonian

and increased the size of the Persian empire to take in: all the previous

Babylonkin empire.

Now you notice he only mentions 3 directions: westward, and

northward, and southward. So here is a very important question of Biblical

interpretation. When soaething.is omitted how *uch can.you build on what

is omitted.? Can you say that this means that Cyrus never conquered anything

to the east? The fact that he sa'the rarn.pusbing.weritward and northward

and southward. Well, that.s not at'sUsthod of interpretation that is

never followed. Because we find that when we look at this commentary on

Daniel by E. J. Young, &commeut&"rywrittenc, 20 yrs. ago, on the whole a

very scholarly, coamentary, * .coH',ieRtary that has.5ichthat is very excellent

in it, we find that-it says:(tn the discussion of this verse.' vs. 4 on

page 167, it says: The ram pushes, to the wsst,,north and., south, but not to

the east, for not until the time of Darius did the Persians make many con

quests in the east and these were not of a permanent nature." Now you see

how exactly then it fits with the history according to Young. The fact that

Daniel does not mention its pushing eastward at all. But now let's look

at the actual facts of this. He says, Not until the time of Darius did the

Persians make many conquests in the east and these were not of a permanent

nature. Now the fact of the matter is that Cyrus conquered this e territory

all up through Asia Minor here (pointing to map), and then down here had

conquered all of Mespopamia, and then he went to the east and he conquered

all of Afganistan, and conquered ..sf N.W. India, and established that as

part of his kingdom and it remained so for 200 years, and was taken over by

a
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Alexander the Great, all of the Punjab in N.W. India, and then he had some

difficulty with mom little tribes up to the north here in the region he was

conquering, and he was killed there in a fight with some of them. But the

territory he conquered over there is as big as all the territory that he

conquered N. and S. and W. So Cyrus conquered more territory to the E. than in

any of these directions. Cyrus conquered more than in any of these directions.

Cyrus was succeeded by his son Casibyses who conquered Egypt, and Cambys.s

was succeeded by a usurper who only reigned a couple of years before he was

killed by a cousin, Darius who p--4(put) down rebelUons in many parts
,

of the empire but added nothing tothe.ap.ire.
HOT--

Not till the time of

Darius did the Persians make many. conquests in the east. Darius made no
down

conquests in the: east; be putdonw. some rebeUions,nthe east, but he held

the territory that had already been conquered byCyrus an4"Lt remained in

their hands for 2QOye*rs.. 1 *.t Cyrus had conquered. Egypt which Cam-

byses his son bad.conqueredrevoited after lOQyrs. But all the rest of

that territory remained i"n,Persi;n hands for 200 yrs. *f.t and the con

quests to the east weregreater thanin any of the others. I think this points

out the great danger from: an omission in the Scripture. drawing conclusions.

Why did Daniel not say that the ran pushed eastward as wella the other

direction? Because Daniel's purpose was to describe&theoverthrow of the
Babylonian
Babylonain empire, and its being taken over by the Persians, and therefore

he describes what happened ti up to and including the taking over of the

Babylonian empire. That's what he saw in his vision. His vision did not

cover this tremendous sweep to the east that Cyrus made as great as the

others all together. It is not tremendously important for our prophetic view.

It is passed over in the picture. But to say as Young does, He does not push

to the east because actually there were'nt any conquests to the east, not

till the time of Darius did the Persians make many conquests to the east

and these were not of a permanent nature, shows the great need when we talk

about the Bible of sticking to what is there and not speaking about areas
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which we have not investigated. I think this is not tremendously important

as a fact but it is important as a matter of method that we take what is

in the Scripture, but where tue Scripture is silent we uo not necessarily

assume that that reans it is non- existent. So much then for No. 3, the

Rapid Spread in Three L1irectis.

ow we asked the question last time whether there is absolute

continuity or whether there can be any interval, any space the prophet does

not see. e do not find an answer A1 ch. 8 outpexhaps a very slight some
pushing

thing locking in that direction that Daniel saw this ram u.aImg in these

directions and it bcaLe £rat:Ys. S says: 'Ad as.j was considering

(reading text) Vi. 6: And he came' to thà Tarn tiat had two horns(read-

in text) . .'.Well now this is 23yr3. later. aniel says, As I was con

sidering, this happeiael. Tn history is foeshortened. hall that's rather

obvious. Tt is not aary'iiiirtantfact, but theràIs a jumping over of

02 years with no eation of it. huz we look at tue iu&terpretation of it

it says, vs. 20 fhe ra which thou sswest, having two 1orns, are

these kings, of 4edia a*d orsia. Vs. 21 ud the r,ug1i goat is the king

of Greece. So tiat the fact that the one leeds iht on to the a ocher
it came iasaediat.ly

here does no. imply: án i'e There is a 2iU yr. space in

between. Now undet V, C. The Second I3eas, *ie (Oat, vs.S-3, we mentionmention

No .1 The Interpretation, vs. 21-22. Under that, s*ll a, The Rapidity of

the Conquest. The picture*uch he gives of the' rapidity of the conquest,

something that happened 2'JO yrs. after Dan. spoke is a remarkably vivid

picture of what actually occurred. Because the Persian empire had stood

for 200 yrs. and never looked stronger than it did at the end of its time.

At the end of 100 yrs. Egypt revolted and became independent, but 90 yrs.

later the Persians reconquered ligy. and they had ta.4p it for 10 yrs. And

the Persians were constantly interferring with Greek politics, taking the

side of one nation or another. The Greeks(tiie Persians) were giving money
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4k. re-~ LT

to4one faction or another in each of the cities of Greece, and their force

had much to do with the Greek events during those years. The Persian empire

looked tremendously strong in 335 B.C. Then Alexander the Great became king

and in 12 yrs. he conquered that whole tremendous f vast area, and com

pletely subjugated the Persian empire. It is one of the most rapid conquests

mall history. I know of hardly anything that is comparable to it unless it

be he early days of Hitler's overruning Wester Europe,wib that tremendous

speed with which he overrran all those countries, but he was stopped by

the Channel, and he tOOk ii most of Russia. In Europe he failed to hold it

and was stopped and completely destroyed. Alexander on the other hand in

these 12 yrs. conquered that 'tremendous area. So this picture which is so

vividly given to Daniel .200 yrs. before was exactly fulfilled 200 yrs. later.

But now in the. interpretation of it, it says the rough goat is

the king of Greece and that is a general statement,. it is a rought state

ment. It is a statement that is accurate but not precise. Because Alexander

was king of Macedonia. And Macedon.441L) had been held by the

Persians for quite. a bit of the tise,. In fact,,when the Persians attacked

Greece under Darius and Xerxes they overran Macedonia with no difficulty.

It was this terriroty further south, the territory of Greece, that resisted

them. And during thenext 200 yrs. Greece was made up of many little cities,

independent of each other, often fighting against each other, forming

alliances and large groups of them opposing one another. It was a time of

great flowering of Greek culture, Greek life, Greek civilizatênn, but

politically it was a time of near chaos. And after 100 yrs. in which Athens

had become a great commercial and political power, Sarpta gathered forces

against Athens and Persia helped Sparta, and Sparta overcame Athens and

even thought of destroying it, it reese reduced it to am comparatively

unimportant position. Then Thebes rose up and overcame Sparta, and greece
independent

was a lot of/separate sections but very very proud of their independence
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and their liberty and often working with the Persians to resist other ones

but ready to unite together against the Persians attack. Philip the king

of Macedon, of Macedonia, a region that had been a very backward region of

small tribes in the hills at the time of the beginning of the Persian

empire had grsdualy settled down into more civilized life, and then Philip

the king of Macedon had gone down and lived in Thebes and worked with a

very wonderful general in Thebes, tkis Greek city, and k.s had learned much

of strategem and tactics,, and had improved on his methods. With these rather
from them

wild tribes of the north there, Philip had developed/a very powerful warlike

army with very little civi1i'zati6n *nd Ulture from the-' Greeks, t but very

excellent fighters. Phi1i was always wanting to be considered a Greek and

the Greeks always thought of him ii:a barbarian Hi w*s always trying to
-

make out he was a Greek, 'bat and he cAlled himseff a Greek, but the Greeks

would not recognize him as 'a Greek. And Demosthones, perhaps the greatest

orator in all history, devoted a great part of his life in Athens to attack-

ing Philip of Macedon, but Philip got the great mind, or one of the greatest-.
philosopher as

minds in Athens -Aristotle, perhaps as great a'p1Lsr who ever lived

to come up and to train' his son, and so he wasthetoutor of Alexander, the

young son of Philip. So Alexander was trIined in Greek culture by Aristotle.

Trained in war by his father Philip, and his Warlike Mother who came from

a less civilized tribe than the Macedonians were further north of them.

But he was highly trained in these two directions, and when he was less than

20 yrs. of age, hès father was suddenly assassinated, and Alexander became king

Well now to call him as this does "the king of Greece" would have horrified

the Greeks at that time. He was the king of Macedon which wanted to be con

sidered a part of Greece. And Philip of Macedon had fought against the Greeks

at various times and had found he could not conquer them and had tried instead

by guile to get leadership from them. And so Philip had persuaded many of the

Greek cities to form a confederation of which he was the president. He was
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king of Macedon but president of a Greek federation. Now as soon as Philip

died the Greeks cities mostly revolted and tried to throw off the Macedonian

*+k yoke altogether. And Alexander, a young fellow, took his army and

marched down into Greece and attacked the leader of the opposition, this

city of Thebes and utterly destroyed this city of Thebes. But when he des

troyed it he found the home where one of its great poets had lived, and he

had that spared to show his admiration for Greek culture, Of course that

made the other cities of Greece think better of him. The other cities of

Greece left with the choice of being destroyed b like Thebes was, or

throwing in their lot with Alemander, elected him the president of the con

federation like his father had been.

So you see it is not incorrect to call him12OO yrs. ahead of

time "the king of Greece", but it is not precise. He was never king over

Greece, he was president of the confederation which held Greece under his

power, but nominally it was not part of his kingdom at all. He was the king

of Grecia. In vs. 21 it says "the great horn that is between his eyes is

the first king." Now he was not king of Greece, and "_"_ was not the first

king of Macedonia, but he was the one who conquered the Persian empire and
great

he was the first ruler of a new ,e.flty eatended empire. So you see the

term "the first king" is not incorrect, but it is a term which you have
knew nothing

to understand. You could easily if you/MM of the history draw the con

clusion that he was actually a king of Greece and that he was the first

king sf+r that Greece or that Macedon had had. I think these are important

points in the suWy of prophecy, Peeple are so apt to take two or three

words, and pound them to death and build a great deal on these two or

three words, on the presence ef or absence of them. This is a true picture,

but it is not a precise picture.

Now we want to go on to something that is even more distinctii*
b. under the Interpretation,

than that. I mentioned t+Th.+Teri, b. the Term Greece, and c, "The First King
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Understood correctly that term is quite all right. Lut he was the first
great

king of the/empire which he established, buthe was the only king of the

great empire, which he established. But he was not the first king of

Greece, he was not the first king of Macedon, he was not actually a king of

Greece at all.

d. The Division of the Kingdom. We find this brought out in vs.8

" . . . and when he was strong the great horn was broken." Now "when he

was strong" is a very accurate statement of what happened, Alexander spent

12 yrs. in almost uninterrupted fighting, but it was very cleverly done

fighting. He started in to gain control of Greece, control of Macedon, con

trol of the region north of Macedon. He went over into Asia Minor and fought

The Persians brought a great army which met him there and he defeated it,

and instead of following them into Greece, he took some years going down

the coast getting Syria and Palestine. Went into Egypt and conquered it.

Got a strong stand in the i -" in the West here in that way, and then

went across and again not the Persian force and this time defeated them

again. It was not that the Persians were weak by any means; they were a

great powerful empire with a great powerful army, but Alexander had won-

derful tactics, highly trained and experienced soldèérs, a-*r#l whom
these

his father had well trained and he was able to defeat them in/two great

battles and with his careful planning and arrangement of all this

territory so he could not be attacked from the rear, then he took the
He

Persian empire over and went clear across to India and back. It was in

Babylon, a young man, only c. 30 yrs. of age when he was taken with a

fever and within a few days, akout a dozen days in bed, he died. When

he died this great Persian empire had been conquered, and I think it is

an evidence of the strength of the Persian empire and the excellence of

the administration that Darius had d established and that had continued

through this time that during the next 40 yrs., while the generals of

Alexander's armies fought over who would have control of what he e would
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conquer, there were practically no uprisings in the great empire that he

had conquered. But this Persian empire 'as so well organized with its local

rulers, that it continued with the people as a whole remaining at peace and

taking very little part . It was not until years later that there were many

revolts among them. ut Alexander's generals fought for 40 yrs. over the

territory that Alexander had conquered.

Now the division of the kingdom is mentioned .in-vs. 8. It says

"the great horn was broken, and. for It -came up four notable ones toward the

four winds of heve.". And t. says in vs.. 22: Now:."tha.t being broken, whereas

four stood up for i, four kingdoms shall stand up out of the nation, but

not in his power." Now this term "not in his power" means that these 4

parts, no on of -them as as strong as Alexander was, And there is no

question ofthat. Thece 4 parts were IRuch inferior to Alexandr They did

not stand Ufli powe simila"r1t' Alexander.: ",."""

But. now. .wh"ayc" t .-"steat[therewere four ktngkons that came
Li. .'. . ;J. .Li.jji.L....

up in its place" That is a very definite statement, and it very natural to

think: Alexander died;. four generals.4yide&ihi;s.-:z enp. ire into four

parts, and you haveLfour kingdois. .-: *YC? natural intorretation. But

history is a very confused thing. It is very difficult to predict how
going to;, .

history is zesdiwW tQ,~ ,,.,come t.-.ou 4,j Godrdjd not give us...{js.Ible; amply to

satisfy our curionty, but He gave it for".certain eifinjte great purposes.

Th*ffer+ Therefore. He..:covrs t large areas of history with a few strokes

of the brush which are true and correct, but not necessarily precise.And
has

inst about every..&aterp.ret.er I know of of the Book of Daniel, ahs tried to

take this statement and get a precise historical event as a result of it

and it does not work that way. It is an excellent general statement of

what happened. But it is not a precise statement. I do not think this in

itself is a otter of great Importance, but I think as a matter of approach

to the Bible that it is of onsiderable importance. So I want to go into
if
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this a little bit, this division of the kingdom. Now the earliest

that 7 know of ho took the boo! of Taniel end drew a conclusion from it

that was not justified i the hook of "accahe. This hook of 1 !IRCC.

Is considered an excellent historical book. The r-..C.1's consider it the

inspired word f Cod. re do not consider it so. !ut 'e consider it as

a good cisIev-sl book, not liie !t Macc.., a booh that we think of as largely

myth and legend. tnciIentilly IT 'acc. historical. ly:..'.describes events

before the beginning ofT Macc. 1 Macc. ts.ai scOuntEóf the history of

ntioc1ms rpip nes ;LkiLg 1O yrs.: after Alexander's tiN and his
" -

persecutlonof the ewand the way in which they fought and; gained
f L:

deliverance from Tt begins ith these words ,
Maxander,king of

Macedon, thJsonvf l1tp, "r'tnicbed frGm t :1an of :Mtt defeated

Darius kinc iPystna-iid Mediaand.se4eHseized his thone, being

already kncg o5 Greece, :.lnitih .O1IT.Se many: cap.aLg.s " captroJeof

*$+fort i fte:i.t**.**f ;tcwwSla1httd..fkingS, traversed .t.e arth

to its rerntest hornf1 anc plnnderd inn eraie nations. en at last
limits buil

the world layi quiet derJ:Ms i isr:prtd.eknei no }e
i.. .. .y'




tat-101. s and doinons
ip an xtretly powerful amy and ruled.; over countries, doinies atinsana

Alipaid Mn tribute." 'iow that is a very rough sttcr:cn ; Actually he as
713. Y

still coiiqueiing u. to h "eat jcrf" :ar before the

conquest rather than after;ard. tt than it s.Ey5.,:.T.hoc:Ume cane when he

fell ill and kn;dnp tbatihe was dying he * sunrioned his generals, nobles

'bo h. b nbr6ught 'wtth hi froi childhood, and divided his empire among

the wMle he icas.rsttll nilve. Alexander hod reigned 12 years when he died.

"is generals took over the government, each in his own province. On his
their

death they wore all crowned as tins-s anr tee+ descendants succeeded

the for any years. "'ey brought untold miseries upon the world." Now

that is the statenont in I 'cc. That statement i utterly incorrect

historically, because we have very considerable evidence about the last days

of Alexander. We know what his condition was each of those days.
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We know who he saw. We know how about 3 days before he died he had

his soldiers allowed to come through his tent and speak to him one to by

one and say good-bye to him. K We know of how the generals were hoping he

would recover and not knowing what they could do. We know that he died with

out leaving any rules for disposition of his empire. We know that when he

died the generals got together and the aristocrats and they said, Alexander

- one of his wives, a Persian whom he had married recently, was expecting

a son (a child) within three or four months. Now they said, If this is a

son, this shoul4.b" the successor of Alexander. So the aristocrats and

the generals, gave out when A1xander was de.adthat If Roxannas' son -- if

she should have a son, he s...dbe the ruler of Alexander's empire, But

the common soldiers, and the people of Macedonia said: We don't want a

half-Persian to rule ,over "us. We .*nt oaebody of real Macedonian blood.

They said, Alexander has a brother. ahalf-brother,of the same father but

a different fe mother,. naned PhIUp,:.saesd his name was, ArfideA. Arideas

really, but they named him Philip Arideas after' giving him his gradd

father's name. They said,.Wc w&thit-o rule because-he is 100% Macedonian

with no Persian blood. So 4hey;-adea..crppraise and they said Philip will

be king unless Roxanna has a son. If she has a son the two will reign

jointly. Now therugon ,thçy didjiL't want Philip for king in the first place

was because Philip was a half idiot. He was absolutely incompetent to

reign. Everybody knew it, at least all the aristocrats and the generals

knew it. But me*. maybe the common people did not know it, and he was a

Macedonian and they wanted one of their own to reign. So they said We want

Philip. Well that is utterly different from what I Macc. says. Then not

only was there no arrangement made in the life(time) of Alexander as to

who should succeed him ( of course Daniel does not say am arrangement imm

made then), but Daniel says that this horn was broken and 4 horns came

up instead of it. And his kingdom was divided to the four winds of heaven

and there were four kingdoms that to** took his place.
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Now the question is: What about that number four? What are these

four kingdoms? N Well historically they had no thought. Macc. says that

those four took the title of kings. Alexander died in 322 and it was not

intil 305, seventeen years later, that anybody except Philip or Alexander

that is the +tt little boy born of oxann, that anybody as called king

of Macedon, not for 17 years! And 17 yrs. after that there were four men

who took the-.tile of i:ing, one of then lived only a vary few years alter

that. So you see that the statement in Macc. is coplte1y wron But of

course Mact..is not inspired. ut Macc. was takinc, I belbev in Daniel,

and building o it with. imagination. Now we have considerable historical

evidence, and we know frow'the evidence that for nearly 40 yrs. Alexandcr's

generals or their sons after them, fought as to who would control all of

Alexander's enpire o one succeeded in doing so. Ir, the end tncr w,re

3 iy esttblasbed themselves in pr over lwnrjqe~~:,,.4i.~:Ctiojis 'o'. Alexander's

enpir. Then there were 4 or 5 small sections of the enpire that managed

to of w i.ch local Greek or Macedniiis got power ih''them and established

themselves as independent kingdoois o:actuaHy you have-somewhere between

3 nd small. kingdoms that caie out of his empire, and three big sections,

an four is a pretty valid. statement i.:wht happened. Put it is not a
rtiLf

'

detailed precise statement. tut the interpreters all try to find "+
A

exactly four. You just, don't. J thins this is quite important as a i.arning

in interpreting prophecy.

Let me read you what some hsve said. Here was hypoiJitus in

c. the 3rd cent. A.fl.., a great earyrhr1stian writer. 11HypolIitus

said: For Alexander wher, near his end, partiticnc his kingdom arnong his

four comrads of the sawe race, rarely e1eucus, Deetrius, Ptoleny and

Philip. Now Philip as the idiot half-brother whom they wanted to take

the whole erpi.re, and who actially was kept by one of the generals who

claimed to control the whole empire and another general got a hold of
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'dexander, the baby, and his mother. And these generals fought against

each other and in the end they killed all the children. They killed Philip

and they killed Alexander, and they killed his mother, and they killed

Alexander and his mother, in the end. But ill of this happened in the course

of the next 20 yrs. These generals fought about it. So.to mention Philip

as one arnoné whom it was divided is quite wrong.

Then the second he mentions is Demetrius, and Demetrius did not

come into prominence at all for 20 yrs. after Alexander died. Wet can't

hold that against Hypollitus in the 2nd. or 3rd cent. A.D. You would not

know a great .deal about the precise history. of those days. The material

was all available in MSS but the MSS were not easy to get a




4J
Jerome was c 400 A.D. As great a Christian as ever lived

SD. Jero*e. He wrote a great coiiaentary'on 1**f Daniel. He tried to do

the same thing. Daniel says, The great hórnwas broken into four. So

he(Jeronie) says, he does not say as Hypollitus does that (Daniel




???)

Alexander dfe+ divided them among his generals. He. knew better than that.

of course. He says: When Alexander died in Babylon at the age of 32, his
and

four generals rose up in his place/divided his empire among themselves

Ptolomy the son* of Lagus(?) seized tgypt; Philip who was also called

Arideas the brother of Alexander took over Macedonia; Seleucus Nicanor

took over Syria, babylonia, and all the kingdoms of the east, and

Antigonus reigned over Asia Minor. You notice that his 'statement is

different from the statement of Hypillitus, somewhat different. He puts

'in Añtigonus instead of Demetrius, which is rather logicaH because

Antigonus was the father of Demetrius. Certainly if you are going to

put. one it it would be the father who was an importantfigure for 20

yrs, rather than the son. Now, as I say, if I were to go into the whole

history f of these 40 yrs. it would take two or three kssts. hours, and

I would have to refresh my meüory on a good many details, because it is
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a period of kaleidoscipic changes with these generals claiming to rule

the whole empire, and when one made such a claim the others gathered to
the claim

gether against him and defeat him. And then another makes t and they

gather together against him, and defeat him. And eventually it settles
kingdoms

down to three gLs plus a number of small regions. But in recent

years when the historical facts are better known than they could have been

to Hypollitus or Jerome, nobody any longer mentionØs Philip as one of his

four generals. But Kyle and Delitzsch in their Cos. on Daniel, in the

Con. which Kyle wrote, he notes the fact that in the year 305 Antigonus

looked at though he could get the full control. Ptolemy who had seized

Egypt was able to maintain himself alone, and took the title of king in

305. DM"* Antigonus then got in touch with three others who inst

Antigonus and he said I'm going to call myself king of Egypt, why don't

you take the title of king too over the sections where you have
A
power. So

each of these three did. So you have in 305 four men claiming to be king

over particular ec areas, and one man claiming to be ruler over the whole

empire. Mid the four join together and defeat the one four years later is

and killed him. But his son D.aetrius became an important factor for manp

subsequent years. So Kyle simple takes the names of these four and says

these are the four. Kyle is on the whole a very good commentator, and he

has been followed by all that I have come across since. For instance in

Young's commentary I find that Young says: These horns represent four

kingdoms into which Alexander's empire was broken up. These are: Macedonia

under Cassander. Thrice and Asia Minor under Lysamachus, Syria under

Seleucus, and Egypt under Ptolemy. Originally, he says, there were five

diadochi, but Antigonus was soon overthrown so that in reality there

became four kings.
" Well, it is too bad he did not read the history

a little before he wrote that *mt.ace in his commentary, because there
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are about a dozen errors in that one brief statement. But he has simply

taken it over frort other certarieL. You'll fine ,iost recent co&aentaries

that say substantially i;h.t Yowig does here, and it does not fit the
was as I have described it.

history. The history is what I have described

just to say a wore about these z nes. 170 says Macedonia under

Cassandere !ell, when '.lexandor died 'e had s gener;l .Antiater whoa

he had left in Macedonia as regent i that part of his empire, and as soon

as he died all the roe cities revolted, and ntiiatr set to work to *

biin them aairt into loyalty. o )utUater arched. Iowa Into Greece and

the leaders of thoa 'Againstbi1seeted to be Atès, arid 1 Athens you

had AristotleMho h1 taken the 5iJe of the k of 1acedon, and you had

Desthenos "p+ cpposin Vthe ki of Macó r. J-tiz%A V tho r;ul t was that

each 'as afraid of thó/forcé VSiVé *d each of te killed then

solves,so two of: the'leadiiig :ffrei..*ihedit this particular situation.
i: ... : .:




but thtipate




:%J j
r cnquGr1d kthøs, iWerca no or two otr citis, ad the

Cities Immediately




..............: :V . . .'rr




rest o¬ the rekk4 recognized Antiatei' *3 the rmut tor the now king.

ntipater iaskilleVd witMiiTi years _:1iei*. at along in years I
JT V ",

believe anyway VJLJV! (h Was)V scceeded- 'C*ssandr, who ruled

it acedon iiti cossidorble:'s.trengtharab,ut 10 years and tried to get

coiˆtrol over the whole eapire but oyentu*11 was kflled and no descendant.......................................................................
V'V.(...........

or successor of hjs INued at ail. ," se to put Cassander in this

list is rather ridiculous. Akid then 'he says. Thraco and Asia Minor under

1.ysaaachus. After Alexander's death, they assigned sections of the empire
p c. (.

to b Ma by satraps and
they,,Greeks

and Macedonians; to take these positions

and there were about 20 at 0r Ore of thc was Lysi us who was

sent to rule in Thrace Thrace i east of T4acedon, NE of Greece. kysirnachus

had about U) yrs, to et control of the region there because the local

tribesmen there didn't --- - Alexander had conquered with some

difficulty. They were'mt very anxious to be under any foreign rule. But
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Lysimachus got control pretty well in 10 yrs. and then set out to conquer

the empire. He was able to become king of Macedonia, and continue to be

king of Macedonia until about 283 U. when he was eeep*e*ei defeated

and his regime completely destroyed and no renant of it left. So Cassandor

and Lysimachus, neither of then belong in this list at all.

Now Syria under Seleucus and Egypt under Ptolemy definitely do

and they are in all the lists we've looked at . But Antigonus, he says,

was soon v overthrown. Actually Antigonus' son Demotrius fought for many!

years to get control of the whole empire, unsuccessfully. But his son,

Antigonus TI, managed to become controller of Macedon, and his descendants

ntinued for 150 yrs. So you see the history is a kaleidoscopic thing which

Daniel gives in big figures, big general figures, and does not enter into

the precise details of it. I think myself that we should try to avoid this

sort of statement that tries to pair history into a brief picture. Here's

Leupold's Commentary on DRniel which was written at about the same time

as Young's was, 20 yrs. ago, and Loupold says of it:"The natural meaning

of the four horns toward the four winds of the heavens, is that the entire

area of the empire conquered by Alexander ultimately came under the do

minion of four rulers who practically quartered the territory among them

selves.' That definitely is unhistorical. But Leupold, while he has done

a lot of work, and a lot of valuable work, is not as much as a scholar

perhaps as these others we have looked at. To I think we can forgive him

the unshholarly nature of his statements. He says: Such minor details as

the fact that some 20 yrs. elapsed before they could get control of the

situation and parcel out the empire among themselves, need not be re-
2

corded in the vision which is throughout marked by a certain lapidary(??)

style.
" That's a pretty good sentence. He says, History knows about these

four" That's where he's wrong. History does not know about four specific

ones. He says: History knows about these four. To Lysimachus went Thrace
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and Bythinia. Some say practically all ofAsia Minor." The fact is that

Lysinachus became king of Macedonia, and conquered a good bit of Asia Minor

and then lost it again. He says,"Some say practically all of Asia Minor.

Cassander took over Macedonia and Greece." Cassander ruiXod over Macedonia

for a while, and then was killed and Cassander took it over."To Seleucus

went Syria, Babylonia, and the eastern countries. Some say Asia and Syria.

Ptolemy became master of Egypt to which some add Palestine and Arabia (?

The fact of the matter is is that Ptolemy had Egypt and had Palestine

and Syria for 100 yrs after which they were conquered by the descendants of

Seleucus. Now these details can get vety involved, and I'm not asking you

to remember them all by any means, but simply to note how dangerous it is

to take a precise figure like four and say there must be exactly four king-

doms. It just does notwoik that way. There were three kings and there were
several
some little areas whichaay be some say four. Yes.

(Student) Part of the problem is that some statements are very

precise, and other ones are not, and I guess it is only after looking at the
take.

history that one cia know just what to: take precisely and what not to *k.

precisely." .,

Yes, I !would say that you have to judge each one by itee"lf.Now

if the statement, say like! 40, or 10, or something like that, it sounds a
fairly

round number. It say be fa*it*7+ precise; it may be exactly precise. But

if they say 37, I would say, There is an unusual 1Z'He probably means

exactly 37. I .would think you have to make a judgement in each case. It is

true some things are quite precise, but in history things are not usually.

quite that precise. We, of course, now have exact boundaries with customs

offices on the border and all that, but a lot of modern technology enters

into that which was not so available in those days. Do you have a particular...

(Student) Well for example, when it talks about Alexander and

the swiftness of his It is necessarily precise, so it seems natural
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that one would want to take the format as being precise and look and see
would

I'm not sure I woud use that word precise in that way. Precise
conquered

would be fwr
~O~

It's vivid that he conqu.ed rapidly, and its vivid

just before that Cyrus conquered rapidly , and the impression you get is

that Alexander's conquest is oven more rapid that Cyrus' and that is a true

impression. But it does not, for instance, say that he took 12 years on it,

in his conquest. It does not say he was king of Macedon who wanted to be

considered king of Greece, and was actually President (King). He does not

go into those details.
Where for instance would one obtain

(Student) the history of this, is this Herodotus?
and afterward

No. There were a number at this time/who wrote, some of which

books have disappeared but copies have been And yet yes

(Student) Is there any significance in making Alexander

the he-goat? C1-4t say a bear or something else?

Yes, I think that the average person would think of a goat as

scampering along. Whereas they would think of a bear as kind of lumbering
2

along. Alexander, while he was very careless, yet the 12 years, was a very

rapid conquest of this whole territory. I think the he-goat pictured the

rapidity. Now, I doubt if you could find anything else in it. Yes.

(Student) I have heard it suggested that his mascots were goats

and he wore goat skins and named his sons goats.

Well, that is just an example you see of the type of sugestions.

that people make. It's just like to say the bear symbolizes the Persian

empire. Say it was strong, that is the only thing that is like the bear.

It was rapid. Maybe the bear is rapid, but we don't usually think of them

in that way. There is usually just one thing so Did we finish?

The thing about these figures. There is gold for Nebuchadnezzarês,

silver for the Persians. You could just as well turn it around, and say

silver for Nebuchadnezzar, and gold for the Persians. Bronze for the Greeks.
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Well bronze could have been for shy of the three. There are just three

different metals. But when you come to the fourth it says as iron destroys,

and breaks things so this kingdom shall destroy and break. The iron in

dicates strength. But the other three just indicate threeraluable metals,

that's all. The's-.--- It's a thing, I think we have to learn in dealing with'
and a

symbols is that there may be preciseness to a considerable meaning; there

may be just one thing in the symbol. Yes.

(Student) In the image it goes f in succession from the head
succession

to the toes, from the valuable to the not so b valuable. Does that at+

have any significance?

In actual fact it went the other way. In actual fact the Persian

empire was much larger than the Babylonian empire. The Greek empire in

cluded much territory that was never in the Persian. The Roman empire in

cluded much territory that was not in the others. So the fact that it goes

from valuable to less valuable, can raise the question, Is there a progression

from more valuable to less valuable. We have to give an answer: There is

none. There is not. You see we can jump to conclusions. We can say there is

a progression in value, therefore there is a progression in value. Well,

you look at the history and you find there isn't. So you find that it merely

shows different symbols, except that it says iron destroys. The iron is

strong. So the Roman was in some ways stronger than the others.

See I'm most interested in principles of interpretation. You take

what is clearly taught in Scripture andyou stand on it, but be careful about

reading more precision into it than is warranted. Yes.

(Student) Are you going to develop frutherthe significance of

the four kingdoms as Daniel speaks of them, the number four? Were you going

to elaborate more on that? Did you consider that Ptolemy and Seleucus

Yes PtolemySeleucus and Antigonus. They were the three, and then

there were several small ones.
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(Student) But why the four then?

Three big ones, and a lot of little ones. It can be summarized

that way. You see all these commentaries try to force it into four.

Now here is a thing I have mimeographed that I would like each

of you totake one copy of. I have put into it the four kingdoms, the second

phase of the fourth kingdom. and the divine intervention. Ch. 2,7,8,11.

I wish you would writeon this the figures for ch. $ and 11. You have

already done something similar, but I think ft with the further study we

have done you may be able to do it a little more precisely. I wish you

would write it in *encil because you may want to revise it later. I wish

you would write this out and bring it to our next meeting. So each one

please take one of these. I have done the second and seventh which most of

you quite well. Some were a little bit (incorrect??), but most were

quite accurate. There were some places where there are a couple of possible

of ways to take it. It is time for us to stop.
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At this point as a result of our discussion last time, I decided to

nnke an excursus. Instead of gcing straightforward with the outline now

there are certain fundamntal concepts that I would like to discuss which

are important in our discussion of Daniel or of any other part of the

Bible. So Pr. Phillips was kind enough to trite five words on the black

board. I trust you can all read them there. Infallibility, inerrancy,

truth, completeness and precision I think it is useful in interpreting

any part of the rible, and particularly in interpreting the book of Daniel

to h-re a clear ide? of these 5 terms and of their relevance in relation

to th Bible. First is the term infallibility.

T!.gt is the term which has historically been used a great deal in

connection with the Mhlc. It is not used quite as much by fundamentalists

row as it was say 20 years ago, because it is used in a much looser seise

by sore others. Very often this has happened in Christian history, that

a word has had a definite toanin and then the meani;g has gradually been

charted, and wben that has happened people. have taken a new meaning. ThU

100 yrs ago there were rany books written on the divinity of Christ and

what the writers meant was that Jeius was God. So they called their books

the divinity of Christ. Then there arose a large group in nominally Christ

iii churches who said, Certianly Christ is divine. There is a spark of

divinity in all of is. ie had a little more than the rest of us. I doubt

if in the last five years you have heard any fundamentalist speak of the

divinity of Christ. We have taken instead the term the deity of Ch4st. The

two terms rnean actually the same thing. But divinity can be made into an

adjective "divine" and applied to u. Nobody can possibly say that any of

us has -eity. we no: usc the term deity to mean that Christ is utterly

different ft+ fror, us. Well, this term infallibility is the term which

was used up until/the last 30 yrs. 1 would say, was used a'most entirely

by fundamentalists through the ages to mean that the bible is God's Word
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and can b. completely trusted. The infallibility of the Word of God.

Now within just the last l yrs. a se'inary which had become known

for its having been formed to h great institution standing for the Word

of Coi, changed its creeial statenent to do away with its former position.

And it has declared, We boiler. in the infallibility of the Bible, but we

do not believe in its ineriancy. today, fundaentalists are iwre and

more speadn about5nerrsncy, rot about infallibility. Now infallibility

icans it dll acowplish its pvrese. It will not fail to accomplish its

purpose. Of course, we have an excellent vs. for that idea in Tea. SS-,10
and the snow

Por as the 'rain coeth down/f'roi heaven and returneth not thither, but

waterest the earth and 'a1ceth it hrmn forth and bud, that it may give seed

to the sower and bread to the eater, so shall my Word be that goeth forth

cut of fl7 Pout!,. It shall "ot return unto me void, but it shall accomplish

that which I please and it she,, preser in the things whereunto I sent

it." Pere L' Infallibility! It will accomplish what it sets out to do. It

will not fall,. Powever, there are those today who say, It's purpose is

a spiritual purpose. It's purnose is to convey spiritual ideas. It is to

help us to grow spiritually. That Is its mirpose and it cannot fail of that

purpose. But tFcy say, If it talks about iaterf *1 things, such as the

creation of the world, if it areaks of the nature of the universe, if it
these

spcals cf hirtoricel ratters, 4* are not its purpose, therefore we can

believe in thfallMlity but 4. till find many mistakes in the 1ible.

oi the trouble with that tsteent is, W o not know what God's
(

purpose i fully. ! it rod's urose to tell us how to grow spiritually

but not his pnrpoe to tell us anything about His creation of the world,

or acwt the constitution of men? Where are we to draw the time? We do not

believe tbit we are able to determine God's purposes, and therefore we

believe that the M1,la teaches net merely that the Bible is infallible

but that the Mhl.o is inerant. In order wnr!s, we do not believe merely
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what it sets out to do; we do not believe merely that it is true spiritually

in religious matters; we believe that it is true in all matters. We believe

that it sets out to give us cod's truth and it may give us a great deal of

'is truth in certain areas and very little in other areas, but whatever it

gives us, we believe is true. Now this may seem thus far as like sort of

a rational, semi-philosophical argument for believing in inerrancy. I do

not believe we should accept it on that ground. I believe that if you

examine the attitude of Jesus Christ and of the NT writers toward the OT

writers -- which would take us quite a while to do, of course, and there

have been exce'lent works dialing with that, you'll find that it is un

questionable that this was the attitude of t* Jesus and of the N'T to-ward

the T. Of course toward the whole Bible. That every 'lord of God is pure.

TI-,t Cos wore i true. That God's Word does not contain any error.

No of c:urse, then you have Immediately With infallibility we

hzv certain probs as we noted. The pro1ems that we iav ith in-

fallibility, I do not believe apply to inerrancy. Put we have other prob

lems with inerrancy. One of them is those is the matter of human words.

Nman words are Many words had a definite

ening when I was a toy and have a very different meaning today. I was

just reading last week a writing by Jane Mitt* Austin, written c. 1830
nice

anc in this she uses the word n449 to mean disagreeable, unpleasant.

When I was a boy the word nice meant pleasant. I tMnk today nice is

something good. Back in 1830 nice was in general something bad. In 1611

when t3c ib1e was trans. into the WV they did not even use the word nice

at all. But the word has just about completely altered Its meaning. When

I was a bo/y y if you had a terrific time it meant you were so uncomfortable

and so disagreeable you wish you had not been there. Today if they say they

had a terrific time they mean it was rand,lovely. That word has within my

lifeti:te has completely shifted its meaning to the exact opposite of what S
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was when I was a body. Words are constantly changing their meaning so

there is a problem to know what the words neai, what they mean in context,

what the expressions mean. When you mean the Bible is inerrant, you don't

near you can grab three words like the Ppiscopat clergyman who preached

a great uerinon on"hear the church based on the words in Matthew, jf they

will not hear the church then treat them as a so-and-so." You can't take

three words, you can't take a verse; you have the t*t take the Fible as

a whole, copar Scripture with :cripture. Study whit the words reant at

the time they were used. Inerrancy does not meant you just grab
something

and say, ere we can stand o this; we must take something and invest




i-

gate it carefully. It means that correctly interpreted the Bibiéis free
',

from error. So I have no hesitation in ccclaring that the bible is inerrant

and I believe we should take our stand on inerrancy which includes in-

fallibility rather than on infallibility today.

Now we look at the next word I have written there, It is the word

truth. The concept which I consider to be represented by the word truth

is a concept that something corresponds with reality. That what these

words correctly, carefully interpreted rieans, corresponds to whtt actually
reality

is in the world outside of ourown ninds. That they correspond to tsali4

A statement is either true or untrue. The word truth is absolute. A state

ment is not half-true. Of course there you come into the question of what

you mean by a statemete. Because a wan writes a whole book and you say he
acte
tfs a statement on this subject. But if you take a statement and narrow

it down to particular statement about a particular thing so that a ch.

will contain many statements. Each of these statements will be true or

No statement is partly. Truth is not a relative matter. It is an

absolute matter. No statement is partly true, while a part of a statement

may be *i'ti true and a part false, because it's really two statements.

One statement is either true or false. One statement may be true. Another
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statement may be false. They be put together into one sentence. But a

statement is either true or false as to whether it corresponds with

reality. When it says that the Tersian king moved with great rapidity to

the )tH to the North, and to the rest, and to the South, we know that

it is true, that e did not crawl, along at a snails pace. He went. He

went fast. e went in those directions, The statement is true. If some

body says that he conquered this territy in 15 yrs. The statu:nt he

conquered would !'e true. The statement ho conquered in 15 yrs. would be

false because it took hir c. 30 yrs. to conquer what he conquered. They

would he two staterents, each psrt is either absolutely true or false.

But now we come to a fourth natter. The ratter of cowpleteness. And

this matter I believe is very irportcvt. I think it is important that we

recognize that no writing, no discussicn of any subject is complete.

Completeness is iwpossible to 4* fallible human beings. I would find

great difficulty of conscience to stand before a court and swear to till

the truth the t whole truth and nothing but the ttt truth. I could tell

the truth. I could tell nothing but the truth, ut to tell the while

truth -- what does that wean? Does that mean you tell absolutely everything

you know. Very very frequently in court cases it is eventually found out

that some very important factor had not been mentioned. And ve known

eases where they said. Why did you not say so and o? And he said, I was

not asked. And there are cases where there are witnesses who have endeavored

to say- something and they have stopped hLn. They say, That's not w you

were asked. That's not the question. He's not telling the whole tr?h. What

is -- How can you tell the whole truth? could one of you tell me ev,rything

you have done in the last 48 hrs.? You could not remember it. It wo4d be

impossible. You would probably have to write a big book to tell eve thing

you have done in the last 48 hours. Is thcire a complete history of th\US?

Some of the p things people think this yr. are comparatively unimportn\

that they will not even bother to write down, are the very things tht
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40 yrs. from now people will be trying hard to find out about, because

their results were so very important in the history of our nation. It is

Impossible to be complete. Marco Polo made his grt. trip to China. He was

there on business. I guess he was(there)20 yrs. He had many many inter

esting experiences. A fellow prisoner in jail after he came back was in

terested in his stories and got him to dictate them to him and he wrote

them down. Marco Polo told about the wonders of Chine, and among them he

mentioned the fact China had paper money that they did not have to carry

around a lot of heavy metal every time they wanted to buy like people did

in Europe. They had paper money. That struck Marco Polo as perfectly won-

derful and he told about it. M. Polo never mentioned the fact that the
only

Chinese had printing. It was almost 200 or 300 yrs. later that printing

was discovered, invented in Europe and all European civilization was

revolutionized by the invention of printing which they alrs4y had in

China. I don't think they were using it a great deal in Chine but the

paper money that M. Polo was so tkrilled about was printed And he never

bothered to mention that the paper money was printed. That had not impressed

him. His account you see was incomplete at the point which we think of

as tremendously important. The thing that he though of as so important

about the paper money we are so used to now we do not realize its im

portance hardly now at all. But you cannot be complete. If the Bible lere

to tell all about God - - well, it says in the Gospel of John, Many dther

things did Jesus do, and I suppose that if all was written down I do :flOt

suppose that all the books in the world could contain. That seems like

rather a strong statement, but when you think of what it e would tak to

write everything that anyone of you has ever done or thought or exei\iences

in the last 24 hrs., why what He did in His whole life perhaps it is Aot
as

such an exaggeration expecially/there were a great many less books in

the world then than there are now. But completeness is something we cannot

expect. Look at Ps. 139:15: "My substance was not hid from thee when I was
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made in secret and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth.'

Now what are the lowest parts of the earth? If you'd dig down into the

earth to get the very center, is that where he was made? Or if you'd get

a place right next to the ocean, is that where the Psalmist was made?

There are those who have tried to make this refer to the existence of the

soul previous to its being combined with the body, that it was somewhere

where they would call the lowest parts of the earth. But very few com

mentators follow that. It is usually thought - - Incidentally, this is

not an accurate translation - 'the lowest partsof the earth" " thereis

no "the" in Hebrew. It should be "very low parts of the earth." Most

commentators agree that it is an expression referring to the womb of the

mother and referring to that which no man can see and which is very

imperfectly understood even yet with all the discoveries in recent years

of medical investigators, and which contains many elements which are

absolutely not understood, the formation of the human body from something

microscopic inside and yet at the time of birth having millions and

millions of separate parts, wonderfully made, fashioned together. It is

absolutely beyond human conception. So the picture given here is a true

picture but it is very far from complete. A description of the origin of
many

the human body even what's known of it today would take I'rL+chapters

and this statement rightly understood is absolutely true, but it is far

from complete. "A low part of the earth", referring to that which is

hidden away from human sight, from human observation. That which contins

many elements which human beings certainly do not understand now and my

never understand in this life. In the lowest parts, in secret, in that

which is hidden away. We find in the t* Bible many clear matters about the

nature of God, many things told with absolute clarity. Everything it says
',

about the nature of God is true, but it is very far from giving us a corn

plete understanding of the nature of God, and I personally think it is a

great injury in our Chttstian circles that most statements about it are
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simply based on what some creed has said, or what some thinker has said,

and the greatest thinkers have some statements that are absolutay prov

able from Scripture, and others that they infer reasonably from Scriptures

and others that they grass in order to fill in the gaps in their knowledge.

If we would all go back to the Scripture and say this is clearly taught

in Scripture, we stand on it; this we don't know, we don't understand

about the nature of God. I think we'd get a lot further in really under

standing the real nature of God when we do with the amount that is given

to speculate in philosophical thoughts about the nature of God and His

relation to the universe he is making.

This is particularly true in the trinity. I've always been impressed

that the Chalcedonian creed is mainly negative in its nature. It says
natures

that the sri vs of Christ are not mixed, but they are not separated. It

denies all the various explanation given to try to understand how it is

that Jesus Christ is God, and that there is only One God and yet that He

is distinct from the Father. We don't know how it is. We cannot understand

it, and out attempts to explain simply go beyond our knowledge. We know as

a fact that Jesus is God, and that Jesus is distinct from the Father, but

when we try to explain interrelationships, unless we find clear evidence

in the Scriptures, and we find find comparatively little of that, we are

getting into a realm which we gust don't have the data, we don't have the
noticed

material for understanding. It is not complete. We s44 last time that

Cyrus went wo rapidly to the North, to the West, and to the South. It

does not mention the East. I read you from Young's commentary, that his

conquests were very slight to the East, and they did not last. And actually

he conquered far more in the East than in the West, and it last 200 yrs. -

longer than some of the Western conquests lasted. But it was not the purpose

to give us a full account of Cyrus' conquests. It was to tell what happened

before he conquered Babylon, leading up to the establishlent of the Persian

empire occupying the place of preeminence formerly occupied by the Babyloniai
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empire. It was not a complete statement. It was a true statement.

Everything said was absolutely true, but it was not complete. No

statement is complete. When we make a negative statement, such as "it

isn't said, therefore it isn't true" we have to be very careful. It

is very difficult to make a negative statement about anything. I have

a book I got out of the library here recently on Heaven. There +++ It

is a big think book, beautifully written, and it quotes all kinds of

huinns about heaven, and it quotes the beautiful statements ever made

on this. It quotes from somebody's sermon. And the 1oviest statement

ever made on this from somebody else's sermon. It has a lot of beautiful

things in it, but when you go through it to try to find how much of

evidence it has as to what heaven is like, you find very little, because

the Bible tells us little, very very little about the life after death.

Very, very little is told in the Bible. In the OT extremely little; in

the Pentateuch, almost nothing about life after death. We know that God

greatly blesses those who are in Christ after death. We know that -

"to depart and be with Christ is far better," than anything in this world.

But detail ofit? We just don't have. It is not complete, and it is per

saps more incomplete on this subject than any other, with which the

Bible deals.

The fifth word. These words, infallibility, inerrancy, and truth

we commonly find in discussions about the Bible. The last two I have

not happened to come across though I have not read extensively in dis

cussions about the subject, but I have not happened to come across the

last two anywhere but I think they are tremendously important in having

a correct understanding of the approach to the Bible. I think this matter

of completeness is very important. It doesn't set up to be 100% complete.

That would be impossible, that would take thousands of books to deal with.

What it gives is true, but what it doesn't deal with you cannot say Yes

or No. You just don't know.
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Now this last statement I have not found anywhere in what little I

have read on the subject, but I think it is also of tremendous importance

perhaps even more important than 'completeness' in understanding the

Scripture completely. - This question of precision. Now between the

statement of truth and precision, there is a very gre$t different. That

something is either true or false. It is not there are no gradations,

there are no relative truth. Truth is absolute. As I said, " what seems

to be a statement may be two statements combined. One of them may be true

and one false, but each of them is absolutely true or absolutely false.

But when it comes to precision, precision is a relative term. There is

no such thing as absolute precisènn. I remember r**4**Z hearing years

ago about some ancient thinkers who proved that there is no such thing

as motion.+a They proved that there is so such thing as motion, be

cause they said if you shoot an arrow, on any particular instant that

arrow is at a particular spot, and you name 100 instances and it's

always at a particular spot, sothere is no such thing as motion. Of

course that is an utterly " sophistical argument because there is no

such thing as an instant. There is such thing as motion, but there is
any more

no such thing as an instant, anything more than there is such a thing

as a sheet of paper that has no thikn.ss. If you have a sheet of paper
in.a minute

that has no thickness, you have no sheet of paper. If an arrow/goes a

600 yards, then in a ---- second it goes 10 yards, and in 100th of

*eee*4s a second, it may go a tenth of a yard. But any length of time

has length, and if the length is a billionth of a second that arrow if

it is I in motion has moved a certain length of distance in that time.

But absolute precision is impossible. If I ask you how far it is to

San Francisco, s you say it is 3000 miles, and that is a true answer,

but it is not a precise answer. I don't know precisely what it would be

but if you were to say, No it is not 3000 miles, it is 2800 miles, that
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might be more precise, but it still would not be precise. I say it is

2839. That would not be precise. Maybe it's 2839 miles and 3 f+t++ feet

and 2 inches, and 100th of another inch, or something. You could not get

it exactly. There have been attempts te made to say the Bible is in

error, it is incorrect, because of the * k..LL* statement in 2 Chron.

4:2 where we read about Saul. 'Also he made a inoulten sea of ten cubits

from brim to brim, round in compass, and five cubits its height; and

a line of thirty cubits did compass it round about.' Now the statement

has been made, The Bible is in error. Because if you have a circle 10

Cu. across, it will be more than 30 Cu. around. The Bible has an error

as to pi, the proportion between the diameter and the circumference. The

answer, of course, is that the degree of precision with which this state

ment is made is in groups of 10 cubits. Ten cu. across, approximately,

just as the distance to San Francisco is approx. +ft.300O miles. Ten

cubits across f* approx. will give you 30 Cu. around approximately, one

and three. Now some will say if the Bible is going to be accurate, it

should have said that it is 10 across and 3 and 1/7 tenths around. Some

have tried to get around this by saying, Well, the 10 Cu, of course re

presents from the outside of the rim, end the 30 cu. represents the In

side of the rim. That is an attempt to defend the correctness of the \

Bible by inserting an idea for which we have no warrant, and more par

ticularly by assuming a desire for precision beyond what is involved in

the situation. If you want to be precise, you will say that pi is three.

and a seventh,but that is not very precise. You can be more precise by

saying it is 3.1416. But somebody says, It is not that at all. It is'

3.14169. And that is not precise. And I understand they figured it ou*

two or three hundred decimil points, and still it goes on. We cannot
\be

precise as to the diameter. So he gives it in sections of 10 cubits öach,

instead of sections in the millionth of an inch as some people might want

him to. Inerrancy does not mean that it has absolute precision. Absolute
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precision is impossiblet That it has absolute precision is impossible.
it

It means it has the degree of precision that 4. set out to have.

Now in Mk. 14 we have a statement which some have said, shows an

error in the bible. In ft. 14 Cf. with Mat. In Mk. 14:68 we read about

Peter and he denied saying I know not, meither understand I what thou sayest

And he went out into the porch; and the cock crowed. And a maid saw him

again and began to say to them that stood by, This is one of them. And

he denied it again . . . . . .(reading text through vs. 72). That's what

Mark says what happened. But listen to what Matthew says about it.

Mat. 26:74-75 (reading text of vs. 73-75). Did Peter deny Christ three

times before the cock crew or before the cock crew twice? Which is it?

Mark says one; Matthew says another. If you take either one of the two

surely you are going to say the other one is in error. Arn't you? Unless

you study the meaning of the statement. What doom he mean "immediately

the cock crew"? Which cock crew? Did they have one particular rooster

a*4+ that was the one that counted, and it was only that one that mattered?

What does it mean - the cock crew? Well, there is a reference in Mk. 13:35

that I think makes it quite clear. There Jesus said,"Watch ye, therefore;

for ye know not when the master of the house cometh, at evening, or

at midnight, or at cockcrow, or in the morning." In other words, the,

cock crowing is a term used at that time for the period when they di not

have clocks all around, and sun dials would not work at night, it is\a

term used for the period which it is just beginning to get light, an4 the

roosters look up and te+t see the light beginning to come. And you hear

one andyou hear another, and pretty soon you hear them all over. Jesu is

not saying, Before any rooster in Jerusalem crows you are going to dely

me thrice; when he sayd, Before the cock crows, He means before the t&ine

of cock crowing. Before that time in the morning. And you might hear one

rooster crow, and you might say, Well one rooster is a little bit more,

alert than the others. But the cock crowing is the time when a lot of hem

heQin to crow.
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So Mark which is the statement that Peter explains in Mark, remembers it more

precisely than Mat. gives it. Mat, refers to the period of cock crowing -

"before the cock crows" But Mk. remembers the fact that he had one rooster

crow, and that had not impressed his mind, and then two of the denials were

after he heard one, but then probably the whole chorus started and it was

rought back to his mind. You see people has have said,, Mat. and Mk. contradict

each other, how can you trust the Bible? Well, understand what it means

and there is no contradiction. It is not an attempt to speak with precision

about one particular cock crowing. We read the accounts of the resurrection
'- 1

and some speak of theirseeingan.ange"1,..ndsoae speak of there being two

angels, one at the head and one at the foot. Well, then they were so excited

under those circumstances, it is qutta easy.for one to notice only one of

them. The fact he safrs there was an amgoIthere and an angel spoke to him,

does not mean there were netothernangels the"."There is no contradiction;

There is a situation in which, one4.sctbes it sor.fuZJy than the other.
:1 '..f: '43J,' A' -ff.,

There may be more precision. So that this: aattr of precision, -unlike the

matter of truth is alwasy, relative. Cyrus come's rapidly to-::make his great

conquest. And Alexander comes more rapidly. Cyrus makes 'great conquests in
of them

30 years; Alexander makes them in 12 yrs. Neither/went as fast as Hitler

did but of course they did not have the modern macbineTy that Hitler had.

But they went tremendously fast. They did tesendous exploits at that time

and those of Alexander were more rapid than those of Cyrus. There are state

ments of truth which we get from the Book of Daniel, and we lookat history

--- what has been preserved to us through history - - and we find that it

exactly corresponds. That as to truth the rapidity of the movement of Cyrus
Daniel

and the greater rapidity of the conquest of Alexander are predicted by *ieH

300 years before and carried out with absolute truth, but we are not told with

precision how long it would take, or exactly how big an area they will con

quer. And thenthe historical events that would occur which were known to

the Lord, in full detail, He reveals to Daniel in briel. He gives him a summary
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of them. In the summary he says the great horn in broken and four horns come

up in his place, which is a good symbolic representation of what happened.

That Alexander died and after a short time of trying to hold his empire to

gather you found 10 or 12 generals each cinthing to - - each attonpting to

hold the whole empire together and to he the leader of it, and eventually
cfr!f1t

after 40 years of conquest it settles down to a situation where you have

three rain kingdoms, one of them occupying perhaps half the territory of

Alexnnt4er's former empire; a second one being perhaps just as important as

this one because, it was Very p9r8t pwfil area held, an area easy
- - .r'flr; çf

to deienu, but, sorewat sa1T .'.en.thi.rd one still smaller than

these "ut still a very iiportart ''expire because it held the center of

Greek civilization ith.:.considerab.te powr1 oyer Greece,. and absolute power

over esopotaa,itb Asia '4nor sort of divided u between thcse three

with it var)unj a 1lttle foi time':to time, an Syria aliosoaewh*t divided
/ Into eWalL.'r kit'ds

up, and then a ow, Small sections bich broker of 2roi, tiis sial1or

and these sMaller ones are sort ot luped together into a fourth one, so

that God could have chosn. that at,*iezan4or.' s .4p.at..He..would divide his

army among fur generali, he woud divio h1 s eitpire'snd they would hold it

and that would be the situation. But history rarely works I,n :quite that
exact r.otcd
esect way. Soetirnes itdos work in motpeculiarexact, ways. I know just

a few years ago a strange thing,' before .1ask and Hawaii- Were states; I

noticed that of our 48 states, exactly ha1 of thn begáñ with the first

af o the letters-, o the 1phabet, exactly half began with the last half

of the 1tters of the -aiphai,et. T1t 1/3 of our 48 states began with the

middle two letters of th alphabet, and another third iwth. the letters

before tose an another third with the letters after that. A very peculiar

thing. if you are goinç to use Mhlical numerics, you right use historical

numerics an show the inspiration of the system o 48 states. 1t' all ruined

now of cousse, because we hvve 50 an these two are it the first third. But

history does not ordinarily o in those precise * ways. I think in the U.S.

there is only one point where tour states come together. Now if you tool a map
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and you said, Let's make states, you'd probably make them all squares. There

would be a coujlv hundred points where tour states cow together. but then

is only one. istory, li geography, i; a thing that has all sorts of

variety to it. God in the iibie has told u ho to know the Lord an how

to Ie saved. He has given us glimpses of many factors of His creat6nn.

Every glimpse He gives us is a true oh*, and when gives u future history

Ee gives us trw. gliupses of- it, bt it is not His pose to sbply to

satisfy curiosity. It is not ;as purpose to ivemus e ccmplete picture of

future history. It is 4Ot is purpOs. to yive u sihso1ut rrecision, but

it j3 !5 iv&us .: Øectsion on everythiug
etls

thich and tnib Varies.-o' eurse because preci!tón is alws's relative

t'oh truth x lt ys 4, so this s a litt3e excurss which took

is reutcr pa*t ot hour today, but X tbougt it rather inortant as

oui approach p4rtict1latly to 1*niel, )ut it ta valuable I think to consider

these vattcra n desdlira %ith au TtbIicai studies.

Ii you t*r a questió? (Sudènt 1 ' a little éined about the

relutionshiD Toll

wh*t ou mean ' è1ut t.uth, bcauO itweuld sei t e, hrt th

pTectseness of a statement would affect its-true could

ae a abso1dt statement antit tn4 c ett.fereee o a circle riven

t i:foratin about the nature of pi. 43o what do yoi Mean y a tte

aelt being absolutely true or absolutely se and ho does tht relate

to precision?

I would ay t*tat iol toe US alikornia is definitely West of Nr:tj York

ft is absolutely. It would not re considered r,rth 0? i:'.*5tO Futh. It

ut t i t rrecisely West. It wovild he little.-. North of

3, in fact quite a little worth of South West. Tt wu1d be between

SW md ]. to to ive it an exact 'reccon with W points of th

coipass, you couli do. !ut when voi do vou'4 !rrre your tees. hit t'tn

you'd get down to your minutes or seconds of your compass. You see what
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I mean. The statement that it is West is true. But it is not precise.

I order to say precisely that Denver is W. of Philadelphia you would have

to draw an exact line W from here. Now an exact line W from here might

go 10 mi. N of Denver, for all I know. It would be approximately Denver,

but it would require an very expert surveyor* to tell you what is exactly

W of here. But the statement W means in that general portion of the World.

So the statement is absolutely true. If I said that it is East of here,

of course it is true if you go clear around the world but w that would

not be the way we use the term East. It would be a false statement to

say it would be East of here. No one whose primary purpose was to get from

here to California would go east.

(Student) A large number of statements then would not be absolutely

true or absolutely false, from what you said?

No. I said that every statement is absolutely true or absolutely

false, but no statement is absolutely precise. There are degrees of

precision, but there are no degrees of truth.

(Student) The statement like California is rich state. It seems to

me like vary much balance (r) or a particular period of time

and the particular relativity of richness to the culture of some other
the stateient

states, and so on. So it's hard to see how/California is rich can be

absolutely true or absolutely false.

Well, certainly the comparative wealth of the different states of

the Union it would certainly be in the top third. That would be near

enough to make it a correct statement. You have not said any thing about

the (time?) Of course when you say "is" it would imply today.

You are not talking about the time of Christ. Your term is means today.

If you say, California was ruled by the Spanish, that is absolutely true.

You have not said when it was ruled by them. You have not said how long

it:was ruled by them. You have not said when they came or when it was
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it was taken from them. But the statement we have made that it was ruled

by the Spanish is absolutely true. It is something that has happened in

the past. But you have not gone into precision. You might say, California

was ruled by the Spainiards in the 18th century. Well that it would be

a true statement - it was ruled by them in the 18th century - but it would

*t not be a precise statement, because it was not until 1776 that the

Spainish took over what we today call California. They had lower Calif.

ISO yrs. before that. But if you got down to precision, you would have

to tell the day they came and the day they left and so on.

(Student) Well in that case that you just gave, wouldn't the thing

involved be 4 completeness rather than precision?

The two do run into each other. That's right. The two do run into

each other. You can't draw an absolutely hard and fast line between

the two.

(Student) Referring to completeness in be Striptures, could a

person say with truth that the Bible is complete as to its being God's

Word to man now? Yes, during
men to have /

The Bible gives what God felt was necessary and desirable for/the

period in between His coming and the return of Christ. Now there may be

i atters just as important as anything in the Bible that he'll reveal to

us after He comes that are not there.

(Student) The incompleteness then would partly be then what many

men would t say they want to know? Yes.

Yes. And the trouble is when people want to know something and they

don't find it in the Bible and they make a guess They say, Well that does

not sound that way so it must be thias this way. And then some other writer

says, So and so says the Bible says this way. Then so and so - the next

writer - just makes it a statement it is this way. That's why I feel

we should always go iack to the Bible in order to know truth in those

matters we cannot touch or handle or get direct information from others who
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who have touched and handled. And if we don't have information inthe

Bible and if it isn. so th1i e cm reach in ci,ine reIv*, 0?

soneone in £ho ca-,. 've crfirce c, w!y I prff,r to say, I don't

know. I thik thore is i r'at hrv rt peoiie insistir on

auswur on things e cn't 11-lire tb data or.

(Student) Ho can you 1aw something i trv! ! other words ea

know is tr any truth outsL t!:. Able, an' 1' o 1*i car. we 0 et

dtrini what this i? I thinh yc 'aw just not c!e' typo" that?

I think that as o are brought tp to hve cti tg prse

o our Co sciQuns3, we nsuic tt t'cr tit. e have )erd OuT

parit4 talk abuut ha tnec1 yr age. 7uit ho o hc that the world

was n re3td yestordai? With all Close iiprsinn of pst events i! our

neiids, t;at our nin-11; crø iate that way tth ft all that 'dth iii t't

knoiloo,w oa't know. 1ut Vie 111b1 a,rs it's t least 61100 rats

that the earth iIa )ee1 here so c hajo t'iinl tnc t!it th? ?0rl1I

was not created yesterday. I c)n't thiiu1 o a'w an other say of know-

ing. !e asuiae in awful "tot I.-I our

((Student) Does infallibility r7 inerrny refer also t the tV

as it does to tIie

well if it was 4oed enough for t. paul it he gn

for u?
AU4A

L gave a talk to an Inter Varsity Caip in Canada once o the rrics

or in the books of C1rQtcIes aLd zra, and $oxeore came up

to ant. saiI. Xy u have onerIully increase our fattl. in the T,1e,

1ut you've destroyed our faith in the ZSV. >o ttt was; an etres

state-sent.But the fact of the &tter i5 that w shtL note that (o c'dig

the difficulty o interprotin Lusi ord di r.t ctse to invent Pr

artificial language in order to give us the i. 1170 WT havo aicfftulty

i words change. 4.nd this being the case, ! saw r point in rriti' te6 Z.

Bible on tablets of stone kept in a room at exactly the right ternperature.
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so that no little mark on the edge of a letter mould be removed or any

thing, but he let them be copied by human heinpa, and In the coyjng

through the centuries have come in, but they are comparatively fey, far

less thin any other work of antiquity. So that our present MSS have

variations, and where they have variations we have to compare and make

our own judgment as to what is correct, but there is nothing that we have

reason to think is of great importance in which there is a variation in

our MSS. All he important things, that we would consider of rel importance

we find hundreds of MSS agreeing on. Then when it comes to translating

you just can't"ea translate exactly from one languaie to another. t is

impossible, because words don't exactly correspond. I henrd Prof. Mn'it

gomry at the U. of Pa. who was a liberal and wrote commentaries in the

ICCC series, say he believed the JV was as good a tran3ntInn that was

ever made of any book into any language. That does not wean it is a per

fect translation by any means, and our language has chsnped grently in

30fl yrs. So that my notion if you want to knowi exactly what the Bible

means, one thing you could do is to spend a few years studyinp Elizabethan

literature in order to know just what words meant 300 *e**P years o,

to know exactly what the MY translators mount. A better way. I think, is

to study the Greek and Heb. to know what the oridnal *t4t+**. writers

meant. Of course what the LI translators thouht it meant is of value,

often they had excellent ideas, but we have to check carefully to he sure

the words still mean today what they meant the!!. Like when h.' said, I

prevent the dawning of the momma with my prayer he did not near* he

performed a miracle and made it stay dark all Any, hut prevent in those days

meant come before. That meant that before it ot liht lie was pmnyin', but

nobody would et that meanf today from it, ur!esa it yes pl'ired to

them. It is toe bad that aeirst the anti-Christian attitude of so many

today, thrt in reaction against that some fine Christi.r reerle are taking

the stand that the LIV is the true Bible, or still large number that the
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particular Greek and Hebrew used by the translators of the LI is the correct

Bible becays. we have many more MSS available than they have. And it does

not affect any thing of any great importance, but H it affects a .lot Of

things of comparatively small importance. I believe we should check the

evidence and see what it is.-Wtof what is our text and also of co

of what the * words mean. Besause the Greek and Hebrew words

Now take the word end. It was his end to do something, it was used

in the KJV times, and used in the Greek to mean a purpose. We speak of

teleology, it is the silence of purpose. We also use ed end to mean how

a thing stops. We today, I'm not sure that we use the word end for purpose

much, I thinIwe still have it. But it was used quite a bit, it was used

in the KJV in that sense. We use it in the sense of it stopping, of there

being no more of it today. Those are quite different, those of stopping

and of purpose, But our word end has both meanings. In present day English

there are very few words that don't have two r* ow three or four meanings,

which makes it a very cumbersome language,at least daday. Oon't think

it was as bad in LI's day but these were some bad differences in words where

you have to decide from the context which it is.

I'm afraid our time is up. We did not get very far in Daniel, but got

some material of importance I think.
rooster ev(

Class over, (Student) In Puerto Rico the t#* cross any time day or

night. (Isn't it a different king of chicken. ) I never investigated, but

that's one thing we were struck with. We had thought roosters crowed in the

morning. But there they don't, they crow any time.
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We were looking at ch. 8 when I interrupted our examination of it

In order to discuss the matter of exactly what we mean by infallibility,

inerrancy, truth, coipleter'ess, and prccision. I thin!c it is '.ood we

have in mind the difference between those various concepts. Ye believe

ttet that everything in t'ie Ti1:le is true; it is free from error, but

that does not mean that it is complete on any subject. That would take

many encyclopedias, not one book of this size. It means that it gives us

what the Lord desires to give us on every subject, but it does not

necessarily go into great deps into any particular subject. It does not

mean it is absolutely precise. Absolute precision is quite impossible,

but it gives such measure of precision as He chooses to give us.
d

We would looking at ch. 8 when we dropped it for this purpose. In ch.8

we have a ch. which is probably relatively neglected among the prophecies

of Daniel. I think the " reason why it is relatively neglected is because

people of today, at least conservative, evangelical Christians, tend to

look forward rather than back. They look with great interest upon prophecies

of things which have not yet occurred, but they tend not to have great
pt t4 k attempt

interest in1things that have occurred. Antiochus
Epiphanes,1attsapted

to

completely destroy the Jewish religion was one of the most temptuous and

crucial events in all the history of Israel, but it is not described in

the canonical books of the bT. Consequently the average Protestant of today

knows very, very little about it., and tends not to realize its significance

What was the purpose of the writing df the book f Daniel? "Jell, you 4 might

say the hook of Paniel was written. teH us aeèet certain things that

happened, and of course, if we are historically minded we are interested

in everything that happens, but they have been millions of things that

have happened - - millions of things even among the history of the Israelites

that happenend, that God did not cause to be put in a book.

What was His purpose in telling us about these events in the life of
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Daniel and his associates? The purpose certainly of the,history in it was

to show that God is supreme, God is in control, that people can trust Him

in great crises, in great emergencies. Well that then is intended to bene

fit His people in all crises, in all emergencies About 300 years,

no 400 years after Daniel's time, there was to be one of the greatest

crises in all the history of Israel, a crisis +* which night have com

pletely brought an end to a knowledge of God among the Israelites, and

certainly it would be utterly unreasonable not to say that one of the

great purposes of the giving of the book of Daniel was to rCtee'P prepare

God's people for that great crisis. People today sometimes speak about

the historical - - chapter 8 - about the historical interpretation of

the prophetic, as if anything back of 1900 AD. is historical and any
1974

thing after 1+ is prophetic, but from Daniel's time as you look ahead,

something 400 years future, and something 2900 yrs. future would both be

way off in the distance and something 400 years off would probably seem

almost as far off as something 2900 years off. You just probably would not

have the concept of something 2900 years off. So that in the early days

of the Christian church there was a pagan writer, Piyphry, who made a

great attack upon Christianity, and one of his attacks was centered on

the Christian attitude of taking the book of Daniel as a book which

describes events in the life of Paniel and which told what was going to

happen at the return of Christ. Poryphrysaidthis is all nonsense, the

book of Daniel was written in order to encourage the Jews to resist

Antiochus Epiphanes. He said it was not written 400 yrs. in advance; it

was written right at the time of Antiochus Epiphanes; and it was written

to encourage them at that time. So he interpreted everything 4tn
relation

to that particular time. Now that particular interpretation which Poryphry

gave is held by all moadernistic interpreters today. All of them take the

book of Daniel in this way. And there are a number of writers who can be

considered as generally conservative who have been affected by this to the
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extent that thought they may accept the great doctrines of the NY, they

will say that Daniel is dealing simply with the time of the Maccabees.

This is what he(Dan.) is looking at mntirely." Now I don't think we should

react to that with the opposite extreme and say Daniel has nothing to do

with Antiochus Epiphanes. I think we should recognize an immediate -- well

not immediate, 400 years, but a very vital soon purpose of the book pre

paring the people for that terrible crisis of Antiochus Epiphanes. And also

the purpose and all other crises in the history of God's people and looking

forward to some extent to events that have not yet occurred.

Now against Poryphry's attitude, St. Jerame wrote a commentary on

Daniel in which he endeavored to show that Poryphry was wrong. That the

book does indeed look forward to the time of the Macabees, that it has a
period

great deal to do with that p..r+., but that it also looks way beyond and

looks to the time of the coming of antichrist. So Jerome said the book

was written 400 yrs. before Maccabees and looks forward to both things.

Well now the argument in a way reaches a crux on ch. $ here. The liberals
Macc. ?

and those who adopt the tkre+ theory that the book of Daniel was not

written until that time, say ch. 8 is parallel to ch. 7 with the same

thing being stressed again. Some who take the opposite view, say ch. 8

and ch. 7 look at the same thing, but it's something that is at the very
reaction

end of this age. Well, I think this latter view is a ra.y from

that which is quite unjustified. 'We have already looked at the beginning
how

of ch. 8 and noted/that there is a picture of a ram making a great rapid

conquest, and then a he-goat. He said,As I was considering, Behold a he

goat came and it touched not the ground, and it drew near the ram and

attacked it and destroyed it. Here we have these two animals doing this,

and after the ram has been destroyed the he-goat becomes very strong and

when he was strong his great horn was broken and for it came up four

notable ones toward the four winds of heaven. That of course is new. There

is no parallell to that in ch. 7. But then, he says, Out of one of them came
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forth a little horn, which waxed exceeding great toward the south, toward

the east, and toard the pleasant land." Is this little horn just the same

as the little horn of ch. 7? The critical scholars R]1 say Yes, they Ml

refer to A. Epiphanes. Some writers in the last century - don't know

any recently - hut some withim the last century said: Yes, these are the

same; they both rofeT to antichrist. t don't now of any preset writer

who refers them both to antichrist. But *5 you lo) t them they both have

a little horn in them, and this little horn magnifies itself. In ch. 7 it

destroys three of the ten horns that were there before. In ch. 8 it waxes

great even to the host of heaven; and it cast down some of the host and of

the stars to the ground. So there is a similarity. It is a little horn

that becomes great and magnifies itself and opposes God and His work. There

is a similarity.

But there are two great differences. The lesser of the two great

differences is that in ch. 7 he comes out of the animal and dest.oys three

of the previous horns. In ch. 8 he comes out of one of the four horns of

the animal. But the greater difference between the two is that in ch. 7

it comes out of the fourth animal; and in ch. 8 the animal from which it

comes Is definitely designated in vs. 21 as the king of Grecia. Well of

course the critics say that the fourth kingdom is the Greek kingiow. But

that is utterly unhistorical, and is contradicted in the book of Daniel.

Iii several cases, in one clear case is vs. 20 of ch. S where it says "The

ram which thou sawest, having two horns, are t.hMse the kings of edia and

Persia." Well 1* according to the critics in order to get four 'Kingdoms

they have the second one be Media and the third Persia, and there is

absolutely no evidence of such a thing anywh,re, and here the ram is the

two of them together, which is pretty clear proof that the book of Daniel

takes Medo-Persia as one kingdom, not two. o that the little horn of ch. $

comes out of the third kingdom; the little horn of ch. 7 comes out of the
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fourth kingdom. That would seem to make them different, and to my mind

it is very important that we objectively take what we find in the Scripture

and where there is difference recognize it. I think that is very important.

Now most writings on Daniel go to it with a definite position gathered

from a study of the Scripture as a whole, and try to show how everything

in the book fits into that complete position. Mat There is value in books

like that. But I think there is great value iz trying to study it the way

I an trying to in this course - to look at the book of Daniel by itslf

and try to see what you can be positive about, and I think one thing you

can be positive about is that the little horn in cli. 7 and the little

horn in cli. 8 are two distinct things. I think we confuse ourselves when

we try to make them one. I think that is unfortunate and harmful. But most

of our recent premil writers do that. Most of them do, and I think that is

very unfortunate that they do in cli. 8. I think they confuse the approach

to prophecy. I think the great thing about premil is that it does not like

amil and postail, spiritualize -- take statements about a great kingdom

and make them into the spread of the church, *t or take statements about

great prosperity on the earth and make it purely a matter of spiritual

advance. This sort of approach. To my mind premil on the great essentials

takes the Scripture as it stands, accepts what is there, instead of trying

to twist them, and that's the reason why I believe premil is the clear

teaching of the Scripture. But unfortunately most premil writers, being

so interested in the last days - and we should have considerable interest

in in then " being so interested in that, at this particular point in ch..8

abandon their principles. The principle of objectively seeing t what the
antichrist.

Scripture really says, and try to make ch. 8 relate to the -?

Now to say there were some great scholars, great premil Christians a

century ago who said ch. 8 is entirely taking about the antichrist, but

I don't know anybody today who does that. I have two commentaries here

written within the last few years. One just came out this last year by ,ood
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.f Grand Rapids. One that came out three years ago by Walvoord of Dallas.

Both of these conntaries say specifically that everything in ch. 8 about

the little horn can be understood as describing A. Epiphanes. Both of

them say that. But then both of them go on to say, However it also looks to

the antichrist. And that I think is unfortunate. When we describe Julius

Ceasar's conquests, why do we have to say we are looking forward to

Napoleon's conquests? And Julius Caesar after he conquered, he revised

the calendar, and the French Revolution tried to change the calendar.

Caesar improved the system of measurement, and Napoleon introduced the

metric system all through Europe. You can find all sorts of similarities

between matters but that does not prove one of them is a foreshadowing of

the other. I believe we should take ch. 8 here as a picture of Antiochus

and ch. 7, I think the critics are completely wrong in saying it is also

Antiochus. It is clearly in my opinion the Anticbrist.

We could spend a long time on this. The big argument, in fact the only

argument that I find in either of these books that is at all valid for

saying that this must have anything to do with antichrist, is the fact that

the term "the time of the end" occurs in it. "The time of the end" - -that

is in vs. 17 where the voice says, Understand, 0 son of man; for at the

time of the end shall be the vision." Now we have the phrase 'the time of

the end" used twice later on in cli. il and 12. "Time of the end" looking to

the end of the present age. But if you have a phrase like that used three

times and two of them refer to a certain thing, that does not prove that

the third looks to that certain thing. We can find the phrase "the end of

the Egyptian empire", "the end of all things", the end of the world",

but that does not mean that when we read "the end of the Lord" or "the

end of your faith" that that means "end" has the same meaning there as

it has in these others. In fact its meaning is quite opposite. The end

-- Yo have seen the end of the Lord, we read in James. It means the

purpose of the Lord. It's exactly the same word in the NT.
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Now of course that is the word tabs which is used generally to

translate this OT word gets but this OT word is used for a border, any

kind of a division. It is used many many times for the end of 40 days,

the end of 300 years, at the end of such a thing. It means a border.

It does not necessarily mean the same border. The fact that it refers

to the end in this chapter does not in itself prove that this must come

at the very end of the age.

Another verse it that can make such a statement is vs. 19? Behold, I

will make these know what shall be inthe last end of the indignation; for

at the time appointed the end shall be." The word "indignation:" is just

a word for strong anger. The end of the indignation. Of course God's strong

anger does not come to a complete end until you have the very last final

judgment at the end of the millennium. But it says there is an end of his

anger at many many other points. God's anger ended with Christ's death on

the cross, when He bore the results of God's anger at sin and established

the beginning of righteousness through what He did. That is an end of a

phase of God's indignation. Now in this particular case It think that this

particular phrase "the last end of the indignation" can just as well refer

to the time of A. Epiphanes because that was the end of the period when

Israel was subject continuously to foreign* rulers. They were conquered by

Nebuchadmezzar. They were held in bondage under the Babybonihns, under the

Persians, under the Greeks for a period, of several hundred years, and then

after A. Epiphanes death his successors tried to establish control over

Israel again and they resisted it and they made a treaty with Rome, a

mutual defense pact, and Israel was independent for about SO yrs. Tht was

the end of the long period of. Israelite subjection to these foreign powers

at that particular period. Now of course after c. SO yrs. Rome Iast*+ then

which was supposedly their ally took over complete control of them, and

they were incorporated into the Roman empire for another 50 rs. Then

at the end of that time they * revolted and were scattered a over.
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So this phrase "the last end of the indignation" certainly does not

prove that this relates to the antichrist. These books quote a number of
try

writers who/while holding that it is Antiochus Epiphanes show how it also

Antichrist. One way is to say the vision is A. Epiphanes, but the inter

pretation is antichrist. That does not make much sense. Because the in

terpretation starts in "The ram that thou sawest having raw horns, are the

kings of Media and Persia." and the rough goat is the King of Grecia. The

interpretation is dealing with that very same thing. Others say there is

a break further on where it stops talking about Antiochus and starts talking

about An$christ. But thire is no point at which you can make a division

like that. We had quite an argument when we were making up the New Scofield
of us

because I believe there were 4/out of the 9 - I know there were at least 3

there may have been 4, I forget who thought that we should simply say

that ch. 8 discusses A. Epiphanes. But others thought it also relates to

Anitchrist, and they had a majority of the vote. So they say it is an an

duinbration of antichrist, a foreshadowing of antichrist. Well, I don't

think that Jacob's wrestling with the angel at Peniel is a foreshadowing

of Jesus' resisting the devil in the Temptation, or of the final struggle

with antichrist. I think that sort of - We can use anything for an

illustration. It is all right to use things for an illustration, but don't

use them to prove something unless unless they are actually talking about

it.




To get into the details of ch. 8 would take us quite a bit of time.

We spent a lot of time on one thing - about the 4 horns which I tried to

show represent three great kingdoms and the other one just stands for the

fact that there were several smaller ones. There was no one kingdom of

Asia Minor. Asia Minor had about three small kingdoms, and most of Asia

Minor was sometimes held by the king of Macedonia, sometimes it was held
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by the Sel.ucids. And one list I saw it said that, it referred

to the four horns, one of them being western Asia, one of them being Persia.

That Is absolutely unhistorical. The Seleucids held western A)ftaAsia and
details

Persia. There are many- other dM4'ets in this chapter, and some of them wel

will come back to after we take up ch. 11. Because ch. 11 deals with the

same thing with much more details. So details of this that we could look

at now but we could not really get into well, we can get into better by

coinparring with ch. 11.

So I want to go forward now. We have been talking about Roman Numbral V.

We haven't really completed it because I don't want to go fully into it

except in connection with ch. 11. So I'm going to call Roman Numeral VI,

chs. 10-12. In ch. 10 aid 12 which I call Roman Numeral VI we notice it

begins with Daniel's vision described in ch 10 which is merely a vision

of how it came about that he was given a prediction. There is nothing that

can be taken out specifically to show a prediction of something future to

Daniel's time but it is introductory to ch. 11. It ends with vs. 21:(read

ing 10:21 and 11:1,2) There the Prediction starts, and of course the ch.

&vision here has confused a great many people because the first verse

certainly should be with the previous chapter. But the real prediction

starts in 11:2: " Now I will show thee the truth. Behold, there shall stand

up yet three kings in Persia." Now when was his vision given? The very

first f verse of ch. 10 tells us, aft not-the-first vs. of cli. 11 - that

is referring back to something previous. The angels says to him, And

in the first year of Darius, the Mode, I did something." But this whole

vision is given to him. The firstvs. of.ch. 10-:says, In the third year of

Cyrus, king of Persia, a thing was revealed to Daniel." This then is in

the reign of Cyrus king of Persia, and he says, "Behold there shall stand

up yet three kings in Persia; and the fourth shall be far richer than they

all . , . " Now the one of the most useful commentaries on
(the

book of Dan.

is in the International Critical Commentary, the Corn. by PL. Montgomery,
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of the U. of Pa. Wilbur Smith in a bibliographical article written c.

30 yrs, ago said this book was absolutely worthless and useless. I think

his later statements have revised that, because most other evangelical

writers say that though they disagree with most of Montgomery's con

clusions it is an extremely valuable book. And the reason is that, un

like many of the volumes of the ICC series many of which are superficial,

but this one is a very very thorough in which you cannot read

the pages of it without being amazed at the great amount of material that

Montgomery studied through and compared and dealt with, and he dealt with

dozens of commentaries from the earliest days up to the present. He went

into all the related linguisted matters. He atcepted the critical view

but with a certain hesitation, but in general he stands by them. But when

you have a definite statement you can usually fairly well depend on it.

The only one place where he wasn't quite so dependable was on this fourth

division of the four kingdoms. There though I should not say he was not

dependable, I would say he tek there says different people have taken it

different ways and he tells what some of them are and he says, Probably the

best way to take it is such and such. And that's the way that all later

writers copied from M itgomery. But I think there he is simply giving his

opinion rather than going into the history.

But Montgomery on this statement here has *-very interesting discussion.

Behold there shall staid up yet three kings. of Persia; and the fourth shall

be far richer than they all." NoW who are these kings? Tie says,"The writer

finds himself in a small minority as identifying the four kings of Persia

as Cyrus and the three yet toto*i, X.rxes,,.Artaxerxes, Darius III Codo
p

maeus. That's the last king of Persia. He says eere 1/4these are the four

Persian kings named in the Bible, the last one being noted as the Persian

in Neh. 12:22. Then he gives other interpretations people give. He says,

There is much disagreement who these are, and be says that probably the

writer did not know much about the history of Persia, and when he says there
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yet three kings and a fourth he is simply talking about the ones mentioned

anywhere in the Bible. Because he would go through it and he would find
mentioned in the Bible
men-tien ottt in thi gib-le these particular kings, including the last

king of Persia. Well in this particular case I don't think Montgomery

read the statement very clearly. Because Daniel says: Behold there shall

stand up yet three kings of Persia, and the fourth shall be far richer than

they all." Does that mean there are only going to be 4 more kings? -1

It means rather there are going to be after this present one to be three

and then a fourth of whom he tells something. And that's the way that

practically all our evangelical commentators take it now, that the fourth

will be far richer than they ill, and by his strength through his riches

shall he stir up all against the realm of Greece." Now I have here the

names of the kings of Persia: Cyrus, 559-S2; Canbyses, 529-522; Sinerdis,

522- Darius I, 522-485; Xerxes I, 486-465; Artaxerxes I, 465-14241

Xerxes II 424-423; Darius II 423-404; Artaxerxes II 404-358; Artaxerxes III

358-338; Ar ? 38-336; Darius III 536-330.

Now of course if.1:he writer of Daniel was shtMontgoa.ry thinks and all

the critics think i.e. somebody who was writing 400 yrs. after the alleged

time of Daniel, and 200 yr.. after the end of the Persian kingdom, why

he might not knew anything about the kings of Persia and just find the names

of four in the Bible and put them in. But if God is giving a predictionof

what is going to happon, He does not have to name all the kings of Persia.

He says, After this one there will be three and then the fourth will do

something he wants to talk about. That's what our evangelical commentators

all take, and I think undoubtedly rightly. You hav. then a statement,

There are going to be three more kings of Persia, and a fourth through his

riches will stir up all against the king of Grads. We find that King Darius

- the third of these - tried to conquer Greece because the Greek people were

helping the Greeks f Asia Minor who were revolting against him for the

fourth time. And so he sent a great "p expedition in 490 which the Greeks
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were able to defeat. Then he spent nearly 10 yrs. gathering a force to

make a really conclusive conquest, but he died before it was all gathered.

So his son, Xerxes, in 480 sent this tremendous force, one of the greatest

forces ever assembled in history. A force with people from dozens of

nationalities, hardly able to talk with one another but all marching for-

ward to conquer this land of greece, far far away from the Persian kings'
force

headquarters. And a fssrt which under ordinary circumstances should cer

tainly have overwhelmed everything before it. But they struck bad weather,

they struck disagreeable conditions. It was hard to control them directly,

-- all these various groups of people. And the Athenians were fortunate in

having unusually able commanders at that particular time. The strategy of

the Greeks was more clever than the stiategy of the Persians and this

great expedition was annihilated. That is exactly what it says here that he

by his strength, through his riches shall stir up all against the realm

of Greece.

Then the next vs.(3) says: And a mighty king shall stand up, that shall

rule with great dominion, and do according to his will. And when he shall

stand up his kingdom shall be broken, and be divided toward the four winds

.(reading text of rest of vs. 4). And I believe that all commentators

agree that vs. 3and 4 here are talking about Alexanddr the Great. But the

thing that the amil commentators, like Leüpoid and Young,fai]. to notice, is

that fact that after telling about Xerxe% attempt to conquer Greece, he

goes right on to tell about smething that happens nearly 200 yrs. later,
ow

right off with no break whatever. "Through his riches he shall stir up all

against the realm of Greece, and aLmighty. king shall stand up, that shall
dominion

rule s with great d.s&a4óa, and do according to his will. And when he shall

stand up his kingdom shall be broken." Clearly Alexander the Great, and there

is nearly 200 yrs. in between them. So here you have a historic gap! You

have a gap; you have a jsp yuinp. And I don't know how they overlook it.

A big jump, well over 150 yrs. between these two verses, according to the
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way I believe every commentator interprets these two verses. Well, if you

can have a big jump like that here, is it not necessarily true that the
t . r

prophet's vision which sees great mountain peaks ? can

overleap big plains inbetween them without giving any idea even of their

existence? If Xerxes To say Xerxes makes a great attack against Greece

and a mighty king stands up and rules according to his great power, which

runs over in fact all his conquering the Persian empire; it merely implies

it, but then tells how his kingdom is divided, not to his posterity be

cause these different generals seized the different portions of it. It's

exactly what happened to Alexander the Great and there isit_ .

this big gap in between. So we have here a very definite evidence of the

interval that may occur in a prophet's vision. I don't see any way possibly
f7l_

get *test*+ around it. And Leupold and Young don't even notice it. It I

describes Xerxes and then there is Alexander the Great! And they don't

seem to notice the fact that there is more than 150 years in between that
once this

is not even mentioned. Of course/we recognize the fact t*t it makes un-

nec.ssary the problem that all the liberal commentators raise about there
4

being only kings of Persia mentioned when actually there were 9 or l0

kings that reigned in Persia. He describes exactly what happenes up to a

point and then he skips over a big space.

Then he says this kigs dominion is broken and divided toward the
dominion

four winds of heaven, and to his posterity1 nor according to his U1***

which he ruled; for his kingdom shall be plucked up, even for qthers beside
L4-t

those.' This would be a very natural hing for someone to say,a
little bit

about the history in the ft time of the Maccabees, if Daniel was written

then as the critics say. But it is a very remarkable thing to be said by

Daniel . Only Divine inspiration,no other way, could such precise - - no

precise is not the word to use here. Well such dealing with
C

certain .title details in a remarkalöe way, gould such a view of these

particular things be given which happened at that period. I don't know of
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any other period that happened exactly as described here. It does not

describe it wholly. You could not say exactly wh?t was going to happen,
&1t

but it gives you certain detail




which you certainly could not parallel

with the end of the Babylonian empire, orwth the end of P the Persian

empire, or not to any extent-wi.th.theen4.of.the roman empire. It's a

situation which is. just. exact what., happens when a number of different

details fit together that ocçurre4 there, that did not fit together at

any other time .




.. .

Then he goes on here In the vi..." 20. -M vs. 4 up to vs. 20

he deals with two of these kingdoms. This is probably (in the predictive

parts of Daniel) the most neglected portion of all. Because it is not of

great interest to those who are interested in what is going to happen
is supposed to

after our tine. Everybody recognizes that it/describes things that

happened before our tire. And it does not give yo$nough detail to tell

you what is going to happen in any great detail during that period, but

it 1'-' t1' an event here and here - events that everybody would know

about among the very complicated and confused history of the relationship

of the kings of the Seleudid empire and the Ptolemies of Egypt, as they

fought back and fotth, not continuously. There were long periods of

peace. Every now and then there was strife between them. There was mu&

territory that was disputed among then.+Aa#+we+te+ And they would make

friends. And when they would make friends they would immedi.tely have an

intermarriage, to make the relationship permanent. i3ut usually tht did not

iaAce any difference. They were soon fighting again. They were back and

forth. In these vs. from vs. 5 to vs. 20 you have the account of the

events, just a few of the main events, during the next 100 yrs, and then

you have one king describeolin 7 8 vs. - Antiochus III, the father of

Antiochus IV. Antiochus III is called historically Antiochus the Great

because he conquered all of Asia Minor and he threatened to get all of

egypt into his hands. he was very victorious in the east there, but the
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Romans interferred, and defeated him and took away much of the territory he

had conquered. And he had for a period of maybe 40 yrs., he had a tanpestous

reign, a very effective *a able man, but he had this tremendous+*ff*tti**

Roman force from a long distance away which was interferring with him and

which in the end resulted in his loosing just about everything he had gained.

The details of just how this fits with history can be found discussed

in just about any con. on Dan There is not matter here of much disagreement.
would hold

The critical view '-14 that Antiochsa Ill had lived during the previous
facts

few decades before the bk. of Dan. was written, and the fact would be well

know, and are given here in somewhat cryptic way, and yet with enough* detail

that it could hardly fit anyting else, and it remarkably fits Antiochus III

-- Antiochus the Great.

Conservatives toogre'that this is describing the Seleucid empire which

is called the King of the north because it was N. of Egypt in relation to

the K of the South which was the K. of Egypt, and describing their inter

relation during these periods, and describing Antiochus III. The whole reason

for this is that someone in the time of Antiochus IV would be able to see

all this detail i leading up to what is coming ahead. It is pointing a way

to the situation. It is not important in itself, but it is important in

pointing the way to the time when these things when " *f. when this great
crisis
r4&* is going to come and it is important, of course, as the crisis approached

of the Maccabees, you would look back and see how God had predicted all these
could

events, and therefore you would trust the Lord that the rest of what he

predicts will be carried out and that Antiochus also will not succeed. You

could trust the Word of God, by seeing the fulfillemnt of these various

things that had been predicted. And the account of Antiochus III comes to an

end in vs. 19 (reading text.) "Then shall stand up in his estate a raiser

of taxes in the glory of the kingdom . . . (vs. l2. In other words the

son of Antiochus, the Great, his son who succeeded him saw that on account of

the interferrence of the "**s. Romans all this great amount of money that
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Antiochus III had gathered in order to build a tremendous empire had

been lost. Many soldiers had been lost. The fiscal situation was very

difficult. So his son who succeeded him at this point, took over and set

himself to get these things stabilized. He raised taxes. That's the

principal thing he did.- - was to get the economic situation stabilized

and to get the treasury in good shape. After a few years he was killed not

in battle -- he never ce+4 carried on any wars. He was not killed in anger

not by somebody getting passionately aroused against him, but by a schemes

of a general to usurp the power and to seize control. When Antiochus VIII

had been defeated by the Romans, the I"***s Romans did not take over his

empire but they collected a big indemnity, and took away a lot of his

territory and made him send his sons to Rome as hostages. So his son*,the

one who succeeded him here, who was the raiser of taxes, and the younger

brother Antiochus IV, they were in Rome for a number of years. Antiochus

was raised in Rome and knew the Roman people well, and gained a lot of

knowledge and training among the Romans. When Antiochus II! died, his son

-- his oidestson - - became king in his place, And the Romans were not

interested inkeeping as a hostage the brothers of the king. Most men are
going to get

not/terribly excited .bout what happens to their brothers. They took his

sons to be their hostage, and they let the brother go, and that was

Antiochus IV - later called Epiphanes. This Antiochus went then to Athens

and got himself elected to a high postion in Athens. He became an Athenian

citizen, and seems to have been a man who was settling down to live in

Athens. His brother was king in Syria and he does not go to Syria or any

thing. He stayed in Anhsns, and his h brother's son was in Rome as a

hostage now. Then.when a conspiracy killed the brother and the general there
tough

tried to take control of the land, Antiochus in Athens got in t.*kt with

one of the smaller kingdoms in A. Minor that had a good hit of money in it

and they gave him money insupport on sort of a gamble to see if he could get

established in his brother's placd as king. This is described in the next vs
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11:20 he shall he destroyed, neither in anger, nor in battle. v.21 And in

his estate shall stand up a vile person, to whom they sll1 not give the

honor of the kingdom; but he shall come in peaceably, and obtain the king

some by flatteries." He came in with this money that had been lent\him.

He came in there and said, Now the people would not accept this general

who had killed the previous king, but he persuaded tkèa+ then instead of

getting the son who would he a legitimate heir from Rome (who was then
Lecp' c

a hostage in Rome) to let him b king. So he came in and got the kingdom

by flattery, got the control, and reigned for a number of years. It goes

on and describes the things he would do and there *+ is considerable detail

about him, very interestingly. But one of the most interesting things in

it is (It describes his conruest with Egypt) - and one of the most iitvrestin

things about it is after an expedition in Egypt which succeeded very well,

then he made another expedition to Egypt. The first expedition had been

had been to support one of the Ptolemies against the brother

who were disagreeing as to who should reign in Egypt. He went down and

helped the one, expecting this one to stand with him. Then his second ex

pedition he went down in order to take over the control of Egypt. We read

in vs. 29: "At the time appointed . . . (reading tixt of vs. 29.30). Now

you read that in the time of Daniel and you would not know *t&+ what that

thing means, what is going to happen. But you could see lots of things

happening that you would know pointing to. What actually

happened was that on this second expedition to jypt, Antiochus was able

to gain control of the N. part of Egypt. He had spent a lot of money doing

it, and quite a number of soldiers. But he had gained control of that Northei

part, and he had the power * with which he could take over all of Egypt.

Then he heard that a ship was coming from Rome. It says here "for the sh

of Kittim shall come against him." He heard a ship was coming from Rome.

So he know what the *mans had done to his father, and he had lived in Rome
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for years. So he went down to the shore to meet the men from Rome and see

what they had to say. And it is a very dramatic story that the Romans

love to tell about - how the Roman Senator landed there, and he was a man

Antiochus had known as a young man. They had played together in Rome. They

were good friends. (Forget his name this minute) But as he came Antiochus

stepped up and said, L. Poppeyus My it is nice to see you,, And

the man put on a very stern face, and he said: I have a message for you

from the Roman senate. 0, Antiochus said, That's interesting, I'll be

much interested to hear it, but first tell me how you are; how's the family

let's-have dinner together, and you can give me your message tomorrow.

He said: I must deliver my message immediately. Antiochus said, If you must

What is your message?" He said: The Roman Senate says, You must leavt.

Egypt and go back to Syria and be content whether have
1

or not interfere with Egypt, Rome did not claim to control

"t either of these kings. But the Romans were interferring with them

frequently at this time. Later they conquered both of them. But that's

what they said to him. (Antiochus) said, Well that requires consideration.

The man stepped forward with his walking stick and he drew a line in a

circle in the sand around Antiochus. He *fad said, You may consider it just
t
as long as you stay within that circle. Antiochus from that knew it was

serious. He said, All right, I'* withdraw. Immediately the man's face

changed and he smiled and he said, My it's nice to see you Antiochus, You

remember those good old days when we were in school togethhr. So they

went and had dinner tpgether and had a very jolly time together. Antiochus
4- 1, :L and went back.

ok all his forces and wither But as the next vs. **H says: "Therefore

he shall be grieved and return, and have indignation against the holy

covenant." In other words when he found out the Romans would not let him

, do anything more in Egypt, he went back and took out his anger on people

who could not do anything against him. The news had spread in Israel, and

people were rejoicing over what had been happening to Antiochus, and he
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came back filled with indignation against them, and he had the power up

there and he used it in a very ferocious way. lie had already had been

trying to introduced what he considered to be the blessings o.1' Greek
to thc'se

culture b'o the backward Israelites. To et them to stop worshipping

their God, and to worship his great od and to have hist Greek customs

in those days and all that. The leaders of the Israelites, ny of then

by this time, had begun to accept his ideas, and they were igh Priests.
to hve

Joshua the U. Priest changed his name to Jason,/a Greek name " And his

successor changed his name to Menalaus, another Greek name. The leaders

of the people were coming and turning over and they could have peacefully

have done away with the Israelite religion except for * few old fanatics

who would still hold to it. Except when as a result of his defeat here

ho began to strengthen his activities against them, and tried to force

them and gave orders they iust not worship their God, they ***t+ must

b not observe the Sabbath day, they must eat swine's féesh and they

iust do all the things they considered abominations, why then the

acaabeans began their revolt against tt*t+ him. So the Lord used these

things to prevent his efforts fron succeeding, which was in a way succeeding

by peace and flattery. But to prevent a thing from succedin there was a

terrible persecttion.As far as world history is concerned this was snail

potatoes. The rest of the world was not much interested in what was

happening in the little land of Israel out there ruled by this potty figure

Antiochus. Cut as far as the maintenance of the knowledge of;G9d, the

preservation of the preparation of Christ, it was tremendously important.

So this description here goes into some detIti in a general picture as

through a glass darkly, an yet enough detail to make it absolutely clear

it is a picture of Antiochus andhis relation with the Jews. And here is

the cescription of this leading up to it. And there is no purpose to the

description of those leading up to it and the long descriptionof his father,

if it is not to lead up to this and show when this crisis will occur and
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to show that cod is going to deliver then tR14k it end prepare then for

it. So this is so important in ch. 11 that to say that ch. 3 well, it

talks about Antiochus, bit it is an adumbration of tho it

seems to me is just the wrong approach to cli. S altogether. We have

A.. piphanos S on-a--of great-- ."2i.tn:thc'boo1: of Daniel. We hve the

fulfillment of all. :th9!3 ksto ft events. Iei able that anyone could

have predicted these things cc far ahead. tfact in ch. 11 outflower

who is a very conservative intapretor, who: defends the cripture as a

whole, says this is such 'dtafledctoUtbf'histor/ it is 4O yrs

after the t!ne of Daniel - he says scripture does not do that sort of

thins so he sayd this 1t*+*d+ section must be a later interpolation.

It i not ; it is not original. 1-7e is In general he

i good, he is conservative in his view. ut at this point be says, It

just is contrary to the analogy of scripture. Well, it is a wonderful thin
believe

rlo be*eFre that Daniel is as a wiol& what Cod gave to Daniel. It's a wend rr

thing H would give a picture in so rucii detail. These things leading

up to . Ppiphanes. There hve been one or two commentators who have taken

it as 1l a picture of these different events there -- the k. of the North

are the . of the south , and all this, an all about Antiochus III and

his son, the grttt raiser of Taxes, and then thny say It is Antichrist l

right after that. An it seems to me that is rather ridiculous. You don't
does

find hardly anybody that says tbt. Most will recognize that it is at least

through vs. 35, it is A. piphanes that it is speaking of. And then a

funny thing is that Young who is so rwcb against the ideal of any in

tervals, of jnjiing forward or anything like tht, after he discusses v.

35 and shows exactly how it describes Antiochus, Then he says, Vs. 3$ on

What is tht talking ahout. There have been many th.e.s theories --- this

this, this and this. That is the correct theory? The correct theory is

that it is AnticIrist. 'A're does not say anything about the fact that he is

making on interval of at least iøP 2500 yrs. between two verses of which
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there is no suggestion in the text of the fact tZzzflzsi1. i
it is

think he's vight. I think it's there. Jerome said it was there. I believe/

the only way you can fit it together because you have the resurrection after

wards. You have an interval somewhere. And if you can have it in these

places, why can't you have it in ch. 2? Why can't you have it in ch. 7?

So you se. the evidence is clear in many places in Dan. that there is an

interval in many places in the prophetic view. It is very clear in these

places. And these t writers who in some places wax indignant over the idea

of an interval, tacitly adult "L at least these two places I mentioned here.

Out time is up for today. You might look over ch. 11 and 12. You notice

I skipped over ch. 9. Ch. 9 deals with a matter tht is a little outside the

line we hIwi been looking at. Wb have these four pictures which is a pro
/

gressi7"revelation,

and I feel that we can interpret 8 better in the light

of ch./ 11, and 11 in the light of 8. Ch. 9 is a little beside, so I'* leaving

it until iast.

(Stud/ant) Could the K. of the North be Rome?

No,
hp

X. of the North is Antiochus' ancestors. (Student . . .

Yes? (StudØt . . . .? How did Rome come to be called Kittim?

Kittift' actually means Crete, but it is used in general for any western

areas In he Scripture at times. Shèps coming from the sea and from the

western/area often in the OT they speak particularly of their coming from

Crete, !but in, general it is used as a figure of ships coning from a distance.

That's a góod:question. I*a glad you asked it. We'll continue then next week.

On th1sS"papers mark in what's from ch. 8 and 11. I'll collect them

next week.
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Instead of moving straight forward as we have been doing, I'm going to

go back a Fit today, and I want to look at a few principles. First I want

to note that our course is in theprophecies of Daniel, and we are using

the word prophecies specifically in the sense of prediction in this course.

All the predictions Daniel made were naturally future to him. I've heard

people speak about whether something was historical or prophetic, by meaning

whether it was before now or after now. Well, èf it was after Daniel's time

it was equally future, equally prophetic whether it occurred 100 years

after his time or 3000 years after his time. I think that is important for

us to have in mind. It is the predictions of Daniel we are interested in

and in this course we are just as much interested in predictions that have

been fulfilled before this time as we are in predictions that are yet to

be fulfilled.

Now Daniel "-- some people have the impression that Daniel sat there

in Babylon, 600 yrs before the time of Christ and looked forward to see

the things that are going to happen in our day or afterward, and that was

his primary purpose. Well that was very far from his primary purpose.

250O vrs. have passed since his time. There have been tremendous things

that have a happened since that period, things of great interest and

importance to the followers of the Lord, and Daniel was interested in

these things. He was also interested in things after our time, but that's

not his major interest. It certainly is not his primary interest, and I

think we make a great mistake, if we go to Daniel simply with the idea

that this is to tell us what is yet to occur. The main way we can tell what

is yet to occur is to see what has not yet occurred. But what has occurred

is of tremendous importance in showing us proper methods of interpreting

what is yet to occur. What has already occured is of even greater importance

as evidence that the Bible is God's Word, that God truly spoke by Daniel,
were

and that God truly predicted through Daniel things that are going to happen.
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In our second meeting together we discussed these prophecies that were

given in the chapters that we don't think of as the six primarty prophetic

chapters. We looked at those chapters to see what there were of predictions ir
not

them. A number of the things we looked at were/very definitely predictions.

They were maybe guesses as to the future maybe by somebody else, or

statements that for instance that three friends of Daniel said that God is
will

able to deliver us, "God is able to deliver us, but if not we are still

not worship your image. In other words, they were not predicting God would

deliver them. So it's not really a prediction. There was one definite

prediction that related to the very near future that was given. Does some

body recall? What prediction relating to the ** very near future was

given by Daniel? Would somebody+*eff suggest one?

(Student) Did it not concern Nebuchadnessar's insanity during his

lifetime? Yes I would say that was the prediction. I should say the

' first one concerning the very near future that Daniel gave. That prophecy

was the one given in flan. 4. There we had Daniel saying that the dream

Neb. had of the tree which was sawed down and just its roots left, and

it was left till seven times would pass over it, that this was a dream

that showed that Nob. himself was to loose his mind, loose his control,

be driven out like the beasts of the field, and 4:25 says: They will

wet thee with the dew of heaven, and eat grass like oxen until seven

times shall pass over thee. Whereas they commanded to leave the tree

roots, thy kingdom shall be sure unto thee after that thou shalt have

known that the heavens do rule." This was a definite 4. prediction made

to happen souiet&mc in the aear- future, we don't know just how soon

well it does say in vs. 29 at the end of 12 months, Nob. walked in the
kingdom

palace of the king of Aabylon, end the king spake and said +1 Is not this

great Babylon that I have built? for the honor of the kingdom, by the

might of my power, for the honor of my majesty?' And if you are
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And if you are avea in Berlin, go into E. Berlin, go into that great

museum and see that great Ishtar Gate that Neb. built. It is one of those

great spectacular things in Babylon. lie was a tremendous builder. There

are over a million bricks that have his name stamped in them. A very great
They brought

beautiful thing it is with about a fourth of these bricks from there witk
This

of the Ishtar gate and put thou up there in the 1useum.wkiek was done before

the last war. It is made so it looks so realistic. Aw+ As you walk down

you can just about imagine you can hear Neb. saying, Is not this great Babylon

which I have built? We read there at the end of 12 me, as he made this

statement and felt his grcatnss and success and everything then at that

tiuc, there fell a voice from heaven saying, 9 Nab. to thee it is spokon

thy kingdom is departed from thee. They shall make thee eat grass as oxen

and seven times shall pass over thee. We are told this was fulfilled. This

is a very interesting story showing God's power as over against huinar

pride. isut it is of no value for proving the Bible is God's Word because we

have no other evidence regarding it. We sili4ply have the biblical statement

that this which he predicted was definitely, specifically fulfilled.

There is one evidence but unfortunately it is not a clear one. There

has been discovered within the past 10 yrs. I believe a tablet which

describes an attack of insanity coming on a man in which he was a condition

like this, but it says it was Nabonidus, the fourth ruler after Neb. to whoa

it happened. Lo of course the criticay the incident really happened but

that the writer of the book of Daniel got it all mixed up and said it was

Nebuchadnezzar. Sait is not a case where we have proof that the event

did happen. It is just as likely that the witer of the tablet got it

mixed up and attributed it to Nabonidus as that the writer of Daniel got

it mixed up, but since you don't have proof one way of the other, all we

can do is say, This is God's Word. Jesus Christ set the seal of 11is approval

upon it as God's Word, as true, as free fro error, $o we bolive it. So

here is a predicti3n of soithi in the near future which happened
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according to the Bible, but we have no proof otherwise that it happened.

But it happened literally; it happened as describee hero. When it says,

You will eat grass as oxen, it does not mean you will have to eat your

words and give up your claims over some people you hive conquered or some

thins like that. It specifically, literally means what it says according to

what it says wa fulfilled. Now there is one term in it that is a hit

peculiar. !e is to he in this condition until. 7 times pass over you. What

is 7 times? That unfortunately is a vague term. A time can he any period of

time. It is like day in the Genesis One account. There have been those who

I have been falsely accused of denying that Cod made the world in 6 days of
hours.

24 hours. I have never said he did not make it in 6 days of 24 e*t*. I

don't know how long the days were. God could have made it in 6 days of

24 seconds. Ie could take a billion years for each of them if He choose.

The ible does not say how long they were. The word day used there means

a period of activity. Just as we say, Back in Lincoln's day they did not

drive autbmobiles. Or as Jesus said, Abraham saw my day and was glad. It

is a period of activity. But this word timeis even more clear is not some

thins we can be posiMvo how long it Is. Does this 7 times moan 7 days?

Does it mean 7 weeks; 7 years? I think the most usual guess is that it is

7 years, but I don't know of any proof of the exact length It Is. Probably

it was either 7 months or 7 years. At least it was a considerable long
Daniel

period which could be spohen of as 7 times.. That is the first time D**4*

save a prediction that was specifically and literally fulfilled in his own
eunuchs

day. In the very first chapter he said to the chief of the "s*s*t*, Give
then

us pulse to oat and let us try it for a cert*àn number of days and let us

see if we are in worse condition thin the others. Well, he did not predict

they would be in better condition. he was going to he true to God whatever

happened, and God did bless hir and made him look better. But that was not

a prediction, but this Is a prediction.

Now what other prediction did he give that was fulfilled in his own day?
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(Student) Yes, in Daniel S there is a very specific

prediction which in view of the critical interpretation which we oppose,

I prefer to say the coming of the Modes and Persians, rather than just the

Modes. But it is the preidetion of the death of Belshazzar. It says, In

that night was Beishazzar king of the Chaldeans slain. This is Dan. 5:30.

In the previous verses it tells what Daniel had predicted. He said, It

means God has numbered thy kingdom and has finished it Thou art weighed

in the balances and art found wanting. Thy kingdom is divided and given to

the Modes and the Persians. Now the critics say there was a kingdom of the

Modes and then a kingdom of the Persians, which are the second and third

of the four kingdoms predicted in Daniel. Now he does not say that. He

says, Thy kingdom is given to the Modes and the Persians. They base that

on v. 31 which says, Darius the Median took the kingdom. But this word

"took is literally received the kingdom, and if this is one of Cyrus'

generals who became the governor of Babylon, that fits with the idea of

that a Median was the ruler under Cyrus the Persian. Some f.t interpret

Darius the Median as another name fro Cirus the Persian. I don't know

how much proof they can advance for that. That doesn't sound so likely,

but anyway here is a specific prediction of the downfall of the Babylonian

empire end of the conquest by the Modes and Persians. That was fulfilled

specifically and literally in Daniel's time. Of course anyone who heard

what he had said would say, There is a proof that God spoke through Daniel.

But that was not a remarkable proof, because at this time the Persians had

already conquered great areas round about and they were threatening the

kgdm. of Babylon, had been tbreatenin it for some time. So it is in a

way as though somebody a week before the end of the last war would say,

the Americans are going to conquer the Germans. It could have come the other

way even then. But at least -- or let's say it the other way. Suppose some

body in Berlin would have said, Hitler is still going to win out. Well, if

he had won out, you would say, there are only two possibilities. So this
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is a definite prediction, spedicically and literally fulfilled, but not

a remarkable thing because actually it was a very probable thing at the

time.




Then we have the predictêuns in ch. 2. And in ch. 2 we have certainly

some very remarkable predictions, because this is right in the ee*ter

second year of Neb. In the second yr. of Neb. when he was continuing the

Assyro-Babylonian empire which had existed off and on fro nearly 1000 yrs,

the first really great empire, the first empire that embraced within it a

large number of people of different languages, different backgrounds, diff
Customs

erent custons. There was an Egyptian empire but it was mostly Egypt itself.

with a few smaller areas near it. But this was the really great empire.

At that time for him to explain to Neb. that Neb. 'a dream of a great

statue which was destroyed and the empire given to the saints, that this

statue which was made of four metals represented four kingdoms which would
one

come/right after the other, that was a tremendous prediction. Of course

that has been literally fulfilled. We have Neb's great kingdom described.

by the first - "after thee shall arise another kingdom" unfortunately

translated "inferior to thee (below thee, below him on the statue, a

kingdom that comes next after you, really it was greater than Nebuchadnezzar

of cours). Then a third kingdom, represented by brass which shell rule over

all the earth. It does not mean the whole globe of course. It does mean

a very large area, atremendously large area. Most of the area that was then

known to civilized people, that is to people who wrote and travelled, most

of the area that was known to km them was embraced in this third kingdom

and then there would be a fourth kingdom which would be stronger than any

of the other three and as iron breaks things it shall break in pieces. We

have of course this historically fulfilled over a period of centuries.

Neb's kingdom lasting 65 more years than the Persian kingdor' two centuries.

Then the Creek lasting, breaking into several parts, and these parts eventual]
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eventually being conquered by the Romans, one after 150 yrs, the last of

VtW then) after nearly 300 yrs. But all of it eventually -- well, I should not

say all of it, but most of it being taken in by the Romans ard the Romans

of course adding a lot of other territ'ry that was not in it. Thon it says

the toes of the feet were part of iron, pert of clay; the kindoi will be

party t strong and partly broken. It will b In thit condition tThM1 God

puts an end to * these human kingdoms and ostaLlihes Fig kindor. As we

noticed this could very well describe the latter days of the Roman empire

from th period say from 400 to 600 A.D. could ?* be very well described

by this, but Cod did not put an end to human govt. at that time, and has

not yet. In fact the denial of God is perhaps more widespread today than

ever in history. If you'll pick up almost any of the so-called Learners

Books today, histories, or accounts of literary history, that sort of thing,

the sneering words that at Christianity and the religion of 100

years ago all through t"* them, fist just pervades it. It is hard to find

anything that does not have some of that in it. Like I was reading a

history of literature in New England *+9t last week, and he referred to

how the great literary men of the last part of the last century of New

England referred to the days from the Pilgrim fathers up to the Revolution
osifled

as the 'Ice age'; the ice age, the period of the old fashioned focified

ideas that they had. They certainly don't have the reign of saints now.

**Met Daniel says it is coming. That is future prediction, but you notice

it seems so closely tied to the condition at the and of the Roman empire

that it just seems there must be an interval. An the place føt for it,

it does not seem as if you could have the toes *1]. described in a certain
with

condition and then you have a big interval # before the destruc*ion *4t

al whole lot of tremendous changes I It seems more reasonable to tiink that

the change comes just above the feet, and there i3 an interval anywhere

from 1500 to 5000 yrs. say between there. That seems more reasonable. But

now we are looking at fulfilled prophecy, and these four kingdoms in their
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strength and power are literally fulfilled in a remarkable way.

Then we look over to ch. 7, and in ch. 7 we find that again he has

a visönr describing mud the same thing tk*t as ch. 2, but under an entirely

different figure. The "our beasts came up from the sea diverse the one from

the other, and the first one we would certainly be justified in thinking

re;)reaented the sane first one as before, because this cones in the reign

of elsJ-azz,r, king of ahylon. It is still in the tiic of the flab, empire.

It does not sound s if $. 4 he is describing the one that cores up and

destroys it; it seers reasonable to think that it is there pictured. More

particularly the fourth of these is described in terminology very similar

to the fourth in the early picture. So that I think that that suggests that

the two are parallel. Here again it fits with history that occurred after

Daniel's time. The first one, ilk, a lion with eagles winges, I beheèd

till the wings were plucked and it was lifted up from the earth. We have

the Bab. empire destroped.

Then the second like a boar raising itself on one side -- certainly

people must have said, Doesn't that fit the Medo-Persian, raising up on

on. side with the two great forces in it but the Persian a little higher

than the other. They said Afia. devour much flesh, and the area the Persian
1ab)I1 OfljaflS

erriro took in was about 4 tines as big as the area of the

Then the third beast, we have four wings *id four heads and dominion

given t., i'. W are not told much aheut it here but the nupi,er four is

mentioned later in connection with the third one. It seic to fit together.

Then the fourth one is described and the parallel to the third (7?)

Great iron teeth. This i the first specific similarity of substance to

the other. The iron is mentioned in connection with this as with the fourth

kingdom in the other. The other metals are not mentioned again. And it

devours and stamps and is diverse from all the beasts that were before it.
and among these 10 horns

The the new feature that it had ten horns -/ there comes up a little horn
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before whom threeof the others were plucked up by the roots, and in this

horn were y eyes like the f eyes of a man and a mouth speaking great things.

If you take the whole history of the period between 400 and 600 when
against

there were all sorts of petty rulers in Europe fighting between each other

why you perhaps could find something to fit this in some way if you looked

hard, but not strikingly fitted as far as I know. It seems more likely
parallels

that it part*** with the first one that there are " is an interval between

this beast and the situation represented by its ten horns. So we have

fulfilled prophecy up to there bery strikingly fulfilled in ch. 2 and in

ch. 7.

Then we look at ch. 8, in the third yr. of ielshazzsr just two yrs.

after this. Now I warned you against interpreting ch. 2 two too much in

the light of ch. 7 because there is 45 yrs. between them, but here we

have two yrs. between them, certainly this would ye be visibly in his mind.

Here we have a vision appears to Daniel and he sees a ram with two horns
seems to

and one higher than the other, and that/suggests that it is sirnilar to the

second beast in ch. 7, but when you look further down he has an inter

pretation which says, vs. 20 "The ram which thou sswest having two horns *
It

are the kings of Media and Persia' So that would seem to tie ** very closely

to the second kingdom. So he sees a visionof the second kingdom coming and

conquering westward, northward and southward the three directions, that

Cyrus went in the early part of his reign, in the order in which hwont
/

them in the early part of his reign. An interesting little touch that was

eat exactly fulfilled in history. The order in which he went in the early

part of his reign and the great conquests in thuse direction i4 the early

part of his reign. It does not deny that in the later part of his reign he

went eastward and mad. eye+wjder conquests there even than those in Ic west

But these were the first ones and these are the ones of immediate interest

to the reader of Daniel. Then he says, Iiile I was considering a he-goat

came from the West. 3etween vs. 4 and 5 he saw this. And Thile he was
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considering a he-goat came from the west. There is an interval of 200 yrs.

there. That certainly is a big jump tight there. And we have noticed the

picture of looking at the mountain ranges the one right behind the other.

And here there is certlinly a big flat interval between - - two hundred

yearsl It -- You would almost thinkk as you read this that it is like

Hitler who made his tremendous drive and conquered Prance, Belgium, and

Holland, and all this great area and then eastward took in all the territory

to the east and went right to the gates of Lenningrad and tremendous con

quests like the first of these, and then within the next 3 or 4 yrs. you

find the other forces completely annihilating him. That's the impression
immediately

you get iinmediatly reading it. ft+4s.v.r.*4.*t There is very evidently

- - - "while I was considering
" is an interval of 200 yrs., 200 yrs. of

great success and effectiveness for this Persian empire, which he passes

over, an interval in the history. But he specifically and very remarkably

describes what happens under a symbol. The he-goat came fem from the west

add touched not the ground. When you think of Cyrus' great rapid successes

in 30 yrs., well here is 12 yrs. in which all this happened. Much faster!

He touched not the ground. He had a notable horn between his eyes, and he

stamped upon the gr+ ram and smote it and broke its two horns so there was

no power intheram to stand before him, but he cast him to the ground and

stamped on him, and there was none to deliver kfs the ram out of his hand.
30(f)

WL11, that's exactly how it must have looked to Darius III the last king

of Persia when Alexander came and this little area back there in Macddonia

way in the west that he had held for a little time. It had been part of

the Persian empire for a brief period, that from this little area an up

start king begins to attack him and comes with an army and goes into Asia

Minor and then defeats him in a tremendous battle. And Darius says, Well,

what tremendous power that man has' i'll give him half the empire, and he's

have the next 1*1. 50 yrs. trying to state organize and manage this half the

empire, and probably he'll make such a poor job of it 111 3/4 of them will
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of their own will want to come back to me long before that time l lie offers

to make a division and give Alexander half ohis empire and Ilexander says,

No, I've got to have it all. Alexander goes down the Syrian coast and

conquers Tyre and then goes in and takes all of Egypt, a and then marches

East and then in a great battle subdues the Persian empire, and then goes

clear to the end to the end of it clear to India. In 12 years it certainly

is very specific, exact fulfillment of the picture here, of the he-goat that

touched not the ground and came and smote it and knocked it to the ground,

sa"*e4 stamped on it and none could deliver the ram out of his hand.

The Tyrians tried to with their great fleet and the people of Tyre that

controlled the Mediterranean and there was no way Alexander could get

at them and they were half a mile out in the Medeteranean Sea and

Alexander's great troops could not get at them so he simply set his troops

busy taking land and dumpting it into the Mediterranean Sea and built a

causway out three quarters of a mile out to the island of Tyre and then his

soldiers marched out and took the city and put an end to it. No one could

stand against ic. him. Of course he took nine months I guess doing this

but he did not march into Persia and leave the rear where he could be

attacked, he did away with those wbo could have been an enemy to him there.

So there was none could deliver out of his hand. Very figurative, symbolic

languige but it's not in exact language. It's very specific and exact how

these predictions were fulfilled. Then the he goat waxed very great and

when he was strong the great horn was broken. For it came up four notable

ones toward the four winds of heaven. Here is a summary of events that

took 40 yrs. when the successors of Alexander fought over who would control

his empire and eventually three of them controlled 9/10 of it, and then

there were about six small areas that had their independence, and so the

figure four is a good approximation of the situation that developed. The

four notable ones that came up, three real strong kingdoms and a number of
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small ones which you can summarize together making it four. Then between

vs. 8 and 9 we have another interval. Out of one of them came forth a little

"**+ horn. Out of one of them nearly, well more than ISO years, just about

150 yrs. after Alexander there comes a little horns out of one of these

four. o you have again quite an interval between vs. 8 and 9. "And out,

of one of them came forth a little horn, which waxed exceeding great towtTd

the south and here we have Antiochus who rade great attacks on Egypt and

practically ot Egypt into his hands. And also made attacts toward the east

and toward the pleasant land, which to the Jew would certainly suggest Israel.

lie tried to make Israel completely a part of his culture with them adopting

Greek customs, Greek religion, and so forth. Yes, he magnified himself even

to the Prince of the Host. He made them declare that they must not worship

God any more. And by him the daily sacrifice (understood) was taken away.

And the place of his sanctuary was cast, and the host was given him against the

daily sacrifice by reason of transgression. The Jews while they had main

tained the sacrifices since the tire of Ezra had become pretty lax in ther

general life, and while there were many many pious, godly people among

them there were a great many to whom their religion was just a form and by

reason of thier transkressien, God permits Antiochus to cast down the truth
in its place

to the ground, to destory the sanctuary, to put up an altar to Jupiter/there

and offer swine's flesh on its altary, and then I heard one speaking to another

How long shall be the vision concerning the daily sacrifice, and tjc

transgression of desolation, to give both the sanctuary and the host to be

trodden under foot? He said unto 2,300 evening-mornings; then shall the

sanctuary be cleansed." If you say 2,300 evening-mornings, do you mean the

evening sacrifice and the iorning sacrifice 2300 altogether, or 1150 days?

or do you mean 2300 of each? Nobody knows. Her. is something that my guess

is that if you lived in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, you'd say, Look how

exactly this has been fulfilled. Isn't that marvellous! But we don;t know

today. We just know what it meant. People try to take it as 2300 days, and
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they get about 7 yrs. and they find a period when A.E. was very bitter

against the Jews, and then a period when he was busy with Egypt and did

not pay uuch attention to them, and then when he actually made this tre

mendous attact and 7 yrs. would cone right in the iiiiddle of that. So it

just doesn't fit. And so some say, Well it is 3 and 1/2 yrs., and it
when they were

3 and 112 yrs. from when he s.te4 stopped the sacrifice until/)ie+*a*

able to reinstitute it but we don't have evidence that it was. That's a

guess that is possible. o hero's a case whore it would seem to be likely

that there was a spodific wonderful proof of the truth in those days, but

you can't prove it now. You just don't know exactly what this 2300 means.

But when we get to this point now we say, Daniel has not been simply in

tending to satisfy people's curiosity toward the future, that has not

been the purpose - - it has never been the purpose in Gods giving His

predictions - simply to satisfy h our curiosity about the future. His

purpose is to encourage His people to believe ills wred word, to be true

to Him, to follow him and to know that everything will cori in accordance

with His will eventually.

So here we now have a little horn predicted and told exactly when it

is going to be. We find that tho time it is going to be is during the

latter part of this third kingdom. But we dontt * know when in the king

dom, there is a big interval between the beginning of it and this. But during

this third kingdom there is going to come this time when - which was per
crises

haps one of the three or four greatest crisis in the history of the religion

of Israel became it was* the time when Antiochus by cleverly promoting

and helping and advancing those who would do what he wanted, and ridiculing

and pushing aside those who did not, he won many of the leaders of the Jews

to the Greek religion, and then he began to persecute and it looked as if

he would dispose of the rest of them and that was the end of it. But the rest

of them stood up and fought and they succedded in maintaining themselves and

actually getting their independence. So that within 15 or 20 yrs'tiochus
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after Antiochus began this the Jews were completely independent of the

third kingdom and did not come under the power of the fourth kiigdor, for

at least 50 yrs., so they had a + period of coi:pletc independence. They

had een conquered by the Eabylonains, they were held in subjection rror

596 up to the time when the ah. empire was taken over by the Persi;ns

in 539, held by them, it was taken over by the Greek in about 330* and

continued to be held under the Egyptians until c. 310. Then under the

Syrians until c. 180. Then they were independent again. So this is the

period when they were under foreign control. They became again under the

Romans but there is an interval in between.

So that now we have revealed a purpose in the book which fits with

before all this stress on being true to God, and how God can protect, hoc

he has blessed these who have stood true in the days of Nebuchadnezzar.

Here we have a treiiendous crisis ahead.

Now here wer+ have this little horn here, and we have the little

horn n ch, 7. We have two little horns, and they must be the same, us't

they? If you have two different automobiles and they both have a horn the'

must be the same, same horn, musn't they even if they are two different

cars? Well, it is perfectly obvious here that this one comes cut of tic

third t kingdom and the one there comes out of the fourth kingdom. That's
it is

perfectly obvious, and it seems to me that the sensible to say, There is

a perediction in ch. 7 of soziething that is yet future. here is a pre

diction of something that was way in the future at the time of Daniel, but

is way hack to us today. 3 there are two entirely different things. Well,

they are both represented as yorns, yes. ut he uses horns to represent many

tings.1;oth of them are little horns, but certainly out 0 the thousands

'
of horns there can be many that are little. They both are eneiies of God.

e11, t:ere have been iillions of e.neirics of God and hundreds of great men

wno have spoken greatly against Cod. Voltaire, 200 yrs. ago, he declared

that the fact that a great mind like Sir Isaac Newton would think that the
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Book of Daniel was dependable shows how a great mind can be led into foolish

ness, and he said that the Bible was a lot of Nonsense (so Voltaire said.)

And after Voltaire's death, I understand that the house he had lived in

was made into a depot *t for the British and Foreign Bible Society and

thousands of Bibles in various European languages wvre distributed from

that building. Voltair *to said, Sir Isaac Newton said that where it says

knowledge shall be increased and many shall run to and fro, Newton said,

Why this may mean that people are going to travel so fast the day may come

when they will even travel 60 mph. Voltaire said that shows how a great

mind when it gets to studying the Bible can get into utter foolishness to
could

think that people cou&t travel 60 mph. Why they would not oven t be able

to draw their Lreat if they travelled that fast? They'd died of course,

Voltaire said. Of course to us today, 60 mph is nothing, as we think of
Newton

what's happened today. Now I think NUt** misunderstood the Scripture

when he made that particular prediction, but Voltaire's ridicule of it

shows how these who speak with great swelling words against God's Word,

they may speak truth, they may speak falsehood, but there is no foundation

to it. f It's only God's Vord that gives us a solid foundation, because

God can change things if lie chooses, and what He does not change, what

He keeps the same, we have not understood. We're still even today, like
greatest

Newton said -- Newton was perhaps the great scientist up till this century

-- one of the greatest minds in all history, and Newton said at the end of

his life * that he felt like a boy who walked along the shore of the great

ocean picking up a pretty pebble here * and there, with all the great ocean

and all the great thousands of pebbles he did not see. I think we are

still in that position as far as really understanding the universe God has

made is concerned. But these particular elements God has given us showing

that His Word is true. We can trust it. Things come out the way He said they

would. And preparing the Jews for the coming of this one who is described

in ch. and preparjn
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in ch. 8 and preparing His people in some way for the coming of that other

one described in cli. 7. well now should we say the one in ch. 8 is a type

of the one in cli. 7? What does that add to our understanding, to say he is

a type? Was Napoleon a type of Eitler? Was Julius Caesar a type of Napoleon?

Was the inventor of the telegraph a type of the inventor of the telephone?

It seois to me that is just using words without any moaning. Say there is

a similarity between them, but when you got a certain similarity it does

not say it is going to be siiillarity in all regards. You have thousands of

similarities among things.

Now this matter of type is one I want to discuss. It is a veyy im

portant thing, but perhaps not right at this point. Perhaps at this point

it is better to continue along the idea we have been speaking of - - the

thing that had been fulfilled in such a way we can point to it and say,

Isn't this wonderful how Daniel was able to predict these things that were

so remarkably fulfilled. In this ch. he does not tell us what is going to

happen, greatly about this. Except that in the desctiption of it toward

the end of the chapter at the interpretation says, The ram is Media-Persia;

the rough goat is kingdon of Greecia, and the great horn being brokenand

four stand up for it he says in vs. 22: Four kingdoms shall stand up out of

the nation, but not in his power." That's an interesting statement, because

no one of those rulers that succeeded Alexander was worth r!entionéng as

a comparrison to Alexander. They would have been nothing if it was not for

the great conquest Alexander had made first. In the case of the most

successful one of them I think you could say, he'd have been nothing if it

was not for the conquest Alexander made first, and also that the Persians

made before. Because Egypt had been proud of its independence, and Egypt

was never to be subject to any foreign domination. But Caphyses conquered

Egypt at c. 500 hC. and for 100 yrs, Persia held Egypt in subjection and

got Fgypt accustomed to being in subjection to the Persians, got them

"I ( -
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accustomed to it, organized it, directed it, had their armies there,

, their representatives and so on. Then after 100 yrs. of Persian control

the FgyDtians revolted and gained their independence, and for c. 90

yrs., they were independent, and then the Persians again conquered them.
when

The Persians had hold them for just 10 yrs. eff before Alexander came,

so Alexander was able to represent himself as a deliverer of the Egyptians

from the Persians. 1e was welcomed as a delivered, and he took the a names

of the Egyptian gods and said he was their representative and went out

to the Egyptian shrines and worshipped and all that sort of thing. He
if

was a deliverer from the Persians whereas/the Persians hadn't conquered

then first he'd have had twice the job to conquer them. Then when Alexander

died and s+ several of his generals bean to think, How am I going to get

control of this empire, how sin I going to rule this empire. There was one

J*+4p of them who had more sense than any of the others, and that was a

man named Ptolemy. Ptolemy Lagos as they called him , one of the generals,

when they divided the empire into 20 sections (over 20 sections) and made

a satrap over each, Ptolemy said, Let's make tk. me satrap of Egypt. And

they said, All right, nobody was particularly keen which of these satraps

they had. But he figured that Egypt had the Mediterranean sea on the north,

had the desert on the east, had the jungles on the south, on the west

they had desert. It was the easiest section to defend, and he went to Egypt
paying

and he paid little te+t* attention to the others but trying to interfere

when any one of them would seem to he able to get control of the empire. He

sent an army to those who were opposing him. Ptolemy managed to hold Egypt

and to establish a control in Egypt that lasted longer than any other

section of Alexander's empire. Many many years longer than any other

section, of Alexander's empire. So Ptolemy was powerful there largely be

cause of Alexander's conquest, and the previous Persian conquest, and the

natural borders around Egypt that protected it. It was very shrewd on his

part.
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It was very shrewd on his part, but it was nothing like Alexander's power.

"Four kingdoms shall stand up, but not in his power. And in the later time

of their kingdom when transgressors are gome to the full a king of fierce

countenance -- this was Antiochus of course. He says "their kingdom"; he

does not say which of these four. The later part of their kingdom, this
which

man is going to come up. It tells a little about it. It fits Antiochus

very well, but the end of vs. 25 says: He shall be broken without hand,

Antiochus, while he was trying to raise some more money in the east in

order to carry on his effofts to control the great area he ruled over,

he was taken with a nervous disease and died. He did not die in battle.

He was broken without hand. So here we have very specific predictions.

Vs.26. The vision of the evening and the morning is true. Therefore

shut up the vision; for it shall be for many days. It's true, but exactly

what it means probably the people in the time of Antiochus could see, but

we can't see today very well.

Now ch. 9 is a very difficult cli. which I am going to look at by it

self. It really does not fit into the progress of these others. It's a

separate, and * I want to spend one or two hours on it. But we jump for

ward to ch. 11 which is again a parallel to the ch. we have been looking

at. There we see in vs. 2, But now will I show theee the truth, Behold,

there shall stand up yet three kings, in Persia; and the fourth shall be

far richer than they all. . ." Now there certainly were+*"i'*+t** three

more kings in Persia; actually there were seven or .tk+ eight, *tk.tk+

so it is not untrue there were three. Some have tried to make out that

this e***"there were three and the fourth shall be far richer"means those

are the only ones named in Scripture, and therefore the writer did not know

about any others which I think is rather absurd. It seems to be clear

language that you are going to have three kings and then a fourth we are

going to talk about; not that this fourth is the last. This fourth, through

f his riches shall stirr up all against the realm of Greece.
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They say it took I think a couple of weeks for the great army that

Xerxes gathered to march across the bridge of boats that he made across

the Hellespont from Asia to Europe. Tremendous army made up of people from

maybe 50 different languages, and it was hard to communicate and to direct

thcm but he was able to gather these together from the great empire in

order to put an end to this Persian menace that was interferrin to with

his holdings in Asia Minor and causing people to revolt against him. He

gathered this tremendous force against the realm of Greece and it does

not tell us here how he was defeated, arid hew he was defeated in the battles

of Marathon and Platea end the battle of Salamis, and how he

failed In this effort of gathering this tremendous force in order to con

quer a power that was much further away from him in terms of transpor

tation in those days than Vietnam is from us in terms of transportation

today. But it is exactly true as far as it goes. He will by his strength

stirr up all against the realm of Creecia, and that's as far as he goes

with the Persian empire. There is another interval.

12:3 And a mighty king shall stand up, that H shall rule with great

dominion and do according tc his will. If you just had this vs. alone you

would never think of Alexander the Great. It doesn't say anything about

his conquests at a1l It does speak of his great power. That's all. But
could

in the light of what we learn in ch. 11 you esU make a good guess that

what he means here is that Xerxes gathered all his force against Greece.

In Greece there's going to be a great king rise up and rule with great

dominion and do according to his will. flf course the word "Greece" Is used

in a rather rough way, not in a precise way, because this king did not come

from Greece. He came from Macedonia. While he wanted to be considered a

Greek, the Greeks did not want to consider him, so. At least they did not

want to consider his father so, and were perhaps a little more ready to

(consider) him because Aristotle had been his teet tutor for all this the

the years of his adolescence. But he is certainly is no doubt it is
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Alexander he is describing, as the reaction against the Persian attact, and

against the Persian attack because during

the period of 150 yrs. in between that was the thing the Greeks were

celebrating was their tremendous victory over this great Persian force

that tried to attack them. The Persian king was constantly interferring

in Greek policies during those years. He would take the side of one party

or another in each Creek city, wherever he thought would be most helpful
their

for Persia and the other side in a campaign would naturally talk about

the Persian influence and so on and how they had beaten the Persians before.

So it was - though it was 150 yrs. Inter - it was really a reaction, and
it is implication

the two verses here, while it is not stated,/impl*ed here. And the flitat"*+

***I)p borne out in the history 200 yrs. after the time when Daniel wrote.

Then we have "when he shall stand up, his kingdom shall be broken.

That's a vivid way of showing how soon it happened! Alexander for 12 yrs.

went on conquerftng and overcoming and subduing, and it WV went to his

head to where he began to make his old coiirades that he used to be

on equal terms with and he would rush into the battle to save their lives

and risk his own time after time, now he began to make them wan* bow

before him and treat him as if he were a god, or an oriental potentate at

least and all that. lie was standing up there having conquered all this,

his kingdom shall he broken, and suddenly he is taken with a t fever in

Babylon and after 2 wks. of lying ill he died. His kingdom is divided

toward the four winds of heaven - - of course no one ever dreamed of that

when he died. They certainly were going to carry on the whole kingdom, but

they could not find any one man who could do it and they did not even have

a man to be a claimant for the throne, because all his family consisted of
one

was his idiot half brother and illigitimate child, and one child who

was not born until a few months after his death. These eventually in the

next 10 yrs. were all killed, but in the mean time each of them a general

would take and claim this was the ;".* real ruljer and he was his
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representative, but it says "his kingdom shall be broken, and shall be

divided toward the four winds of heaven, and not to his posterity" -- his

two children whom people clafir would be his successors. They were babies

actually. Both of them were killed. There is no posterity.
' Nor accord

ing to his dominion which he ruled" - it was broken up into these smaller

sections. Seleucus had the biggest section which was 3/4 of his empire,

but still was very small compared to what he had, and the wealthiest parts

of his empire were held by Ptolemy in Egypt and the most powerful by the

Macedonians. It says, "Not according to his dominion which he ruled; for his

kingdom shall be plucked up, even for others beside those." Very specific

prediction of things that happened 250 yrs. after described it. Then be

tween vs. 4 and vs. S we have another interval, not a a big interval -

*et no, I mean between vs. 5 and 6. Vs. 5 is immediately what happened

during these years. "The king of the south shall he strong." Now of these

generals who were trying to get control, we noticed that there was one

of them who immediately seized a large area and felt satisfied with that

because it could he so such e more easily defended. That was Ptolemy. That

area is far further south than any other part of Alexander's empire. So

the king of the south is a very proper designation for Ptolemy. Ptolemy

seized Egypt right at the time of the death of Alexander in 323. He never

called himself king until 305, eighteen years later. He took the title. king.

When he did he persuaded four other contenders to also take the title king.

But it is proper to call him the king of the south. He was strong. His

kingdom endured longer than any of the other parts of Alexander's empite

and his kingdom was a vital force for the next 200 yrs. He

will be strong, and one of his princes, and he shall be strong above
~im,

and

have dominion; he dominion shall be a great dominion (v.5). Now who
w4ld

ever know in Daniel's time what that would mean? It's a rather cryptic %tate

ment, but when you look at the history you find that Seleucus, one of th Zinc

generals under Alexander, was made the satrap of Bwbylon, and he ruled in;
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Babylon over that small area around Babylon for a few years. But these

generals were fighting among themselves back anc' forth anc it is a very

interesting evidence of the stability of thc rcgirtc.he the Persians

estahlished that the people of the epirc as a whole just carried on their

lives and paid no nttentioT to it. There were no ,.wt uprisings among them;

no attempt to gain their freeclor. or arything. The fighting was all

among the Creek conquerors and their armies. Though this fighting went on

for 40 yrs. Seleucus ruled tie little area around Babylon then when Anti-
Se leucus

genus, one of the strongest of these generals, overcame that region, c..esI

fled to Egypt and become one of Ptolewfr's gererais. So we read that the

king of the south and one of his princes; one of the leaders under Ptolemy

was Seleucus who had been expelled from Babylon. But we read that he shall

be strong above him and have dominion. In 312 after Ptolemy had had a great

victory over Antigonus, Seleucus was able to take a small force and to rush

over to Babylon and establish his power in it and declared himself ruler

over that whole great section of the Persian empire, and he was able, and

his successors, to waintain his power there for the next 150 yrs. So he had

an area far greater than that of Ptolemy. So he was one of Ptolemy's princes

but he came to have a far wider dominon than Ptolemy had. Interestingly that

312 when h went hack, he immediately counted his reign from 312 and that

yr. became so established that it is the first date in history that has been

taken fee- as a date for starting to count years 1,2,3,4, and on into the

hundreds. And even Into the Middle Ages copies of the OT are dated by the

number of years after 312 when 1eucus estiblished his powor in P.alylon.

It became the first system of dating over a long period in all history. So

this vs., w see how remarkably it was fulfillec!.

Now I was hoping to get to this (matter of) types today, but we did not

get to it. 1?e have a little more to do along this line, but I think the most

of this is things we've mentioned already, I think pulling them together this

way is necessary. We'll continue there then next week.
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Would you please give me the sheets that I gave out some time ago

for you to write on the parts of each chapter. I'd like to have them

turned in now. Give out one of these in exahange for the other. I have

not given many assignments in this course. I've expected you to keep

up with your reading of Daniel and with the class, and I want now to give

a fairly long assignment which i'd like to have in next Monday. Spend as

much time o- on this assignment as you can, but whatever you put on it

I want between now and next Monday, because I want to discuss it then. This

assignment has three parts to it, but it is an assignment I can't predict

how much you will be able to do. On the first part, I want you to answer

certain questions in view of your own investigation of the Bible. These

are kbout the so-called 70 wks. of Daneil. I would like you not to use any

helps other than a concordance or general Bible dictionary. Don't look up

any discussion of the 70 wks. of Daniel, or any commentary on Daniel in

connection with this first part. Simply look at these verses in the Bible

and other passages in the Bible that you may think are relevant, or that

you may find in the concordance in connection with these questions that

are indented in the 3rd par. down. It may be that after reading these

questions and looking at the passage in the Scriptures, you will say I can

not figure anything in the Bible about it myself. I hope you won't be that

helpless, but if you should be it is perfectly all right. Just say, No. 1

nothing. Then go on to No. 2. On the other hand you may find that all the

time you can possibly put in between now and next Mon. will go on No. 1.
or

In that case it is perfectly all right. You don't do 2 and 3. 1 am giving

you three divisions of the assignment, but whether you put all your time

on one or whether you skip one ** is entirely up to you. I prefer you put

quite a bit of time on No.1. But if you should want to skip No. 1 I have

no objection, go on to 2. I hope some of you will do a good bit of work

on 2. But if some of you spend all your time on No. 1 it will be perfectly
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satisfactory. It may he there is somebody here who has already done a good

bit of work in this particular area, and therefore can answer No. 1 rapidly

and o. 2 rapidly. In that case I gave 1o. 3 which you could put some time

on. So as you see there is no requirement to ans. all three of these, but

the requi renent is to turn the paper in next week at beginning of et+f+ class

because I want to discuss it next week.

(Typographical error at the end. The 17th is Friday a week. It would

he the 14th. No the 13th. Change to May 13. At the bottom make it May 13.

I'd rather have just a little bit you have done by that tine than a tremen

oud amount handed in at any later time.)

We were 1ookig at Pan. 2 and 7 and 8 and 11. We have skipped 9, be

cause 9 is a distinct subject. Cli. 2,7,8and 11 form a progressive

revelation. You have the thing in brief in ch. 2/ You have certain aspects

of it repeated, certain aspects enlarged, certain additions in cli. 7. You

have a certain section of it in more detail in cli. 8. Then you have a

certain section of it in very great detail in cli. 11. Consequently I have

been looking at those an d have skipped cli. 9, because ch. " 9 i$+ does

not dovetail, tightly into these four. These four make a definite succession.

Next week we will look at ch. 9 which is why I gave you this assignment

for ch. 9 now so you can be ready for it next week. Three vs. in ch. 9

are very dogmatically described in many books and I'd like you to decide

whether that much dogmatism is justified or not just by your own investi

gation. But it is a bit aside from these others we have been dealing with.

Now in these we noticed that ch. 2 *f* simply said there are going to

be four great kingdoms. These four, the end of then and the Lrd's kingdom

established in their place.. We noticed that in ch. 7 it gave more detail

about these kingdoms, and when it spoke in vs. S about the fourth of them,

t it said, I considered the horn a and behold there came up among then

another little horn before whom there were three of the first horns plucked
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up by the roots, and behold in this horn were eyes like the eyes of a man

and a mouth speaking great thinps." Then in ch. 8:9 --Out of one of them

waxed forth a little horn whici waxed exceeding great to the south, toward

the cast and toward the pleasant land, etc. Are thes+t*W+thtwo the same?

How many think they are not the same? 1'hy would you? Mr. Goodman, are they

the same or different? (Not ready) Mr. Baker? (They are different) Why?

(Because they are in different kingdoms?) C1. 2 tells of four kingdoms.

Ch. 7 says, Out of the fourth kingdon there were 10 horns, and then the

little horn came i+ up. Ch.8 says, Out of the third kingdom, the great

horn was broken into four, and then a little horn came up out of one of

them. The dèscreption is quite different. That does not prove they are

different because you can look at a thing from different angles, and

describe it different ways. But the fact they come from different kingdoms

woulci seem to put the in enie1y different categories. Tt wodd seem to

make it positive that they are different. Yes?

(Student: Is there any possibly way that those who say they are the

same could base it on different kingdoms?)

There are two groups of people who say they are the same. There is

the group that consists of those who S3 that everything here relates to

A. flpiphanes. That includes the greater nmiber of sommentators. It in

cludes all the liberal commentators, and some who are rather conservative.

They take the position that these 4 kingdoms described in Pan. 2 represent

the k. of the Babylonians, the k. of the Modes, the k. of the Persians, and

the Creek kingdom. Consequently according to that where ch. 8 says this

is the Greek, this would be the fourth kingdom. The two would be the same.

Their view is that the F;k. of Dan. is written in the time of A. pipahnes

and it is all written for the purpose of encouraging people at that time

to know that Cod will deliver, and it was not written in the time of Dan.

and it does not refer to anything, with any positiveness, with any truth
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after the time of A.E. That is the view that all the liberal commentaries

take. Now there are many arguments they give for that view, and they have

been pretty well answered. All of them except the one point that they deny

the possibility of predictive prophecy. They deny that Daniel could predict

this 400 yrs. in advance. From our viewpoint we don't need to discuss that

in this class. We believe in the possibility of predictive prophecy, and

we believe that our Lord said that this was His Word, and that it is true

and that it predicted Him as the One who was going to come on the clouds of

heaven. Therefore we believe Dan. did predict it.

The other point is they say, there was a Babylonian kingdom, a Median

k, and a Persian k. Bbt then they will admit that the writer of Daniel in

the time of A.E. was all mized up in his history, because actually there

had not been a Median kingdom at all. But the fact that Dan. twice refers

to someone whom he calls Darius the Mede is their basis for saying there

isa Median kingdom. But in Dan. 5 he says, Your kingdom is divided and

given to the Medes and Persians and represents it as one kingdom, the k.

of the Medes and Persians. That's historically what it was. So unless the

writer of Daniel was a man 400 yrs. after Daniel and was very mixed in

his history, we have to say that the Greek was the third kingdom, not the

fourth and that these are two different horns. To my mind it is very

portant that we recognize that one of them talks about something conne4ted

with the third kingdom, one of them talks about something connected with

the fourth kingdom. The modernists are sure everything must deal with A.1.

We should not go to the opposite extreme and say, Everything has got to

deal with the antichrist! But the majority of conservative interpreters

will say that ch. 8 while it is talking about A.E. is also talking about

the antichrist. Now I would admit the possibility that there might be in

serted certain vs. dealing with the antichrist, I admt the possibility,

but I do not think you can find any evidence of any such thing in this ch.

But tes y--,- say it is talking about both of them, to me that intorduces
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utter confusion into Scripture. When it say*, fhat the Lord went down to

the sea of Galilee = tht you can't take that as being fulfilled in

John the i;aptist went to the Lea of Galilee, once and the Lord went

another time. It means one or the other. Unless it says they went, and then

it covers both. I would say that when the prophecy speaks about an event it

is talking about one or the ether. Now it may talk about one thing, and

then turn its attention to another. But in that case one sentence refers to

one and one to the other, it is not that one sentence refers to both unless

he uses a plural.

That problem comes into focus again when we cone to baniel 11, because

there we have a most remarkable prophecy of events year after year, and

as we noticed last time we have certain very definite gaps, certain defnite

intervals, but we have events going year after year in the history of th

eleucid kingdom which as one of the kingdons into which Alexander's ernp\re

was divided. Ie have events one after the other of the relation between

the eloucid kingdom and the Pot Ptolomaic kingdom, until you get up to

These events go step after step until you get to vs. 19 which describes the

end of Antiochus III who was called ntiochus the Great. Then you have

vs. 20 Antiochus' son who succeeded him after Antiochus had spent all his

itioney in great wars hoping to greatly increase his territory and would have

succeddd if it were not for the Roman interference. Since the Romans in

terfered and put an end to his efforts he was left with his treasury empty

and his economic situation bad, so we have in vs. 20 we have what we have

abundant historical evidence for that his son, Seleucus IV, was a raiser of

taxes in the glory of the kingdom. That is, instead of going out and making

great warn and great conquests he devoted himself to trying to reestablish

the econonle situation of the country. But it nds with " in few days he

shall be destroyed, neither lit anger nor in brittle." B know that one of

his leading men killed Mr. !e was net killed in battle. r: was not killed

in anger. It was not a murderous passion, a murder of passion, not an
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excitement when somebody lost his head; it was a plot. This man killed

Seleuus IV and pretended that Solcucus' baby child was to be the successor

tho leucus already had a son who was L Rome as a hostage. But he pre
reign in

tended that this was his successor and ho tried to se+its+* his place

so he was destroyed neither in anger nor in battle. Then vs. 21 "And j
to

his estate shall stand up a vile porson/whom they shall not give the honor

of the kingdom, but they shall come in peaceably and obtain the kiagdom by\

flatteries.' 1o know that is exactly what Antiochus IV(so called A.E.) did.

The description then goes on with this king whew everyone thinks represents

the little horn of ch. . The description goes on about this king which

continues on the the chapter. te find at vs. 45, He shall plant the taber

nacle of his palance between the sea in th glorious holy it. yet he shall

core to his end, and none shall help hir." And of course Antiochus IV did

kind of peter out in the end. Tie came to his end and not one helped hint.
is this

ut f it is ntiochus TV he is talkin; about at the end? Now there

have been --- The irodernist view let's speak of first. This is(and some

conservative writers have adopted it) a view presented by an antiChristian

writer Prophry in the 3rd cent. A.D. which was answered by St. JeTame in

the 4th. Their view is that here after telling about Seleucus IV in vs. 20

you tell about his brother, Antiochus E. He is a vile person who camein

peaceably and obtained the k. by flattery. Then it keeps teiI'jng abou him

right straight tliroug!i to encourage the Jews who were fighting a1ainst.him.

They admit that some of the stateronts t* twoard the end do not fit im

at all well. It says thins about him that we have no historical evidoe of

whpteyer. o they say, Wht happened was that the writer of this book wète

during the reign of .A.., and he historically describes events leading to

A.L but represents them as if they are prophecies given 400 yrs. befo1

Then he describes what A.. did ciurit the first two yrs. of his

correctly. Describes it as a prophecy, but really it's things that have

already happened. F!e claims Daniel did it. Then he coes on k in his prophcy
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in order to encourage people and describes Antiochus what he is going

to do in the rest of his reign and how he is going to come to his end

and makes a lot of fuesses that did not work out. So the modernist says

that this is all ann account of A.E. Well, historically that does not

work. The last half does not fit A.D. If we had time we will look at

the details of it. It does not work out, but they do not expect it to work

out because they think they are the guesses of this man who is guessing

what's going to happen in the future and pretending it is a prophecy made

400 yrs. before.

That's one extreme. Now the opposite extreme to that is the view that

some Great Christian Bible students took particularly about 100 yrs. ago.

These men said at vs. 21 he jumps to the antichrist. So after telling about

Antiochus' father, given about 10 vs. to Antiochus' father, and then giving

one vs. to Antiochust brother, then in vs. 21 he jumps to the antichrist.

"And in his estate shall stand up a vile person." This is the little

horn, according to them, not of ch. 8, but of ch. 7. This is the anti

christ, and from vs. 21 on to the end of the ch. is about the antichrist.

Now I do not think that most Bible students today, I doubt if there are

any today who will take that view, because it fits, the first part fits so

exactly with what A.E. did, And if you are going to tell about all these

people who are not of much importance to us, detail after detail through

20 vs. about these, and tell about Antiochus' father in nearly 10
i vs., and

tell about Antiochus' brother in one-verse, and then skip to antichrist,
all

jump forward at least 2500 yrs., what's the point of telling/about these

people before? Now of course, one writer says, that this is all -- this firs

first part of ch. 11 -- is all a later interpolation; it doesn't belong in

the Bible. And this is quite a conservative writer, but he says the Bible

does not give details like this of future history anywhere else. So, he

says, this is somebody's insertion!
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Well, we certainly do not accept that view. It was in the Bible that

Jesus Christ had. Christ set His seal of approval upon the Bible that

His people had at his time. There may be cases where a vs. has become con

fused. In copying there may be a verse or two that have gotten in that

do not belong. There may be a word or two that got left out, but no im

portant doctrine, no important teaching is affected by those little

changes that have taken palce in transmission. But that any sizeable

section of the T has either been added or taken away since Christ's time

is something that we as Christians do not believe. Therefore, we accept

it, that it gives us all these details before leading up to A.E. and then

when it gives us detail after detail about A.E. we say this is a prediction

that Daniel made about a great crisis in the history of Judaism, in the

history £ of the belief in one Cod and of carrying on of the tradition

in the preparation fre for the coining of Chirst, this was one of the
destroy

greatest crises in history, the attempt of A.f. to completely e.te

the worship of Cod in Palestine. Therefcre we say, when it says "In his

estate shall stand up a vile pereon to whom they shall not give the honor

of the kingdom, but shall come in peaceably and obtain the kingdom by

flatteries" it is talking about A.L. I believe that all Christian -- I

believe all interpreters today will say that vs. 21 about A.E. But some

try to make it both and now I noted here in this commentary - - here is

this commentary by Dr. E.J. Young on the rook of Daniel and in it he

says: The prophecy is confessedly difficult and the present writer believes

that it cannot in its entirety be applied to Antiochus. He adopts the
antichrist

view that Antiochus is protrayed as a type of Christ, but that such a
only at

portrayal begins/in vs. 36. He adopts the view that Antiochus is pro

trayed as a type of the Antichrist. That is the view which --- Now there

is considerable variety in that, but that is in ***et** general the view
except those

that is held by most interpreters today.-!-- that is by most *mo+ateet

who talc. the critical view. I would like to say I consider that as utter
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nonsense. Utter nonsense? It is describing A.E. Or it is describing

antichrist. But that it is describing A.E. as a type of antichrist, that

to me is utter nonsense. Now it is strange that words that are not used

in the Bible come to be become very common words in Christian usage. It

is interesting, but it is not wrong. The word trinity nowhere occurs in

the Bible. But the ib1e clearly teachings that Jesus Christ is God, it

teaches that the Holy Spirit is God. It teaches that there is only one

Cod. Now if there is only one God, and if Cod the Father is God, God +

the Holy Spirit is God, and Jesus Christ is God, *Net* why here is a very

very strange thing which we car't understand, but which we find clearly

taught in the Scriptv,e, andit is nowhere given a name in Scripture, but

Christian people have given it the t name of trinity. There are those

who say that Christians are tri-thiests - - they believe in three Cods,

and we indignantly reject such a staterrent. e are not tn-theists; we

believe in one God, lut we believe in the trinity. That there is one God,

but that there are three persons in the Godhead. Now this word trinity is

a very useful word. It expreses an idea that is in the Mile even though

there is no Biblical word that expresses this idea. Now the word type has

come to be used very commonly among many Christian writers, and the word

type in the sense in which they use it is never ---- I don't believe 'I

should say that. I don't believe the word type is ever used in the Pi 1e.

Of course today when we speak of a type we think of a piece of metal 01-

that has a letter on it. That is the present meaning of the word type, Or
Tht's

we think of the types on a typewriter that type different letters. i4 44g

o.r present useage of the word type. But the word type has come emor.é

Christian interpreters for many years, the word type hay come to be Üed '

in a very definite sense for which there is no specific word in the IV.

Now there is a Gk. word tupos This Gk. word tupos, is of course what Our

word type is taken from. This Gk. word typos occurs c. 15 times in the $T.
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It occurs in John 20:2S where our Lord invites the ciscip1es to put t*+

their hands into the prints of the nails in His hands, and in his feet.

Hh invites them to feel the prints of the nails. It is an impression then

that is made. It is used -= it is translated example sometimes, and ensample

sometimes. Now what is the difference between an ensample and an example?

I'm sir I don't know, except that the word ensample has completely dis

appeared from present day Fngiish, and as far as I know it means exactly

the same thing as example, but the KJV sometiies used one and sometimes the

other. Maybe just for variety. I don't know. But we are told to be examples

for the flock. It says, these things in the OT happened for our examples.
nearly

This word tupos is used in that way, )early half of the times it is used

in the NT. In acts 7:43 it is trans. figures, and in the next vs. it is

trans. fashion. In Acts 23:25 it is trans. manner. So this modern use of

the word type, does not represent this Gk. word tupos. But it is a word

that developed from the habit of Christians in the Middle Ages. There were

many in the Middle Ages who took the OT as entirely mythical. Actually

the way they took it is getting pretty close to the way Buitman and other

extreme modernists take it today. That is they "a, said, Adam and Eve,

they didn't really exist, but they represent -- one represents Christ,

one represents the Chruch. It's just a story representing Christ and the

Church. All these UT stories are just symbols to give us an idea of

spiritual things. Now that attitude of the MVddle ages has been abandoned

by all, true Christians since the Reformation. le don;t believe that about the

OT. Any true Christian today who speaks of something in the OT which is

a type, believes that that thing actually was in the OT, and I believe

that figrues in the OT that are used to represent NT truth should be thought

of under to two heads. The first of those is: Things that God specifically

gave in order to represent ideas He wanted to drive home to the hearts of

His people. Per instance you take in the wilderness, the people were bit

by snakes. Now God could have said, Call out to Moses and Moses will put
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Ho
sèmething on it and you will be rescued from it. Th It could have said

any one of many different things. But what lie did say was Moses take a

picture of a snake in bronze, put it up on a pole, and when anyone is bit

by a serpent let them look at the brazen serpent and they will be healed.

Why did God do it that way? He did it that way to show them that He would

pr.,.. provide something as deliverance from the serpent's hit, and

similarly that lie would provide something that would deliver them from

the serpent's bit of sin, that His provision would be made, and that we

would look in faith to that provision and be delivered. Jesus said, A

Moses lifted up the Serpent in the wilderness so the Son of Man must be

lifted up. Of course Jesus was lifted up on a cross suffering for our sin.

Now there is no suffering in that bronze serpent, and the bronze serpent

represents the serpent that bit them (u)+. Well Jesus of course had our sin

laid upon Him. He was made sin for us, but lie was not himself sin. So it

does not exactly fit, but it brings out a number of+*d ideas very im

portant about the atonement. When the Israelites were about to be freed

from Egyptian bondage, God said to Moses, Tonight I will kill all the

firstborn in Egypt. He could have said, Now when the Fgyptians are all

feeling terrible about the firsthron being killed, Rairaases is going to

s say, You can go, get out." Now you be ready, and the minute he says

that, you get out of Egypt. But God did not say that. God said, Every

family of the Israelites must take a lamb, and kill the lamb, and put
angel

the blood on the door and when the destroying *gaol comes by he won't

kill the firstborn in that house, where the blood is on the door. Now

why did He say that? He could just as well have done it without this. But

God gave this as a sign to impress upon their minds the fact that they

were sinners even as the Egyptians were. That they deserved death just

as the Egyptians,did. But that God was providing a sacrifice through which

they could be delivered, and when he saw the blood he would pass over them
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nd the innocent lamb - - quite different from the tttt of the serpent

-- yet showing another phase of the same idea. The innocent lamb, a lamb

wihhout blemish must be killed in order that they could be saved. He made

them take time when Pharaoh was going through to start up with his armies

to try to bring them back, instead of telling them go at once, he made

them take time to kill this lamb and put its blood on the door and go

through the service of the Passover in order to impress on their minds

the fact that they could be delivered from their sins through the pro

vision of the spotless lamb that God would provide. So here we have a

divinely given sign. So we can very properly say that there is something

that happened then, that God ordered them to do in order to impress upon

their minds a certain truth. And as they would tell this story and think

about it in later times this truth would he impressed upon their minds.

W1-en lie built the tabernacle the same was true. The tabernacle was

a place where they could all come together and hear treligious exhortation,

htse+tkDr+ have their unity developed and their knowledge of divine things

be explained to them. But God ordered them to put in certain things. A

layer to wash at. An altar of r.f+ brunt offering, An 4**4et+*e inner

place where the Mercy Seat was. All these specific things lie had put in

order to impress upon their minds certkin spiritual truths Paul said,
cannot

The blood of bulls and goats did not take away sin. This did not specifically

accomplish anything for them. Put it did give something that was *t+

specifically ordered to he carried on in order to impress something on their

minds. Then God wonderfully brought it about that 40 yrs. after Jesus'

death the sacrifices would be done away with. All this extensive ritual

of Lev. that looks forward to the death of 4t+ Christ came to an end 40

yrs. after it was fulfilled, and has not been performed by the Jews since

in their synagogues they read about all that should he done, but they never

do it. They never do it because of a foolish tradition that came up that

the only place it could he done was at the temple at Jerusalem. God brought
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it about that the Temple - - - that wasn't the original order. They did

It 112 the wilderncss;at many places when they came into the land they

did it at Shiioh at first. It was done at various places before it was

done in Jerusalem. The bible never said it had to be done in Jerusalem.

rut the tradition developed among them and Cod used it in such a way as

to do away with this type looking forward to Christ after the actual lamb

hrd been slain. Now these are types, if you wart to use the word in tht

sense. That's the seree in which it is used by a good many. These are

definite types. They are things Cod ordered to be done t in order to con

vey a specific idea to people.

Now it seems to re personally we ought to make a sharp distinction

between typos and illustrations. Anything that has ever happened can be

used as an illustration of something else. You can say that just as C.

Washington went with great ideas of what was his duty and what was hi

office into which he was going when he became president, so a new

president goes with certain ideas. That does not iean that C. 'ashingtoh

Is a type of this new president. He could he an illustration. You could \

say that as the President of the U.S. who was elected in 1860 was shot

similarly the President who was elected in 1960 was shot. There is an

illustration, a remarkable sir ilarity, but it is not a type. It is an

illustration. flen it says that even as Mam loved Eve, Christ loves the \\

Church, M*+ Eve is used as an illustration for the church, and the love

of Adam for Eve as an illustration of the love of Christ for the church

But whether you could call that a type any more than any other married

couple in all history, I question very severely.. It says that Adam was

tie first man. He was the man through whom sin care into the world. Christ

is the second adam. He's the one through whom we are delivered froir sin.

There is a wonderful illustration. 'hould you really say Adam is a type

of Christ? It is very different fe* from what was done in putting up the

brazen serpent. It's very different --- to draw a comparrison between on.
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event and another is very different, so I question the use or "type" in

that sense. But even if you used 'type" in that sense, you see, something

happened. Abraham left his home and went out into a lane way off, and

similarly the Pilgrim Fathers left England and came way across the sea

to $ try to have a new home away froiL the idolatrous influences they left.

Does that mean Abraham is a type of the Pilgrim rathers? I think Abraham

is an illustration. But to carry it still further and say that God predicts

something is going to happen and this thing He predicts is going to happen

is a type of something else that is going to happen later on. To re that

is carrying it to an ultimate extreme of a1surity. Yet the amazing thing

is that practically every conservative commentary I ave seen anywhere

that speaks about Daniel, practically every one that does not take the
Antiochus

critical view, uses this pkrase - it looks forward to t*+etfe$t O

years after Daniel, but the Antiochus is a type of the antichrist. Say

thre are similarities. They are both represented by lie figure of little

horns, both are kings. Both do bad things. oth attack cod. Thrc' ar
other

similarities, but to call one the type of another to n that is in-

troducing absurdity into the word type, and absurdity into the inter

pretation of Daniel. But now when you look at the description here w

you find in vs. 21, A vile person will stand up to whom they will not

give the honor of the kingdom, but,, he will come in peaceably and obtain

the kingdom by flattery. The fact or the matter is that was the

second son of Antiochus III. The oldest son, Seleucus IV had been 'king,

and had been killed. Antiuciius had been taken to ome nd had been' for'

10 yrs. or more a hostage in Rome. Then his brother became king he wis

no longer a good hostage, so they cadet the brother give h his )
h1dest

son *Ad as a hostage, his son Detetrius. And !%nticchus was liberated nd

he went to Athens. There he became an Athenian citizen and he was

elected chief agistrate of Athens. I'm not sure that tells **2t ru in

his favor because I think at that tine the election was largely a rnaer
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of casting lots rather than of voting. Al any rate historians say he was

the chief magistrate of Athens when his borther was killed. And therewas

a king of Pergamos - a section of Asia Minor - with whom Antiocius

had vade friends, and this king of Pergamum lent bin a considerable sum

of money in order to go down there and see if lie could become king instaad

of the son of the man who hnd jsut died who was a hostage in Rome. And

Antiochus went in there, and disposed of the an who had killed his brother

and obtained the kingdom by flattery. And we read in vs. 33: lie shall work

deceitfully, he shall become strong by a small people. Vs. 34 He wont

in peaceably even upon the fattest places of the provinces and he will do

that which his fathers have not done nor his father's fathers; he'll

scatter among them the prey and spoil the riches and forecast his deviees

against the strongholds for atime.

And Antiochus spent money lavishly. Fe built a great temple to Jupiter

in Athens with the money he got from his kingdor. He built big tempte

in the various cities in that land. He built a tremendous palace for him

self. He was a queer sort of fellow. He called himself Antiochus Vpipahnes

which means Antiochus the manifest god. But when he wasn't looking the

people called Him Antiochus Ipimanes. ipmanes instead of Epipabnes which

means 'the mad.' Necasue he would say, Now tomorrow we're going to pre

tend we're in Rome, and I'm going to run for election as Counsel. So

lie put on a e toga and he'd go about and ask everybody lie saw to vote for

him, and then pretend he was elected and take his position as if he was

a Roman official in the city. Of course if anybody did not vote for him
l'ayi

it was pretty dangerous Ifor him). But he was *** doing queer things.

He went from one extreme to the other. There was probably something rather
peculr
peculr about his character, but lie found the people as a whole quite ready

to follow fsi+ his ideas, except the Jews. And hk found that many of the

Jews were very ready to adopt his ideas, but many others strongly opposed

then and he beame quite irdlgnjant against the Jews.
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Well now our time is going rapidly so we won't look at many details, but

every interpreter I know of agrees that vs. 21-24 exactly fit with

Antiochus. Vs. 25, he stirss up his power against the k. of the south,

and the king of the south is stirred to do battle with him (his attack

against Egypt) Vs. 27 when he meets with his nephew who is the king of

Egypt, and they meet and the speak lies at one table, and his nephew

agrees to be pretty much a servant to him. Vs. 28, then he returns to his

land with great riches and his heart is against the holy covenant, and

he returns to his own land. But then vs. 29, at the time appointed he re

truns and comes toward the south, but he won't be as successful as he was

in his first great attack against Egypt because the ships of Chittiin come

and we discussed that last week exactly what that means. Chittim is a
on a number of occasions

word that means Crete but is used in the Scripture/for anything *e*t in

i+the the Mediterranean west of Syria. They would tit look out there at

the isainds and the whole thing was designated in general as Chittim, and

we noticed how that vs. 30 was fulfilled and how he came back to Palestine

with great indignation and anger and took it out on the Jews. Vs. 31 he

will take away the daily sacrifice, and they will place the abomination

that makes desolate. lie stopped the sacrifices in the temple, took away

all the Jewish insignia and put up the altar to Jupiter and they offered

swines flesh on the altar and such as do wickedly against the covenant

shall he corrupt by flatteries - he gave much help to individual Jews who

changed their names to Greek names and who would become associated and

those who were circumcised had operations to make themselves uncircumsized

so that they would give up the whole idea of being Jewish and he had many

who were following him -- Yes.

(Student: Could you comment briefly on the abomination that makes

desolate?)

That term is used 3 times in the bk. of Daniel, and this time it is
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used expressly in the discussion of Antiochus Epiphanes. Those who think

that since there is a later casewhere that term is used in reference to

something the antichrist does they think it rust always refer to the anti

christ, therefore h they will say that all, this must be just about anti

christ. But I don't think anybody, any comrientary I have seen still holds

that view today. But the term abomination that makes desolate, if it always

means the same thing and certainly Jesus predicted the antichrist would put

up an abomination of desolations, if it always means the same thing, then

this would all have to refer to Antiochus. That is the only strong argument

I know of for it. But one term does not always have to mean the same thing

in Scripture, anymore than the little horn always has to mean the same thing.

(Student: What is the Abomination here?) Answer: In this case it would

be -- it was the altar to Jupiter! would say.

And such as do wickedly against the covenant shall he corrupt by flatter

ies, but the people that do know their God shall be strong and there were

many. It says "shall do exploits" - I'm not sure whether it should be

exploits yet. You notice it is in italics. I saw a statememt just today in

the newspaper. It said, Dontt use any Bible that does not have italics in

it. It said, If it doesn't have italics it means they are not inserting

words that are necessary to understand the thought. Well, I read the other

day an attack on the Bible whore it said that no translation is any good

that adds anything. The KJV adds a great deal but It usually puts it in
that's the guess of the

italics. Like this. But when it puts it in italics t'+s*.sts.te+th.

interpreter. I would suggest (it simply means ) Those who do know their

God will be strong and they will be active, they will do, rather than they

will do exploits. I would think this refers to the many who were martyred.

To the many who refused to submit to Antiochus and were martyred. But of

course this might mean that this does mean to do exploits, that thi! is

looking forward a year or two to the time when many of them insteadof
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submitting to Antiochus * or being martyred, fled into the wilderness and

gradually gathered themselves together into guriIla bands that attacked

Antiochus' forces and eventually drove them out o Palestine under the

leadership of the Maccabees. But vs. 33, The)' that understand among the

people shall instruct many and they shall fall by the sword and by the

flame and by captivity many days. Now when they fall they shall be helped

with a little help but many will cleave to them with flatteries, and some

of them with understanding shall fall to try them . . . . . because it is

yet for a time appointed. Maybe that means - - till the time of the end

means that all this opposition, this difficulty is going to come to an end.

If's a little difficult to say to talk about A.E. ends with vs. 35 because

there is no strong stete*t statement as to how his efforts are going to

save him, but that many of his people are going to refuse to give in to

him and some of them will fall, but they will be helped with some help.

But when you get to vs. 40 ".- vs. 40 on, from vs. 40-45, you have a

description of another attack upon Egypt which Antiochus did not make.

So the modernists says this shows that the writer of the book wrote after

his attack on Egypt from which he came back and caused his attack on the

Jews, but he guessed he was doing to make another attack on Egypt but he

did not do so. That's the way they take it. Nowif you don'ttake it that

way, it does not describe what A.E. did from vs. 40 to 45 there are many

statements in vs. 4+s+ 40-45 which A.E. definitely did not do, and cannot

fit A.E. and therefore it is a very reasonable to believe that from vs.

40-45 is a description of antichrist. From vs. 36-39 is also difficult to

apply to Antichrist. But the modernist interpreters all try to say vs. 36

39 actually fits A.E. but vs. 40-45 were bad gguesses on the part of the

writer and can't fit A.E. Now you have an accou*t of Antiochus' character,

and then an account of his events to vs. 35, then 36-38 seems to be largely

an account of his character. So to many it seems reasonable that first you
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have the character and the accomplishments of A.E. described, then that

you have the character and accomplishments of Antichrist described. The

funny this is that Young who waxes eloquent against the idea that there is

any break between the Roman empire and the morning of the antichrist, that

it nust go stright along, for there is no such tiling as a break, a

jumpi forwards Here he says that vs. 35 et it stops s talking about

A.J. arid from vs. 36 on he talks about Antichrist. To me that is a very

rersonahle interpretation. That's why I'm hoping that many of you on your

papers where I have filled in, tt+ that you will consider vs.36-45 as

the second phase of the feurth kingdom and 3-35 as part of the third kgdin.

Because there is a break here from v.35. Vs.36-38 is very difficult to

apply to .E. The iroderiists sy it fits A.E. but they have to do a lot of

twisting. 'The king shall do accordiig to his will." Of course that would

fit anybody. 'lie shall exalt himself, and magnify himself above every god."

Now that's pretty hard to apply to A.E.!He will speak marvellous things

against the God of gods.' That's true. Vs. 37 'Neither shall he regard the

god of his fathers." A.E. Built temptes for Jupiter in many places. He was

constantl worshipping the Creek gods. How can this fit him? "Neither shall
say

he regard the god of his fathers." The only way they can do is to a,He

called himself the manifest god which is what Epipahnes did, though previous

kings had also been called flpipahnes. And he put that on his coi.s that he

made. Ant.iochus }ipipahnes. One of his ancestors they called Theo, the God.

But he was only called that after his death. But A.E. put that onhis temples.

Therefore they say The shall not regard the god of his fathers" that he did
hi*aalf

not because he made+aef+a td.+ god. But that does not fit Paul(?) at

all.'e could call himself a god andstill admit that Jupiter and Appolo were

r'uc1' greater ta gods. 'Nor * shall he regard the desire of women." We

know ncting about \.h. that would fit with that at all. Some say that he

turned against the licentious religion of Syria, but we have no evidence

he did nor any evidence that the desire of women would fit that.
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And again "nor regard any god." He was constantly trying to get them to

worship the Greek gods. "But in his stead shall he honor the god of forces."

They say, who is this god of forces? They say maybe it is a translation of

ineozim -- instead maybe he'll worship the god ineozim, but nobody knows about

any god meozim. To anybody in that day that would not make much sense, but

in our day when people are denying there is any b god and believing in great

forces of materialism, why to worship the god of forces would be an exact

description of the athiestic rulers of our day and therefor would seem exactly

to fit Antiochus(?) ((Don't you mean antichrist?) And a god whom his fathers

knew not shall he honor with gold and silver and pleasant things. So that

as I say vs. 40-45 does not fit AE. Vs. 36-39 I don't believe fit A.E. So

I feel there is an interval between vs. 35 and 36. Joe Young makes that

foolish statement that the whole thing is a picture of A.E. as a type of

antichrist, yet in his discussion he talks of the first part as being A.E.

and the next part as being Antichrist., which I feel is sensible.
we'll

Well we've talked more about this probably more the week after next

becasue next week I think it would be good for us to talk about the 70 weeks.

So you bring in your papers to me next week and we'll discuss that next

week and we'll turn to ch. 11 and 12 in our last week.
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I have changed our order a little from what I expected to do originally

because I don't want to finish the semester on a nej'atlve note. I had

thought I would deal with ch. 2,7,8,and 11 until I was conpletely through

with them - through with 12, because this all is closely related to each

other. There's a very steady development in it. I thought I would deal

with that first, and just at the end of the semester that we would look

into Daniel 9 iecause Daniel 9 is quite distinct frctr these chapters,

distinct in many ways. 'ut we have not quite finished with 11 and have

not looked at 12 yet. I want to finish this semester on a more positive

note than we possibly can with 9. So we'll take today on and then go

back to 1]. and 12 next time.

Daniel 9, the 70 weeks is a prime example of the point which I have

in mind as our primary objective in this course, that is the objective

approach to Daniel's prophecies. I've been trying in this course not to

say, Here is our view of eschatology; now let's fit everything in Daniel

into it. I've been trying to avoid that approach very definitely. I'm not

saying that approach is wron g. I think it is good to have hooks, particular

y of a popular nature that take various parts of the Bible and fit them

into the whole framework and the whole idea. For popular use I think that

is excellent. But the thing that saddens me is that in connection with

Daniel fl I find all of the scholarly books at sore point or other for

saking a scholarly approach when they get into Daniel 9. They all look

at T')an. 9 in the light of their interpretation of the rest of the Bible,
everything

take a definite approach toward it and then try to force ee?7t4 into

that approach. With some writers it takes a little forcing, with some

it takes a lot of forcing. Our purpose in this course is to look at Daniel

objectively and to say not what do we find here that fits with something

else in the Bible, but what do we find here definitely which can he taken

as a basis to go to other parts of the Bible and then use it in interpretin.
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them rather than use them in interpreting it. So it really discourages

me to see so many scholarly books becoming so very unobjective and so

very dogmatic regarding deials of Dan. 9, on some of which they differ

very very widely from each other, and yet speak so dogmatically. I believe

that where we don't know we simply say we don't know, and where there are

two possibilities that are nearly equal that we recognize them as posiibiliie

in our study at least. Now I don't say that is the way to approach in the
don't

general church services. Most people d,*t4 have sufficient background for

that. We have plenty that is definitely clear in the Scripture to be

positive on without spending a great deal of time on the things we can't

be positive on. I believe for study, for getting things correctly it is

the right approach to have.

Let's look at Daniel 9 together. We look first at the very beginning

of the chapter. There we find that he says that in the first year of

the reign of Darius who was made king over the realm of the Chaldeans --

%W




You notice he says "who was made king." The critics, of course, all of

the interpreters of the critical school say that Daniel's fourth kingdom

was the Greek kingdom, and there was a third kingdom a second kingdom

a median kingdom between the Babylonian and the Persian according to

Daniel, teak though they all agree there never was any such kingdom

as a great empire (?), and they point to the references to Darius the

Mede as proof of that. You notice here it says "he was made king" which

does not sound like a conqueror coming in and taking over. It is doubtless

Cyrus appointing him to this position under C)Irus. Here is the occasion

for ch. 9 - - "In the first year of his reign I Daniel understood by bo'Qks

the numb.r of the years, concerning which the word of the Lord came to

Jeremiah the prophet, that he would accomplish 70 years in the desolations

of Jerusalem."

This 70 years is evidence of the fact that rarely if ever does God

give us precise chronological evidences of what is going to happen in the
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future. e does not tell us exactly when things are going to happen in

the future, and Scripture does not try to give us a precise chronology

in the past. We have to try to reconstruct it and often we have great

difficulty, though many of the places that seemed to be impossible to

fit together 40 yrs. ago, today all will admit that explanations have been

found where the chronology fits in pretty well. Rut a prophetic statement

that he will acccomplish 70 years like this, does that mean precisely

70 years of precisely 365 and 1/4 days each? or does it mean somewhere

between 65 and 75, - a gen period of 70 years? Well, the place where

he doubtless was looking where he made this prayer was the book of Jeremiah

though he does not explicitly refer to Jeremiah. We find two

passages: Jer. 25:11-13. Jer. 25 is given in the fourth year of Jehoiakim.

So that dates it exactly 607 or 606 B.C. We never c an we *rarely

can say a date like this ** precisely, because as you know thèèr years

stated at different times than ours do, and in different countries the

year started at different times. So when we say 607-606 it does not mean

we are not sure, but it does mean there can he that variation of one year

in our statements.

There he says that in this time in 607-606 B.C. the Lord said, It shall

come to pass when 70 years are accomplished I will punish the king of Babylon

and that nation, saith the Lord, for their iniquiry, and the land of the

Chaldeans, and will make it perpetual desolations." When did God make Baby

lon perpetual desolations? If this is 607 B.C. did He dot that in 537 B.C.?

(Student ? ? ? ?) Babylon continued to be a great city, it was a very

great city at 300 B.C. 300 yrs. after this time it was a very great city.

When Seleucus went to Babylon -- returned to Babylon in 312 B.C. and

started officialy the period of the Seleucid kingdom, they began figuring

dates from that date, and some continued even into the Middle Ages, figuring

feom that date, 312 B.C. But Seleucus, very soon after that, within the next

15 years, he decided to start a new city named after himself - Seleucia.
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which would be maybe 50 ml. N. of Babylon, and he moved most of his

government to Seleucia, and Seleucia gradually became the great city an

the peopê moved away froi' Fabylor, so over a period of a couple of

centuries Babylon decreased * until it came to he si!rply a deserted waste

a it has remained practIa].ly till. this day. So hen be says, I will make

tt a perpetual desolation, that was rot fulfilled *t++ after 70 years

That was at least 350 maybe probably at least 500 years later before that

statement was fulfilled. So the 70 yrs. does not apply to his malin it

a perpetual desolation, but he says, Whon 70 yrs. are accomplished, I will

punish the king of Babylon, and that ration for their iniquity, and the

land of the Cheldeans. Well, when did Cod punish the Bayloninrs for their

iniqiiity? That would he when he enabled Cyrus to conquer it, and put an

end to the Babylonian empire and made it sip1y a part of the Persian

empire. Consequently that would he 539..C. which would be approx. 6? yrs.

67 to 68 yrs. after this time. You see mighty close to the 70 years.

Sot there was a 70 yr. period after this prophecy was iven before God
thr"ir

punished the Bayloniars for thi&r iniquity by putting an end to their

empire.

Then the other reference to this 70 years is found in ch. 29 -- Jet.

2:l0: For thus t saith the Lord, After 70 yrs. are accomplished at

B&"ylon, I will visit you, and perform my good word toward you, in

causing, you to return even unto this place." Now that declaration was given
Je1oj'l i)

at the time of Je44*being taken to Babylon, shortly after that as we

find mentioned in the beginning of the chapter. So that would be around

596 or a little later, about that time. We find a period thus of 7n yrs.

between the time that Daniel was taken to Babylon, or shortly before the

tine when Jerusalem came under B&wlonn control - - between that time and

the end of the Babylonian empire we find a period of just about exactly

70 yrs. Most commentators will say, That's one 70 year period. There's

another 70 year period between the destruction of Jerusalen in 586 B.C.

and the completion of the Temple in 517 BC.
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Now that's very interesting that that is a 70 year period, but I

dont see how you get the finishing construction of the Temple out of either

of these passages. So I don't se how it is relevant. Now we would naturally
as

think of the destructioi%in 587 B.C. at the beginning of the deestation.
connect ion

But in this use in ee*eet.* with the 70 years they begin it with the

time when Jerusalem fell under Babylonian control in the 4th year of
off into

Jehoiakiin, when Daniel and his companions were taken out to Babylon.

I think that is a warning against feeling we can be over precise or over

certain about the exact bearing of these dates.

Our chapter 9 began with this reference to the 70 years. Daniel saw

that it was nearly 70 yrs. since Jerusalem had been under Babylonian con

trol Babylon had now been conquered by Cyrus and he was hoping that now

would come the and of the desolation of Jerusaleri. So he says, he has read

that it would be 70 years in the desolations of Jerusalem, so he prayed

that the Lord would fulfill His promise. Then we have this long prayer by

Daniel, and then the Lord gives him the answer beginning in vs. 24.

He says 70 weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy holy city,

to finish the transgression, etc. Seventy weeks are determined. Here is

a 70 yr. period which we expect soon will be over, and God will fulfill

His promise and allow the people to go back. But that is not the end of

God's dealing with the people for their sin and their transgression. God

has further things in mind upon th'y people and thy holy city which will

take not 70 years, but 70 weeks. And this phrasd weeks" immediately is

a problem of course. Some are very dogmatic one way, and some are very

dogmatic another way. The term weeks or sevens, certainly does not mean
we could think of

vie* weeks of days. That is quite obvious. There is nothing/.e.that could

fit what is described here. It took place in the next 70 seven day period.

So if it is not weeks of days, it does not seem reasonable either that it

is weeks of months. So we are left with two possibilities: the possibility

that they are weeks of rears - 7 year period, and a very strong evidence
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for the possibility of that interpretation is found in the sabbatical

year of the flT. Tho land waking up for the sab1aticals with this deves

ttfon. These references in the OT to the seven year period suggests that

when it says weeks here it. reans seven nod but does not prove it. I

think, tf+ a very strong argument can he ride for that, but I don't think

it is hso1utely ccwlncinc. It seems a very likely interpretation that

they are 7 weeks of years.

ihre are a nuinher of commentators 11roil, one

of our best consnrvatj're corientitors: Lrupoid, a cnservativc Lutheran

cowertatnr Young in his cormentary - - they insist that these are not

exact periods, that these 70 weeks are a general ieriod divided into

certain subsections. While it seets to me that the other probably fits all

the facts better and they are weeks of years, I think this must be

recognized as a viable option not to he sirply cast aside at the start

but considered as we look at the various possibilities and interpretations

of it.

So we have then two possibilities that these are 70 periods each of

which is 7 yre. in length; or that they are enera3 periods which can be

referred to as 7( weeks.

Now he tells about what the purposes of these are in vs. 24. Seventy

weeks are deterwined to finish transgression, to make an end of sins, and
hrin

to rake reconciliation for Iniquity, to t+* in everlasting righteousness,

to se3 up the v4sion and prophecy, and to anoint the nost Holy.

This commentary of Young's has act some very excellent material in

relation to the critical theory, and some very good answers to the attacks

of the critics upon the book of Daniel as an authentic book frow Daniel.

The critics all believe it was written in the tire of Antiochus Epiphanes,

and it describes as if it was prophecy what had happened before that as

far as the writer knew and be was nistaksn according to ther about a lot

of thjnQs. Then he(the writer) rakes guesses about the future. Well Young

attacks that view all through and does a very good job at many points
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n dealing with that theory. lut Young w'ile h is fighting in that direction

very strong'y, he is fighting almost as strongly in this direction against

Th:it he calls ispcnsatirizilisn. I wls!. we could get 'in to give a defini

tion of di enttionalis':. I don't 'now o! any word used fr theeloy today

t.t. is rore confusing an.1 has less efinitness in it thin the word dis

'is'tioralism. I kno'" people wh think that if a person is not a dis

onstioralist he is absolutely worthless. And I know ethers who think that

if a ;erson is dispensation alist he is a!. sointely worthless. Sovie who

wovid take this attitude and some who would take that toward the word

bold views almost ahsolutelv identical on most important questions.

I think unfortunately it is i..* a word th;it at present gives heat

rather than l1-Tit. If you take the word in its sirple sense it means

you believe in dispensatiens. "ell if there is anyone that everyone would

aeree is not a dispensationalist in the sense i which Young uses the

word it wonid be Tiodge ant! }lode has a section in his theology on the four

rlispensntir'ns. Fe certainly was a clispensatinnalist in the sense of be

lievinc' in dispcnsat&nns. For-, ta7-e the word as meaning that men were

saved in a. different way In other dispensations than they are now. I d°n't

know any ovnpelical scholar who holds sch a view as that, though some use

prssims that sound unfortunately souewhat far in that direction. flut

actually to believe that, I believe that all evangelicals believe that no

one ever his been saved or ever will be saved except through the death of

Christ on Calvary's cross. Rut the strange thing is that the term as used

y Yonr refers to a whole body of ideas, and to young one of the main

thints to hein a dispensationalist seems to be to think that Paniel
a1',4

talks about anything, but the first comine of Christ! That seems to he

his attitude wherever he can carry out that attitude. Thus t in ch. 2,

the stone that hits on the image, that nust he the first comine of Christ

and it is the 'rowth of Crist's spiritual kingdom which is described.

Well now how anybody could tbin1 that meant the coirplete destruction of
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the image, or could come anywhere near it, is a problem that Youn does

not go into. But he is very rabid against anyone who takes it as referring

to so'ething yet to hppen. You'd think that he did not believe in any

events at the end of the are. One thing * he is very strong against is any

gaps or parenthesis. The 70 weeks, he insists, ust v go right straight

along. There can he no breaks in it. No breaks at all between the four

kingdoms and the setting up of the kin1dom of thc Lord. There n he no

breaks according to the way he talks time aftor time. Yet in Dan. 11 he

insists that vs. 36-45 are the antichrist? He insists on that, and how

does he get from vs. 5 about Antiochus to vs. 36 about the antichrist?

without having an interval in there of at least a couple of thousand years?

But he just passes the interval without mentioning it. In another place

he says he says it is perfectly ridiculous to think there are gaps or

parentheses anywhere. In ch.7 he certainly does not hold that the Son of

Man returning on th#louds of the air and described there, comes in the

days of the Roman Empire and yet he insists this cannot be a reconstructed

empire; this has to be the actual Roman Empire. He has a gap of 2000 years

at least which he just jumps over without mentioning it. And he mentions

Antichrist thus in ch. 7 definitely as the Little Horn and in ch. 11 with

these several verses. So he mentions these things where they are very clear

in the teaching but otherwise he rules them out as far as possible.

Now this vs. 24, he insists everything in vs. 24 refers. to the first

coming of Christ. I know of hardly any other *4 writer who takes it that

way. The seventy weeks are determined to finish the transgression. Was it

finished at the tire of Christ? To make an end of sin. Was an end of all

sins made at that timc? To make reconciliation for iniquity -- that can

certainly describe the atomement, the most iiportant event between the

fall and the return of Christ. But "to bring in everlasting righteousness"-

was that brought in at that time? Then you get the statement "to seal up

the vision and prophecy." Now how does that relate to the first coming of
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Christ? Well, Young has quite a lengthy discussion of that on page 200.

Let me read it to you. He says on p. 200 that for sealing vision and
action

prophet - "Many take this/to refer to the impression of a seal upon a

writing so as to accredit it. Thus to seal up vision, etc. is said to

mean the prophecies are accredited. Some believe that the reference is to
to

this particular prophecy of the seventy sevens. This use of the seal how

ever does not appear to be supported from the OT." Well now that's a

pretty strong dogmatic statement. This use of seal being a making an

impression on a writing so as to accredit does not seem to be supported

from the OT. Actually the word occurs maybe 20-25 times in the OT, and

approx. half of them are when a man affixes his seal to something to
instances

accredit iti So to say it has little evidence, about half the e'v4uees

are good evidences. But it is true that half of them are not. You seal

something to accredit it, yes. Or you seal something to close it up. So

either is possible. Seal can be either. And he insists h it must be the

second. Now I don't say he's wrong to say it could be the second, but

to say It has to be the second, is certainly dogmatism that is not

supported. He says the reference is not to accrediting the prophecy but

to sealing it up so that it will no longer appear. Its functions are fin

ished and it is not henceforth toted needed." Now that is a dogmatic state

ment; we can't say it is impossible, but it certainly is not the usual sense

of sealing. To seal it up so it will no longer appear. We seal it up so
can't

as to keep it closed, to protect it, to continue it so it e**t4+be

looked at, but not to show that it is finished and so it wilino longer

appear. He reads that into it. lie says, This is not done by way of punish

ment to Israel, but because the period of prophecy is now at an end. Kóil

thinks that this ete* extinction of prophecy is not to be sought in the

period of Christ's first advent since that concluded only OT prophecy.

NT prophecy and its fulfillment are yet to be sealed up. Hence Keil believes

that this prophecy is to be fulfilled ir the future, and of all
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commentators previous to him, the one Young thinks most highly of is Keil.

But here he strongly disagrees with Keil. He says, However the particular

description herein chosen very clearly refers to the OT period. The vision

was a technical name for revelation given to the OT prophets. Cf. Isa. 1:1;

Amos 1:1. The prophet was the one through whom this vision was revealed

to the people. The two words vision and prophet therefore serve to desig

nate the prophetic revelation of the OT. This revelation was but temporary,

tear** preparatory typical character. It pointed forward to the coming
further

of One who was the great prophet. When Christ came there was no f*is*et

need of prophetic revelation in the OT sense." So he says that for sealing

the vision and prophecy means ending the OT. Because the Hebrew word haziqn

that means vision in the OT does not appear once in the NT, and the Nebrew

word nabi which appears there in the OT, does not appear once in the NTI

But what he seems to overlook is that there are hundreds of other Hebrew
yet we don't consider that it means

- words that don't occur in the NT either, but it does not wean they were
that they were ended when Christ came.
ended when Christ came

The Greek word for vision, the Greek word for prophet occur frequently

in the NT, and Peter says that this is what was promised that you old men

will prophesy and your young men will dream dreams. There is prophecy in

the NT period. Your NT books have much prophecy in them. And just because

they do not have the Hebrew word - - to say that to seal up the vision and

prophecy means to end the OT period is certainly an argument which is

strange to me that a man of Young's intelligence would make such an

argument. The only way I can understand it is that he is deteri'ined to

insist that this refers only to Christ's first coming', but it certainly is

illogical at that point. "To seal up vision and prophecy and to anoint the

Most Holy." Now young will say "to anoint the Most Holy" must refer to the

first coming of Christ. The fact is that people don't really know what

"to anoint the most holy" means. Most commentators point out that this
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phrase "the Holy of Holies" which is here trans. the most holy, is used

many times for a part of the temple. There is only one case in the OT where

it ways seem to refer to a person, and that one is questionable in the con

text whether it is describing a person, or whether it also describes some

thing in the tabernacle or in the tem$ itself.

The t*+ thing I am trying to bring out about v. 24 is that the

phrase "to make reconciliation for iniquity" could very well refer to

Chirst's first coming. But that there is no other phrase in *k4ek here which

cannot refer just as well - and most of them much better - to the end of
To

the whole world as we know it./The end of this age as to the time of

Christ. Much better: to finish transgressions; to make an end of sins;

to bring in everlasting righteousness. Those phrases would certainly seem

to look forward much further. To anoint the most holy would very well mean

to establish a new millennial temple. You e** cannot be er certain that

is what it means, but in the light of the usage of the world, that seents?W'"

likely than any other suggested interpretatinn for it.

So to say as Young does, this whole 70 weeks relates only to the first

coming of Christ - - he differs from practically every other commentator

in so saying. It's an instance of reading into it, taking a general

approach and insisting it must be so. And if he does e so, he ought to

do away with Antichrist in ch. 11 and in ch. 7. I don't know how he could

do that. He does not try to do that of course.

Now I have these questions I gave you and I said the third was if

time was still available to study the purpose of the 70 weeks. I put

it third because it is very difficult to be dogmatic about. I think all
writers

we can --- Many w+ters are dogmatic. Young is very dogmatic, but I don't

think one can be dogmatic. I think we can say that it Isp pretty hard to

relate it entirely to the first coming of Christ, but that the phrases

are in general quite general. To seal up the vision and prophecy, does

that mean to accredit it, to prove it was true? If so, it is pretty hard
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to say it fits one particular time rather than another when every particular

OT prophecy that was fulfilled would come under that category in that case.

Does it mean to close it up, to seal it up, as at the end of Daniel we have

the same word: Seal up the vision for it is for a time yet to be? Have

it not understood until a certain time? Well that does not seem to fit

the context here at all.

So as to the purpose of it it is something looking forward to God's

great work. It's determined upon t)i*- people and thy holy city. It may'

include the first coming of Christ, but that is certainly not stressed in

any clear way in this particular statement. It seems to fit much more with

His second coming than with His first.

The first question I asked you was, How many periods of time are

mentioned here? Now of course we have one p big period, 70 weeks. But

there are divisions in it which we can also call periods. How many are

there?

(Student: Three). You would say three. That's not what the translators

of the ICJV said. (Studnat: The Hebrew says it a little different)

What do the rest of you think? Practically every commentator except - - -

practi
well, I don't even know if you can say about the liberals -- but certainly!
cally
every evangelical commentator treats it as if it were two periods. And the

KJV translators considered it two periods. You notice how they translated

it. They say that, There shall be 7 weeks and three score and two weeks

colon. Now the Hebrew has the athnak after the 7 weeks, showing that

according to the Massoretes they said, this will be 7 weeks, and 62 weks

something else will happen, and after 62 weeks something else will

happen. The way the Flab, points it makes it three periods. Now of course

these points were put in the Flab, by the Massoretes, *b+ at about the 9th

cent. A.D. They did not get them out of their heads. They put down whatk\

was the tradition passed down to them. ;4** But tradition passed down by \\

word of mouth can change more easily than something copied.
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So we do not take them as necessarily authoritative, but we consider

them as always worthy of attention. I don't think we have any right to

just cast them aside. As the 1-leb. points it with the athnak it is three

peridds. Now I mentioned this some years ago to a very fine Christian

scholar, and he was quite shocked at it. lie said, Yes the athnak is there

but certainly the first period is 69 weeks; look at the KJV here! The

KJV certainly does take that position.

(Student: 7 weeks and then three score and two, instead of three

sco nine It just mentions seven, people's minds think

in thers of two separate ).

Yes, if you would say there will be 60 and 9 weeks, or there will

be 60 weeks and 9 weeks, that might be one way to make (take?) 69 weeks

60 weeks and 9 weeks. But to say 62 weeks and 7 weeks is a very very

strange way to say 69 weeks. So that the way it is expressed certainly

strongly suggests they are different periods. Some make a great deal of

the fact there are 10 toes on the image. I think that is a mistake. There

are 10 horns on the beast, there is no question of it. And when there' ae

10 horns on the beast, it is reasonable to say the 10 toes may relate

to them. But the fact that the image has 10 toes does not prove anyhng

It is just what you would expect the image (of a man) to have. If they

said the image had fiu toes **d on one foot and three on the other, that
would

would he an unusualy thing which/suggests it has a ineaning.When it is

normal it may have a meaning but you need evidence elsewhere. You can't

get your evidence simply from it. Now in this case, if it said 9 weeks
60

and weeks, that would be a natural way to say 69 weeks. Just like

in Germany, when I wanted to call a phone no. in Germany, I always had

to say - suppose the number was 3279, I would have to say 2 and 39 an

70 In those days before they dialed, you always had to say to the

operator 3 and 20, 2 and 70. That's their typical way of saying it.
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among
- New 9 end 60 would be a common way for many people to say 69.

tut 7 and 62 certainly is not. I thLik that Is a very strong argument

(Student, Can you make anything of the fact in 26 they talk about
after

the anointed one coning w=three score and two; not three score and

nine again? he is adding up the 7 and the )

xactly. To no that is the clinching point. After 62 weeks this is

going to happen. If he was referring to one period of 69 weeks, I would

think he would say, After 69 weeks, rather than after U+ 62. The 62
specifically

shows very * +efea1 he is thini:ing of that as a unit. Fe would

otherwise say, After 69. So It seems to me that the evidence that is

one thing I feel we can be dogmatic about. That there are three periods

here and not two despite what the !JV is.

(Student: Are there any arguments culturally or anythiu, that might

explain why they would group the 6 and 2? )

No, if they said 9 and 60, that ** would be a cultural argument.

That would be the way they would say It, just like in Germany they say

3 and 20. But to say 7 and 62, 1 know of no parallel anywhere for that

as a way to say 69. I know of no parallel.

(Student: When you say how many periods, you are not counting the

interim between these?) That is not mentioned here. Just what is mentioned

here. That is mentioned here is 3 periods. It mentions 7 weeks; it

mentions 62 weeks; it says the middle of the week, so It+t* mentions

one week. So it says 70. It mentions specifically 7; it mentions

specifically 62 !and then it refers to the week, ditch would clearly

mean the other week. So we have j three ponds. That I think we can

be dogmatic on, that there are 3 periods instead of two. Now how did

people ever get to figuring there were two? It's easy to see how the,;

liberals do. The liberals say that from Cyrus' conquest up to the, tire

of Antiochus ipiphanes, the writer thought was exactly 7 times 69, but

when you figure that up it is 60 yrs. off, so they say the writer, siip1y
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was confused on his chronology. Conservatives have figured this must

refer to the first coming of Christ. So it must be that 69 times 7 will

give you a reference to the time of Christ's first coming. So it must be

one period. But I don't think we should reach our conclusions that way.

I think we should go by what It says, and what it says bore is that there

are three periods.

Now we have these three periois then, and the first one it says that

from the going forth from the word (the I-lob, is dabar) to restore and

rebuild Jerusalem, unto Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks. Now

Leupold insists that word must mean commandment like the LW has, bet

"the going forth of the commandment", but the flebrew is simply "word".

Now "word" could mean "commandment" but it does not have to. Thllebrew

1.s "word." "Prom the going forth of the wor& to restore and robukid Jerusalem

unto Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks." No these who make it 69 wks.

kir up to the first coming of Christ, have nothing to *7 say for the end of

the seven weeks. There Is no way of proving anything, any specific

point to make a change from the seven weeks to the 62 weeks, But f*

they say "from the going forth of the commandment to Messiah the Prince'!

will he 69 weeks; now 6 times 7 figure that back from the time of Christ

and you get about the time of Artaxerxes, about the time of Exra-Nehemiah.

So some try to make it a specific prediction of Christ's coming. Maybe

at that time there were people looking for the Messiah very soon, maybe

some did on the basis of Daniel think it ought to be about this ime, Sir

Robt. Anderson tried to figure exactly from the second decree
Aof

Artaxerxes up to the triumphat entry, he tried to figure that to be

just exactly 69 times 7. But I figuring it he came out a few years too

long, so he said they are figuring Babylonian years of 360 days instead

of real years of 365 and 1/4 days, and his book on that has been copied

and recopied by * many evangelical interpreters, but the trouble is there

is no Babylonian year of 360 days. It is purely immaginary.
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The only way you could possibly find any similarity, is the Babylonians

have a month of 29 to 30 days, but they figured their month according to

the moon, not according to an arbitrary division like we do, and they put
followed.

In an extra month every now and then, so that they feew*t4*the sun in

their years definitely. There is not such thing.




the
(Student: When was claiming to be teh Messiah did any

body use, have an argument against him saying that Daniel says the Messiah

had to come at the time of Christ and therefore you cannot be the Messiah?

If O, I would think it would be a very good argument against him.) yes,

Montgomery says - - we don't have a great deal preservedi from those days,

and Montgomery says that the first evidence is from the end of the second

century of anybody t taking it this way. That's what he says. He says,

for instance in Justin Martyr you have no evidence of it at all.

How are you going to figure it is only 7 weeks till Messiah the Prince?

Keil, who Young thinks so very highly of, at this point Young does not

agree with at all. ei1 says, Messiah the Prince is Christ. He says the

seven week period is a general term for the period from Cyrus till the

first coming of Christ; then the 62 weeks is from that period until just

before the second coming of Christ. They are just general terms according

to that.

(Student: This reference here to Messiah the Prince, has been held by

some to be Cyrus beeas*e because Cyrus was called the Anointed ON by

Isaiah in his prophecy and it would be from this first Messiah (the reference

here) rather than to Christ, it would be to Cyrus, and it would work par

tially out in the chronology this way).

How could you call Cyrus the Messiah?

(Student' Well he was called that by Isaiah in the fact that he was

called the Anointed of God in the time to deliver Israel out of Babylon.)

And he certainly was a prince. No question of that. In Isa. 44:28 and

the next verse. (Reading text . . .
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So he calls Cyrus his anointed. Now the word anointed as used in

the OT (is used) many times of Hebrew kings and a number of times for

the high priest. We know God commanded Elijah to anoint Elisha so that

the term anointed means one set apart for a godly task by the Lords

command. The only time it t used of anyone in the 01 other than an

Israelite king, or an Israelite priest, or a prediction looking forward
in

to the Son of David, the king, is/this reference to Cyrus whom God said

He has anointed for a particular purpose, and He calls him -- this word

his anointed, the Hebrew Is Messiah. o we have here Cyrus called His

anointed. And the period of time from the destruction of Jerusalem to

Cyrus' conquest f of Babylon, or rather to his letting the people go back

from Babylon, was exactly 49 years. So it fits exactly with the idea of

being 7 weeks of 7 yrs. each if you take Messiah the Prince here as being

Cyrus.

(Student: What year are you taking for Cyrus' edict?) About 538.

And from If 587 to 538 would he exactly 49 years. Of course the modernists
7 wks.

point that out to. They say the first period is/from Cyrus up to then
to

but then they can't b,e get the 62 weeks coming right from Antiochus

Epipahnes . It goes much too far.

Sir Robt. Anderson and those who hold that we can take it definitely

pointing up to this time of Christ (69 weeks), they say it comes from

Artaxerxes pernission to Nehentiah to go back and rebuild the walls. ST

They say, that is the first edict to rebuild the city. But that edict

does not actually speak of rebuilding the city either. It speaks of build

ing the walls. Ct/rIs permitted them to go back to rebuild the temple.

Now if 43,000 people went back and started building the temple, it stands

to reason they build a city. IT fact you get Haggai who critisizes them

for living in théèr nice houses while the tample of the Lord is not yet

complete. So even if you did not have walls build, you certainly had the
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city. In this passage in Isa. God predicted that Isa. would -- that

Cyrus would build my city. So to say the edict to build Jerusalem does

not come until 120 yrs. later than tiis, is sir'ply reading it into it.

So that we have definitely 3 periods, I think i can definitely say. The

first of these periods we can definitely find a 49 year period. Now it

says that the next period --"in 62 weeks the street shall be built again, and

the wall, even in troublous times.' Those times "street" and "wall" are not

the common words. It is quite an obscure statement. The street will he

built again and the wall even in troublous times. And after the 62 weeks

shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself." If after 62 weeks means

immddiately after 62 weeks, will Messiah be cut off but not for himself,

that could very well fit into a period of 62 times 7 years ending with the

death of Christ, "not for his own sins.' The trouble is we cannot take

the phrase as necessarily meaning not for himself, but that is a possible

interpretation. It may be to have nothing, and that is rather hard to

fit into the context. So we can't be dogmatic that it describes His dying

for our sins, but we can say it is a strong possibility. That he will be

cut off but not for himself, and in that case the 62 week period would

have an interval between thc 7 weeks and it, and just what starts it we

don't know. But it would be a period ending with probably with the death

of Christ. If you don't take it that way, perhaps it could be a *

period that runs to the destruction of Jerusalem.

(STudent: The street will be built again and the wall even in troublous

times. Could this refer to the period before the 62 weeks?)

No, I don't think so, because he says and 62 weeks the street shall

be built again.

(STudent: I did not check this in the Tebrew, but we have a colon

here after the 62 weeks, and it has been suggested and I don't exactly

get this straight that this would be then coming up to Cyrus, and then
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there would be a gap here until the streets and the wall would again be

built - this would be after the time of Neheiniah, and that you *s would
at the end of

start dating again from the time of Nehemiah your 62 weeks.)

Well, we are in the area of guesswork then. We don't know. Could be.

(Student: That would bring you up to the end of the last reference

according to Mr. Dunzweiler, and Neheniinh would be about 406. If you

would take your 62 weeks then that would bring you to 26 A.D.) From 40$

Is that so? Well I could not (Student: Against that

is guesswork)

It seems to me then there are two possibilities: One possibility is

you have the 7 wk. period up to Cyrus, from the destruction of Jerusalem

up to Cyrus. Then you have an interval. Then we have a 62 wk. period coming

either to the death of Christ, or to the destruction of Jerusalem. I'm

not sure we can be dognatice which. Thin we have another interval, and

then we have the one weeks period, the time of Antichrist -- the period

which could he represented as one week, perhaps as 7 yrs. before the return

of Chsist. In that period it says, In the midst of the week he will cause

s acrifice and oblation to cease. Young says that neans thnt Christ by his

death on the cross will render the OT offerings no longer of any meaning

and therefore they will cease. But actually they continued for 40 yrs.

after This death. So that is not very logical. Young tries to relate all

this to the first coming of Ch±tst, and he is very scornful of the idea

that this could look forward to the time of antichrist. But many inter

preters who are very similar to Yo in many other points, believe this

is looking forward to antichrist. Keil does and Leupold does, and I think

most of the others do. But you have then the two possibilities. Here is

this period. Then there is a gap, or an interval. Then there is the 62
what starts

weeks, and I don't know jsut when it starts the 62 * weeks. But ending

either with the death of Christ or with the destruction of Jerusalem. Then

you have an interval and then you have the period of antichrist just before
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the return of Christ. That is one view that seems to me probably the best.
7

Another possibility is the view of Keil - - that the 00 weeks represent

a general term for the whole period p to the first coning of Christ; the

62 weeks, the period from that up till the rapture; then the ported-of one

week, the period after and in that case you have continuous, but you have

general periods rather than specific eras. There are difficulties with

both views. I think the first has loss difficulties than the second. But

I feel this is the place where it is unfortunate that someone like Young

will be so dogmatic on so* so many of these phrases that either are un

clear or certainly do not mean what he says they do. I think it is unfor

tunate on the other hand that people can be so very dogmatic that it is

69 weeks and reaches exactly to Christ. I wish we could avoid dogmatism

on what is not clear and say we don't know.

He will be cut off, but not for himself. That would be a clear reference

to the atonement fe+¬frs of Christ, if it were not for the fact that the

worlds could just as well mean "and shall have nothing." Various people

try to make interpretations of what it means in that case. In that case

it does not refer to the atonement. Someone may say, Isn't it terrible if

the atonement of Christ is not mentioed in Daniel. Well, I'm not sure

it is mentioned in Jeremiah. It's not mentioned in Ezra, or Esther. There

are many books in which it is not mentioned. It is the most important thing

in the Bible. It is predicted and stressed in the OT repeatedly, but that

does not mean that every book or every ch. has to deal with it. I'd like

to have it refer to the atonement here. I think "he shall be cut off but

not for himself" may+be++ very well refer to it, but I don't feel we can

be dogmatic on it. I dontt think we can say it has to refer to the first

coming and nothing else in the Book of Daniel does.
is

(Student: One thing that bothers me is the
prophecies4given

to Daniel

as though t4niei is unaware of the edict, and yet Darius 1* has been
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appointed king of the Chaldeans; it's in at least the first year of Cyrus

and yet - - and that would make it very very close to the time of the edict.

So would you feel that it would be just like a year difference between the

giving of the prophecy and the actual edict.)
h is

No, according to the interpretation I've been suggesting, it would

not he an edict. This would be "from the going forth of the word - - the

conmandment to restore and rebuild Jerusalem" would be Jeremiah's prediction

in ch. 32 that the city would be rebuilt, a prediction that was given at

the very year of its destruction when the 1ahylonian army was round about.
these

Loupold refers to Jer. 25 and 29 and says we cannot possibly fit the 49p

years because they are 10 yrs. or more earlier. But it seems to ne he does

notmention the possibility of ch. 32. In ch. 2 the Bahylonaian army fs

all around; the destruction is very irinanent, and Cod tells Jeremiah to

buy I field in Anathoth. And of course this is in Jerusalem, and Anathoth

is in enemy hands. !e buys this field and seals it in the documents in

Jerusalem and says this is an evidence that the day is going to core when

fields will be f bought and sold here again. That is a word from the Lord

that Jerusalem is going to be rebuilt, and t*tfre from that to Cyrus

is exactly 49 years. That 49 yr. period would be just about finished when

Daniel was given this picture. From that to just about flow would be 49.

Then there would come the interval, and then the 62.

(Student: Then then would be quite an authentication ('F) to Daniel

if he saw that right at that time Cyrus conies along and then

that authenticates w the whole 70 weekt thing starting authenti

fication with the first 7 weeks.) I would think it would. Time is up.

'e will have one more hour to look at chs. 1]. and 12. If anyone has any

definite questions on this we could deal with in just a few inutos, you

might bring them at the beginning of the next hour.

From any viewpoint we don't know what started the 62 weeks.
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I'd like to begin this morning with summarizing what we looked at

in Dan. 9. There has been a great deal of confoiug materiel printed about

Dan. . So many people get a theory which seers to fit with certljn aspects

and then they force everything else in to fit it, and T think it is very

vise that we endeavor to see just what the facts are and then proceed to

see what eplanation of them as a whole fits best.

Now we have this section in Pan. 9'24-27. The first thing I think we

should he very positivo on is that there are three periods nentioned. Seventy

weeks are determined for bringing in everlasting righteousness, and for

these other purposes. And he says, Know therefore that fror the going forth

of the cosnan4me,t to restore and build Jerusalem unto Messiah the Prince

shall be seven weeks, and three score and two weeks shall the street be

built again and after three score and two weeks shall such and such happen.

Then vs. 27, And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week.
think

You might sy that seems rather obvious that the 70 weeks is divided

into three periods. But I !elieve that you will find that the majority of

commentators make it two periods -- 69 weeks and one week. We discussed

that rather fully last time. I believe that there we can be positive.

Here are three periods of time. Now about these three periods there are

certain question. The first question that immediately comes is, Are these

weeks of years o are they indefinite periods! We cannot dogmatically say

that they have got to be weeks of years. The phrase weeks, meaning weeks

of years is very, rare in Scripture. The only certain case that I can think

of of it is in relation to the Sabbatical year whtt1 was the seventh ye.r

But the term week being used specifically for the week of years ending with

the Sabbatical year, I don't recall any precise examples of that. It's a

seven of sevens Is what it literally says. There are 70 sevens. But they

are certainly not days, they are certainly not seven week periods. They
certainly

are/not monthS. It would seem that if they are more or less exact periods
'

at tin, they ruát be years. In just in speaking about the period of 70 yrs.
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and he says they are 70 weeks. Unless they are actual weeks, if they

are specific periods of time surely weeks of years is the only reasonable

way to take it.

Now there are a number of commentators who are very scornful of that

idea, but I don't know of any alternative they can offer except that they

are indefinite periods. So I dontt think we can be as dogmatic as we can

that they are three periods rather than two in saying that they are either

that they are weeks of years. I don't think we can. But I think we can

say they are either weeks of years or they are indefinite periods. If they

are indefinite periods we would rather expect something somewhat propor

tionate to 7, 62, and one in them. Not precise necessarily but somewhat

proportionate. That is the interpretation that sore take. Edward Young

rather strangely insists they are indefinite periods and yet makes the last

one week exactly 7 yrs., at least the first half of it is exactly 3 and

1/2, because that would correspond to the first half of Christ's earthly
from there

ministry. But then the last half of it he makes run/to the destruction of

Jerusalem under Titus - - about 40 yrs. which is quite a confused way of

looking at it. It would be much more logical I would think if he would 'do

like Keil and simply say they are indefinite periods. But we certainly should

try to take them as weeks of years before we give up the possibility.
" The next question is, Do these three periods come in immediate success

ion, or are there intervals between them? Young insists they must come

in immediate succession. The majority of the commentators take the first

two as if they were must one period. They take it as if it said, 69 years

weeks and one week. As if they were just one period. So that would mean

that they take the first two as in immediate succession. Young tat* insists

there cannot be intervals. They must be continuous. But Youngf in ch. 11

between vs. 35 and 36 jumps forward from A. Epiphanes to Antichrist - - a

period of at least 2000 yrs. If you can have a big jump like that there it

seems rather inconsistent to say you can't have any jump within the 70 weeks
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of three different sections. As we have noticed there are various other

places where there are intervals. So are they immediately successive or

are they intervals? Well, the e modernist commentators try to make it

69 weeks from the time of Cyrus to the time of A. Epiphanes. If they do

that it it is 60 yrs. too long. So they *ust say the writer of Daniel

did not know. He got it mixed. Of course we do not take that attitude toward

the Scripture. But your evangelical interpreters, the bulk of them, take

it that it runs from some period which point they try to find and they

agree pretty much that it is Artaxerxes' second decree, that it runs from

that up to the time of Christ. Sir Robt. Anderson tried to figure it

came exactly to the date of Palm Sunday. But he figured it by figuring

a new type of year that we have no evidence of anywhere, and by taking a

date for the death of Christ that most scholars today believe is two years

off. He mists on one period of 69 weeks which most evangelical commentators

do but it is not what the text says.

This question then was, Are they in immediate succession or interval?

The only way you can take them as an immediate succession is to take them

as f*d.ff*tf. indefinite periods. Of course that is what Keil does. Keil

says, The first is from Cyrus to Christ. That's 7 weeks. The next is from

Christ to the beginning of antichrist's reign. That's 62 weeks. Then there

is a week of antichrist's reign. That may be so, but if it is we have got

another two or 3000 years before Christ comes back if they are anything

at all proportional. I don't think many Christians are ready to accept

that as a strong probability today. It does seem anyway very vague way

to take it. Comparatively few do take it that way. But that of course is

the way Keil takes it.

The next question is, Rpecifical]y when do these periods begin?

What is says is simply that from the going forth of the word,,tostore

and build Jerusalem to the Messiah- The KJV translates **R as

commandment, and the word can be a commandment but it does not have to be.
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So that I believe that translation is too precise. Of course it i a big

problem in making translations is how precise can you make your tzanslation?
content

You take a word in one language and it has a certain co . In another

language there is no word that has that same content. It majz have a word

that is smaller in content. It may have a word that is larger. 'hich are

you going to take? You cannot make an exact translation. It is impossible

because words do not exactly correspond. We have to get an approximation.

And a word may be a commandment, but it may simply be an annnounceent. It

may simply be a declaration. But it does not say building of Jerusalem. It

says the command to restore and build Jerusalem, or th word more literally

to restore and build Jerusalem. Is this a specific command or is it simply

a prediction? If it is a divine word it is in a way a command, but pro

bably more properly a prediction. If it is a human word, it his got to be

a command. There are three possibilities for it to be a divine word:

Jar. 25:11-12 - that is the prëcticn of the 70 years. Jeremiah says

there will he 70 yrs in which Babylon will be supreme. He says, This whole

land will be a desolation, a horror, and these nations shall serve the king

of Taby1on 70 yrs. And it will come to pass when 70 yrs. are accomplished

I will punish the king of abylon and that nation and the land of the

Chaldeans. It doesn't say anything about rebuilding Jerusalem. You may think

it is implied, but it is certainly not stated.

Then Jer. 29:10 again predicts the 70 yrs. "After 70 yrs. are accom-

plished at Babylon I will visit you and perform my good word toward you

in causing you to return even to this place." That prediction was given

about 15 yrs. after the previous one. This one is given jest a few years

before Jerusalem is destroyed. In this predict6on he says that after 70 yrs

they will be able to core hack. that that might be taken as a prediction

of the rebuilding of Jerusale'ir. But you notice th.rt it does not say anything

whatever about reb'iiding at all. It cnnl1 he taken as the beginning of the

period. Now most commentators mention these two and they don't mention
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any third possibility. But personall think the third possibility is

better. This is the possibility that was given about 7 yrs. later than

that - - the declaration that Jeremiah gave when Jeremiah was in prison in

the time when Jejialeri was under seige just before it was destoryed. At

That time Jeremiah purchased a field and had the deed recorded there in

Jerusalem. Of course that seemed like a crazy thing to do when the Baby

lonian army was all around Jerusalem and it looked certain that Jerusalem

would be taken and destroyed and tt+ the people carried off into exile

then for him to buy a field on land that the Babyloniins were already

occupying, and register the deed there. It looked like a silly thing to

do. Jeremiah said, I did this on the word of the Lord. It was the Lord's

commandment that I do this in order to call the attention of the people

to the fact that even though I am giving this land into the hands of the

Chaldeans and they are going to destyy Jersualein, that the time will come
and fi1!s

when houses,/and fineyards will be possessed again in this land. That does

not specifically say Jerusalem is going to be rebuilt, bit it certainly

implies it strongly if the people are going to be buying and selling lands

and vineyards in the area and registering the deeds in Jerusalem. While

most commentators don't mention this as a possible t time when this going

forth of the word to restore Jerusalem, it seems to me that it is the

most likely of these three. If it is a human word Then there are three

posiibilities: (1) There is the edict of Cyrus which is given at length

in Ezra 1. This edict was that the people would be allowed to go back

to the land and they would be allowed to build the temple and they would

be given help for building the temple, which certainly implied that they

would build the city. There would be no point in a temple with nobody

living there. It certainly implies they would be able to build the city.
pre!iction 4$:28

In Isaiah we have the pte+e+*.* of Cyrus where Isaiah says in 45:28 that

God said of Cyrus, he is my shepherd and shall perform all my pleasure

even saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built and to the temple, Thy
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foundations shall be laid. So if it is going to be a human commandment

surely it is Cyrus commandment that the people go back and rebuild the

temple which implies they be allowed to rebuild Jerusalem and which has

been predicted by Isaiah $ that Cyrus would say that they could rebuild

Jerusalem. Most conservative commentators do not take this as the command.

They take it (2) as one of Artaxerxcs' commands. These are found in Ezra

7:11 and in Neh. 2. In Ezra 7:11 we ave the copy of the letter thzt king

Artaxerxes gave to Ezra the scrib47lhis letteArtaxerxes told hir he

could go back to Jerusalem and take with him certain things ir order to make

sacrifices there in the temple. But there is nothing said about an original

rebuilding of Jerusalem. That had already been done ]On yrs. before under

Cyrus' permission. Most conservative commentators take it as the 20th

yr. of Artaxerxes - 13 yrs. after this when we find in Neh. 2 that king

Artaxorxes in his 20th yr. saw that his cup-bearer Noheniah was very

sorrowful and asked him why, and he said because the sepulchre of his

fathers was in such bad condition and he wanted to build up the city o

Jerusalem where his ancestors were buried and so the king gave him a letter

to allow him to pass through the various areas on the way, and to give him

materialgto build the walls of tht city. Most conservative commentators

take this as being the commandment to rebuild the city. But actually I!aggai

shows that the people 100 yrs. before this had been living in ter+ their
in Jerusalem

gd houses/ They I just did not have walls. But in these days under the

Persian empire walls were not greatly needed. They did not have walls. They

were living in security there for over 100 yrs. before this time. You night

say this is an off hand word to .&rtaxerxes to the man whom he liked (as)

his cupbearer, allowing him to go back. The only reason I can see for taking

this fs+ as a commandment is the thought that you can get 60 yrs. up o

Christ's time because certainly the city had been rebuilt over 100 yrs.

before that time, even though the walls were in bad condition. So if you

are going to take it as a divine word, I believe it should he Jer. 32.
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If you are going to take it as a human word, I believe it has got to be

Cyrus. I believe he was the human being who gave the command to rebuild

the city as predicted by Isaiah and described in Ezra.

Now if you are going to take it as a human word, and so it beings

with Cyrus, I don't see any way of interpreting it then other than Keil's

v interpretation that your first 7 weeks run for a period of over 400 yrs. up

to the coining of Christ. If you are going to take it as a divine word as

Jer. 32 when lands would be bought again in this region, then it is interes

ting that from that time to the time when Cirus permitted its rebuilding

was just about exactly 49 yrs., and he said there will be 7 weeks. So

that the first period, if you are going to take them as weeks of years, it

seems to 'no ought to start with Jer. 32. He says in Daniel's prediction that

it will be seven weeks unto Messiah the Prince, and Messiah means the

Anloir.ted One . The term anointed one is regularly used in the OT of the

priests who were anointed and also of the kings who were anointed. It is

aw**s+ always used of Jews except in one case, and that one case is in

Isa. 44-45 where it says: Thus says the Lord to His Messiah. The English

is Anointed; the Hebrew word is Meehiab, to His Messiah to Cyrus. So

Cyrus certainly was called in the 01 a Messiah, an Anointed One because

God anointed him for a purpose. Cyrus certainly was a Prince. So "to

Messiah the Prince" could be Cyrus undoubte4y. It must he one of two. It

msst be Cyrus or Christ. A number of commentators insist it must be Christ

because they say when you say Messiah the prince, the word Messiah implies

he is a priest, and the only one who is both a priest and a prince is

Christ, But Messiah does not imply he was a priest at all. It is used more

ef. in the 01 of kings than of priests, though it is used of both. So the

phrase Messiah the Prince, can properly refer to Christ but it is used in

the UT to refer to Cyrus. So either is a possible interpretation and it

is just about exactly 49 yrs. from when Jeremiah gave this divine word that

Jerusalem would be rebuilt until Cyrus would come.
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In the prediction, Know that from the going forth £ of the word' to

restore and build Jersaleni unto Messiah the Prince shall be 7 weeks.. Then

your semicolon should be there, it is in the Hebrew. In the Xii a\

comma there and then says in three score and two weeks and thetn..a\1coon.
\.

But your semicolon certainly should be after the seven weeks since

starts and after three score and two weeks shall Messiah be üt:off.'S'b

our first period is. seven weeks. If you take them as weeks of years,,,,

Is unto cyrus. Then it says nothing about the beginning of the secondPeni\

It just says 62 weeks the streets shall be built again and the wall s

even in troubloustires, during a period of 62 weeks. 1hat is the particularI
nothing

event which starts this period? We are not told. but we are told ...b4sg+

about the beginning of the period, but we are told about the end of the

period 1e very specifically because it says 'after 62 weeks shall Messiah

be cut off but not for hiniself." Of course to atIt Christian reading these

words in the KJV it seems obvious that when you say after 62 weeks Messiah

will he cut off but not foiJhiiself, 'hat better description of the atonement

could you get than that? Put then it roes on,"ut the people of the prince

that shall come shall destory the city and the sanctuary and the end of

it * shall he with a ft flood, and until the end of the war desolations

are determined.' A very vivid picture of the destruction of Jerusalem
between

40 yrs. after the death of Christ provided there is an interval *#**v the

62 weeks and the last week. But between the 7 weeks and the 62 weeks there

is also got to be an interval if this runs to the time of Christ. So we

- say there is the 7 wks. period to Cyrus, 49 yrs., then there is an interval.

Row long we don't know. What brought the interval to an end we don't know.

Nothing is said about it here. Put the 62 weeks comes to the time when

Messiah will he cut off but not for himself. Right there you find that

all your recent commentators conservative or liberal say it is a mis

translation of the .TV, "but not for himself", that is should be 'shall be

cut off and have nothing." They all insist on it - "that he shall be cut
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off and have nothng.' Of course the modernists say this describes a high

priest who was *ev*+ removed by Antiochus Tpiphanes, who was taken away

and everything was taken away from him, he was killed and had nothing left.

lie was cut off an had nothing. Of course Bible believing interpreters do

not think this refers to Antiochus. If it refers to Christ, sac most

evangelical commentators think, it refers to Christ, then they think this

means lie will he cut off and He will be forsaken. No man will stand with

Him; everyone will flee and He will have nothing. That's readingg into it

certainly. But that's in all the recent evangelical commentaries I have

looked at that think this is Christ. That's what they think it is. Some

of then wax poetic about how alone He was and so on.

(Student: How does Isa. S3:8 fit with that?) I'll look at that in

just a minute, thank you.

Then there are commentators like Leupold, 1 believe, who says this

does not refer t the death of Christ. Keil too. Keil says the 62 weeks goes

from Christ to the coming of Antichrist. So they say that the 62 weeks nm.

up to antichrist, and when Messiah is cut off it means that antichrist

destroys all Christian testimony in the world. So he is cut off in the

sense there is no Christian testimony and there is no one who claims to be

a follower of Christ. He has nothing. There are a few who take it that way.

As referring to he coming of *ntichst. Not many.

I think that all of these are wrong. Idon't think the KJV trans-lation

is incorrect here. It +. must be said it is not a translation; it is a

paraphrase. The translation would be, he will be cut off and there is to

him (not there will he_ there is to him nothing. Which could be he is cut

off and here's the situation. But it could just as well be he is cut off

at a time when there is to him nothing; he is cut off even thought. there

is to him nothing, or while there is to him nothing. But the question is

Nothing of what? While he has nothing. It is regular Hebrew way of saying

that he has is there is to him. Nothing *hat of what is not stated.
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This interpretation, iot for himself, is found in tio Theodotionic version

of the LXX which is found in all our copies of the LXX, the Greek trans-

lation, what is generally thought to be the original LXX is full of n'iI

translations and inaccuracies and at+ was in very' early days abandoned

and only recently rediscovered. So our copies of the LXX contain what is
'

considered to be Theodot. translation into Creek. In that trans. he renders

it this way: shall he be cut off but not for himself." So this f*+ does

not begin with the U¬ XJV. It begins at least about 2000 yrs. ago this

trans., but not for himself. It is not a translation; it is a paraphrase.

You can't make an exact literal traulsetion. He shall be cut off and there

will be nothing to hi;. That does not make sense. Put it is an I'lebrew Mon.

He shall be cut off and s..+ there will be nothing of sorcthing or other to

him. He will be without friends; without glory. Is it without associ$tes?

What is it? !lontgoinery whose commentary takes the Antiochian view, te

view that it is Aittiochus. lie takes the liberal view but he is a very

excellent scholar and has done very thorough research on the terwino1oy

on the meaning of the words and Vie way it is used in all the diffeent

versions, etc. 'lontgoirery
sa7s

Theodot. paraphiase 4s am excej(emt \

paraphrase. He thinks it gives the true sense of the passage. In other,

words it is not that there won't he to hi any frineds; not that there

won't be to hip. any glory; not tbt there won't be to him any property.

But that there won't be to hir any guilt. That lie is cut off even though

He has no guilt. That is an exact picture of the atonement. )f course this

paraphrase does go a little beyond that. Then you say not for himself, e

is cut off but the guilt for which lie is cut off is not His but thnt of

others -- now that goes ** a little beyond what the original says, but te

original does say e is cut off though not deserving it, having no guilt-40.

If you understand the word guilt as what is understood, and something zu~t',,

be understood. Rather than glory or supporters, or one o these other
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interpretations that recent commentators suggest. So I believe that Mont

gomery has put his finger on a very real thing there that the idea here is

correct and that it is an excellent presentation of the atonement of Christ.

(Student: Is Montgomery generally a good commentary for rniel? )

Montgomery is a commentary that if you want precise examination of
mean

what has been said by the ancient interpreters and what the words *e**t

hovzØ they have been interpreted, how the ancient translations !ere and all

that sort of thing,it is a very technical commentary and from that viewpoint

it is very excellent. But he takes the viewpoint that Ianiel is not a

genuine book, that it. was written inhe time of Antiochus E. and pretends

to be predictive and so he tries to fit things into the interp. that it

all refers to A. Epiphanes. So for general ideas I would say that any of
commentators

the recent commentaries would be far more useful. But for precise study

of precise facts he is excellent, and the fact that one whose whole pre

judice is toward the view that takes it unauthentic and would not think

of it having any relation to £hr*xt, thinks this is what the words actualty

mean, I think is an even stronger argument for it than somewhat who wants

to make it refer to Cbrist. But for a general commentary I would recommend

V one of the two latest commentators -- Walvoord about 4 yrs. ago got out

a very good commentary on Daniel, and 'ood of Grand Rapids just last year

got out a very good commentary. And they both en the whole are very excellent

commentators. About 20 to O yrs. ago Leup1d and Young both ot out

"-.. commentaries, both of which hive got a lot of excellent material in them

particuakly in answering the critical proplems, but *e*+* which when it
particularly

comes to/future prophecies both of them Lave some rather wild interpretati*

It seems to I me then that this "after the 62 years shall Messiah be

cut off" but have no personal guilt for which he deserves to be cut off,

which I think is well translated but not forhimseif. Add as I mentioned

last week in Isa. 53 we have a vs. which is a pretty close parallel to this
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expression where we read that Jesus was killed but that He had no guilt

that would -- for which He deserved to die. Vs. $ lie was cut off out of

the land of the living, for the transgression of my people was He stricked.

Maybe Theodot. had that vs. in mind when he trans. "but not for himself."

It certainly is a very close parallel, to the last half of Isa. 53:8. "

If you have your first and second periods, and you have these' exa4

point, the word of the Lord through Jeremiah, the coming of Cyrus who \

can be called the anointed one, a prince, then an interval, then a pi'

of 62 weeks ending with the death of Qhrist which is followed by the

destruction of the city and the sanctuary then you have another interval"

of indeterminate length, and that interval and at the end of that

interval you have one week, the period in which antichrist is active. That

would be what is described in vs. 27. Young in his commentary insists

that vs. 27 must be about the first coming of Christ. "And lie shall confirm

the covenant with many for one week" in some way means that ¬r+i Christ

establishes His covenant with His people. I don't know how he fits it in.

I mean I can't see much reason for it, how he can fit that into what Christ

did. Then in the midst of the week he will cause sacrifice and oblation

to cease, he says means that after 3 and 1/2 yrs. of ministry Christ by

His death brought an end to any reality to the Jewish sabbath, but it is

not true that he made them to cease by his death because they continued for

40 yrs. after His death. So it seems to me he is twisting the language

pretty strongly to make this be a prediction of the death of Christ. Vs. 27

most commentators, regardless of viewpoint, take as a description of anti

christ. Young is so anxious it can't have anything to do with antichrist

and that it must be related to Ckrist -- lie is so anxious for that, e you

would think he did not believe in antichrist. Yet he insists that Dan. 11:36

4S is all about antichrist. If you have got all that about antichrist

there, why be so anxious to prove that antichrist can't be here? It seems

very illogical.
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Well, so much for a review of Dan. 9. Now we have looked in considerabli

detail at Dan. 11 and seen these predictions from vs. 2 up to vs. 35 which

were so amazingly fulfilled. It seems to me that is one of the great

things of the study of the book of Daniel - - to see the many prophecies in

it which have been so amazingly fulfilled which no human intelligence could

'- certainly have predicted ef*re these four kingdoms with as much

extending over a period of 800 to 1000 yrs. after Daniel's time, and giving

so much detail about them as Daniel did. No human intelligence could have

described the events two or three hundred yrs. after his time as in the

beginning of ch. 11, and then gone into such detail about the Seleucid

rulers and the rulers of Egypt as is given in vs. S of ch. 11 on up until

ef vs. 20 - - precise detail about so many rulers of that area, and their

relation with the rulers of Egypt. Then vs. H 21-35 so much specific detail

about A. Fpiphines which exactly fits with the history. Boutfiower who

is quite conservative in his general interpretation says all this must

be an interpolation because the Bible never predicts so many historical

political events in detail. Of course we don't believe that. Christ set his

seal upon the OT as being Cod's Word. There have been cases where there have

been sa1l errors that have come in the course of copying or recopying, but

that a whole passage anywhere like this has been interpolated, we certainly

cannot believe in view of Christ's attitude toward the 01. So if we take

it as genuine we have most remarkable predictions in ch. 2, in ch. 5, 7,

8, 11 that were fulfilled precisely, and of course in ch. 9 the 49 yrs. up

to Cyrus. Predictions that were fulfilled precisely in historical political

events, and it is a great evidence for the authenticity of the Word of God

that Cod spoke through these writers, and that there are these many wonder

ful predictions of events exactly that historical documents show its to have

occurred exactly as Daniel predicted they were.

Then in 11:35 we have that sudden jump forward to vs. 36 which must

be an interval of at least 2000 yrs. as the prophet looks forward to certain
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events and then his eye skips over the large valley in between and sees the

events further on about antichrist. I don't think that anything is gained

hy saying that An.tochus is a type of antichrist, or such terminology. I

think that just confuses ideas. Tut I think that 1w looked at one thing, and

then h looks heydiw1. it at the other thing. The interval in between the two.

,OW-We have many of these intervals in the Book of Daniel, as we have in all

prophecies. . prophet never sees everything that's going to happen. He'd

need i few encycldpcdias rather than a book of this size to describe every

things. And he dogs not £ try to give precise details on everything. But

whatever he says is true through there are iany things that he does not got,

into. Many thin;s that he luips to-ether as when t:e prophet said that

Viexandor's kingcloci, one great horn was b6kcu into four and we find that

"Ant happened 1tisorically was t'at there was 40 yrs. of fighting back and

forth tyyin to hid the whole kingdnn together, and then eventually there

worn three large ingdons, hut there were several snail sections that gained

their indpence. o instead of saying three hi ones and' a numler of small

ones, it sirply srd four which is a general way of stating the.* situation

et exzctly what hppened. 1e do not look for full details of history, either

past or future in prophecy. lt?e look for stateLients that will be true and

*a but not giving all the detail which is impossible in a hook of this size.

So we have the account of antichrist which I believe none of us will see be

cause I don't see any way to irtcrpret the critire except that the rapture

of the church. will occur before antichrist i rvealeJ. In fact Thess. says

"then shill that wicked one h revealed." I believe that is after the de

parture of the c1urch. ft Is interesting to think about the things that

are going to h'pcn after true helicvers are gone. It's interesting, ut I

dontt think we an exrect to understand It in full tetail. I believe those

passages about nitichrist will he a great blessing and help to those wLo cove

to helre on 1rst ftr th" rapture and perhaps the Jews also who believ

on Christ at that tire, and perhaps are lead to Christ through reading them

----------------------------_- ------------
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So they iave a special significance for that tim and we can't expect to

understand all their details. ut we have this long account of antichrist

from vs. 36-45 , and we don't have any detail about how it finishes. It

simply says, He *all shall plant the tabernacle of the palace between the

seas in the glorious holy iountain, yet he shall co'c to his end and none

shall help him. t very brief statement of the destruction of antichrist -

events which may run over quite a period of time which may be tremendously
if you are there

detailed and tremendously thrillin,/hut is just summarized in the words

'the shall coi' to his end". Then vs. 12 summarizes that period: it is a time

of great distress. Then in vs. 2 we have the resurrection.

"nd many of those who sleen in the dust of the earth shall awake.

rome to everlastirg life, anti s(-,re to shame and everlasting contempt.' We

notice they are divided into two groups. I was greatly disturbed when f

attended Pr. Machen's fs*i* funeral and the man who conducted who

prayel at the grave was very much against the view that the saints who
beginning.

die Christ are raised at the e+4?+nf the Millennium, and the ungddly

dead at the end, which seems to re the only possible way of interpreting

Peve1tion. Put be was very much opposed to it, so in the prayer at Pr.

raclien's grave he prayed that at the general resurrection that we look

fcrrard to the general resurrection when he will b' raised up again. Of course

we believe he will he raised up in the resurrrction of the just, in the

resurrection of those who are justified through Christ. But the Scripture

never speal:s anywhere about any-general resurrection. It says "* many viii

awake, some to ever1st1rr life and cone to shame and everlasting contempt."

It does not say these two will happen at the sane time. It does not bring

out the fact that they are to be at different tires, but it does speak of

them separately. Chrit did also when he said the time is coring when they

will hear his voice. He speaks of their being raised from the dead, of the

two groups. It is always * always distinction made of them, but you can't

expect that every time it is done all the details will be given, and it will
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be explained that some will be at this period and some that. Someone might

have said of the father of John Adams that two of his descendants wou1 be

presidents of the USA, and one would be save the country from destruction

through his activities as ab ambassador to Great Britain. Well of éours

*11 three of these descendants of John Adams were ambassadors 1 an

of John Adam's father were ambassadors to Great Britain at one timeor

another, but they were different times. And the son and grandsons who'were

presidents of the USA, there were several presidents in between, and o

course the son of John Quincy Adams who was ambassador to Great Britaiñ

during the Civil War and prevented England from intervening and dividin

this country into two parts, he was a good many years after his father ha

been president. But in a statement like that you don't give all the detail4.

What you say is true as far as it goes. So the attempt to say that there

cannot be two resurrections because the two are spoken of together, is

simply reading into Scripture.

Similarly there are those who say that the kingdom established in çh.
7 the kingdom that the saints establish

2 and ch. i/cannot be the millennium because this2is an everlasting kingiom

which cannot be destoryed. Therefore they say it cannot be the mi11ennum\

which only lasted 1000 yrs. Put that statement which I find in a number

of commentators rests upon a m+saee1ad+s misunderstanding of what the

Scriptural teaching about the millennium is. Because Scripture teaches tb*t

at the end of the millennium there will be an uprising but this r* upriSinl\
down

will be put "mw the kingdom will not be destroyed. Then Christ will turn

over the kingdom to the lather that God may be all in all. But that i

not a destruction of the kingdom in any sense. The kingdom continues perhas

under some other form, perhaps there are changes in the situation, but it

is the saints which continue forever. So that argument which Young makes is

* not a valid argument against the millennium, though the millennium is not
certainly

specifically taught in Daniel, but it is/not denied in Daniel. Now this great

prophecy that begins with Dan. 11:2 and runs into ch. 12, really the ti
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11
chapter/should have included the first few verses of ch. 12. We find

after the statement about the resurrection, we find in vs. 4 Thou 0

DAniel, shut up the words en seal the book even to t1i time of the end.

Many shall run to and fro and knowledge shall be increased. Some have said

here are signs of the latter days "- great increase in travel and great

increase in knowledge. I believe Sir Isaac Newton, one of the greatest minds

in all history, one of the real founders of modern science, who wrote a

commentary on Daniel, he took it t* that way. It was Voltair who was a

great admirer of Newton as a great scientist said that the fooloshness that

Newton would write in a commentary on Daniel shows how even a great mind

when he truns to studvin the Bible can get into nonsense. Because Newton

said, on the strength of this verse probably the time would come when

people would be able to travel as fast as 60 mph. Voltaire said, cThit

utterl$$I nonsense; of course nobody could draw their breath if they

dt travelled as fast as 60 mph, to think of a great mind being so porferted
fc'r I

by reading the Bible as to make such a foe** prediction. Of course we

know now that Voltaire was utterly wrong and Newton was completely right

in what would happen, but I don't think he properly drew it from this verse

bcasue I dontt think this vs. Is referring to increase of knowledge in

general, arid I don't think it is referring to people travelling though they

bott did take place. I believe what it is saying is Shut up the words and

seal the books even to the time of the end, that means for a long period --

to the time of the coming of the things predicted. It does not say what it
cc

is the end of. You can have the end of the. seipcster. f+tf. year, of the

century, you can have all sorts of endings. To try to make "end" a specific

term referring to a particular exact tire w'enever end is used, is simply

reading into Scriptures. But he says there will be much in this that people

will not understand. "Seal the book" so that it will be preserved, kept

carefully, but don't expect people will id" understand all of it, until the
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time when these things are taking place. Then he says, this word run

to and fro is really more hunt to and fro. It is notjust aimless goiag

but it is going with an objecting of seeking something. It can be used

of a person travelling aUout looking for so;eththg, or it can he used of

if his finger are doing the trav1lin: through the bo, doing th3

searching. flary think that that is the correct interpretatior in th..' light

of thecontext 0F the verse, that it aeans that many will hunt through this

book and other books of the Scripture and in the ti to which these things

refer will gain very important ideas from them that will not be clear to

people before you have the situation in general established. I think that
told we are

is $ very reasonable interp. of the verse, that Daniel is/giving you in

this prophecy some great predictions of what is going to happen in the

next few years, or in the next few centuries. People are going to be able

to see that these things have been fulfilled, and it will be a wonderful

evidence that Cod's word is true and dependable. We are giving you

assurance that through the difficulties of A. Epiphanes' time God will

deliver His people, and that Christ will come and be cut off but not for

himself, and God will give the answer to the problem of sin there. And that

when Antichrist comes and those terrible things core that God is going to

give deliverance frem.+t out of it and through it, and that he will cow.

to his enc! and none shall help him. He is giving these tUngs th't anyone

can see but that in each particular period, those who study i)aniel and the

other prophets will find in they, real blessing in matters they hod not pro-,

viously understood when th t*tt*t+ situation ws not clearly before them.

So it seems to me that is the main thought of this vs. whether that many

will investigate back and forth whether that,-investigation is just done in

this book, or in the whole Scriptui, of in general research and increase

of knowledge. I don't think it is giving increase of knowledge as a sign

of the latter days, but is referring specifically to the increase of

4 Jaiowledge of the meaning of these prophecies.
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Then that should really be an end ere of this section of the took.

J. e ptr"ouU c t vs. $ because vs. 5 says, ! !snie1 looked then

Daniel sai soreone wbo he ssd certain questions referring, tc matters
nag. thtt.ae

arUer i the bo: a the answers which are 11Tt to bii are/not very

clr for u to un rtsne. rv vs. S to vs. 1' there have been var.104.9

interpretations. ~_Ore hava tried to apply theu to the tit, of Antiacus

rriph. Tt may e that tre is that here tht exactly fits that tt"

and 'a a bIeft to pool tie, though we dot;t now save the dat to a..

)oi ft as. tih on-me try to male " it that the period **+ which it Iv.s

of * *




Tt sans Th v. 11, T't'or the tire the daily sacrifice is taken

1c! the eonination e that iketh desolate set ui,, there shall be

I lays. ono ty to rate ft that that is the tito frog after Aitiechus

toppe ' SAr1tCOS It JQua1om and put up the altar to Jupiter in the

to-p1, th.t from. that tic it was 1290 days until Antio.chu died. Wliethir

tht t i7t this ais, I dot know. They try to shoe that t1lat would

flt rather well with that length of time. It oti seem to no that if he

is joins te.give Htu exact nuElLer of days, it would be better to give ~tfio

days mtil the sacrifice started again wbich was about * year after Antiockns'

death. o !'ii notsure izlActheZ' that is it or not.

t !Non v. l2 says, leszod i be that waits -and comes to the 133

day You notice from 1200.-.that is 4Z days logr. SOAO say it took

4 lays for vorcl or \utis' death in Persia to get back to Palestine.

ut there is no evidence of it. f we lived in that day we could have seen
would

this is e,actly fulfill and that it ias helpful to us, or we could say
to,: at

it 1i .et have rlvanc to our tLte. aybe it refers to the tiiae of

Mticrist. iay at tiJatt1t it will be Oossiblc for people to see

exactly what 3..t ans, and it will bó & blusin to ties. t I think for

us toay, I tia ay iiterreatian of tiose particular figures is purely

a Tatter of guess today. I don't titk we aave the data. today to know what
4.
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they mean. I've been trying in this course to take the attitude toward Daniel

of being careful not to read anything in anywhere. No to go to it with a

preconceived scheme. Not to try to force anything, but to a.. what the possib1

Interpretations are, and whet there is we can stand on as certain and what

the possibilities are. Thus I say there is a possibility that these are three

indefinite periods, but it does not seem to me extremely likely. There is

the possibility that the periods of the ?O yrs. are perisds of pretty close

to this number of 7 yr. periods, and that seems to me extremely likely. But

I think we can be definite that it refers to three periods, not two. I think

we can be pretty definite that there are intervals between these.

I guess our time is up. Next Friday is the exam. It is only a on. hour

course so it won't be a long exam. We will deal with these matters we have

dealt with in class.
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